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DISCIPLINING LITERATURE:

HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE PRESCRD3ED TEXTS FOR ENGLISH:
1965 - 1995.

Researcher:

Y o u said something about analysing, is that not something you enjoy?

Student:

They say 'give your opinion' and I just have m y opinion and somebody else
says 'oh, that's notright,it's this' and you think 'well, you said your o w n
opinion.'

Researcher:

This is a c o m m o n thing, this notion that you read the p o e m and you bring your
interpretation to it, but that's not really what is meant.

Student:

Yeah.

Researcher:

Where is the interpretation supposed to come from then?

Student:

Study guides, I don't know; they hand out study guides and say 'don't write
what these people write, they're just there to help you' or something, and sort
of read them, and then that's what they expect you to write; it's pretty
confusing. They say 'they're just there to help you' but if you write
something else they'll say 'where did you get this from?' (Female Student,
Kennedy)

Student:

I think that's another thing I don't like about English 'cos they always tell you
you're allowed to have your o w n opinion but you get marked d o w n if you
don't follow what you've been told; like if they've been saying all this stuff in
class or something and...in the tests it's something totally different;...and you
still get marked down, even if you can support it.

Researcher:

So youVe got to follow the line? H o w do you know what the line is to
follow?

Student:

Just listen to the teacher. (Female student, Kennedy)

Pedagogical and Disciplinary Positions in Secondary English, p. 9. A paper presented at
the A A R E Conference, Hobart, 1995. Janice Wright, Bill Winser, A n n e Cranny-Francis
and Pat Muir. University of Wollongong.
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ABSTRACT

2
This thesis presents an analysis of the prescribed texts on the N S W Higher School

Certificate English syllabi between 1965 and 1995. These, and the strategies that info

their reading, are not examined in the manner of literary criticism but as an expressi

institutional practices and cultural discourses. The selection and study of these text

played an important role in the construction of literary and cultural 'truths' in Aust
during the second half of this century.

This study traces the origin of the selection of these texts to principally two source

Cambridge English, as it was first practised in the U.K. by F.R. Leavis and his collea
from the late 1920s, and later adopted into some academic circles in Australia; and
American New Criticism, derivations of which similarly flourished in the Australian
academy from the 1950s. One implication of this is that those parts of the Australian
academy which wielded power within secondary education sources from the 1960s to the

1990s were intent on looking overseas — towards the U.K. and the U.S.A. — for literary

guidance and direction, rather than being attentive to developments in writing and cri

that were occurring here, one consequence of which was that the formation of the 'citi
within the NSW education system at this time was modelled in large part upon
expectations that were foreign to social realities in Australia.
Within NSW education a hybrid of Leavisite criticism and American New Criticism
developed between 1965 and 1995, which was taken by academics, teachers and students

as the 'norm' and 'truth' in literary interpretation. This hybrid dominated most aspec

criticism and reading. The thesis attempts to generate explanations for this dominatio

Having first sketched in what we consider key theoretic and literary considerations as

background to our discussion, it scrutinises, for example, the composition and influen
the English Syllabus Committee, which was responsible for text choice, nomination and
review. It reveals that this sub-branch of the NSW Board of Studies largely comprised
academics from the same sandstone universities where Leavisism and New Criticism were
so unswervingly adhered to. The study looks, too, at different Senior English syllabi
show that again the reading and critical practices of Cambridge English/American New
Criticism are evident, and entrenched in, these official directive documents from the
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Department of Education. It also examines the texts themselves to disclose that their

choice privileges these same literary regimes. Finally, it discusses how the Holy Gra

high school education in English, the HSC exam, reinforces these values and practices
The study concludes that the HSC prescribed texts for English from 1965 to 1995 are

but a singular expression of broad cultural and institutional phenomena. Their select
and how they are studied conceal an array of power plays and ideological standpoints
go to the heart of our understanding of what is 'literary' and why it should be so.

*

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

5

Approach

This study examines some of the implications of the selection of prescribed texts set on
the NSW Higher School Certificate (HSC) reading lists between 1965 and 1995. These

texts are all books, as distinct from, for example, film-scripts, TV material or journali
and with one or two exceptions only, they are generically distinguishable as works of
'literature', meaning in this context, the contemporary commonsense understanding as

writing that is generally of a 'high' 'standard' of an imaginative and/or creative kind.1

English syllabi they are usually grouped as poems, plays and novels. In this study they a

not examined in the manner of literary scholarship or criticism, but as an expression of

institutional practices and cultural discourses. In other words, it is not our interest h
examine the texts' contents, form, or for that matter, their historicity; rather, we are
concerned with assessing their place and function in some aspects of our culture.

This is not to suggest that this study is purely speculative, in the sense that its focu

entirely philosophical or theoretical — it does present empirical data, for example, in i
arguments, and it does try to inspect policy statements and syllabus documents with
objectivity and rigour. Rather, it relates, in admiration at least, to the work of such
author/educators as Raymond Williams2, Terry Eagleton3 and Chris Baldick4 in the UK,
Robert Scholes5 and John Willinsky6 from the USA and Canada, and in Australia Jack
Thompson7, Kevin Hart8, John Docker9 and Allan and Carmen Luke10. It shares with

Williams, for example, some of the importance he gives to historicism, cultural materiali

and, after Gramsci, his concepts of ideology and hegemony,11 with Eagleton his systematic

dismantling of received notions of literature,12 and with Thompson his empathetic analysi
of students' reading interests and capacities.13

From the field of education this study takes most of its content — pedagogical practices
teachers' subjectivities, syllabi documents, historical developments in high school

curriculum in NSW, archival material, and the lists of texts themselves. It attempts to t

these in terms of some of their assumptions about writing, cultural context and institut
implications. It asks, for instance, what notion of 'good literature' is conveyed in HSC
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syllabi, what knowledges of 'education', citizenship and national identity are formulated by
the prescribed texts, and who sets the agenda, and to what end, for the HSC Senior English
syllabi and the HSC examination?
As far as the author is aware, the substantive body of material addressed in this study
has not been examined in this way elsewhere.

While Paul Kenneth Nay-Brock’s

unpublished Ph.D. thesis of 1983, 'A History of the Development of English Syllabuses in
NSW

Secondary Education,

1953-1976: A 'Continuum' or

a

'Series

of New

Beginnings'?'14 covers some of the terrain — particularly that dealing with syllabi analysis
— and while Gordon Shrubb's short paper of 1986, Twenty Years On: HSC 2 Unit
English Texts'15 looks critically at 2 Unit texts appearing on the HSC Prescribed reading
list between 1967 and 1986, there is no other extended work which exists in this area.
The thesis is in eight Chapters. Outside the Introduction (Chapter One) and Conclusion
(Chapter Eight) there are six independent, but related discussions. Chapter Two discusses
the contributions of Michel Foucault and ‘reproductive’ educational sociologists to the
study of institutional education. Following their arguments, and evidence, we suggest that
‘truth’ and ‘knowledge’ are social constructs, connected only precariously to academic or
pedagogical ideals. The Marxist philosophers Machery and Althusser have addressed the
process of institutional education too, in terms of ‘cultural imperialism’. For Althusser,
the education system interpellates individuals to the false belief that they are free, a belief
reinforced by teachers and institutional structures and practices. Within the context of our
study, these latter are interpreted as teachers’ institutionally validated training and their
adherence to pedagogical practices that are largely determined, and strengthened by, the
Holy Grail of Senior English, the HSC examination; the syllabi’s stamp of government
authority; the English Syllabus Committee’s powerful bias towards the academic
preferencing of the English Department of Sydney University; the prescribed texts,
nominated, selected and set without clientele consultation; and finally the examination
system, functioning as the framing 'disciplinary technology', reinforcing values and reading
regimes developed elsewhere in the curriculum, and serving as a filter for higher learning.
In this structure, the University acts as the ultimate gatekeeper of knowledge and as a
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mechanism of class control. It professionalises the reader into one particular form of
literary scholarship.

Individuals who aspire to 'better' themselves educationally are

compelled to comply with norms constructed by the dominating classes.
Chapter Three examines such literary considerations as the ambivalent meaning of
'literature', literary canonicity, the effects of Cambridge English, New Criticism and
contemporary critical theories on Senior English.

Such theorists as Barthes, Derrida,

Jameson, Iser, Jauss and Holland have focused on reading regimes as problematical, each
offering criticism to the formalists' position — shared by Cambridge English/New
Criticism — regarding their approach to the author, the text, the text's relationship with
reality, and the reader. Derrida has proposed that texts be read 'playfully', celebrating their
non-closure and authorial independence.

Reader-response theorists, such as Iser and

Holland, have emphasised the importance of the reader in actively contributing to the text
his/her personal values, past experiences or personality projections. W hile at an official
level schools have been slow to react to these proposals, many teachers, particularly those
networking with the English Teachers' Association or the Australian Association for the
Teaching of English, or those receptive to publishing houses' recent education productions,
have been much more enthusiastic.

Through direction and leadership largely initiated

within progressive tertiary academies, they have attempted to build a classroom-based
sphere of influence, from which they can exert pressure on traditional sources of
bureaucratic power. W hile the remodelling of 'the literary' then — and the kind of society
a citizen is engaged with — has occurred in N SW fundamentally from 'above', it has not
been without some teacher input. At the point of the mid-1990s it can be said that at a
classroom level at least, how and why students read has widely come to be recognised as
having just as much importance as what they read.
Chapter Four comprises a discussion of the English Syllabus Committee, from its
inception in 1963 to its termination in 1995. This Committee — uniquely sited at the
interface of the classroom, curriculum and State bureaucracy — was the English arm of the
NSW Board of Studies and the Department of Education and Training.

Within the

Committee the predominant approach to English was Cambridge English/New Critical,
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Leavisism represented by the Chairman of the sub-Committee for Drafting the Syllabus,
Professor S.A. Goldberg, and an essentially New Critical approach to literary appreciation
by the Committee's Chairman, Professor G.A. Wilkes. Despite the differences between
these camps, however, there was unanimity on at least one point — that the study of Senior
high school English should be predominantly 'literature' based.

In this they found a

common enemy in a third group — those academics, such as Delbridge, who favoured the
inclusion of some 'language'/linguistics study. The final draft of the 1974/76 Syllabus
effected a resounding defeat for this latter group. With this syllabus the last vestige of
'language' as a separate, compulsory component in Senior English was removed.
Chapter Five outlines the various Senior English syllabi of this time — those of 1965,
1974/76, 1982 and 1988.

It attempts to show that their implied recommended

interpretative strategies underpin the reading and teaching practices of the prescribed texts.
The first three of the syllabi were virtually identical, the only significant difference being
the gradual abandonment of ‘language’ as a separate compulsory study and the adoption,
in the 2 Unit (General) course, of a Topic Area study in place of one of the 'set texts'. This
suggests that in many ways there has been a considerable gulf between the syllabi and their
cultural environment, the former remaining remarkably stable amidst social and economic
changes, changes connected with the post-Second W orld W ar immigration expansion and
baby boom and the subsequent new social order of the late 1960s/early 1970s, the
economic recession of the 1980s coupled with innovative workplace technology,
information growth and high youth unemployment, and the public demand in the 1990s
that up to 90% of high school students complete Senior education and that while they are
doing so they be trained in vocational skills as well as traditionally academic areas of
learning. Even within the narrower framework of high school curriculum reform itself,
Senior English remained relatively insulated. It resisted the challenges of the Dartmouth
Conference of 1966, Jerome Bruner's educational theories, and the Junior English Syllabus
(for Forms I — IV) of 1971; it rejected the first drafts of the 1974/76 syllabus; and in the
1982 syllabus it failed, in 2 Unit (General), to deliver a course that was more than just a
cursory acknowledgment of 'English in practice'. Only in 2 Unit Contemporary English
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was there serious recognition of the fact that many Senior students were not interested in,
nor perhaps capable of — for reasons of their language disadvantage — the study of
literature-based English that was designed fundamentally to lead to future tertiary English
study. The syllabi between 1965 and 1995 therefore, were bastions of conservatism. Like
the Cambridge English/New Criticism literary paradigm on which they so heavily relied,
they offered those involved in Senior schooling — students, classroom teachers, those
responsible for the construction of the syllabus, even parents and the broader public — an
illusion that at its centre English was stable. ‘English’ could consistently resist change,
ran the illusion, because its values, aesthetic and moral, were curiously beyond temporal
constraints.
Chapter Six examines the texts themselves. Using a set of graphics, located in the
Appendix (APPENDIX 9.), as the starting point for discussion, it critiques Gordon
Shrubb's work of 1986, then looks at the range of HSC novels, poetry and plays in the
light of their literary assumptions. It conceives the texts as windows through which we can
view some of the management forces at work in disciplining literature for these texts,
through their association with Cambridge English and New Criticism, played an essential
role in the construction of literary and aesthetic 'truths' in Australia during the second half
of this century, expressing specific values of class and national identity. W ith the teaching
practices that surrounded them, they substantially influenced different strands of
educational philosophy (such as valuing literary 'classics' above culturally deemed 'low
brow' texts) and significantly affected pedagogical practices (such as 'personal response'
and 'close reading').

Equally, they set the criteria for literary standards, determined

explicitly the meanings of 'literature' and indeed 'English' itself and enshrined the answer to
what reading was required in order to be considered 'well educated'. This in turn served to
contribute to the construction of what kind of person would be interpellated into University
ranks.
The seventh Chapter examines the effects of the HSC English exam as the final
’disciplinary technology' that contributes to the official production of 'education'.

This

exam is seen as both the Holy Grail of students' secondary schooling and, in the absence
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of clear pedagogical direction from the Board of Studies (outside that implicit in the
syllabi), an authoritative expression of what is to be taught by teachers in HSC English.
The Chapter interrogates past exam questions and the criteria by which answers are
marked. We may say that the exam system defines 'education' in a capitalist democracy as
a complex discourse woven around notions and practices of uniformity and individuality
significantly constructing the 'educated citizen' as a cultural member rather than a graduated
high-school student.
The study’s Conclusion tries to draw together some of the themes discussed in previous
Chapters, and show how Senior English has contributed to the official production of
knowledge and identity — in its privileging of upper middle-class language and
sophisticated, detached but relaxed performance; in its adherence, albeit sometimes
ambiguously, to Leavisite/New Critical reading regimes; and in its requirement that
students in exams not only recall the content of a text, and

execute in

a

logistical/engineering/legalist manner, an appropriate answer to questions, but that in order
to do well, they demonstrate familiarity with both formalist and reader response reading
strategies.

Parameters

The years 1965 and 1995 are both watersheds in the history of secondary school
curriculum in NSW. The new HSC English syllabus was implemented in high schools in
1965. This syllabus, a sharp contrast with its predecessor, Syllabus in English, 1953,
heralded an era of radical experimentation in secondary school curriculum. The year 1965
was also when the first School Certificate (SC) under the Wyndham Scheme was held.
This meant that those students who completed this SC were the first to go on to two years
of Senior high school.
The year 1995 was equally significant. In many ways it marked the end of an era. In
this year the State Liberal/National Parties Coalition was replaced by Labor, under Premier
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Bob Carr, with Minister for Education and Training, John Aquilina. While at one level
Labor was to move education in the direction of administrative devolution — contradicting
many of the tenets and practices of the old Wyndham Scheme — it simultaneously, and
paradoxically, increased Government intervention at a curriculum level. In this respect, in
August 1995 Professor Barry McGaw was commissioned to undertake a complete review
of the HSC.

Just prior to this, another inquiry was authorised, The Eagleton Report,16

which recommended restructuring of the English Syllabus Committee. The result of this
was the Committee's termination in 1995, which meant that from this time a new process of
selecting prescribed texts for HSC candidates came into effect.
The thirty-year period 1965-1995 can be examined in three historical time frames, within
which this study attempts to address issues related to the prescribed texts:

* 1965 — 1976: curriculum innovation of the Wyndham Scheme
* 1976 — 1988: curriculum expansion
* 1988 — 1995: administrative devolution.

Some of the questions that set the thematic parameters are:

* what is meant by the term 'English' as a subject for HSC study? Does this
term refer to a particular body of material, such as 'literature' or 'language', or is its meaning
wider and more flexible? Is 'English' also specific to a supposed core of British 'literature',
or is it relevant to a wider range of cultures and ideologies loosely grouped by a common
language?
* what views of 'English', and 'literature' are espoused in the syllabi between
1965 and 1995? Is 'literary' English targeted in these syllabi, and if so, why?
*

what modes of literary scholarship and criticism inform Senior English

reading of HSC texts. What are their origins and values?

Do they promote 'critical

awareness' and 'reader response', and what is meant by these terms?

3 0009 03232372 2
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* how have changes in literary and critical theory over the past thirty years or so
impacted — if at all — on texts studied for Senior English and on the examination system.
How have teachers responded to these changes?
* is there a pattern in the prescribed texts — and their authors; and if so, what
sense can be made of it: for example, might it testify to an absolutist/essentialist
understanding of aesthetics — where 'great works' manifest 'timeless', 'universal' values,
etc.; or might it function as a kind of political and cultural barometer, responsive to social
sensibilities and changes over time?
Finally, the word 'curriculum' is used throughout this study in the broad sense of
referring to those sets of intentions which outline learning experiences and opportunities
designed to achieve outcomes stated in official documents.17 It is used to cover, for
instance, those Government initiatives and policies that have affected everything from
pedagogical practices to classroom attitudes and trends in course choices. 'Curriculum' is
not used — as it is sometimes, elsewhere — to refer to a specific syllabus for a single
subject or for a specific group of students.

Themes

During the period 1965-1995 literary judgement, evaluation and assessment, as well as
pedagogical practices in Senior English in NSW schools, were enormously affected by
two groups of scholarly formations. One was what is commonly referred to as Cambridge
English, or Leavisism — that form of criticism, articulated and espoused by F.R. Leavis
and his followers at Cambridge University from the closing years of the 1920s. The other
was Oxonian scholarship which pre-dated Leavisism, enjoying a long and distinguished
lineage within the academy of Sydney University since at least the establishment there of
independent Chairs of English Language and Literature in 1920. After the Second W orld
W ar the influence of Oxford scholarship mutated to a form of American New Criticism,
especially under the figure of Professor G.A. Wilkes, appointed foundation Professor of

1
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Australian Literature in 1962 and Challis Professor of English Literature in 1966 — a
position he was to hold for thirty years. It was as New Criticism, blended with Cambridge
English, that a style of literary interpretation influenced Senior English students under the
Wyndham Scheme.

Brooks and Warren's Understanding Poetry,18 an avowed New

Critical 'text', for example, was a key source of literature study in most schools in NSW
from 1960. Many of the poems, as well as poets, it presents appear on the HSC prescribed
reading lists of poetry/poets from 1965.
The forces of Cambridge English and Oxford University/ New Criticism combined
uniquely in Senior secondary school English to create a new genus of criticism and
practice, one in which features originating in one literary school were frequently confused
with, or superimposed upon, the other. It is the argument of this study that this hybrid was
the dominating literary reference and source of opinion in Senior English from 1965 to
1995. No clearer examples of it are to be found than in the various Senior syllabi that were
introduced with the Wyndham Scheme.

These syllabi informed the reading of the

prescribed texts.
Up until at least the mid-1960s most Western educational institutions accepted
Cambridge English, Oxonian scholarship and American New Criticism as the authoritative
forms of literary theory and critical practice. Their discourses were accepted as critiquing
literary 'truth'. It was not until after 1966 that various radical post-Modem contemporary
critical theories challenged this. This however, was chiefly the case only in continental
Europe and the USA; it did not occur in the UK or Australia. At the University of Sydney
in the mid-1960s, for instance, differences between the camps of Cambridge English and
New Criticism became so severe as to cause serious rivalry within the English Department
— rivalry that was not altogether dissimilar from the clash in literary allegiances that
occurred at Cambridge University itself a generation later, when, in 1980, the postStructuralist Colin MacCabe, opposed by Leavisite structuralists and their allies, failed to
obtain tenure within Dr. Leavis' old Department.19 In the dispute at Sydney University
there was never a suggestion that a third mode of literary theory might be possible —
namely, that of the contemporary European, or 'French' theoiy.20
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A second, interrelated theme is that the HSC English prescribed texts have consciously
and overtly privileged what we will describe as 'Literature', over 'literature'. The former
assumes that writing is qualitatively assessable, that some writing is inherentiy superior,
and that there is a professional 'educated' group of academics with expertise to decide
which writing is 'better' than other writing.

Against this position, Terry Eagleton and

Andrew Milner, among many others, say that 'anything can be literature,

...and anything which is regarded as unalterably and unquestionably literature
— Shakespeare, for example — can cease to be literature. Any belief that the
study of literature is the study of a stable, well-definable entity, as
entomology is the study of insects, can be abandoned as a chimera...the socalled 'literary canon', the unquestioned 'great tradition' of the 'national
literature', has to be recognised as a construct, fashioned by particular people
for particular reasons at a certain time.21
If the distinction between literature (and the other high arts) on the one hand
and popular culture on the other had been simply and uncontroversially a
matter of different kinds of texts — then there could have been a more or
less straightforward division of labour between literary studies and cultural
studies, defined in terms of these different objects of study.

But the

definition of literature (and to a lesser extent that of the other 'high' arts) still
remains highly problematic. As an academic discipline, the 'literature' in both
English literature and comparative literature had never meant all writing, nor
even all novels, since it had normally been defined in ways that deliberately
excluded 'popular fiction'....literature was always valuable writing.

W hich

clearly posed the question: who does the valuing?22

Nevertheless, in the face of this the NSW Department of School Education has
continued to maintain its position as defender of literary elitism, that is, 'Literature'. The
study of Literature', says an edict of 1989, 'should be a powerful and expansive part of a
student's general cultural education.’

The Government's position is that every effort must be made to ensure that all
students have access to literature which is of high quality, which challenges
them, opens new horizons, gives them a perspective on their cultural heritage
and maintains the cultural basis of our civilisation....
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The broad principle that literary quality is a key criterion in the selection of
texts should be laid down by the Board. The interpretation of this, in terms
of the ability, background and interests of very different groups of students,
comes back to the responsible, professional judgement of teachers in the
classroom.23

The reference here to 'their cultural heritage' and 'our civilisation' highlights the frame of
official production of knowledge and identity in which the 'Literature'/'literature' binary lies,
for while the notion of 'high quality' writing distinguishes the study of English by its
closure from outer and personal forces, 'heritage' and 'civilisation' are represented as the
responsibility, even property, of state institutions: '...literary quality...comes back to
the...professional judgement of teachers in the classroom'.

Behind this, of course, are

Government decisions about the limits and basis of teaching.

The social function of

education, in other words, is to inform 'downwards' within a paradigm o f Governmentcontrolled power; it is the latter which, in Milner's words, 'does the valuing.' And teachers
are not just Leavis' 'preachers of culture' (see below) but instruments of the State.
Another official government document, that further elaborates the cultural function of
Literature, says that

Australian curricula have always given a prominent place to the study of
classical literature in the English language. The Australian community as a
whole continues to value this literature.

Shakespeare, Dickens and the

Romantic poets, for example, are sources of cultural enrichment and personal
growth. Many Australian parents of other cultures also wish their children to
study English literature because of the esteem in which it continues to be
held in Australia.24

Here the Government is again speaking on behalf of those it is claiming to represent, and
justifying its practice by the product it has produced, as though the product has preceded
the practice. Its claim that the 'Australian community as a whole continues to value this
literature', like its assumption about 'their cultural heritage' and 'our civilisation', coerces
multicultural interests in Australia towards social cohesion and national unity. It may well
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be asked, for instance, whose cultural heritage and whose civilisation is represented in these
statements? Again the study of writing, in other words, is being used to political ends.
It will be shown in this study that 'high quality literature' and the authors referred to here
and elsewhere in official policy doctrine and in the syllabi, are essentially from the
Cambridge English/New Critical tradition of what constitutes 'good writing'. They have
been selected, and managed, to produce notions of elitism and unified national cultural
heritage. The emphasis on 'quality' and 'heritage' clearly separates 'high culture' writing
from 'popular writing' — as it does 'literature' from media 'text' (such as cinematic texts),
for example. Education in NSW has tended to preserve these distinctions and enshrine
'English' as 'Literature'.

Outside of the classroom, however, cultural — including

multicultural — studies, communication studies, film studies, etc. are all fast becoming
recognised as other valid areas of learning.
Just as there is no inherent basis for the selection of some books as 'Literature' and
some as not, so there is nothing 'natural' about how books are read.

But institutions

produce 'guidelines' such as the above, which generate 'reading regimes' — the 'study' of
'texts' rather than reading for pleasure, for instance — which construct the reader as
'student' and teach him/her to reproduce existing knowledges about the 'texts’.

These

regimes, reinforced by their attendant 'maintenance technologies' of set questions,
examinations, and so on, speak of a particular set of literary cultural values and related
structures and practices to the extent they frequently take on the 'common sense' status of
ontological truth. This study is written against this attitude and its associated practices. It
is written, nevertheless, not against an aesthetic of literature as such, but against the dogma
that some writing is inherently superior to others, and that some speaks of essentialist
truths. In other words, while this study is sympathetic with some Leavisite and New
Critical tenets of literary reading — for instance, that of reader 'engagement' with the text
— it views these as expressions of a particular tradition, without implying, as Leavis and
others do, that they constitute a criterion by which all imaginative writing can be evaluated.
This contestation argues that literary reading must contextualise the complexity of our
society — with all its contesting ideologies and dichotomies of domestic pluralism versus
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national unity — and conceptualise a socially valued syllabus that emphasises
contemporaneousness over heritage, textual variety over literary exclusion and freedom of
interpretation over authority. On the other hand however, it suggests too, that some aspects
of the Leavisite/New Critical literary tradition are compatible with, and valid within, this
position.
Finally, how can teachers and students become aware of the constraints of the prescribed
texts lists, and how can teachers ensure that reading is not just compliant with the precepts
encoded in the Cambridge English/New Critical canon? One answer seems to lie in the
post-Structuralist notion that writing, as Eagleton says, is a 'construct', and that the teacher's
task is to assist readers in exposing values that are buried within particular canons and
such binaries as 'Literature'/'literature'. Attention therefore must shift away from just form
and content analysis and New Criticism's quests-for-meaning, to embrace the processes
involved in a text's construction. This means that teachers need to ensure that how and why
students read is discussed, analysed and explored, as well as what they read.

While

ultimately these aspects of reading might be indistinguishable, the Senior classroom
subject 'English' need no longer be a study of what Matthew Arnold, in 1865,
presumptuously called 'the best that is known and thought in the world.'25

Models o f English teaching

Until the 1930s, teaching English was not commonly regarded as an activity worthy of
serious university academic pursuit. From about the middle of the nineteenth century, it
was interpreted by the English academy as 'instruction' — primarily to 'women ...and the
second and third rate men who were to become schoolmasters'26 — in an ambiguous
mixture of 'language' and 'literature' studies.

In the 1870s, with the introduction of

compulsory education in England, Matthew Arnold proposed that English be taught as a
means to consolidate what he conceived of as 'authentic British folk culture,'27 and soon
after an Honours School of English Language and Literature was founded at Oxford
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University, with a separate Chair of Literature established in 1904, and at Cambridge, a
Chair of Literature was established in 1911 and six years later there was an English tripos.
Here the study of English was extremely formal and modelled on Classical scholarship,
which was seen as ‘scientific’, even ‘m anly’. The study of English focussed on rhetoric,
philology and linguistics, and form, taste and literary history.

It was an era which

celebrated the refining of Rhetoric and belles lettres,28 The reputation that English was
accorded was primarily as a 'soft', 'art' study, or at least as a tool for social inquiry.
This restricted nature of English studies changed in the 1920s when the Newbolt Report
to the English Parliament of 1921 endorsed the view that

what appears to us to be an incontrovertible primary fact, [is] that for English
children no form of knowledge can take precedence of a knowledge of
English, no form of literature can take precedence of English literature; and
that the two are so inextricably connected as to form the only possible basis
for a national education.29

Thus, a 'knowledge of English [language]' and the study of 'English literature’ became the
keystones for what was the taught as 'English' at a school level. In universities too, English
began to capture the interests of British academia.

This was particularly with the

emergence of the Cambridge School, which under Leavis, radicalised understandings of
English literature.
Since the 1960s the teaching of English has been interpreted variously, with at least halfa-dozen quite distinguishable models emerging. Although these necessarily overlap, with
all practices in some ways informing each other, different emphases demonstrate different
cultural and ideological forces. Each is evident, to a larger or lesser extent, in NSW
syllabi.
(i)

The cultural heritage model is today the most conservative view of English teaching.

At best, it stresses that students need to be aware of how their cultural past has positioned
them uniquely in relation to other cultures. By understanding their historical heritage, it
says, students will not necessarily be indoctrinated nor controlled by it. On the other hand,
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however, this view may also include practices involving passive acceptance of so-called
literary taste'. Implicit in this model then, is the assumption that readers will acquire an
intelligent respect for, and an awareness of, textually sophisticated embodiments of values
that are accepted by those in power as representative of their ideal society. But in practical
terms, this might well translate into learning a kind of cultural snobbery or fear of literary
writing; students, in other words, would learn to accept uncritically notions of the 'genius',
the 'classics', the 'Great Tradition', etc.. It is this position that is attacked so vigorously by
educators such as Eagleton, Milner, Robert Scholes and Ian Reid.

Here is Reid, for

example, describing how the culturally inherited notion of 'Literature' can operate in the
classroom like a Gallery — as opposed to a W orkshop — in which writing is separated
from its readers and teachers are portrayed as dispirited automatons; in our multicultural,
post-Modem society this view is extremely problematic, to say the least:

Imagine a room as I describe it. At first it seems spacious, but a second
look shows you that only its extreme tidiness has given that impression.
Everything has its fixed position, its proper place. The items on display are
neatly shelved or arranged in glass cases. Each section is labelled; you can
see little signs that say, for instance, 'Novel', 'Poetry', 'Drama'. Other signs
request visitors not to touch, not to leave fingerprints. Gilt-framed portraits
and plaster busts of authors surmount the furniture.

Centrally located is a

large cabinet inscribed 'Set Texts'. Indeed, most of the things in this room
look very set.

Even the people are stiff; their movements restrained,

unsupple; their voices lowered (whether from respect or somnolence one
can't easily tell); their facial expressions either awed or bored. Anyway, noone looks animated or deeply absorbed. A few, perhaps more from habit
than genuine piety, are performing little bows and genuflections in front o f
some of the exhibits....
You recognise the room. We've all been there. It's the Literature Gallery.
Don't mistake my meaning. This is not specifically a classroom scene that
I'm describing, it's a schematic model that represents one way of thinking
about literature....30

Amongst the syllabi mentioned in this study, the cultural heritage model is found most
prominently in the Syllabus in English, 1953 — one which is strongly characterised by
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instruction in knowledge of a pre-Leavisite canon of British, historical literary 'good
works', as well as by mechanistic analysis and training in particular linguistic rules. Today,
the Department of School Education still sees some value of this model, holding, for
example, the notion of cultural diversity around a central core of 'their [British historical]
cultural heritage' and 'our [Anglophile] civilisation'.
(ii)

The language and personal growth (or experience-centred) view of English has

dominated Primary and Junior-secondary high school English since the early-1970s.31
This model was founded upon the view of teaching laid down at the 1966 Dartmouth
Conference USA, and articulated so fervently by John Dixon in his Growth through
English (1967).32 It stresses the importance to good learning of the use of students'
everyday language, as well as the significance of their social and psychological well-being.
According to this model 'whatever goes on in the English lesson is, in effect, working with
language...for increasing competence comes when children are talking, listening, reading
and writing about subjects that are of real concern to them.'33 In the 1970s in NSW it
manifested in such classroom activities as 'discovery learning', classwork contractual
arrangements between students and their teacher, a flourish of 'project work', participation
in 'small groups' an oral presentations. While this model found expression in the high
school Junior English Syllabus of 1971 — a syllabus which, according to Paul Brock, was
'the first personal growth model syllabus anywhere in the English speaking world'34 —
beyond Junior English its influence was extremely limited. While some o f its echoes are
found in the first draft of the 1974/76 Senior Syllabus, for example, its most powerful
representation is in the 2 Unit Contemporary Syllabus.

Here, the Preamble says, for

instance:

2 unit Contemporary English is a syllabus which focuses on English
language in contemporary use, in both its spoken and written forms, and in
such special contexts as the mass media. There is less emphasis on literary
study than in other 2 unit English courses.
The syllabus focuses on the skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking,
in a wide range of language uses, registers and contexts.

It is designed
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primarily to improve students' ability to use and interpret language
effectively, according to their needs.35

(iii)

Unlike the language and personal growth model, but sometimes confused with

it,36 the literature-centred model places importance on readers' personal responses to texts,
their engaging in close study of written texts, and their critical understanding of how such
texts are structured. This model aims to create readers of 'cultivated sensibilities'. It relates
to the cultural heritage model in that the 'sensibilities' it produces are expressions of
particular moral and aesthetic values, but it is more interested in belles lettres for their own
sake as art works rather than historical contextualisation. This view has been the most
influential in Senior English teaching over the last thirty years, leading in some cases to a
slippage between the terms 'English' and 'literature.'37 It originated with the work of the
Oxbridge critics and theorists at the end of the nineteenth century, and was heavily
influenced by Leavisism in the 1930s and American New Criticism in the late 1940s. All
Senior English syllabi after 1965 have demonstrated the effect of literature-centred
English, but it is most strongly evident in 2/3 Unit (Related) courses. The Rationale of the
1982 Related Syllabus says, for example:

This is a course designed for those with a particular interest in English, who
wish to study plays such as King Lear, or the poetry of Donne, or the novels
of Jane Austen or Patrick White. The course explores the literature of the
past as well as the present, allowing both for wide reading and for the closer
study of specific texts, and requiring a critical awareness of English in its
literary and non-literary forms.38

The 3 Unit Rationale adds:

....Students will be expected to range more widely in their reading and will
have the opportunity to study particular authors and particular topics in
greater depth.39
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Only in very recent years — and heavily influenced by post-Modem critical theories, as
well as the popular success among students and teachers of the language skills-b&std
Contemporary English course — the principles and values of this model have been
brought into question.
(iv) At its most basic, the language skills model of English fitted an era when initial
literacy and mass education were the prime educational demands.40 Closely allied to the
language and personal growth model, language skills is more technologically oriented,
interpreting schooling as a means to social improvement. In 1971, with the publication of
Doughty, Pearce and Thornton's Language in Use,41 the concept was broadened to include
teaching that employed such methods as dramatisation, small group discussion, language
games and writing activities which were 'relevant' and 'meaningful' to students.42
Language in Use says that it

offers a form of language study which can be valued as a rewarding end in
itself, namely the development of awareness. However, a basic premise...is
that the development of awareness in the pupil will have a positive effect
upon his competence, although this effect is likely to be indirect and may not
show up immediately.

A second premise is that what is well-rehearsed

through being talked out in discussion, especially where the discussion
involves groups of three to five, will have a similar oblique, delayed, but quite
positive, effect upon pupils' command of the written language.43

This interpretation of the language skills model, which, on the whole is compatible with the
language and personal growth model, was advocated by those supporting the inclusion of
'language' in the 1974/76 NSW Senior English Syllabus, 'language' here being seen for
self-expression rather than just the acquisition of skills for more effective social
participation.
(v) Today, some educators advance a sophisticated form of the language skills model
articulated as a genre approach to writing, which teaches language skills primarily as
discourses and genres of culture. Through their control of the functions o f language, it is
argued, students are empowered, personally, socially and economically. 'A genre approach
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to literacy teaching', say Bill C o p e and M a r y Kalantzis, for instance, at the beginning of
their seminal work, The Powers of Literacy: A Genre Approach to Teaching Writing,

involves being explicit about the way language works to make meaning. It
means engaging students in the role of apprentice with the teacher in the role
of expert on language system and function. It means an emphasis on
content, on structure and on sequence in the steps that a learner goes through
to become literate in a formal educational setting. It means a n e w role for
textbooks in literacy. It means teaching [functional] grammar again44

Compared with the older language skills model this one, therefore, emphasises the
contextual production of meaning and the power encoded in its formations. O n e of its

down-sides, however, is that it can over-focus on adults' rather than on students' needs, an
where this happens, students are perceived as requiring only the language skills demanded
for their potential workplace occupation and not for their immediate personal needs and
wants. S o m e commentators have seen the Outcomes (Competencies)-based movement in
Australian education in the early 1990s as reflecting a degree of this limiting aspect45 The
2 Unit Contemporary English Syllabus of 1989 contains more elements of the language
skills model than other Senior syllabi.

(vi) The cultural studies (or textuality studies) model is the most recent notio
English to be discussed. Not implemented in N S W high schools as yet, except as a rather

simplistic study of media as manipulation, for instance, this model has taken over within
some newly established tertiary institutions. It is informed principally by the approaches
of modern (and post-Modern) literary theories and by the relatively recent discipline,
Cultural Studies. It takes the view that 'English' works with too narrow a concept of what
might be studied under the rubric of 'meaning production'. Rather, it says, literature is
merely a narrow band in the spectrum of textuality, and meaning can be analysed in the
languages' of fashion, film, advertisements, etc., even culture itself. 'English', that is,
should be placed in the widest cultural context —

with an enlarged range of texts

encompassing the spectrum of 'high' and 'popular' culture and an expansion of what is

meant by 'texts' to include all forms of semiotics. Thus, for instance, at the University of
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Western Sydney, English and English-related courses are taught as part of the B.A. in
Liberal Studies and the B.A. in Applied Communication Studies in the Faculty of
Humanities and Applied Social Sciences ( U W S , Nepean); and as part of the B.A. in the

Department of Humanities, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences ( U W S , Macarthur); and at
the University of Technology, Sydney, the Department of Text Production and Studies
(within a School of Humanities) is responsible for units of W o r d and Text Textual

Theory, Performance Study, Generic Fiction, Australian Literary Tradition, Recent Fiction

and W o m e n and Writing. This, in contrast with Sydney's older universities, where at The
University of Sydney and University of N S W , English is still taught within traditional
departments of literary studies. The 1994 Report of the Academic Standards Panel:

English, a report of the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee, commissioned by the
Federal Government, comments on some of these innovations:

Where [in Australian universities] traditional English maintains its
dominance it is often in the form of a broader subject better called 'Literary
Studies', drawing materials from the whole body of world writing in English
as well as from other literatures studied in translation. At Griffith University
(Nathan campus) literary studies has become a kind of vein in the marble of
a range of problem-oriented subject areas. F r o m one point of view this m a y
well represent a future already in place.46

Altogether, so far as education in NSW high schools goes, this latter view of Engl
gradually gaining in popularity, for as Ernie Tucker points out:

English has grown too big for any one teacher to manage. Literature has
added children's literature; canons have replaced a canon; popular culture,
film, television and masses of mass media have followed to overwhelm a
literature-centred model no matter h o w accommodating.

The language-

centred model is swamped with discourse. There is no room in the ark for
the cyber species joining the queue up the gang plank...47

Tucker's metaphor is of a crowded ark, a disciplinary shell in danger of founderin

through an overload of content If w e extend the image by noting that the animals are both
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interbreeding and fighting each other for the best cabins, then we may have some
the problems facing any would-be Noah on a mission to save English today.
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETIC CONSIDERATIONS
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Foucault a n d Education

Michel Foucault has identified certain knowledges and attendant practices as
fundamental to the normalisation of m o d e m social principles and institutions. Education,
which although not systematically scrutinised by Foucault (as is, for example, the prison
system1, psychiatry2 or the history of sexuality3), is one such institution that is
encompassed by his analysis. Like all knowledges and practices connected to politics,
economics and history, education inter-relates with other cultural forces and itself
contributes significantly to the formation of the h u m a n being as a 'subject'.
For Foucault the notion of a 'subject' refers to both an individual's identity as an
autonomous, self-aware, self-initiating h u m a n being, as well as his/her transformation, by

discourses, into a kind or 'type' of person w h o is operated upon as an object That is, the
original 'subject' is n o w 'subjected' to discursive normalisation processes that effectively
position him/her as an object Thus Foucault's total understanding of 'subject' refers, for
instance, to both the speaker of a discourse and he/she w h o is spoken to/ spoken of/
spoken about — that is, the 'object' of the discourse. A subject's 'objectification' takes
place. '[M]an\ says Foucault, 'appears in his ambiguous position as an object of
knowledge and as a subject that knows' 4 :

...relations are to be analysed...not [just] on the basis of a subject of
knowledge w h o is or is not free in relation to the power system, but, on the
contrary, the subject w h o knows[.]

[T]he objects to be k n o w n and the

modalities of knowledge must be regarded as so m a n y effects of these
fundamental

implications

of

power-knowledge

and

their

historical

transformations.5

This view of the individual challenges the long-held Western singular notion of the
independent and self-initiating/regulating 'self, a notion often articulated as expressing a
'liberal' or 'humanist' position. It has wide ramifications for education.
Foucault's re-evaluation of a subject has called into question m a n y traditionally accepted
institutional practices and strategies.

Within wider educational circles these include
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students' 'classification' and 'division' according to evidential, quantifiable criteria — for

example, students' assessment, testing and placement on the basis of their 'intelligenc

'ability' or 'aptitude'. Other practices that are questioned include students' 'profili

according to statistical analysis; their streaming into 'suitable' or 'appropriate' cl
groupings; and the complex examination structure they face throughout most of their
educational experience.

These practices, according to Foucault, transform students into compliant silent, 'doci
bodies'. They establish first, numerical, then, socially accepted, 'norms', by which
students are compared — the 'normalised' ones 'succeeding' within the disciplinary
system, the rest being stigmatised, frequently to become socially ostracised 'others'.
Furthermore, it is largely on the basis of such methodologies that education curricula
been written, student assessment carried out and classroom pedagogies put in place.

Foucault's insights and criticisms have been equally effective within smaller education

circles, such as the specifics of classroom pedagogical discourses and strategies. They

evident for example, in the growing recognition that students' 'creative' writing canno

assessed for just its 'originality' and 'authenticity'; that students' responses to rea
texts cannot be presumed to be 'personal' — nor, for that matter, 'objective' or

ontologically 'true'; and that their scholarly quests (frequently initiated by their t
those higher up the instruction hierarchy) for the 'unique'/ 'timeless'/ 'universal'

aesthetic features of the 'great books' of English literature, might well be ill-founde

Foucault, following principally Nietzsche, disputes both transcendental and 'personally

authentic' 'truth'. 'Truth is a thing of this world', he says. '[I]t is produced only b

virtue of multiple forms of constraint. And it induces regular effects of power'6. 'Tru
that is, is a social construct that is produced through discourses.
It is chiefly from this point of view that this study argues. It will attempt to show,
Foucault, that many of the strategies just mentioned are underpinned by social, not

educational, assumptions, and that what is invariably accepted as the 'norm' or 'common

sense' or 'truth' in the study of English can frequently be revealed as a manifestation

particular social, not strictly educational, ideologies. Furthermore, students' interp
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of texts is not our major focus — though this forms part of our Chapter on the H S C
English examination.
discursive/institutional

Rather, w e wish
production

of

to emphasize

meaning

within

the importance
which

of the

'students'

and

'interpretations' occur. Here, discourse functions as both a 'construct of power' and a
'producer' of power effects, one implying the other.
'Discourse' is a crucial concept in the application of Foucault's formulations. It lies
between the surface meaning of words (the parole) and the level of linguistic structure (the
langue), and expresses from here a specific historical context. Discourse, that is to say,
creates meaning as context, it is the matrix of communication, it covers not just what and
h o w something is said, but what is unsaid (that is, by both discrete omission or implied
understanding), what can be said, and what can be thought, w h o can say — and think —
these things, with what authority, etc.. It is governed, in other words, by assumptions
within which a speaker must operate in order to successfully convey meaning.
'Discourses', says Foucault, are

practices that systematically form the objects of which they speak....[They]
are not about objects; they do not identify objects, they constitute them and in
the practice of doing so conceal their o w n invention....[They] are composed
of signs, but what they do is more than use these signs to designate things.
It is this 'move' that renders them irreducible to the language and to speech.
It is this 'move' that w e must reveal and describe.7

Thus this concept embodies both subjectivity and power relationships. It emphasises
social processes, not linguistics, as producers of meaning. Meaning and knowledge arise
from social institutions and hegemonic practices. Not that hegemony can be separated,
however, from the production of truth, for discourse is a construct of power and
knowledge, or more accurately, what Foucault calls 'power-knowledge'8.
should abandon', he says,

'Perhaps w e
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a whole tradition that allows us to imagine that knowledge can exist only
where the power relations are suspended and that knowledge can develop
only outside its injunctions, its demands and its interests. Perhaps w e should
abandon the belief that power makes m a d and that, by the same token, the
renunciation of power is one of the conditions of knowledge. W e should
admit rather that power produces knowledge....that power and knowledge
directly imply one another; that there is no power relation without the
correlative constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does
not presuppose and constitute at the same time, power relations.9

Education (itself a construct of discourses and institutions) like other culture-reflec
culture-producing sites in our society, is at the effect of discourses from both within and
without its ranks. 'Every educational system', says Foucault, 'is a political means of
maintaining or modifying the appropriateness of discourses with the knowledges and
power they bring with them.'10 Education, as w e will see, is also a prime mover in their
promulgation and dissemination.
T h e transformation of a subject, communication understood as discourse and
relationships of power are, for Foucault, an explanation of h u m a n activity. Peter Griffith
cites an example of this tripartite analysis in an educational situation as: in 'a technology
lesson...pupils acquire skills in the manipulation of physical matter; a communication code
ensures, through the use of spoken language, or perhaps through worksheets, that the
transmission of skills can be effected; and, finally, habits of obedience, docility and
deference are inculcated'11. H e then goes on to say that

[w]here it is less easy to apply this analysis...is in a literature lesson, where
the 'manipulative skills' involved consist of nothing other than the study of
the use of the communicative code itself, which thereby is perpetually in
imminent danger of becoming the clearly apparent subject matter of the
lesson rather than the transparent m e d i u m through which it operates.12

What Griffith seems to suggest here, rightly we believe, is that it is 'less easy' to ap
Foulcaultian concepts to 'literature' studies than elsewhere because these threaten to
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expose the power-knowledge nexus in language and text — this, despite 'literature' being
paraded frequently as a vehicle for 'transparency' or 'authenticity' or 'tradition'. Quite
unique to the study of literature, that is, is the potential to challenge the 'appropriateness'
(Foucault) of s o m e cultural discourses. This study seeks to examine, and encourage, this
challenge. It argues, for instance, that significant ideological agendas lie hidden behind
what Griffith calls 'communication codes' — which w e interpret in Senior English as, for
example, the prescribed texts set for mandatory study, the discourses involved in the
curricula, and certain pedagogical practices. Exposing some of these agendas is a key goal
of this study.
Finally, in Discipline and Punish Foucault discusses educational practices in terms of
their comparison with those in other disciplinary institutions (such as the legal system and
the emergence of the prison) in late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century France. In all
his writings this is his most extended reference to education, as such. It is a detailed
account of what he calls the three 'instruments of disciplinary power' —

'hierarchical

observation', 'normalising judgment', and 'the examination'13. Through these and their
accompanying discourses, individuals were 'made' into 'subjects': 'discipline is the
specific technique of a power that regards individuals both as objects and as instruments of
its exercise'14.
Foucault begins by saying that it was probably the 'humble' nature of these three
'procedures' that ensured their ultimate legitimisation as replacements for the bodily,
physical disciplinary powers practiced under the French monarchy of the seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries and before. H e describes first, the architecture of the Ecole
Militaire, emphasising h o w it w a s designed as an instrument of 'hierarchical observation',
with 'sealed compartments between individuals' that included 'apertures for contiguous
surveillance' by officers. H e then outlines s o m e of the systems of supervision which were
established during the reorganisation of elementary teaching during 1790s. These involved
complex divisions of labour in which m a n y finely divided procedures were ultimately
integrated into the 'single mechanism' of teaching. His conclusion is that:
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Hierarchised, continuous and functional surveillance m a y not be one of the
great technical 'inventions' of the eighteenth century, but its insidious
extension o w e d its importance to the mechanisms of power that it brought with
it. B y means of such surveillance, disciplinary power became an 'integrated'
system, linked from the inside to the economy and to the aims of the
mechanism in which it was practised....The power in the hierachised
surveillance of the disciplines is not possessed as a thing, or transferred as a
property; it functions like a piece of machinery.15

This means that a social structure that is dependent on the support and co-operation
of individuals can be ensured through the installation of some form of hierarchal
observation. A social system such as m o d e m education, in other words, functions
smoothly where surveillance mechanisms —

crude and subtle —

are efficiently

integrated into the system's functional whole.
In his discussion of ' normalising judgement' Foucault stresses that eighteenth and
nineteenth-century punishments were essentially 'corrective', meaning that 'micropenalties', gratification and reward systems were designed to modify

human

behaviour in small stages towards an established goal, rather than erase or repress
what w a s undesired. 'The teacher', for instance, he says quoting D e m i a from the
early nineteenth century, "must avoid as far as possible, the use of punishment; on
the contrary, he must endeavour to m a k e rewards more frequent than penalties, the
lazy being more encouraged by the desire to be rewarded in the way as the diligent
than by the fear of punishment; that is w h y it will be very beneficial, w h e n the teacher
is obliged to use punishment, to win the heart of the child if he can before doing
so." 16 Five operations are involved in this process: individuals are compared to their
group; they are differentiated from each other; they are measured quantitatively;
through this 'value-giving measure' they are constrained to conform; and finally,
deviants are withdrawn. Power in disciplinary institutions, in short, resides in the
capacity of the institution to compare, differentiate, hierarchise, homogenise and
exclude individuals. 'The Normal', that is to say, 'is established as a principle or
coercion in teaching....'
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Rapidly then, with an emerging standardised education system in France, 'the
norm' became a central organising and disciplinary concept

Deviating from

'normal' behaviour, the individual was 'caught in a punishable, punishing
universality' that w a s not just one of actions but psychological modification.
'Individuals themselves,...their nature, their potentialities, the level or their value' were
altered. In this sense

the power of normalisation imposes homogeneity; but it individualises by
making it possible to measure gaps, to determine levels, to fix specialities and
to render the differences useful byfittingthem one to -another. It is easy to
understand h o w the power of the norm functions within a system of formal
equality, since within a homogeneity that is the rule, the norm introduces, as a
useful imperative and as a result of measurement, all the shading of individual
differences.18

The question arising from this paradigm is how are such differences to be measured?
This leads Foucault to introduce his last instrument of disciplinary power —

the

examination system.
In the examination system, with its unique combination of observing hierarchy and
normalising gaze, power relations and knowledge relations superimpose all their 'visible
brilliance':

...the examination is highly ritualised. In it are combined the ceremony of
power and the form of the experiment, the deployment of force and the
establishment of truth.

A t the heart of the procedures of discipline, it

manifests the subjection of those w h o are perceived as objects and the
objectification of those w h o are subjected—For in this slender technique are to
be found a whole domain of knowledge, a whole type of power...It is not
simply at the level of consciousness, of representations and in what one thinks
one knows, but at the level of what makes possible the knowledge that is
transformed into political investment19
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Foucault explains that the hospital was a first institutional 'examining apparatus'. It
served as a precursor to the modern 'well-disciplined' hospital, 'the physical counterpart
of the medical discipline.' And '[similarly,' he says, 'the school became a sort of

apparatus of uninterrupted examination that duplicated along its entire length the operati
of teaching.'20 In education in fact the examination, of all power-knowledge technologies,

is 'the obvious and most effective'.21 It constitutes individuals as describable, analysabl
and comparable objects; it turns them into 'cases', meaning they are trained, corrected,

classified, normalised, excluded, etc.; and in doing so, it 'also situates them is a networ
writing; it engages them in a whole mass of documents that capture and fix then.'22

The significance of this last point is that in documenting the lives of ordinary people (as
opposed to the chronicling of lives of the nobility during and before the eighteenth
century) a new form of knowledge was founded — namely, that based on statistical
analysis. Ultimately this led to the rise of the social sciences, new academic disciplines
that employed a set of discourses and mechanisms (such as mathematical tools) that
changed us in various ways and also legitimated such changes — new 'knowledge' could
now be 'predicted', 'repeated', etc. and deemed, therefore, 'accurate' and 'true'. One
modem institution which came under the eye of social science was education.

The

i

Hidden Curriculum"

Since the mid-1960s educational sociology has explored what Lynch23 and others,
following Philip W. Jackson24, refer to as the 'hidden curriculum' in institutional
education. Broadly speaking, this is the set of non-visible, usually unarticulated
mechanisms that are relayed to students within the context of their schooling. While such

aspects of the curricula as the syllabi, student evaluation and teacher training are explic
and generally common to all schools, other factors, such as classroom interactions and

students' expectations — that is, their self-expectations, as well as those from teachers a
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the community — are m u c h less visible and m a y vary considerably from school to school.
It is these silent unwritten, and particular forces which comprise the 'hidden curriculum'.
W h e n Jackson, and later Robert Dreeben 25 , first used the term 'hidden curriculum' they
referred to factors influencing classroom life in American schools which compel students,
if they are to 'succeed', to conform with certain social requirements. These, such as
independent working, striving to master tasks assessed by teachers' (not students')
standards, and students being treated as members of groups or categories, are not generally
recorded as part of an explicit curriculum. In their analysis, however, Jackson and Dreeben
assume that both the school and the society it serves are homogeneous entities, uniform in
the w a y one influences the other. 'The social life into which people are initiated via
school', says Lynch, commenting on their work, 'is assumed to be a consensual, socially
undifferentiated whole where achievement independence, universalism and specificity are
the required norms of conduct.'26 Jackson, for instance, argues that the key hidden agents
that prevent students from succeeding at school are the crowded nature of the classroom,
students' contradictory allegiances to their peers and teachers, and the unequal power
relationship between the teacher and student.

But what he, and Dreeben, fail to

acknowledge is h o w conflicts and inequalities within wider society, such as social class,
gender, racial or religious differences, influence the normative climate of schooling. While
Jackson's and Dreeben's hidden factors form part of the larger 'hidden curriculum', the
whole process, it must be recognised, is set within a context of social struggle. In fact
what underpins the 'hidden curriculum' is the reinforcement of this struggle — between
classes, sexes, races and other mainstream-versus-marginalised groups. In this regard,
Michael Apple quotes Richard Johnson as saying:

...the great delusion is that all pupils — black and white, working class, poor,
and middle-class, boys and girls — will receive the curriculum in the same
way. Actually, it will be read in different ways, according to h o w pupils are
placed in social relationships and culture. A c o m m o n curriculum, in a
heterogeneous society, is not a recipe for "cohesion", but for resistance and
the renewal of divisions. Since it always rests on cultural foundations of its
own, it will put pupils in their places, not according to "ability", but
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according to h o w their cultural communities rank along the criteria taken as
the "standard".

A curriculum which does not "explain itself, is not

ironical or self-critical, will always have this effect27

It was not until the 1970s that Jackson and Dreeben, as part of a ' consensualist' school
thought, were challenged by 'conflict', or 'reproductive', theorists. These were usually
'neo-Marxists', or at least staunch critics of American-style capitalism.
T h e first of these were Bowles and Gintis w h o argue that a 'structural correspondence'
exists between schooling and employment in the U S A , such that institutional education
creates the social relations found in a capitalist society.28

It does this, they say, by

reproducing in students a consciousness necessary for the maintenance of a capitalist
economy. Thus, for example, independent classroom activity, the hierarchical division of
labour between teachers and students, and Foucaultian fragmentation (and competition)
a m o n g students 'through continual and ostensibly meritocratic ranking and evaluation'
foster the kind of docility and compliance necessary for capitalist employment. Bowles
and Gintis also argue that students' class, race, and gender differences vary considerably
from one school to the next. 'In other words', says Lynch, 'the conflicting interests
arising from the social relations of production in our capitalist society have daily
significance for the social organisation of school life.'29 Power relations at school are
reflective of a wider struggle.
While the work of Bowles and Gintis is not without its critics30, our study shares with it
its suggestion of a strong link between a school's 'hidden curriculum' and the anticipation
at school of students' entries into a capitalist economic system.

But our work also

attempts to show that it is not always what is exactly 'hidden' in the curriculum that is
discriminatory. In this regard w e are positioned closer to Michael Apple's work, which
suggests that class-based bias exists in institutional education form and content, too.
In his Ideology and Curriculum (1979) 31 Apple argues that in the school's role as a
force which functions to reproduce a type of student consciousness that 'corresponds'
with the capitalist economic system, it is crucial that 'high-status curricular knowledge' is
distributed away from 'the populace in general' towards the wealthy classes.

And
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furthermore, he says, discrimination exists not just in a curriculum which is 'hidden'; it
resides as explicit 'technical/administrative knowledge'. Apple's 'high-status knowledge'
resembles something closely approximating Foucault's concept of 'power-knowledge' —
both translate as tangible practices and discourses which produce 'truth' as social
constructs. While Apple qualifies some of his views in Education and Power (1982)32 —
such as arguing there that the social class most in line to benefit from
technical/administrative knowledge is the 'new petit bourgeoisie' — his central claim
remains consistent. It is that capitalism itself is the driving force of inequalities and

injustices, and to this end all aspects of educational curriculum profoundly influences t
reproduction process. From our research, this is evident in NSW Senior English in
various places. It is suggested, for example, in the choice of prescribed texts allocated

different courses within the Senior syllabus — the more literary 'elite' the texts are (t
the closer they comply with models favoured by Leavisite scholarship) the more often

these texts appear in 'difficult', 'challenging' courses. More 'popular' texts, on the oth
hand, appear in 'easier' courses, such as 2 Unit Contemporary English. The inference
here is that students from wealthier socio-economic situations choose more 'difficult'
courses on the basis on their 'cultural capital' (see Pierre Bourdieu, below) rather than
'ability' or 'aptitude'; and conversely, students from poorer backgrounds choose 'less
challenging' courses because of the way their corresponding 'cultural capital' is
undervalued by institutional education. Such discrimination appears too, in the HSC
Examination answers, where there is a privileging of 'sophisticated', 'aloof, 'bourgeois'

writing styles over those that are 'mundane', 'pedestrian' and 'working class'. Finally, i

is also suggested in the structure by which HSC texts are selected in the first place, the
monitored and later reviewed. Here, a small group of academic literati have dominated
proceedings since at least 1965. As members of the English Syllabus Committee these
academics have created a privileging scholarship cycle in which those students at high
school who successfully complete 'difficult' HSC English courses go on to study texts
from these courses at university, while those who choose 'less demanding' courses are
excluded from university entry at an advanced level in English.
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Apple sees teachers as integral to his paradigm. A n d while this study confirms this
view, it disagrees with his added suggestion that teachers' 'common-sense'
presuppositions for schooling represent capitalist values determined largely by forces

beyond education33. Apple's suggestion, in other words, is that the capitalist culture with

educational practices is continuously bolstered by factors outside the schooling system, t

chief one being school teachers themselves. This study tries to show, to the contrary, that

at least so far as Senior English is concerned, a model for teacher-involvement in educatio
is a far more closed, self-perpetuating and circular. Such a schema would show teachers
not influenced much beyond schooling at all, but invariably (re)producing those literary
ideologies and subjectivities that they themselves acquired as students. These are later
passed on to new students. They come to constitute literary 'truths', what 'good'

'literature' is, what we mean by 'texts', what is understood as 'reading', and so on. These
ideas are developed in the following Chapters.
Altogether, the work of Michael Apple, so far as our argument is concerned, confirms

the thesis that not only is the hidden curriculum a powerful contributor to the class-biase

nature of institutional schooling but so too are the form and content of formal educational
curricula. This bias, of course, is in favour of a capitalist economic system. Schooling
functions, says Apple, as 'a device or filter for economic stratification'34.

'Cultural Capital' and Education

The work of Pierre Bourdieu35, John Holt36, Ivan Illich37 and others, is, in general, in
sympathetic agreement with the conclusions of the 'conflict', 'reproductive' theorists,
especially Michael Apple. Their work differs from the latter however in its emphasis on

broader cultural, rather than mainly educational, considerations. Bourdieu's understanding

of how cultural processes work at school, for instance, fits in with his wider investigatio

of the strategies of domination and control exercised in general by the dominating classes.
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In 1977 Bourdieu and Passeron 38 argued that the school is one of a number of
pedagogical sites where acts of 'symbolic violence' occur, that is, where dominating social
groups impose their particular 'cultural arbitary' on other groups. And because the school
is 'relatively autonomous', it is able to serve these classist 'external demands' under the
guise of 'independence and neutrality'. In studying recent practices in French secondary
and tertiary education they found that orthodox pedagogy tends not just to test specific
knowledges, but that it also privileges one social class and one elite culture over others.
Pedagogy in Western education, says Bourdieu, asserts the 'habitus' — that is, a system of
schemes of thought, perception, appreciation and action — of a particular social group,
namely, that of the bourgeois, dominating class, over the habitus of other groups. The

culture of 'the children of the cultivated classes — style, taste, wit — is taught at school
'precisely because...they are the culture of that [dominating] class.'39 The culture of
working-class students, on the other hand, is not valued at school, and consequently they
fail the system because their habitus is ignored, or at least undervalued.
Bourdieu defines 'culture' as 'resources' accumulated by, and available to, a particular
social group, and where these are convertible, in appropriate circumstances, to economic

capital, they are referred to as 'cultural capital'. Thus, in his discussion of 'The Forms o

Capital' (1983)40 he says that value is attributed in a society, and in specific institutions
some resources above others, and that valued resources are exchangeable for material
wealth. 'For instance', he says, 'in contemporary Western society educational
qualifications can be converted to economic worth.' 'Cultural capital' — in this case the
ability to read and understand key cultural codes necessary for educational success — is
deliberately monopolised by the dominating group. This creates a situation which
disadvantages the dominated, who when they leam that their chances of academic success
are low, drop their school expectations and educational aspirations even further — all this
compounding poor academic results. In this battle for cultural power the underclassses
systematically lose out.
In his presentation notes based on papers given to the Systemics Conference, Geelong,
Victoria, and the Language in Education Workshop, Wollongong, NSW, Professor Peter
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Freebody 41 , following Bourdieu, Bourdieu and Passeron and Ozolin,42 similarly argues
that class-derived notions of cultural capital are discernible in assessors' comments on
H S C English students' writing. Indications of discrimination on the basis of 'cultural
capital' are also evident in the criteria by which students' work is marked as well as in the
final grades students are awarded.
Showing first that a reader requires topical and interpersonal resources to fully
comprehend a given text and that examiners must position themselves vis-a-vis the writer
in s o m e w a y or other, Freebody suggests that the tasks presented in the Reading and
Writing and in some Responses to Literature sections of H S C English exams between
1980 and 1987, and the criteria by which they are assessed, are informed by class values.
'[M]any informal and formal assessment tasks', he says, 'seem to be designed, under the
guise of the discourse of "creativity" or of "genuine personal voice", to m a k e the assessor's
cultural-positioning task just that little bit easier.'43 Then, in the latter part of his paper, he
develops the argument that assessors single out as 'better' answers those which have a
particular level of 'cultural sophistication'. The argument is based on three premises,
which he explains as:

...first, that the judgement made by the Examiner is covertly about the student
as a person, as a cultural member, rather than about the particular
examination script produced by the student; second, that in order to perform
this judgement the script is regarded as a window onto the 'thinking
processes', the cultural level, or the 'natural ability' of the student'; and third,
that the students' scripts can thus be covertly interrogated for particular kinds
of displays of what Bourdieu terms 'cultural capital".44

The Examination Reports which Freebody scrutinises are those from a random sample
of creative writing and some essay-style answers to questions from 2 Unit (General), 2
Unit and 3 Unit English candidates between 1980 and 1987. W e will compare his
findings with our own, drawn from a considerably wider sample of literature-based
answers. That is to say, in this part of our study w e will scrutinise H S C examination
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questions from the point of view of the examiners' comments, criteria and their awarded
mark.
O u r conclusion is that in Senior English in N S W education, a style of writing is
encouraged, by reward, that favours the culture of the middle classes. This culture they
trade as 'success', or at least a 'pass', in the H S C Examination. The H S C examiners refer
to as 'natural' what Bourdieu terms the light-handed, detached, 'aristocratic' language of
the upper-middle class. Working -class writing, on the other hand, is referred to as
'mundane', 'forced' or 'anxious to impress'. It is subsequently awarded lower marks.

Perspective

These theoretic considerations frame this study's examination of the 'prescribed texts
on the N S W H S C English syllabus reading lists between 1965 and 1995. They form the
basis of our scrutiny of various aspects of the N S W education curriculum, and point
towards the curriculum as an ideology that has been constructed by values and beliefs
relating to the management of social knowledge, as m u c h as it has by pedagogical ideals or
aesthetic principles. O u r position here is that knowledge is a social construct and that 'the
citizen' is a product of Foucaultian 'technical practices' and the discriminatory actions and
discourses described by Apple, Bourdieu and others.
In 1969 Louis Althusser suggested in his essay 'Ideology and Ideological State
Apparatuses'45, that what he calls 'institutions of ideology', such as religion, the family and
the legal system, function as effectively as socially controlling devices as do such more
obviously repressive State-directed apparatuses as the police force or the military. While
the second group is overt in its service and function, the first covertly interpellates
individuals to the false belief that they are free. While the latter is not 'top d o w n ' in its
power play, it nevertheless produces power by its 'bottom up' consent.
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Althusser's concepts of 'ideology' and 'culture' are quite different from those of their
orthodox understanding —

where they mean, for example, a system of beliefs or

ideas/ideals. H e says:

the individual is interpellated as a (free) subject in order that he shall submit
freely to the commandments of the Subject i.e. in order that he shall (freely)
accept his subjection, i.e. in order that he shall m a k e the gestures and actions
of the subjection 'all by himself. There are no subjects except by and for
their subjection.46

The significance of this, for our purpose, is two-pronged, both aspects specifically
discussed in Althusser's writings. O n e is that an example of a repressive apparatus is
systematised schooling —

in institutional education it is not just the system that is

controlling but also the pedagogies which represent material as 'natural' or 'true'. T h e other
is Althusser's reference to 'Literature'. This, it is suggested, is fundamentally writing that
is selected, and informed by cultural politics. In the 'prescribed texts', w e believe, both
these apparatuses c o m e together as a single ideology. In thefirstplace, that the prescribed
texts are prescribed, is nomination without negotiation. Secondly, it will be shown that the
institutional body which designated particular literary works as 'set texts' for the H S C
comprised mainly academics from Sydney's sandstone universities, who, with only
minimal consultation with other academics and classroom teachers, nominated and
sanctioned these works. Next, in being authorised as 'set texts' these acquired the status
of 'examinable texts', literature' worthy of 'analysis', 'compulsory reading', etc. — in other
words, they became an ideological mechanism that was taken as a 'given' by students,
teachers, the community, etc. alike. A recent Board of Studies publication for prospective
H S C candidates says, for instance:

Kerry Edmeades, Inspector of English at the Office of the Board of Studies,
explained that the Syllabus Advisory Committee recommended texts for
inclusion in the prescribed texts lists. Kerry comments: 'A text should have
"literary merit", it should provide a good teaching and learning experience,
and it should meet with the standards of the community — in other words,
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contain ideas generally accepted by people.' T h e readability of the text and
its cost are also important factors, and — shock horror! — students' level of
interest is also considered.

Traditional' texts, such as Shakespeare, are

studied for the beauty of the language and the timelessness of the ideas. M s .
Edmeades comments that they have an 'enduring relevance' to today's society,
even though they are centuries old. Such texts, she says, provide a balance
with the 'refreshing n e w stuff offered in contemporary novels and poetry.47

The 'timelessness' of Shakespeare's ideas — not to mention his inclusion at all — as we

as the texts' literary merit', 'readability' etc., are mentioned here as if they are ontologically
verifiable. They are not considered for a m o m e n t as values that have possibly been
reproduced from generation to generation without serious problematisation.

N o r is

Edmeades' remark that the Department of Education in fact knows which values and 'ideas'
are 'generally accepted by people.'
A m o r e theorised view suggests that literature can be understood as an aspect of social
hegemony rather than just imaginative writing of a superior standard. This is not to say
that 'standards', and aesthetics, are not possible — they are, but within particular traditions
or frameworks of c o m m o n l y accepted canonical precepts. It sees 'culture', and h o w
English in particular is understood, as expressions of power, and h o w widely uncontested
authoritative literary judgements can invariably be traced to political sources. In short,
literature, canonicity, English, English teaching and indeed education itself have
accumulated at least two meanings. O n e is their generic reference — their representation
in the public, institutional domain as unhistoricised abstractions that nevertheless appear to
speak with the certainty of ontological reality. T h e other — within whose framework this
study operates —

attempts to examine these same notions as structures that are placed

around texts as part of a political process. These structures combine to produce general
meanings about our culture, our norms and 'truths', and our national identity. In this sense,
w e see disciplining literature as a production of particular citizens/subjects of the State
operating in an institutional context, and as a management of social knowledge.
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CHAPTER 3. LITERARY CONSIDERATIONS
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'Literature' a n d 'literature'

We all know what literature is', Andrew Milner says good-humouredly at the beginning
of his essay on the relationship of sociology to literature:

it is writing. Which is why disarmament groups, political parties, unions and
churches set up literature stalls on which to display their published writings.1

But then Milner goes on to show that a fuller understanding of 'literature' is not so sim
In fact it is frequently a confusion of contradictory meanings. His o w n meaning in this
passage for instance — that literature refers to non-imaginative, informative, factual, often
polemic writing — is one that fell from generally wide usage during the late-eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. R a y m o n d Williams in his Keywords2
explains that until the eighteenth century, writing —

discussion of this word

or literature' in general

—

'corresponded mainly to the m o d e m meanings of literacy. It meant both an ability to read
and a condition of being well-read.' Then, from about the beginning of the nineteenth
century, signs of a change in meaning began to appear: literature n o w became associated
with 'the heightened self-consciousness of the profession of authorship, in the period of
patronage to the bookselling market' and 'there w a s often successful specialisation of
literature to certain kinds of writing—understood as well-written books but..even more
clearly understood as well-written books of an imaginative or creative kind' —

an

understanding that patently contradicts Milner's facetious definition. This refinement
continued after 1850 w h e n 'literature' w a s specialised further, referring not just to writing
of the imagination, but to 'important', 'significant' and 'superior' fiction. Today, concludes
Williams:

even most poems and plays and novels are not seen as literature [in the
general sense of writing]; they fall below its level,...they are not 'substantial'
or 'important' enough to be called works of literature. A n e w category of
popular literature or the sub-literary has then to be instituted, to describe
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works which m a y be fiction but which are not imaginative or creative, which
are therefore devoid of aesthetic interest, and which are not art.3

There has been a shift in meaning then, from process to entity, a shift that corresponde
with m a s s education and mass production. A s the general public became more 'literate' and
fictional writing became more available, so literature' became enshrined as the cultural
property of the dominating classes. Refinement in meaning of this word signified a
disempowering of the underclasses to k n o w and judge what was of 'aesthetic interest' or
'art', a transformation that w a s effected predominantly by a bourgeois, invariably academic,
professional 'literati'.
T h e demarcation of literature' spelled with a capital L, and that spelled with a small /,
denoted power distinctions. O n e w a s 'high-brow', 'superior' and 'profound', and was
supposed to set aesthetic standards and be morally beneficial and intellectually rewarding.
T h e other w a s the converse of this. It was frequently considered 'insignificant' and "banal',
and was felt to promote conformity and stifle creativity.
Yet, as Derrida has demonstrated,4 this distinction is not inherent in writing itself; the
meaning of one term depends on its constitutive relationship with the other. That is, the
existence of 'literature' is entirely reliant on its opposition; the dominance of the positively
perceived, superior cultural element is maintained only by the suppression of the negative,
inferior other. It follows that the difference between 'Literature' and literature', since it is
not actually textual, resides in the values constructed around it 'Literature' was, and is, a
construct of the controlling groups in society. It w a s used as a mechanism of power to
describe writing which is encoded with values, mores and an aesthetic which were
acceptable to these groups. Small-case / 'literature' is the 'other' of that group.
This position has been argued rigorously by Terry Eagleton. In explaining his view that
'Literature' is a functional rather than an ontological expression, he says:
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...the suggestion that literature' [i.e. our 'Literature'] is a highly valued kind of
writing is an illuminating one. But it has one fairly devastating consequence.
It m e a n s that w e can drop once and for all the illusion that the category
literature' is 'objective', in the sense of being eternally given and
immutable...Some kinds of fiction are literature and s o m e are not; s o m e
literature is fictional and s o m e is not; s o m e literature is verbally selfregarding, while s o m e highly-wrought rhetoric is not literature. Literature, in
the sense of a set of works of assured and unalterable value, distinguished by
certain shared inherent properties, does not exist....5

The imposition of 'Literature' as the reading of certain texts which pretend 'superiority
'immutability', the nighest quality', etc. serves as a device for effecting a form of cultural
imperialism. Obviously there is a connection here, too, between values and power: namely,
that the groups whose literary values are propagandised as the 'best' have the power to
impose their assertions upon others, assertions which w e can see as 'discourse' in the
hands of the dominant classes.
T h e status of 'Literature'/'literature' directly pertains to what books were chosen as
prescribed texts for H S C English study in N S W between 1965 and 1995. In a context
where for students, and even their teachers, the syllabus arrives with its attached texts —
stamped with Board of Studies' and Government approval, via authoritative but invisible
processes and personalities —

the documents inevitably appear closed, complete and

'natural'. T h e texts, and their implied reading as informed by the syllabi, are already framed
as one kind of literature', and are automatically set apart from non-institutional writing.
'Literature' is not the study of writing per se, but the study of 'valued' writing.6 Even
before the book is opened its ideological —
operating.

and broader hegemonic —

function is
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Literary Canonicitv

The notion that some imaginative writing, which can be called Literature, is 'high-cu

finds expression in the narrow selection and institutional preservation of a set of '
texts, where these have come to be understood as 'the canon'. Emphasis here is not on

content of texts themselves but on their status as 'classics', 'high art', 'Literatur

canon is understood then, in Jeremy Hawthorn's circular definition, as 'a list of wor
apart from other literature by virtue of its literary qualities and importance.'7 It

comprise a select group of authors. The idea of the canon entails a connection between
ideology, power, texts and pedagogical practices.
In Ancient Greek the word kanna referred to a certain type of water-growing plant or
reed, and it is from this that the word 'cane' is derived — meaning a 'hollow jointed

giant reeds and grasses (eg. bamboo, sugar-cane).'8 The English word 'canon' originate

from this word too, for kanon in Greek (which is a derivative of kanna) meant a rod or
length of cane, with straight edges and regular joints which was used as a measuring

device. By extension, kanon became a generalised standard or rule for measurement — in
both a literal and metaphysical senses.
In addition to this, kanon through its Latin descendant canon, is the root of another
in common English usage: while the external properties of bamboo gave rise to kanon,

from the internal features of bamboo came the word 'cannon' — meaning of course a larg

tubular weapon for discharging a heavy projectile; especially one mounted on a carriag

movable or fixed.'9 Until the latter half of the nineteenth century this 'cannon", lik
other one, was spelt with only one n.
The relationship between standard/rule/measurement and implement of war/authoritative
weapon is a point not lost on contemporary literary commentators. The cover of Robert

Crawford's book Devolving English Literature}0 for instance, depicts an army tank buil

of texts pointing perilously at the reader (see illustration below); Dorothy Jones en
recent paper on unacknowledged Australian women's writing 'Canon to the Right of Us;

Canon to the Left of Us',11 which also puns on opposing political positioning, and a l

Cover of Devolving English Literature, (1992), by Robert Crawford;
featuring 'Centurion', 1982, by David Mach. Installation:
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art Edinburgh.
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from Tennyson's Charge of the Light Brigade; Rosemary Sorensen's newspaper review of
the rise and fall of the so-called 'greats' of Australian literature is called 'Fired from the
Canon';12 and Robert Scholes, writing under thetitle'Aiming a Canon at the Curriculum',
concludes his discussion of the etymology of 'canon'/'cannon' with the remark:

..Britain imposed its will on the world and became an imperial power by
means of the cannon and the cane, subduing the foreigners by the cannon of
its navy and controlling its o w n sailors by liberal use of the cane. L a w and
power: the gun, the cane and, of course, the book. W h e r e the Empire went
the cannon and the canon went too.13

And finally, Judie Newman, quoting from J.G. Farrell's The Siege of Krishnapur, a work
which 'sets out to expose the sham of Victorian Imperialist culture as a veneer over
exploitation,'14 relates h o w at one point during the Indian Mutiny of 1857 British soldiers
at Krishnapur found 'their sense of mission and their ideals of universal progress
collapsing in the face of the need to defend themselves against the successive onslaughts of
sepoys, cholera and starvation

The connection between cultural hegemony

and

straightforward military domination [was] dramatised in the conversion of the electroplated
heads of British poets into cannonballs....':

Without a doubt the most effective missiles in this matter of improvised
ammunition had been the heads of...electrometal figures....And of the heads
the most effective of all had been Shakespeare's; it had scythed its way
through a whole astonished platoon of sepoys advancing in single file
through the jungle. The Collector suspected that the Bard's success in this
respect might have been a great deal to do with the ballistic advantages
stemming from his baldness.

The head of Keats, for example, wildly

festooned with metal locks...had flown very erratically indeed, killing only a
fat moneylender and a camel standing at some distance from the action.15

Power and politics, then, have never been far from the creation and maintenance of rul
standards, or criteria which establish bodies of knowledge as fields of study, and approved
texts and writers are pressed into the service of more material forms of power.
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A s early as the fourth century 'canon' w a s used by the Church in reference to those texts
of early Christianity that had c o m e to be regarded as unique. In time these came to be
regarded as sacred —

they were believed to contain values and truths which were

immutable and divinely authoritative. Into the meaning of canon, therefore, was imported
the notion of 'quality' —

if a text w a s unique and sacred it became the qualitative

measuring-stick against which other texts were compared. W h a t also entered this equation
w a s the practical reality of authority — from which our word 'author-ship' is derived. Only
literary works sanctioned by the authority of the Church were valuable — were judged to
be superior writing. Those without Church approval were by definition, apocryphal —
erroneous, uncertain, inferior.
Today the meaning of literary canonicity has been complicated by other factors. O n e is
that it is not unusual to speak of canon(s) in the plural — something which contradicts the
original singularity of this word. Canons today exist in allfieldsof writing: there is, for
instance, an Australian literary canon, such as that referred to by Sorensen; there is a canon
of Great [International] Writing, spoken of by Barry Jones in the same article, and there
are Feminist, gay, post-colonial and indigenous-writing canons, etc.. This is consistent
with 'canon' n o longer referring to a single site of literary contestation — as opposed to the
assumption that there can be 'no contest' for the central high ground, which is already
occupied by 'Literature'. W h a t has largely caused this shift has been the pluralisation of
nations and minority groups exposing the traditional 'interestednesses' of imperial, national,
metropolitan, capitalist and cultural constructions. With post-colonial writing, indigenous
writing, feminist writing, gay writing etc., the centrisms of 'the homeland', 'the metropolitan',
the 'appropriate', or the 'correct' etc. have been replaced by a plurality of authorial and
reading positions, even though each individual formation m a y produce orthodoxies of its
own.
In contemporary educational practice, the word 'canon' is frequently avoided, although its
meaning remains implicit. C a n o n appears to have been replaced by a notion of a 'core'
texts (or authors) which comprise long-lasting literary favourites. These are usually within
specific literary genres and are frequently supplemented or encircled with peripheral texts.
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T h e core/options syllabus structure however, seems to serve the same function as the
exclusivist canon: it indicates writing which enables the formation of socially approved
literary (and aesthetic) judgements. It acts too, as a means to acquiring social status — to
have read certain canon/core writing is to be considered "educated", and not to have read it
places the student in a position of cultural deficiency.
A not insignificant manifestation of these politics of selection is found in the debate over
the 'great book' view of literary history, a debate which, according to Andrew Reimer, has
recently taken the form of 'culture wars in American universities'6 The history of this
debate in U S A goes back as far at least as the early-1980s w h e n E.D. Hirsch, Professor of
English at the University of Virginia, and William Bennett, U S Secretary of Education,
attempted to impose a single canon on all American humanist education. Arguing that
American schooling w a s in 'a state of crisis' due to 'the decline in learning in the
humanities' they lamented 'a vacuum in educational leadership1 and a deprivation of
17

'heritage' to 'therightfulheirs' (students) of 'Great Literature.'

Writers such as Robert

Scholes fervently opposed this initiative:

...the current attempt to impose a canon on all humanistic study in this
country presents itself in rhetoric designed to conceal its ideological bases...
I believe such a m o v e to be fundamentally undemocratic: a usurpation of
curriculum power by the federal government... I see the myth of decline as a
standard element in conservative ideology, just as the myth of progress is
fundamental to liberal ideology... The trouble with establishing a canon

—

the great insuperable problem — is that it removes the chosen texts from
history and from h u m a n actualities, placing them forever behind veils of
pieties. This soulful rhetoric is guaranteed to drain the life out of the texts
studied, because it permits only worship and forbids all criticism....18

Clearly this echoes those stands already outlined by Eagleton, Milner and Reid.
M o r e recently David D e n b y {Great Books, 1996) 19 , Robert Alter {The Pleasure of
Reading in an Ideological Age, 1996) 20 and Harold B l o o m {The Western Canon, 1994) 21
have resurrected this debate. B l o o m for example, arguing from a fundamentally
phenomenological point of view, insists that literary value has a demonstrable 'reality'
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'available to whoever can be educated to read and view it' There is a tradition of 'great
literature', he informs us, which, like all great art, transcends space and time. It is selfevident that the

...phenomenon of surpassing literary excellence is of such power of thought,
characterization and metaphor that it triumphantly survives translation and
transposition and compels attention in virtually every culture.22

Shakespeare is located at the centre of this 'embryo of a world canon, not Western or
Eastern and less and less European', with twenty-six books making up Bloom's short list
of 'greats' and s o m e three thousand his long list.
But like other essentialist positions in this matter, Bloom's argument stumbles in
attempting to separate the 'literariness' — as a universal — of a piece of writing from those
valuing it for this apparent quality. Text and reader form a circular relationship — the text
is a high cultural value and only cultured readers can identify this.

Indeed, Bloom

concedes that only if one is 'educated to read and view it' can literary merit be perceived.
W h a t B l o o m might argue, on the other hand — and it is from this perspective that this
study contests —

is that his so-called 'great literary tradition' (closely reminiscent of

Leavis' 'Great Tradition' of the English novel) is just that, namely, one tradition, and that if
one is educated in this tradition, then an aesthetic can be erected inside this closure. But
this is not to suggest that this tradition is 'universal' or "timeless", or that it is 'superior' to
other writings, and clearly it acknowledges the ideological/hegemonic base of this tradition.
Quite simply, it recognises pluralism and difference, and constructs of aestheticism, but
without resort to essentialism. The question then to be asked is, what are the features of
this particular tradition and w h y did it c o m e into being? (See below)
Canonical authoritativeness, which originally flowed from practices within the Church,
has m o r e recently been assumed by other institutions, the most notable of which have been
the universities (and academia). Within this context, the literary canon as a component of
current English studies in education can be viewed as a tripartite concept: the canon as
syllabus, the canon as critical discourse and the canon m

pedagogyP
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T h e canon as syllabus refers to the structuring of courses of study so as to require
standardised acquisition of knowledge of a stable set of core texts. Syllabi in institutions
operating on this model have been constructed upon the belief that there are sets of works
or authors which have been selected by the passage of time — and the history of literary
criticism — to be of the highest aesthetic quality, and that these works should be studied as
a matter of cultural duty, professional competence and educative right. While there has
never been total agreement about exactly which works fall into this superlative group, the
idea of a compendium of excellence leads to a legitimisation of canons and presupposes
timeless, generally accepted values of literary work. A n example of such a compendium is
the list of twenty-seven works and authors which Bennett says 'virtually define the
development of the Western mind.'24
M o s t Western educational institutions over the pastfiftyyears or so, but particularly
before the 1980s, provided syllabi that offered compulsory subjects at the centre of a
c o m m o n range of historically organised British fiction, poetry and drama that stopped
short of contemporary writing. In fact an important aspect of traditionally canonical
syllabi w a s that authors w h o appeared on their lists were invariably dead — they were also
White and male, something that playwright David Williamson has recently parodied,25
becoming himself, incidentally, enmeshed by syllabus as Australian canon. That these
authors were not alive reinforced the conviction that there already existed a body of past
critical opinion thatfixedcertain writers and works as 'classic'. It was only these that could
be mastered by the adept, and it was towards these that the novice would always be
directed
T h e canon as critical discourse refers to the set of constructions within which literature
is regarded as a meaningful idea and certain behaviours affirming it are validated. The
perceived task of literary criticism is discovering and revealing the — usually singular —
meaning conveyed by a particular text. Discourse in this form of criticism borrows from
science and/or hermeneutics and sets up regimes of exegesis and analysis -

that is,

'impartial* scrutiny of a 'permanent' object to authorise/discover a single principle of truth.
This procedure has the force of apparent objectivity, and canonical texts and authors serve
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as models against which perceived lesser works are measured. T h e canon comes to be

equated with the discourse of tradition, received wisdom as authority, legacy, heritage a

foundation, which is privileged over other forms of cultural expression. Scholes likens t

to the authority of the parent over the child or the root and trunk over the branch or th
mainstream and the tributary.26
The canon as pedagogy assumes that proper teaching is inducting students into the

'great works' of writing, and transmitting to them institutionally consensual evaluations
about these works. Such pedagogy demands that the teacher functions technologically, as

an instrument of instruction, with neither personality nor originality. A second aspect o

this pedagogy is that the 'classic' texts themselves are seen, too, as teachers of civili

and while, paradoxically, we are told they represent and inculcate civilised behaviour an
values, they nevertheless are taught as discrete objects and abstract aesthetic unities.
teacher then, is an indoctrinator or propagandist, and literature' somehow instructs the

uninitiated. The student of literature functions as a kind of inactive recipient of estab

ideology who is considered 'educated' only when s/he knows the rules of 'correct' aesthet
response and uncritical, but appreciative criticism.
Each of these concepts has relevance to an investigation of the Senior English syllabus.

The texts are fixed and 'stable' over an extended time, implying that so too are the valu
inherent in the syllabus and the procedures for reproducing knowledge; the reading of
books — as reinforced in exam questions, for instance — is relatively fixed and

predictable; teaching practices in Senior English tend to repeat what teachers themselves
have learned and understood 'English' to mean at University; and where there is a
discouragement of creativity, pedagogy — despite official rhetoric alluding to 'personal
response' — seems to fail to attend to students' differences in interpretation. Although

'English' is taught within a framework and in the service of democratic multiculturalism,

institutionalising of set texts carries with it a limiting and homogenising set of effect

effects which either coerce students into a homogenous cultural formation or discriminate
against and exclude individual, class, gender and ethnic differences.
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A factor which heightened awareness about canonical positioning, and one that
fractured academic opinion in Australia, was the debate in the late-1980s/early-1990s

regarding the validity often attributed to particular literary interests. Specifically,

canon, it was asked in University circles, should be read by Senior secondary students —

that of the traditional classics, or that determined more by such factors as 'relevance'
'suitable' contextuality? In this argument such figures as Susan Moore and Dame Leonie
Kramer, Kevin Donnelly, G. Melleuish and Brenton Doecke urged that the classics of the
past should make up the bulk of school literary teaching and that these works may be
complemented only by 'the best' of contemporary writers — such names as Leon Garfield,
Aidan Chambers, Susan Cooper and Helen Garner are mentioned.27 Opposing this were
Thompson, Reid, Wayne Sawyer and others, who argue that for a majority of students, the
classics are frequently unpopular and read only to pass exams, and that Moore and
Kramer's distinction between 'the best versus the worst of the modems' is an artificial

'We do draw lines somewhere', says Sawyer; 'I've yet to see the teenage versions of Mill
and Boon on any class lists.'28 One view holds that reading should centre on the
Arnoldian and Leavisite privileging of 'the proper literary and critical tradition' for

'cultivated readers'; this supports a canon of self-evident, high value and exclusivity
the other, classroom reading is a pragmatic sampling of what is available; reading per

says, should be encouraged: it is how and for what texts are read that is significant in

appreciation, not so much what the texts are. These underline the productive situation o
reading and the use the reader makes of a text; what the text are enforces the power of
external authority.

Significantly, debate of this kind has proved a feature of Australia's literary traditi

the past hundred-and-twenty years or so, and it has been suggested29 that it has establi
watersheds in the historic growth of Australian literature. The story of this growth
demarcates three stages30: (1) a stage of colonial imitation of the 'parent' literature

Mother Country: here, local writing was often simply not welcomed, or ignored by teacher
and academics; (2) a period in the 1890's of flourishing, self-conscious nationalist

literature, but literature which nevertheless, lacked sufficient identity to justify th
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'Australian' — professional educators largely continued to neglect this literature; and (3) a
period from about the middle of the present century when Australian writing began to

attract a serious following and criticism from a broad range of local interests. From th
early 1960s 'Australian literature' began to receive recognition in universities as a
worthwhile area of separate study.
In this history two schools of literary thought and practice can be identified. One —

chiefly academic, and favouring the political Right — has stressed Australian culture as

continuation of that of Britain, and Australian literature as English literature in Aus
This school has remained loyal to the Cambridge English and New Critical notion of

literature as 'universal', 'eternal', etc.. It is clear from her Introduction to the Oxf
of Australian Literature, and from other pieces of literary criticism,31 that Kramer, a

proclaimed 'traditionalist,132 is of this persuasion. The other school — predominantly no
academic and favoured by the Left — has aspired to assert the uniqueness of Australian

writing, its significance to our cultural independence from England and its relevance t

provincial readers. The tradition of this camp has argued that literary standards are r
and grounded in local experience. As well as Thompson, Reid and Sawyer, such other
academic supporters of this position include Brian Kiernan ('Criticism', in Australian
Writers and Their Work, edited by Grahame Johnson, Oxford University Press, 1974),
Humphrey McQueen (A New Britannia, Penguin, 1979) and John Docker {Australian
Cultural Elites: Intellectual Traditions in Sydney and Melbourne, Angus and Robertson,

1974). It is interesting that within this debate there is a general 'bottom up' acceptan

change and a 'top down' resistance to it, a contradiction that is emphasised by the spli
between school-teachers and lower salaried academic staff occupying the more radical
position, and professorial academics, the more conservative.
The debate of the 1980s and 1990s therefore is not new. Its origins and impetus are
from a long-standing cultural clash of values within the Australian literary world. The
Department of School Education's position in regard to it was made clear in its policy
statement on 'Standards for Literature Texts', issued in November 1989. This statement
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w a s in its White Paper on Curriculum Reform in N e w South Wales Schools (1989),
Excellence and EquityP

T h e Department said:

The nature and quality of literary texts studied by students in the secondary
years of schooling have been the source of continuing debate. T h e debate is
often conducted from two extremes. O n e side argues all students should be
required to study the very best of literature including the great classics of our
literary tradition, the other claims that the classics are largely irrelevant to the
youth of today and should be replaced in the school curriculum by
contemporary literature dealing with issues directly relevant and of interest to
adolescents. T h e latter argument suggests that the literary quality of the text
is not as important as its potential to engage students' interests....
[The Government's] insistence on quality and challenge should not be
confused with elitism or literary snobbery. Shakespearian tragedies m a y not
be accessible to, nor appropriate for m a n y students. However, what must be
repudiated in our schools is the uncritical concession to 'relevance' and
popularity as the exclusive criteria for the selection of texts. This lowest
c o m m o n denominator' approach irresponsibly deprives students of the
opportunity to experience quality literature including the 'classic' texts that
have helped shape our social and moral perceptions and civilised values. For
m a n y students, school is the only context in which they are likely to be
introduced to such an experience.34

The general implication in this statement is clear — the combined canons of the 'classic
and 'the best of the m o d e m s ' are superior: they have literary qualities' that are 'higher' than
most contemporary adolescent literature with its assumed 'relevance' and acceptance of
standards of 'the lowest c o m m o n denominator".
Seen in the light of contemporary literary theories, however, these sentiments ring
hollow: their basis is essentially subjective; no criterion is mentioned by which 'the very
best of literature' is to be measured; nor is the Government's claim that 'superior' literature
'gives them [students] a perspective on their cultural heritage and maintains the cultural
basis of our civilisation' without overtones of cultural/racial prejudice. T h e mention too,
that 'Shakespearian tragedies m a y not be accessible to, nor appropriate for m a n y students'
probably assumes that such works would be taught in a formal, text-centred manner,
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devoid of spontaneity and imaginative re-creation. In short, the Excellence and Equity

statement is an attempt to bolster, under cover of a broader non-elitist rhetoric, a p

position already held by those who support the exclusive canonicity of conservative li

criticism. It also reveals an assumption that in Senior high-schools, students will be
for university courses in which this same literary privileging is favoured.
Following the publication of 'Standards for Literature Texts' the Board of Studies
offered — by way of reconciliation if not repudiation — its Works and Plays, Quality
Reading and Viewing for Today's Young Adult (1992).35 This document comprises a
recommended reading and viewing list (with annotations) of over two hundred and fifty

books of poetry, fiction, short stories, non-fiction, plays and films, all of which hav
published since 1970. These works are brought together as 'quality English literature

for School Certificate study in Years 9 and 10.' The Board's criterion for this select

texts that 'are seen as having literary merit which challenges the reader _ texts that
layered and multiple meanings and provoke thought. The classroom use of texts from
these recommended lists should help students gain pleasure and power from the
-2ZT

exploration of actual and imaginary worlds.

While there is no strong reference here to

the importance of 'relevance' nor 'popularity', such is implicit in the contemporaneit

chosen texts, the phrase 'actual ...worlds' and in the idea of empowering young reader

addition, there is no overt mention of 'the best [or worst] of the modems' argument in
at least one of the authors rejected by Kramer and Moore as 'poor' — Robert Cormier —
appears twice in die Board's 'recommended' list
Works and Plays describes 'classic' texts in the school setting as falling into three
groups:

* 'adult texts', such as many of those appearing on the Prescribed reading list
of HSC set texts, — for example, works by Jane Austen and Thomas Hardy;
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•

'children's texts', which are generally taught in late primary school or

secondary school, — such as The Wind in the Willows or Ash Road; and
* 'those texts which have become appropriated for the middle adolescent years
since neither of the previous categories caters adequately for this age...."37

While this document addresses the last group, by linking it to the others, there is a c
assumption that as Maureen Casey says, 'good contemporary adolescent literature will
become...the classics of tomorrow.'38 Thus, in dispelling the belief that contemporary

adolescent literature is of an inferior quality to traditional 'classics', the notions
and 'canon' are broadened, but still maintained.

Cambridge English and New Criticism

Following the emergence of literature' during the early part of the nineteenth century

from its original meaning of being literate', and the separation in Victorian England o
'Literature' from other forms of more popular writing, 'English' studies at British
universities — Cambridge, Oxford, London and Edinburgh — focused almost exclusively

on such literary aspects as philology, rhetoric, taste and the biographical study of '

men of letters'. Then, as part of a reaction to this, and in response to a personalised

aesthetic articulated by F.R. Leavis and his followers within the English Department at

Cambridge University, English writing began quite suddenly to capture the imagination o
English university academics in general. 'In the early 1920s', says Eagleton, 'it was
desperately unclear why English was worth studying at all; by the early 1930s it had
become a question of why it was worth wasting your time on anything else.'39
Pronouncing the same 'modem crisis' in British culture that Matthew Arnold had voiced

earlier, the Cambridge school of English, as it became known, argued that literary read

should be 'personal', 'sensitive' and 'related to life', by which was meant that it sho
morally beneficial to its reader. The writing which, in Leavis' view, lent itself most
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to these precepts w a s a select group of nineteenth and early twentieth century novels
written in English.
Thefirstpowerfully influential figure within Cambridge English was L A . Richards,
Lecturer and Fellow in the English Department at Cambridge University from 1927 until
1970. In his Principles of Literary Criticism (1924) 40 he outlined a 'psychologicallybased, scientific scheme' to construct a general theory of literary criticism. Richards'
theory rested on two main ideas.41 O n e was that a reader's understanding of an art-object
— his/her aesthetic experience — w a s fundamentally no different from any other form of
h u m a n experience. Art, in other words, was not at all like the Romantics had contended:
the unique and exclusive domain of a few, privileged, inspired, creative geniuses. It was for
all. True, 'it is more highly and delicately organised than ordinary experiences' and
therefore required some education to appreciate but

[t]he world of poetry has in no sense any different reality from the rest of the
world and it has n o special laws and no other world peculiarities. It is m a d e
up of experiences of exactly the same kinds as those that c o m e to us in other
ways. 42

This clearly suggested that the original intention of Cambridge English was egalitaria
Richards' other idea concerned the social function of writing, a notion that again echoed
Arnold. Art, said Richards, is the most important of all h u m a n activities since it facilitates a
psychological 'balance' or 'ordering' of 'impulses'. In despairing of British culture in the
1920s Richards concluded that a crisis was gripping England. The accelerated tempo of
social change, the rising pre-eminence of the Sciences over the Arts and the catastrophes of
World W a r 1 violated and invalidated every established conception of order, truth and
justice. Britain had reached the end of an epoch and could be rescued only through the
power of 'good art'. M e n and w o m e n 'would be thrown back' — as Arnold had predicted
— 'upon poetry.' 'Only poetry' therefore, said Richards, 'is capable of saving us: it is a
perfectly possible means of overcoming chaos.'43

'Bad art', 'bad taste' and 'crude

responses' on the other hand, would lead to a vortex of social debasement.
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These views underpinned Richards' Principles of Literary Criticism. While 'poetry'

was placed within the grasp of everyone who could read, it was understood by academia i
particular, and by the public in general, that what was meant by 'poetry' pertained to

selection of works nominated by university literary authorities as 'the best' or the 'h

forms of production in that genre. It was only these works which had socially redeeming

potential. Politically speaking then, this differed little from Arnold's position regar

what 'English' should be taught in school classrooms across the nation — 'the best that
known and thought in the world.' Where Richards differed from Arnold however was in

his Unking of literary theory to actual reading. This was made more explicit in his sec
book Practical Criticism (1929).44
Here Richards outlined in practical terms his new approaches to reading and literary

criticism. Practical Criticism was a kind of readers' manual to complement Principles o
Literary Criticism. It commenced with an analysis of how Cambridge University students
responded to poems by undisclosed authors and without explanatory footnotes. In

commenting on these responses, Richards challenged traditional critical deference to wh

was then the established opinion of the schools of belles lettres. Instead of imitating

received tradition of literary truths, he recommended that students read texts for what
meaning they individually derived, and through this meaning society's actual 'state of
culture' (its cultural values, truths and norms) would be revealed. A set of reading
'techniques' was offered to guide students in this process, techniques which today are
commonplace English-teaching terminologies: for example, 'literary sense", 'authorial

attitude' and 'tone', 'poetic feeling' and 'intention'. Thus, Practical Criticism, a pow
of literary criticism derived from Richards' book of that name, liberated the study of
literature from a slavish adherence to old-style literary rules, although it was not

incidentally, questioning its assumption of the primacy fixedness and autonomy of the t

or the reader's reliance on 'educated' authority as a basis for his/her personal interp
and response. The thought-frustrating spell of "Form", "pure sound value", prosody and
the other time-honoured, quasi-critical futilities', as Leavis later called them,45 was

by the informed reader's response to established texts as the centre of literary apprec
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B y 'informed reader's response' Richards, Leavis and others from the Cambridge school
meant essentially two things. One was that the reader was educated in the canon of what

Leavis called The Great Tradition' of English writing, a phrase which alluded essential
a small group of novelists but also inferred, we can assume from Leavis' other critical
writings, playwrights (such as Shakespeare) and poets (such as Chaucer, Wordsworth,

Yeats and T.S. Eliot). The reader then, is anticipated to accept the authority of Cambri
English's sanction of this canon, and be immersed in it. The second expectation is that

reader responds to these texts personally, individually and uniquely, but invariably ar

at an imaginative resolution and understanding of them which is aligned with the view of

Cambridge criticism. The point to stress here is that there was a notion that reading wa
an exchange/engagement between the reader and the text that was unaffected by the

reader's social, political, economic or cultural context This differs sharply from what
reader response theorists were to postulate, then demonstrate — namely, that reading is

active, not passive, process, in which the reader brings to the text culturally acquired
as well as personal experiences (see below). For Cambridge English critics there was a

powerful belief in a text's singularity of meaning, grounded in textual 'evidence', eli
'close reading'. The position of this study, on the other hand, is that reader/writing
engagement does not preclude consciousness of the culturally-framed paradigm suggested

by reader response theories. The reader, in other words, can still be 'moved' by the tex
(which Cambridge English argued for), but acknowledge his/her contextual parameters
(reader response theories), and this can take place — as has already been suggested —
within the broader recognition that Leavis' '...Tradition' is but one of many canons.
Leavis then, who was originally an assistant to Richards at Cambridge in the early
1920s, is the other great figure inextricably associated with Cambridge English. Leavis
lectured at Cambridge University until the 1970s. He has been widely described as the
most influential British literary critic of the twentieth century and probably the most
imitated critic in the modem English-speaking world.46 Jack Thompson comments that

'[fjhere hardly exists an English teacher who has not been influenced, either conscious

unconsciously, by the literary criticism of F.R. Leavis....English syllabuses and teach
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methods in Australia have enshrined his favourite authors, his attitudes and his critical
vocabulary."47
Like Richards, Leavis argued that literary reading should be personal and 'sensitive',
adding that like 'good literature' itself, it should express a 'fusion of emotion and intellect'
which is manifestly 'vital' and 'morally aware.148 Leavis valued careful, 'close', scrutinising
reading (his famous journal of literary interpretation w a s aptly named Scrutiny) in which a
text or representative passage, w a s examined for both its psychological effect and its
craftsmanship, the latter being perceived as the cause of the former. Accordingly, in order
to be appropriately affected by art, the reader had to be responsive to a certain 'moral
sensitivity' or 'fitness for life' conveyed in literature. A 'great book' illuminated the complex
moral nature of h u m a n experience; art imitated life in such a w a y as to re-create a sense of
the w e b of feelings and responsibilities that exist between people in society. Literary
criticism, therefore, came to m e a n the exposition of the relationship between what is written,
h o w it is written and the impact of these — irrespective of whether these can be separated
— on the reader's social and 'moral seriousness.'
For Leavis, 'good writing' was 'that literature which renders a form adequate to the
expression of life',49 and the genre of the novel w a s in m a n y ways the most suitable vehicle
to express such moral awareness. A n d w h o were the 'major novelists'? Leavis asks
tantalisingly at the beginning of The Great Tradition (1948). 50 They comprise a small
selection of prose fiction writers in English, foremost a m o n g w h o m are Jane Austen,
George Eliot Henry James, Joseph Conrad and D.H. Lawrence. These novelists n o w
form the backbone of the establishment English Literary Canon; their works have the lofty
status of Literature. A n d it is these novelists, and those added later by Leavis' followers,
whose works dominate the prescribed texts for compulsory reading in the N S W

HSC

English syllabi.
T h e key features of Leavisism are a belief in a liberal, personalised reading aesthetic, that
'good literature', promulgated by an intellectual elite, 'heightens' the reader's 'moral
awareness', and that the social function of writing is to rescue decadent society from
immanent chaos —

the 'traditional culture of the people' required restoration and
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reawakening. It is not however, without peculiarities. O n e is that Leavis does not attempt

to develop a theory of what comprises a piece of writing's aesthetic value. There is in
a presumption that a close and sensitive reading of a text would render, seemingly

intuitively, what is 'good' and 'bad' writing and how literature is constructed This 'se
evident' aesthetic was grounded in an assumed consensus of the merits of 'Englishness'

and class gentility. Leavis also developed a vocabulary of criticism which was exclusive

his teaching — thereby isolating it from input from other sources of pedagogy and litera
theory. Hence such phrases as 'moral concern', literary discrimination', 'concrete

realisation', 'achieved actuality', 'felt experience', life-promoting' and 'textual exp

fail to be supported by strict analysis — they are subjective assessments backed up only

by the confident authority of their inventor. Somehow their validity is believed to be s

evident Both these factors promoted the insularity of Leavisite criticism, its resistan
change and its assumption of indisputability.
There was only one serious challenge to Cambridge English during the immediate postSecond World War period. This was from New Criticism, a form of criticism that
originated in the USA during the 1940s. New Critics, such as Cleanth Brooks and Robert
Perm Warren, John Crowe Ransom, and W.K. Wimsatt and Monroe Beardsley derived
their position from essays by T.S. Eliot (for example, from his notion of 'objective
correlative' {Selected Essays , 193251)), from LA. Richards, from Richards' outstanding
pupil at Cambridge, William Empson {Seven Types of Ambiguity, 193052) and from Leavis
himself.
While it upheld the perceived virtues of literature, New Criticism differed from
Cambridge English in its attempt to isolate writing from the reader's response. The New

Critics argued that Leavis placed too much emphasis on the imaginative response of self-

refining sensibilities. Subsequently they focused exclusively on the text itself, the '
on the page', as they called it In 1949 W.K. Wimsatt and Monroe Beardsley discussed

this in what they called The Affective Fallacy'. Here they argued that critics too often

confused the literary qualities of a piece of writing with its effects, the idiosyncrat
disorderly associations and memories conjured up by a text:
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T h e Affective Fallacy is a confusion between the p o e m and its results (what it
is and what it does)...It begins by trying to derive the standard of criticism
from the psychological effects of the p o e m and ends in impressionism and
relativism. T h e outcome ...is that the p o e m itself, as an object of specifically
critical judgment, tends to disappear.53

Instead of this, New Critics assessed literature — a poem for instance — autonomously
and self-referentially; they advocated literary objectivity'.

T h e study of writing was

conceived functionally, as a textual analysis, divorced from personal, authorial, historical or
moralistic considerations.
T h e N e w Critics also saw art as deeply meaningful. A written text for instance, was
considered not just public (and objective) but also the manifestation/embodiment of
meaning that w a s often complex, paradoxical, ambiguous or just 'difficult' to comprehend.
It w a s the reader's task to attempt to elicit this meaning, and to 'harmonise' or 'integrate'
perceived 'patterns'. S/he should equally study a text's internal structures (carefully
avoiding such notions as an author's intention or his/her o w n idiosyncratic or untrained
subjective response) to elicit ultimately, a work's 'unity'. It was through such terms as
these — 'poetic harmony', 'patterns', 'completeness', 'unity', 'wholeness', etc. — that the N e w
Critics interpreted aesthetic quality.
O n e of the attractions of this school of criticism for a modernising world w a s that it
m a d e literary study seem more like the scientific investigation of a complicated organism
than an activity exclusive to a jargon-bound literati, or a hobby for amateur gentlefolk.
'English' could n o w be accorded the same professional status as Biology or Physics —
criticism w a s free from received categorisations, it w a s 'objective', and the product, the 'text,'
w a s autonomous. Another attraction w a s that for such post-colonial countries as the U S A
and Australia, N e w Criticism shifted literary evaluation away from assumed standards of
'Englishness', allowing the entry of local writing, of a particular technical sophistication,
into thefieldof serious study. While this in turn produced a downside,54 initially at least
as Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin explain, N e w Criticism's emphasis on
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the individual work bestowed on it a Validity denied the literature in general'.
Although N e w Criticism w a s almost immediately assimilated as AngloAmerican, its roots were post-colonial, and in certain ways it served to allow
the passage of post-colonial writers, whose traditions were by European
definitions 'childish', 'immature', or 'tributaxy'...into the English canon, which
by the 1960s w a s in dire need of fresh fodder.55

A hybridisation of Cambridge English and New Criticism dominated the Senior
secondary English syllabi and texts in N S W throughout the period 1965-1995. Prior to
this, Senior syllabi were essentially formalist and based on the cultural heritage model of
'English', the Syllabus in English, 1953 (see below), for instance, defining English as 'the
expression and comprehension of thought'. This view originated in the Oxbridge canon of
belles lettres that had prevailed in British universities before the 1930s. It was only after
the Second World W a r that it was replaced in Australian academies by N e w Criticism, and
to a lesser extent Leavisism, and from here, via basically the English Syllabus Committee
(see below) did it flow on to Senior English in high schools. The transition to Cambridge
English/New Criticism in secondary education was a major shift in the curriculum,
particularly in terms of syllabi content and structure and expectations of teachers. Indeed,
the n e w English Syllabus of 1965 represented one of several radical implementations of
the W y n d h a m Scheme. Nevertheless, it was rapidly and widely embraced by teachers,
students and parents. B y the 1970s m a n y teachers felt that no devices of literary
evaluation, discourse nor analysis lay beyond and outside this synthesised interpretation of
English.
Not that Cambridge English and N e w

Criticism were comfortable bedfellows,

theoretically at least and certainly in some circles of academia, such as at Sydney
University in the late 1960s, they were at bitter loggerheads. But within Senior high school
English, practical differences were reconciled, principally because pedagogy here focussed
heavily on 'textual analysis' —

N e w Criticism's study of 'the words of the page' and

Cambridge English's 'close reading' —

and because the latter's advocacy of 'personal

response' w a s largely absent from classroom practices. This is not to say that 'personal
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response' w a s not present in syllabi documents and official policy statements; to the
contrary. But w h e n it came to essay writing, study guides and the H S C English
examination it w a s patently absent. Cambridge English and N e w Criticism combined then
to define 'English' as literature, whose study featured textural analysis, a notion of aesthetic
autonomy and 'good' writing as a means of producing civilised citizens. T h e power of this
model rested on obscuring its social function and mystifying its techniques of analysis. It
presented literature as acculturation, and in this guise it came to be regarded in N S W
secondary schools as the 'natural' order of English. Thompson, for example, says of this
acceptance:

..If you believe that literature is the repository of eternal values; that it deals
with universals of h u m a n behaviour; that it is primarily concerned with
improving the faculties that mediate experience, with refining taste and
sensitivity, but not with inciting any particular feeling or form of behaviour;
that each text is an autonomous and sacrosanct organically unified object
which is to be judged by the harmony of its internal relationships rather than
by any criteria outside itself; then whether you k n o w it or not your literary
education has been shaped by the theories of L A . Richards, F.R. Leavis and
American N e w Criticism...56

Similarly, Terry Threadgold has said that in the guise of 'English', Cambridge English/
Criticism came to be regarded in schools as the 'natural' order', the " c o m m o n sense" of
what it is to teach English or literature in classrooms in the late twentieth century.'57

Approaches of Contemporary Critical Theories

Contemporary critical theories — those that we define here as having originated with th
generation of literary theorists w h o first came to prominence in France in the mid-1960s
— m e m b e r s of la nouvelle critique including Jacques Lacan, Jacques Derrida, Roland
Barthes and Michel Foucault —

questioned the foundations of Cambridge English and
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N e w Criticism, and simultaneously suggested counter-propositions to Structuralism, an

influential movement in early twentieth-century linguistics, sociology and cultural studi
which sought to understand and analyse aspects of cultural phenomena in terms of their

manifestations of underlying systems or structures of signification. Structuralism is oft
bracketed with semiotics, which is concerned with the ability of humans to communicate
through signs, meaning being constructed as information in various languages within
different cultures and subcultures. Communication within or between cultural groupings
then, in Structuralist terms, depends on engaging with protocols and codes.
Cambridge English and New Criticism can be linked to Structuralism in that they both
seek understanding of assumed underlying principles or basic structures of writing from
scrupulous and ordered textual analysis — that is, they attend to textual form — and both
proclaim their mix of moral criticism and formalism'58 by linking aesthetics to its

supposed manifestation of life'. While Structuralism itself was not directly interested in

the 'real' — nor life' — but in the structures which comprise its signification, it connec
with Cambridge English and New Criticism in its assumption that texts and structures have

meaning, in the sense that they are systematic, and that writing can be ideologically neu
— it can be analysed in a way that pretends objectivity and impartiality. In its
concentration on grammar, archaeology and anthropology, Structuralism differed from the
Leavisite quest for trans-personal and meta-cultural systems. It differed from New
Criticism which saw these systems were foundational to texts but also outside and beyond
them. While Structuralism was influential in the linguistics model of English — it is

evident in die work of Bernstein, for example, — its use to literature teaching on the who

was limited, mainly because of its devaluation of both reader and text as products/effect
systems.
Many of the criticisms offered Structuralism by post-Structuralism,59 can be applied to
Cambridge English and New Criticism. How such critique pertains to education, English
teaching and the study of literature in secondary schools in NSW can be considered as

post-Structuralists' approach to the notions of authors, the text, the text's relationshi
reality, and the reader.
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Romantic and Victorian critics had focussed on the author as the sovereign of creative
imagination and authority for a text's meaning. Not only was s/he supposed to be uniquely
endowed with creativity, but his/her work took authority from its producer's personal
endorsement. This w a s the view articulated by Shelley and Coleridge and later Arnold.60
It w a s a view also shared by Richards and Leavis. But with N e w Criticism emphasis
shifted from the author to the text itself. Wimsatt and Beardsley in their essay T h e
Intentional Fallacy' argued (against Leavis' practice) that it is irrelevant to read a text as
though the author's purpose can be understood: this diverts attention away from the text
and toward extraneous information:

the design or intention of the author is neither available nor desirable as a
standard for judging the success of a work of literary art...[a p o e m ] goes
about the world beyond [the author's] power to intend about or control it...it
belongs to the public...61

This tentative disarticulation of author from text was a point taken up by contemporary
theorists.
While schools continued to teach a curriculum of 'great writers', Roland Barthes in his
essay T h e Death of the Author',62 suggests in one of the key insights of twentieth-century
criticism that 'it is language which speaks not the author.'63 O n e thing that Barthes is
referring to here is that in order for readers to comprehend the range of a text's meaning
they must abandon any suggestion of an author-centred reading practice. O n c e a text has
been published — that is, placed on public display — its connection to its author should be
finished. T h e text n o w leads an independent existence:

Once the Author is removed, the claim to decipher a text becomes quite futile.
T o give a text an Author is to impose a limit on that text, to furnish it with a
final signified, to close the writing. Such a conception suits criticism very
well, the latter then allotting itself the important task of discovering the
Author...beneath the work: w h e n the Author has been found, the text is
'explained' — victory to the critic....rT]he writer can only imitate a gesture
that is always anterior, never original. His only power is to mix writings, to
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counter the ones with the others, in such a w a y as never to rest on any of
them. Did he wish to express himself, he ought at least to k n o w that the
inner 'thing' he thinks to 'translate' is itself only a ready-formed
dictionary....We are n o w beginning to let ourselves be fooled no longer by
the arrogant antiphrastical recriminations of good society in favour of the
very thing it sets aside, ignores, smothers, or destroys; w e k n o w that to give
writing its future, it is necessary to overthrow myth: the birth of the reader
must be at the cost of the death of the Author.64

Michel Foucault ('What is an Author?'65) arrives at a conclusion similar to this but fr
a different point of view. Taking an historical approach to authorship, Foucault shows h o w
the idea of the author has been constructed throughout recent Western culture as a function
of discourse — what he calls an 'author-function'. In recent times this function has been
conceptualised as holding power — in m u c h the same w a y that other forms of knowledge,
for Foucault hold power. Thus, while texts and criticism m a y be separated from reading
biographically, the authority of the writer has been taken over by the machine of literary
production, emptied of 'real personality', but redeployed as a 'brand name' of authenticity
and product recognition. W e do not read Jaws, for instance, to understand it as an
excavation of Benchley's character and life, but w e k n o w what sort of book it will be if
Benchley's n a m e is in big letters on the cover. Foucault's 'author-function', in other words,
shows that authorship serves an ideological end within the apparatus of commodifying art.
The idea of the author can be a tool in the process of literary canonisation too, impeding
the free circulation of knowledge and positioning writer and the reader in an isolating, often
antagonistic relationship. W e consume 'Shakespeare' for instance, as a stamp of cultural
approval and status commodity (e.g. Kenneth Branagh's film remakes or B a z Luhrmann's
Romeo and Juliet), no longer needing to discover w h o Shakespeare was or understand the
text as evidence of his 'unique' mind (something that Dover Wilson 66 pursued consistently
in his criticism). While Foucault's theory of discourse, unlike that of Barthes, does not
really allow for a totally free reading — rather, Foucault advances a greater or lesser degree
of constraint and resistance — it nevertheless posits that writing is produced in a particular
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contents of power and that the role of the author in Western literary culture has been an
imposing one.
In regard to the approach of contemporary critical theories to the text, the other point
suggested by Barthes at the beginning of T h e Death of the Author' is relevant — it is that
the meaning of the text itself cannot be contained even at the level of language.
"[L]anguage...speaks not the author' is not to say that language speaks with a single voice;
on the contrary. For Barthes, as for later critical theorists such as Wolfgang Iser and
N o r m a n Holland (see below), Paul de M a n and Umberto Eco, the author is no longer
understood as the authority to determine reading. The text has a plurality of meanings, and
readers are free to open and close a text's signifying process with only a cursory respect
for the signified — they can take their pleasure from a published text irrespective of an
author's intent which is irrelevant anyway, and they m a y follow at their o w n discretion the
traces of the signifier as it eludes its signified. O n each of these points this approach is
quite distinct from Leavis' reading aesthetic, which anticipates a singularity of meaning
grounded in textual 'evidence'; presumes ethical insight, conveyed as universal values; and
perhaps above all, creates the illusion of the text as an intermediary message between the
author and the reader — a message whose aim is to communicate to the reader something
that is in the author's mind and whose articulation is usually in a language c o m m o n to
author and reader. This paradigm was rejected in favour of a dialogic polysemic one. 'We
k n o w now', Barthes says,

that a text is not a line of words releasing a single 'theological' meaning (the
'message' of the Author-God) but a multi-dimensional space in which a
variety of writings, none of them original, blend and clash. The text is a
tissue of quotations drawn from the innumerable centres of culturc.In the
multiplicity of writing, everything is to be disentangled, nothing deciphered;
the structure can be followed, 'run' (like the thread of a stocking) at every
point and at every level, but there is nothing beneath: the space of writing is
to be ranged over, not pierced; writing ceaselessly posits meaning ceaselessly
to evaporate it, carrying out a systematic exemption of meaning. In precisely
this w a y literature (it would be better from n o w on to say writing), by
refusing to assign a 'secret', an ultimate meaning, to the text (and to the world
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as text), liberates what m a y be called an anti-theological activity, and activity
that is truly revolutionary since to refuse to fix meaning is, in the end, to
refuse G o d and his Hypostases — reason, science, law.67

Derrida, the originator of Deconstruction, had explored this latter suggestion some year
earlier in his essay 'Structure, Sign and Play in the Discourse of the H u m a n Sciences.'68
But it w a s not just the religio-philosophical proposition per se that he was exploring in this
work. His chief interest in "theological' meaning' (which he calls logocentrism') was based
upon his investigation of the text and its connection with 'reality'.
Derrida commences his discussion of the text's relationship with reality by arguing (in
'Structure, sign and play...*) that the history of Western philosophy is the history of rivalry
—

or m o r e accurately, rival texts —

in which each n e w philosophy claims a more

fundamental' position than its predecessor. This pattern however rests upon the false
premise that 'reality' —

which Derrida refers to variously as 'Being as presence'

(Heidegger) and 'the names related to fundamentals, to principles, or to centre', 'structure',
"foundation", "essence", 'origin', 'truth', etc., — is directly accessible and underpins all of
existence. This is false because whatever m a y be posed as 'reality' is comprehensible only
through our use of signs, — it is the sign that bridges the gap between reality and all
understanding or interpretation of it

Logically therefore, says Derrida, logo-centric

pursuits (from the Greek logos meaning language' or 'word', with the connotation of logic,
order, reason) are quests for the impossible. W h a t is far more productive is the study of
signs themselves, and above all language, which have been responsible for the construction
of centrist-based ideas in thefirstplace:

There are thus two interpretations of interpretation, of structure, of sign, of
play. T h e one seeks to decipher, dreams of deciphering a truth or an origin
which escapes play and the order of the sign, and which lives the necessity of
interpretation as an exile. T h e other, which is n o longer turned towards the
origin, affirms play and tries to pass beyond m a n and humanism, the n a m e of
m a n being the n a m e of that being who, throughout the history of
metaphysics or of ontotheology — in other words, throughout his entire
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history — has dreamed of full presence, the reassuring foundation, the origin
and the end of play.69

Derrida, then, affirms 'play' and argues for 'de-construction' — a reading of a text whic
both acknowledges the author's attempt to order reality (that is, construct meaning using
semiotics) but simultaneously exposes textual contradictions and points at which the
discourse is at its most ambiguous. Such points are called aporia; they are 'impasses of
meaning, where texts get into trouble, c o m e unstuck, offer to contradict themselves.'70
Texts, and language in general, therefore, are an endless chain of words which can only be
understood relatively — by their differance: their difference from each other and their
'deferral' of meaning from one word to the next within the signifying system. Language
makes sense (or non-sense) only in the mind of reader/speaker/listener etc.. It is s/he w h o
fixes meanings to signifiers. Language itself only indirectly and tenuously alludes to
reality.
T h e consequences for the teaching of English of these post-Structuralist propositions
are not as dire as they might seem at first. Awareness of contemporary critical reading
strategies enables students not only to negotiate the uncertainties they present but to
appreciate the theoretic context of the position(s) eventually adopted. Somewhere between
Barthes' anti-institutional view of 1968 (quoted above) and the attitudes of Cambridge
English/New Criticism, teachers are struggling to find a manageable balance between
theory and practice, m u c h like they have had to work practically with both parts of
Derrida's notion of language — that it can seek to decipher origins, or just play. In the
'Draft Stage 6 English Syllabus* of 1995 (see below), for instance, m u c h is m a d e of the
importance of teaching multiple readings of texts. Part of this discussion refers to
dominant reading(s), which, presumably, s o m e teachers might argue strongly for within the
Cambridge English/ N e w Critical tradition. In other words, while recognising the validity
of radical post-Structuralist positions, more conventional readings can still be utilised as
the most 'dominant* by collective consent, without claim, of course, for their 'superiority' or
'universality'. A n d while it is acknowledged that all texts are 'ideological', and that meaning
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can no longer be assumed to s o m e h o w exist 'out there', independent of, and prior to,
language, in writing about texts students can do so n o w in the knowledge that they are
creating another meaning. W h a t it is to teach 'English', in other words, has been given an
extended understanding.
Reader response theories are built on the premise that meaning has no existence beyond
and outside the reader, w h o interprets a text through his/her experiences and cultural
values. While the text comprises networks of encoded meanings — one of which is the
author him/herself —

it is the reader w h o decodes these meanings, assimilating a

representation of reality into his/her o w n reality and conversely accommodating his/her
reality into an understanding of the text Reader response theories reject the notion that
reading is a passive activity in which the reader innocently absorbs the content of a text
They also argue that meaning is not singular, and that an author cannot presume the
homogeneity of his/her audience, as Leavis does, for instance, w h e n he speaks of his
'complete' or 'ideal' reader. W h e r e reader response theories m a y differ from each other is
in their allocation of exactly what and h o w much, the reader contributes to his/her
understanding of the text.
There is a wide range of reader response theories,71 from those which focus on the
individual reader's response to texts to those which consider the role of broader, cultural
implications on reading. Jonathan Culler, for instance, attempts to reveal regularities in
readers' strategies. Similarly, Stanley Fish takes an essentially Structuralist position in
hypothesising that readers uniformly respond to the same sequence of words, irrespective
of a work's textual features. Marxists such as Eagleton and Fredric Jameson, on the other
hand, argue post-Structurally, that it is an ideological framework from which readers
operate —

from their world-view, from their political awareness, from their sense of

empowerment etc. — which flavours their construction of meaning, as well as such other
contextualising factors as the political positioning of the writer and the media through
which messages are conveyed. T w o other frequently cited Reader-oriented theories are
Reception Theory, originated by

Wolfgang

Iser and Hans Robert Jauss, and

Psychoanalytical Criticism, as developed by N o r m a n Holland.
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T h e Phenomenologists Iser and Jauss propose that reading is an equally inter-connected
process between text and reader, in which 'the literary work has two poles...which w e might
call the artistic, and the aesthetic'

[T]he artistic refers to the text created by the author, and the aesthetic to the
realisation accomplished by the reader. F r o m this polarity it follows that the
literary work cannot be completely identical with the.text or with the
realisation of the text but in fact must lie halfway between the two. T h e work
is m o r e than the text for the text only takes on life w h e n it is realised, and
furthermore the realisation is by no means independent of the individual
disposition of the reader...The convergence of text and reader brings the
literary work into existence...72

In exploring this co-readership/co-authorship Iser discovered that texts necessarily add
an implied reader —

sometimes the kind of reader w h o the actual reader is invited to

become if s/he is to participate in the text's meaning. A n d to m a k e this transformation the
actual reader might need to embrace or resist attitudes and feelings that s/he might not
normally subscribe to. T h u s a n e w dimension is added to the traditional author-messagereader model: namely, it is n o w transformed to author-narrator-message-narratee-reader
paradigm, in which the author and reader are outside of the text so to speak, but the
narrator, message (coded and contextualised) and narratee (implied reader) are inscribed in
the discourse.
Iser also observed that gaps or blanks frequently occur in literary texts, such as between
chapters, events, descriptions, points-of view, etc., these stimulating the reader to construe
meanings that would not otherwise appear. In regard to this point, educator Robert
Protherough suggests that children prefer texts with gaps over those that are already
complete, since the latter leave little creative space for fertile imaginations. A s a result he
advocates that teachers

give more thought to selecting texts that will extend children's sense of what
fiction is and does, rather than simply [look] for novels that willfita given
theme or provide interesting follow-up activities.73
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During the 1960s Jauss, unlike Iser, examined texts' contextualisation and historicism,
revealing the importance of both their often changing literary status (from era to era) and
the shifting criteria critics employ in forming judgements about them. 'A literary work', he
says, 'is not an object which stands by itself and which offers the same face to each reader
in each period. It is not a m o n u m e n t which reveals its timeless essence in a monologue.'74
Jauss w a s thus able to produce empirical data to show what Eagleton w a s arguing for
philosophically (see above): that the significance of literature is relative to time and place;
and that meaning too is transient (that it is not uniformly available to all readers in all
contexts). In line with traditional Marxism, Jauss prefigured the N e w Historicism of such
theorists Catherine Belsey and Stephen Greenblatt

H e also anticipated aspects of

Feminism which became prominent in the 1980s.
For Iser and Jauss the text is fundamentally a stimulus to which the reader responds to
co-create reading. N o r m a n Holland's approach to reader response theory75 suggests that
h o w readers interpret texts is ultimately dependent on their private mental predispositions.
In other words, reading is not an equal inter-relationship but one that is heavily laden with
projection, compensation and other Freudian defence strategies. For Holland, the text
invariably takes a secondary role.
This theory rests on the Freudian-like (Oedipal) hypothesis that during childhood w e
receive from our mothers an imprint of what Holland calls 'primary identity". In later life
this becomes an 'identity theme' around which form protective defence mechanisms, such
that w h e n a text is read, it is processed in accordance with the stability of our identity. The
literary work is therefore interpreted as a symbolic replication of our identity/ego; it
becomes an imaginative re-creation of our characteristic strategies and patterns for adapting
to and coping with the deep fears and wishes that have shape our life; it is a projection of
characteristic fantasies. Holland says:

We interpret [the text] in such a way as to cast it in terms of our characteristic
ways of coping with the world. That is, each of us will find in a literary work
the kind of thing w e characteristically wish or fear the most.
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Nevertheless, the reader is never a total victim of his/her identity theme in Holland's

paradigm, since s/he can gain recognition and knowledge of it and finally control over i
through reading; through reading, that is, in a way that allows him/her to fantasise
empowerment through the function of the narratee/implied reader. When what is perceived

as a text's 'unity' and 'structure' are discovered by the reader to be in fact an expres

his/her identity, this discovery leads in turn to self-empowerment Finally, such 'unity'
while it is a myth — can be internalised by a reader to heal psychological imbalances.
Here the text serves as a tool for therapy. Its worth beyond this is questionable.

Iser and Jauss', and Holland's analyses, like those of other theorists, assert the activ

nature of reading. This proposition challenges many aspects of Leavisite and New Critica

attitudes. It challenges their assumption that a text's meaning can be extrapolated from

reader's contribution to it; that a certain kind of reader can be interpellated — in Lea
case, a white, middle-class, mature-aged Englishman, who shared with the writer perfect

insight into his every word; that 'good literature' contributed to the reader's social a
intellectual well-being; and that authority for meaning lay with the author, or, in the
New Criticism, with an analysis of 'the words on the page'. Adherents to these reading

regimes shared therefore, a high regard for classical literary texts, a belief in the ci

influence of literature and a pedagogy based on prescribed texts. While students could b
'free' to engage with texts that very freedom was constrained by the reading regimes of
classrooms and schooling generally.
It is from this perspective — highlighted as it is here by approaches of contemporary

critical theories — that we can see conventional strategies and criticism as a manifesta
of institutional practice. They can be seen, in other words, not as statements of pure

aspiration and judgement, but as products of their time, indeed as discourses of nationa
and civil intent within a capitalist ex-colonial ideological framework.
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Educational Responses to Contemporary Critical Theories

From the disparate evidence available it appears that publishers are among the foremost

of those who are keeping abreast of these changes in literary criticism and theory whic
have occurred since the mid-1960s.77 Particularly since the 1980s there has appeared on
the market an ever-increasing range of titles which discuss modem literary theory —

usually reader response theories — as part of their general critical remarks and analy

reading, writing, speaking, listening, and most recently, viewing, activities. Such tit
include: Critical Theory and the English Teacher: Transforming the Subject, by Nick
Peim (Routledge, 1993); Poststructuralist Theory and Classroom Practice, by Bronwyn
Davies (Deakin University Press, 1994); Responding to Student Poems: Applications of

Critical Theory, by Patrick Bizzaro (National Council of Teachers of English, 1993); an
From Picture Books to Literary Theory, edited by John Stephens and Ken Watson (St.
Claire Press, 1994). Many teachers read these books, some in conjunction with

professional development and probably more in response to less formal inservicing, such
as recommendations from colleagues through English Teachers' Association meetings.

While such resources still compete with texts that adopt more traditional, formalist a

to literature and its classroom study, unlike these, recent publications usually acknow

their ideological position, attempting some degree of serious critique of aspects of th

theories they uphold. Thus they will outline particular points of view, such as issues
by Feminist theory or problematics pertinent to the classroom posed by Deconstruction,
and reject by implication, bland notions of literary 'common sense' and 'naturalness.'
also noteworthy that these publications usually pride themselves as being written in

accessible, 'plain English' with an emphasis on the close connections between theory an

its 'relevant' application to the classroom. Texts such as these — for example, the Nel
International Thomson Publishing range of 'Mini-Anthologies'78 — are usually marketed

through magazines and journals that are acutely aware of contemporary cultural sensibi
They are sold to teachers and academics through subscription, and at seminars and
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conferences, such as those presented through the E.T.A. and the Australian Association for
the Teaching of English.79
This is not to suggest however, that publishers — nor for that matter librarians, press
reviewers nor other instumentalities involved in school-applied literature — exert m u c h of
an influence on the selection or ultimate school examination of secondary prescribed texts.
In fact there often seems an immense chasm between pedagogical influences and inputs,
and what is required for H S C instruction. The explanation of this is basically ideological
— the institutions that hold power within the English branch of the N S W curriculum, such
as the Board of Studies, the English Syllabus Committee, the H S C

Examination

Committee and Reports Committee (see below), are invariably resistant to foregoing their
control of the syllabus and its pragmatic applications.
S o m e authors of imaginative writing, on the other hand —

particularly those whose

works are found on the fiction shelves of school libraries and in the book-rooms of the
English Departments in high schools, where no doubt, they have been subjected to quite
stringent selective apparatuses — appear on the whole to oppose, not embrace, what they
sometimes derogatively call 'theory', seeming to prefer to judge writing as 'good' or 'bad', or
of literary merit' etc. on the basis of what Maureen Casey calls their 'personal intuition'.80
O f course there are exceptions to this generalisation — Brian Castro and Sue Woolf for
example, would be a m o n g them — but in her report of the 1992 Children's B o o k Council
of Australia'sfirstNational Conference for instance, Casey cites such authors as Libby
Hathom, Robert Cormier, Gillian Rubenstein, Gary Crew, Brian Caswell and Libby
Gleeson as writers w h o 'impressed their audience with their commitment to high quality
writing and sense of responsibility to their young readers'81 but who, Casey goes on, have
a fairly clear idea of what constitutes a 'good book' without necessarily being able to spell
this out

This conference was concerned with discussing and celebrating quality
literature for young people. T h e writers, illustrators, publishers, book-sellers
and educators w h o addressed the conference, either in keynote speeches or
as representatives on panels, were impressive in their professional zeal to
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reach out to children with good books not cliche-ridden stereotyped formula
junk..„good contemporary adolescent literature will become (if not already
so) the classics of tomorrow. 82

The poet short-story writer and novelist Peter Goldsworthy expresses this anti-theory
position emphatically in his published remark at a Salamanca Writers W e e k e n d
Conference in 1989:

Currently, we are in the midst of a publishing deluge of idea-driven writing:
second-rate and derivative, inert, dead — even, it has to be said, often sheerly
incompetent W e are in the midst of a theory-led 'recovery' — a literature of
the mind only, tone-dead to what can only be called the magic of words....
Theory cannot ever hope to fully cope with this, cannot hope to recognise
even one live sentence if it blows up in its face: so it ignores, or patronises it
Its variousrecentprescriptions totally fail to explain w h y Hamlet is so m u c h
better literature — I use the adjective without wimpish italics — than a page
of Classified Advertisements.83

While a theory-driven syllabus might look both at where Goldsworthy is coming from
to say this, and what interests produce him as a writer for adolescents w h o is given
prominence at school-related conferences, m a n y teachers within their classroom practices
are beginning to dispute his stance. Teachers on the whole, it is probably fair to say, are
greeting change and potential change in literary theory and criticism with increased
enthusiasm. They are beginning to question the authority and validity of established
canons and thefixityof the reading regimes that have interpreted them. This, despite the
subjectivities and expectations teachers bring to the classroom84 and the pragmatic
considerations they must bear in mind in purchasing n e w stock —

school budgeting,

storage space, the possible need for inservicing, etc.. Threadgold has observed that 'theory',
which has been perceived by s o m e as the 'difficult' and arcane languages and practices of
experts, has nevertheless become 'part of everyday practice....'85 T h o m s o n concurs with
this observation. 'Australian English teachers', he says,
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have been far from slow in dealing with the practical implications of
contemporary cultural and curriculum theory.

There is plenty of

evidence from publications on English teaching in England, the United
States and Australia, to suggest that Australia is at the leading edge of
significant research, curriculum theorising and the practical classroom
application of recent sociolinguistic, cultural, literary and learning.
theory ....Our teaching now...aims [to reject] authoritative explications
of specific texts.86

The source of change in the struggle to establish new literary perspectives in the NSW
Senior English syllabi has been a complex mix of teacher initiatives, publishing houses'
positive responses to these, authors' ambiguity and hesitation, and reticence and
considerable resistance from bureaucratic and leadership sources within the government.
Within this struggle, power has operated fundamentally from 'above', meaning that the
Department of Education, through branches within the Board of Studies, has consistently
maintained control of all tangible aspects of the curriculum, while teachers, from "below',
have effected real change only through their representation on such bodies as the English
Syllabus Committee and the Examination and Report Committees, where again,
government influence has tended to dominate. If the government has been effectively
informed by a single source beyond its o w n sphere of bureaucratic influence, that source
has been the tertiary academy where s o m e English and Education faculties within various
N S W universities are currently re-evaluating 'English' —

s o m e English faculties on

precepts established by Communication Studies, Cultural Studies and Post-Colonial
Studies; s o m e Education faculties in carrying out research based on functional linguistic
and critical literacy modelling.

T h e ultimate flow-on from this is n e w agendas and

strategies for teacher-training.
Perceived differences, and actual contestations, have featured in secondary school/
Department of Education/ university relationships since at least the 1960s, creating a
sometimes paradoxical reading of the micro-politics at each level.

While such

organisations as the English Teachers Association and the Australian Association for the
Teaching of English Inc., whose m e m b e r s frequently sit on committees that operate at all
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three levels, in m a n y ways bridge the gap in communication, only concerted joint cooperation between these institutions will ensure enlightened curriculum progress.

83

CHAPTER 4. THE ENGLISH SYLLABUS COMMITTEE
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T h e Inception of the English Syllabus C o m m i t s

The English Syllabus Committee, as a group of school teachers, academics and
community representatives, was the key decision-making body in the selection of HSC
prescribed texts for English between 1965 and 1995. Appointed by different NSW

Boards of Studies during this time, it functioned at the intersection of this bureaucra

(and that of the Department of Education) and the pragmatics of Senior English teaching
the classroom, for it nominated, selected and recommended to the Boards, books which

already possessed, or consequently gained, the authoritative status of 'set texts' in t

English syllabi. It is these texts — novels, poems and plays, — and the literary mode o

their reading, which have played a crucial role in the construction of literary and ae
values in Senior education in NSW. These texts have not only served the goals of

institutional education, but helped formulate cultural knowledges of what 'English' and

literature' are, and indeed, what encompasses, in part at least a 'good education'. Th
also helped to create what it means to be a civilised Australian.
Prior to die implementation of the Wyndham Scheme in 1965, Syllabus Committees
were appointed by the Boards of Secondary Schools and Senior School Studies to oversee

changes to school syllabi in different subject areas. Syllabus Committees discussed and
developed courses, and provided intimate guidance to the Boards of Studies in their
preparation and review of draft syllabi and support material. This function remained

virtually unchanged for thirty years. Potentially Syllabus Committees were at the cutt
edge of educational reform in NSW.
Typically, separate Syllabus Committees advised Years K-6 and 7-12. Their size
generally ranged from fifteen to thirty-five members, with variable attendance and no

financial remuneration. Each Syllabus Committee held office for three, four or five ye
when fresh members were appointed by the Boards. Their composition represented a wide

variety of scholarly and social interests. These included universities, schools, parent
groups, teacher associations, non-government schools and special interest groups, with
other representatives sometimes drawn from specialist bodies, depending upon the
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particular subject area and the demand for expertise. Formal organisations were also

frequently represented. These included the Association of Heads of Independent Schools
of Australia, the Catholic Education Commission NSW, the Committee of Chairs of
Academic Boards of Universities in NSW, Early Childhood Council, Independent
Teachers Association, Joint Council of NSW Professional Teachers Association, NSW

Aboriginal Education Consultative Group and a variety of industry Associations. Syllab
Committees also included members of the Boards of Studies, and Board staff with an

interest in specific curriculum areas. Observers from the Board — and elsewhere — coul
attend meetings. Membership therefore was partly political, partly cultural, partly
economic, partly bureaucratic and partly educational. In a sense, Syllabus Committee

members acted as lobbyists for particular interests. They frequently carried considera
voting allegiances and influence in the wider community.
The Committees' workload structures were supported by their own network, staff of the
Curriculum Branch of the Board of Studies and a writing team usually comprising
Committee members, Board staff, contractors and/or teaching staff drawn from schools.
Teachers temporarily nominated by the Department of Education to Syllabus Committees
were replaced or gained credits towards their required teaching load, the Boards
reimbursing the Department for replacement costs. Syllabus Committees met regularly
when their syllabus was under review or when a new or revised curriculum was under
consideration. When a syllabus was not under such scrutiny, the Committee met much

less frequently but at least once a year, generally to recommend nominees to Examinati
Committees within their subjects.
The English Syllabus Committee was no exception to this general model of structure,
function and membership. It was an umbrella under which English syllabi reform was

constantly initiated, investigated and decided upon. So far as the prescribed HSC text

were concerned, these were usually nominated and read by a sub-committee of the Englis
Syllabus Committee, which passed them on to the Committee as a whole for endorsement

before they were finally sanctioned by the Board of Studies' Curriculum Committee. The
Board of Studies then rubber-stamped them as prescribed texts.
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T h e first English advisory body under W y n d h a m is referred to in primary-source
documents1 as either the 'Subject Area - English Committee', the 'SUBJECT AREA
COMMITTEE - ENGLISH' or the 'English Subject Area Committee*. It was appointed
in 1963 and operated as an interim committee before the establishment of a properly

constituted and fully representative English Syllabus Committee. It was set the task o
proposing some broad guidelines within which later Syllabus Committees would operate.

Parallel Committees were established in such subject areas as Mathematics, Science, S
Studies, Language and Arts and Crafts. The Subject Area — English Committee proved to

be the most important of all English Syllabus Committees, for the parameters it estab
as we will see, became the touchstone of all later syllabi.
There is only scant documentary material regarding the Subject Area — English
Committee, the most significant being a single, three-page report authorised by its

Chairperson, Professor G.H. Russell, Professor of Early English Literature and Languag
at the University of Sydney from 1962 to 1966.2 This is a summary of the Committee's

recommendations to the Board of Senior School Studies, stating that English be made 'a

compulsory subject in the proposed Higher School Certificate'; that HSC English course

should encompass not just 'expression' but 'a substantial literary component'; and th

literature studied in Senior English 'should be worthwhile in itself but chosen with a

realistic appraisal of the abilities and interests of candidates. The Committee presc

that the English syllabus should be constructed and examined at three levels, in such

as to permit transfer from one to another. Third Level', as it was termed, would empha

'expression' and 'comprehension' but not to the exclusion of some study of literature.

Examinations at this level were not to require the display of 'critical abilities bey
elementary level'. 'Second Level' was to comprise a course in 'English Language and

Literature' in which certain prescribed texts would receive 'intensive study', where '
appropriately advanced understanding of the English language' was expected, and where

students were presumed to "have the command of the English language which is specially

treated by the expression and comprehension elements at the Third level'. 'First Level
would be for students of the highest ability. Their set texts and language study were
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overlap s o m e of the material studied at Second Level but their course would be
considerably more demanding. The Committee's final recommendation was that not fewer

than ten, eight and six periods per week be given to the First, Second and Third Levels

respectively, and that students who attempted a higher level but failed would be awarde
where appropriate, a pass at a lower level.

These recommendations were to be consistent with resolutions of later Committees: first
the compulsory study of English in Senior high school has continued for thirty years —
and will remain so into the foreseeable future; second, English has consistently been

in courses structured at three levels'; third, each level' has proved to contain cours
varying degrees of difficulty indicated by this early Committee; and fourth, the

Committee's allusion to the place of language and 'a literary component' in Senior Eng
touched on an issue that was to cause conflict and controversy until the introduction

2 Unit Contemporary Syllabus in 1988. The bone of contention regarding this latter poin
was the role which the study of literature would play in HSC English. In 1963 it was

debated whether literature should comprise a significant component in all courses in th

syllabus, or only in some levels, and whether this should be to the exclusion of langua
— by which was widely understood Reading, Writing and Comprehension. It seems that

while a majority was in favour of both some literature and some language in all courses
Russell himself, at the end of the Committee's recommendation, registered his formal

dissent from this view. He proposed, instead, that a 'separate and distinct paper' of o
'Expression and Comprehension' comprise the Third Level course, and that this form a
core of the whole Senior English syllabus. Presumably literature and language would
together be studied at First and Second Levels.
Russell's view was vigorously supported outside the Subject Area — English
Committee, most notably by Professor T.G. Hunter, Professor of Chemical Engineering at

the University of Sydney, who in 1963 published his 'findings' of a literacy experiment
had conducted among his own chemical engineering students.3 This experiment found

that 62% of Hunter's students were 'obviously illiterate', and from this 'evidence' th

good grounds, he felt not to force students to study literature when they could not eve
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read and write. Hunter suggested that only English Expression should be a compulsory
subject for the H S C and those students w h o could achieve this should not undertake
literary studies. Russell's and Hunter's argument was 'literacy before literature,' and
defined what they meant by English. Their attitude represented a long-standing powerstruggle between factions from the University of Sydney and different secondary school,
non-academic authorities. The issue was, w h o controlled standards of education in Senior
English N S W ? The Subject Area - English Committee was but one forum in which this
struggle was occurring.
The University of Sydney had long exercised a dominating influence over secondary
school curriculum in N S W .

A s early as 1903 the Knibbs-Turner Interim Report on

'Certain Parts of Primary Education' and 'Report of the Commissioners, Mainly on
Secondary Education14 noted that the only factor which gave unity to N S W education was
a c o m m o n endeavour to meet the requirements of the public examinations and
matriculation standards held by the University of Sydney. Defensively, the University said
that

...the ultimate step, the final aim, of the whole movement of reform in
secondary education is to free the University from the necessity of holding
mere entrance or similar public examinations, and to secure a higher degree
of preliminary training in the students w h o enter it5

In response to this, a group of secondary school Commissioners argued that reform in
secondary education would commence only by weakening the nexus between secondary
and tertiary education. This commenced with the appointment of Peter Board as Director
of Education in 1905, as Board, like his later successor Dr. H.S. W y n d h a m , insisted that
the University was not necessarily the sole authority on the highest form of education
represented by schools.6 Board brought pressure on Sydney University to revise its
matriculation standards to meet the more 'humanist-realist version of education'7 n o w being
taught in secondary schools, and he endeavoured to promote the study of English, History
and Science alongside the learned professions of Law, Medicine and Theology.
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Still, it w a s not until the 1912 University A m e n d m e n t Act that the University of Sydney
forfeited its powers as exclusive provider of examiners of secondary education in NSW.

Then an eight-person Board of Examiners was established to control the Intermediate and
Leaving Certificate Examinations with membership comprising four representatives from
the University and four from the Department of Public Instruction. While drafting
secondary school courses remained the responsibility of a University Professor from a
particular faculty, consultation with representatives of state and independent schools

occurred, as did submission of the draft to the Board of Examiners and final editing by
nominated Syllabus Committee. The University Amendment Act also recognised passes in

Leaving Certificate Examination subjects as valid for matriculation. Despite these chan
however, it remained the University which determined those subjects and that standard
which students had to pass in order to matriculate, and it was the University which
continued to set secondary school matriculation exam papers.
The University's influence on secondary school external exams was not modified again

until 1937 with the implementation of the Public Instruction and University (Amendment)
Act of 1936. Now a Board of Secondary School Studies replaced the old Board of
Examiners, with more non-University staff appointed as Senior high school examiners,

though not in all subjects. Until 1950, for example, the Leaving Certificate English pa
was marked solely by members of the English Department of the University of Sydney,

after which there was a gradual diminution of University power as some secondary school

teachers were invited to join the marking team. By 1960 there were fifty-one academic a
thirty-two school teacher markers of the Leaving Certificate Examination in English.8
With this history then, Wyndham's Subject Area - English Committee met to make
recommendations in regard to a new syllabus for Senior English students. On the one
hand, the Chairperson (from the University of Sydney) was opposed to the inclusion of

literature as compulsory for all students; on the other, those more directly involved i
school teaching — representatives of the English Teachers' Association, the English
Teachers' Group and the Secondary Teachers' Association - supported the study of

some literature for all. It was probably the weight of Wyndham's personal influence tha
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ultimately carried the day in favour of the latter position. W h e n the new syllabus was

finally drafted in 1965 it expressed the goal of the Third Level English as: to 'develo

students' ability to understand and respond to good literature within the range of thei
competence and interests, and to improve their skills in comprehension and in oral and

written expression,'9 while that of Second and First Levels was to cater for those with
special interest in English literature which they might continue at university.

The First English Syllabus Cnmmitfaf

At the end of 1963 the Subject Area — English Committee was replaced by a fully
endorsed English Syllabus Committee, whose first meeting took place in 1964. Professor
G.A. Wilkes, foundation Professor of Australian Literature at the University of Sydney

from 1962 to 1996, was elected first Chairperson, a position he was to hold intermitten

until his retirement in 1995. Like other members of the Committee, Wilkes, who had been
a member of the 1962 Leaving Certificate Examination Committee, knew the new

Committee's potential influence, both political and educational. English high school s
were comparatively rare and long-lasting in NSW — they were produced only every ten
years or so — and the initial Wyndham syllabus would not only remain in place for some

considerable time itself but it would establish important precedents in content, struc
implicit literary understandings.
The Committee of 1964 comprised:

* eight academics: — from the University of Svdnev:
Professor G.A. Wilkes, Professor of Australian Literature,
Professor S.L. Goldberg, Professor of English Literature,
Mr. J.S. Gunn, Senior Lecturer in English;
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— from the University of N S W :
Professor O.N. Burgess,
Leonie Judith Kramer, Associate Professor of English,
Drs. J. Cooper and E. Liggins;
— from Svdnev Teachers' College:
M r . J.H. Britton;
*representativesfrom The English Teachers' Association: Miss E. Guthrie
and Mother Veronica and M r . Graham Little (Chairman of the Junior
English Syllabus Committee);
* representatives from the English Teachers' Group: Inspectors Hopkins
and Gosschalk, and M r . R.B. Finlay and M r . L. Bottomley;
* the Secretary of the Group, M r . J. Clark (who was admitted as a
non-voting observer).10

Thus the Committee was heavily weighted with a bloc of academics, who had a keen
interest in promoting their understandings of English and their preferred m o d e of literary
criticism — and incidentally their choice of texts — to prospective Senior high school
clients —

clients who, of course, would soon take up undergraduate courses at the

universities at which these academics taught. Except through Graham Little, there was no
collaboration nor communication between the (Senior) English Syllabus Committee and its
Junior English equivalent
Despite the strong academic influence, the power of the Board of Senior School Studies
also impacted on the Committee. While the Board looked to the Committee for curriculum
initiatives and guidance, it was the Board itself which was ultimately responsible to the
Director-General of Education and the Minister, and it was through the Board that
Ministerial opinions were expressed. Thus, when the Committee first met it was greeted
with a number of strong Government directives. First, that there would be three, not two,
Levels at which H S C English would be taught, with each Level 'separate and self-contained'
with no overlap nor 'incorporation' between them. This was contrary to the suggestion of
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some members, particularly those from the English Teachers' Association and the English
Teachers' Group w h o argued that a Pass and Advanced Level in English were really all
that were required.11 It w a s also contrary to the recommendation of the Subject Area

-

English Committee. T h e second directive was that in all Levels some literature was to be
studied, although students in Third Level would probably follow 'non-literary' postschooling pursuits and would need therefore an essentially 'comprehensive' course. This
point was aimed at reconciling the factionalism that had marred the Subject Area

—

English Committee. It seems to have been an accepted compromise, for according to the
Minutes there w a s no further discussion on this point. Thirdly, in regard to English at
First and Second Levels, the Board insisted that the n e w Committee prepare courses which
were the equivalent of at least the A Pass and Honours standards in the Leaving Certificate.
T o this end Wilkes assured his colleagues at their inaugural meeting that First and Second
Levels in H S C English would exact 'a standard higher than [the] present Leaving
Certificate English.' W h a t lay behind this directive was that the Board wanted a syllabus
which would prescribe only approximately 5 % of students to study Senior English at First
Level, 2 5 % at Second Level and 7 0 % at Third Level.
O f these recommendations part of thefirstwas largely ignored, the proposal to keep the
various Levels 'separate' being seen as leading to unnecessary curriculum complication and
teaching overload. Instead, while three Levels operated, apart from a difference in number
of Prescribed texts set for study, the n e w syllabus content for First Level and Second
Levels was virtually identical. This was to remain the case until at least 1995. The Board's
second directive, however, was carefully acknowledged. At the beginning of the Third
Level section of the syllabus, for example, it says that the aims of Third Level are to create

...an integrated course in the reading, writing and speaking of English. Each
element in it involves all these activities in varying degrees: reading issues
naturally into discussion, writing consolidates what has been gained from
reading. T h e objectives of the course are to develop students' ability to
understand and respond to good literature within the range of their
competence and interests, and to improve their skills in comprehension and
in oral and written expression.12
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T h e key notion in this is 'integration', where it is meant to be implied that the studies of
literature and language are not mutually exclusive: 'good literature' is to be studied not just
for its o w n sake but also as a means to improving comprehension and expression skills.
T h e Board's third recommendation created the most controversy, although this was
entirely inadvertent on the parts of both the Board itself and the Committee. In June 1964
the Board of Secondary School Studies received notification from the two largest
universities in N S W

(the Universities of Sydney and N e w South Wales) and the

Australian National University that it w a s their intention to revise their requirements for
matriculation.

This seems to have been decided independently by the universities'

Committee of Chairs of Academic Boards and, incredibly, without prior knowledge by
academic members of the Syllabus Committee. In part of the letter of notification received
by the Board, the universities say that:

each of the Universities wishes it to be known that the requirements to be
satisfied for admission to Universities in 1969 will be such that students
engaged in the second year of the revised curriculum in 1964 will not be
prejudiced in meeting the n e w requirements, provided that their present
choice of subjects is consistent with the existing requirements for the
University in which they m a y desire to matriculate in 1969.13 [Emphasis
added]

These 'existing requirements' were set by the universities at an entrance standard much
higher than that anticipated by the Board and the English Syllabus Committee. For most
university subjects a pass at Second, not Third Level English was demanded, which meant
that the ratio 5 % - First Level, 2 5 % - Second Level, 7 0 % - Third Level was entirely
inappropriate for Senior English students, since it meant that those wishing to matriculate
to all university courses were required to pass the quite difficult Levels of English. This
was not just a case of the universities again dictating standards of education to high
schools; it w a s their utter disruption of a fundamental curriculum premise in the W y n d h a m
Scheme. It w a s not for another twenty years (in the syllabus of 1982) that H S C candidates
were presented with a course modestly more suitable to their matriculation needs.
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Despite significant influences from forces directly beyond their control, the English

Syllabus Committee worked within these constraints to produce a final draft of the fir
Senior English Syllabus under the Wyndham Scheme. The syllabus was considered by

the Board at its meeting in May, 1965 and with only minor editorial changes was approv
for immediate implementation.

Background to the Senior English Syllabus. 1965

From the perspective of attempting to locate some of the ideological roots of specific

educational constructs within NSW Senior English, one of the most important features o

the 1965 syllabus is its intermeshing of two, sometimes opposing, views of literary th

and criticism. These, the schools of Cambridge English and New Criticism, came togethe
in the first Senior English syllabus as a new genus of literary appraisal. The origin

hybridisation lay in the compromises reached between the ideological camps that formed
around the two most powerful Committee members, Professor Wilkes, Chairperson of the
Committee, and Professor Goldberg, Chairperson of the Drafting Committee, subcommittee of the English Syllabus Committee. Both men were from the English

Department of the University of Sydney, where they, and their followers, ironically, w

embroiled in intense hostilities regarding the merits and demerits of Leavisite critic
At the end of 1962 three new professors were appointed to Sydney University's English
Department G.H. (George) Russell, Professor of Early English Literature and Language
— and Chairperson of the original Subject Area — English Committee; S.L. (Sam)

Goldberg, Challis Professor of English Literature; and G.A. (Gerry) Wilkes, foundation

Chair and Professor of Australian Literature. It had been widely anticipated that Wilk

would assume the post of the Challis Chair following the retirement of Professor Wesle
Milgate in 1961, and Goldberg's appointment — the first person graduated from
somewhere other than Sydney University to hold such a position — came not only as a
surprise but was viewed with some trepidation. Goldberg, a Melbournian, was an avowed
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disciple of the Cambridge theorist and teacher F.R. Leavis —

at least that form of

Leavisism, says John Docker, which stressed the 'metaphysical', in that it tended to discuss
chiefly 'difficult', 'academic' or 'elitist' literature as opposed to more popularist texts.15
Wilkes, on the other hand, a former student of Milgate and, like Goldberg, another
outstanding scholar, w a s more closely aligned to the Oxford tradition of assiduous
scholarship and the American N e w Critical view of aesthetic autonomy.16 Goldberg's main
publishing outlet w a s Melbourne's Critical Review; Wilkes' was Sydney's Southerly.
T h e differences between these professors, and those w h o gathered about them, were
soon felt on campus. Docker describes it as:

The older Sydney lot felt aggrieved at the confidence of the new group and
how, as they saw it it was dominating key areas of teaching and making them
marginal. They also felt that the Sydney English department had its o w n
tradition, descending from former giants like Sir M u n g o MacCallum and le
G a y Brereton and Waldock, in the 17th century English studies and in
Australian literature, which shouldn't be scorned....Their ideal critic was one
w h o went to Oxford and collated a minor 17th century text, or went to
London University to study the concerns of a 19th-century novelist....17

Wilkes typically expounded a New Critical approach to literary study, maintaining that
texts were principally autonomous, self-referential and unified, that it was the reader's task
to elicit meaning —

which was often disguised and ambiguous —

and that inherent

internal aesthetic qualities, such as 'harmony' and 'wholeness', characterised works of high
quality.18 Goldberg disdained the separation of literature from life', valuing the reader's
personal response to texts, a heightening of his or her moral awareness, and an aesthetic
based on h o w literature rendered forms 'adequate to the expression of life.'19
The climax to their dispute was reached in 1965 w h e n an unprecedented two core
courses were offered students in the English Department of the University of Sydney. In
the Faculty of Arts Handbook for 1966 students were advised that they were to choose
from Courses A or B in English Literature, with each Course 'arranged as a separate
sequence from 1st to 3rd or 4th years'. Further, 'from the beginning of 1967, students
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wishing to transfer to Course A should therefore inquire of the Professor of English
Literature (Professor Goldberg); those wishing to transfer to Course B, of the Professor of
Australian Literature (Professor Wilkes).'20 The clash between Goldberg and Wilkes is
evident in the actual texts offered in their respective Courses, as m u c h as in their
contrasting critical approaches.
Goldberg's Course A comprised:

(a) Poetry: Traditional Ballads, selections from
John Donne, John Keats,
G.M. Hopkins, T.S. Eliot
(b) Plays:

Sophocles, King Oedipus
Shakespeare, King Lear
Chekov, The Three Sisters
Beckett, Waiting for Godot

(c) Novels:

Jane Austen,

Emma

Emily Bronte, Wuthering Heights
Dostoievsky, Crime and Punishment
D.H. Lawrence, Sons and Lovers
E.M. Forster, A Passage to India.
(d) For discussion: Richard Hoggart, The Uses of Literacy.

A note at the beginning of the list explained that 'First Year is an introduction to
study of a range of poetry, plays, and novels, which present different kinds of literary
interest and raise a variety of critical problems.'21 This Course, in other words, attempted
to be historical, diverse and essentially introductory, even if its texts were drawn from a
primarily Leavisite canon. O n campus Course A was called Traditional English'.
Wilkes' Course B (called ' M o d e m English") by contrast, was clearly contemporary and
more specific in text selection, the implication being that emphasis was on critical analysis
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rather than an elucidation of a particular historical view of literature. The prefac
text-list said:

[English Literature Course B] provides for the study of particular literary
periods in some depth, through the work of major authors. First Year is an
introduction to m o d e m literature in English, and the courses that follow move
in a planned sequence from the present to the past...22

Wilkes' First Year Literature Course comprised:

(a) Introductory lectures on some problems of literary criticism.
(b) Poetry:

Selections from G.M. Hopkins, T.S. Eliot W . H . Auden
Kenneth Slessor.

(c) Fiction:

Joyce, Dubliners
Conrad, Lord Jim
Forster, Howard's

End

Carey, The Horse's Mouth
White, The Tree of Man
(d) Drama:

Shaw, Saint Joan, Eliot, Murder in the Cathedral
Miller, Death of a Salesman, Pinter, The Caretaker?3

The list of prescribed texts for HSC English in the 1965 Senior syllabus represents a
compromise between theserivallingtertiary Courses, and even more significantly, it offers
a syncretic blend of the approaches to literary criticism and implied pedagogical
methodology. A s is indicated in the Graphics of Prescribed Texts for Senior English, 3
Unit and 2 Unit, the most frequently occurring novelists between 1967 and 1977 were
Austen, Fielding, Hardy, Lawrence, Carey, Twain and White, of w h o m Austen and
Lawrence appear in Goldberg's Course A , as well as such other favoured Leavisite authors
Bronte and Forster, and Carey and White in Course B. Similarly, the most frequently
appearing Poets were Chaucer, Donne, Eliot, Hopkins, Keats, Milton, Pope and Wright, of
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w h o m Course A contained Donne, Keats, Eliot and Hopkins; and Course B , Hopkins and
Eliot; (Chaucer w a s studied at the University of Sydney in the Early English Literature and
Language component of the English I and II). The most frequently appearing Dramatists
were Shakespeare, Eliot Miller, Shaw, Beckett, Sheridan, Sophocles and Osborne, of
w h o m Course A contained Shakespeare, Sophocles and Beckett; and Course B Shaw,
Eliot and Miller. Thus m a n y texts were shared in c o m m o n , suggesting compromise
between the Traditional' and 'Modem' Courses offered to first Year students at Sydney
University.
Even after Goldberg's departure from Sydney in 1966 —

to return to Melbourne

University where he took up the Robert Wallace Chair of Professorship of English — and
after Wilkes' appointment as Goldberg's replacement at Sydney University, these same
texts and the advised literary approach that informed them, continued basically unaltered
for the next thirty years. This is a legacy of the synthesis of the two major critical models
vying for influence in Australian universities in the 1960s, and a tribute to the Leavisite
assumptions about culture and cultural values which Wilkes, in fact, shared with Goldberg.
Notable addmissions to this model, which arose from the formal recognition of Australian
literature with the establishment of this Chair at Melbourne (1958) and then Sydney
(1962) universities, are Patrick White, Kenneth Slessor and Judith Wright, writers whose
critically 'high'/'modernist' nature is compatible with Goldberg's stance, Wilkes' interest
in Australian writing, and university ideals of literary elitism. Furthermore, it will be shown
in our analysis of H S C exam questions, that these writers were expected to be studied in
the same w a y as English and American classic authors.
These texts, and their advised reading, completed an education cycle that linked what was
understood as literature' in secondary schools with its representation at university, and not
only did university academics have a clientele perfectly prepared in h o w it conceived
literature' but an instrument to act as afilterfor higher learning. In other words, through
their domination — numerical and ideological — of the English Syllabus
Committee, academics were able to erect a literary paradigm of what w a s said to be
aesthetically 'authentic' or 'accurate' or 'true', and what was deemed, by the power of their
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institutional authority, to constitute 'a good English education'. This was strengthened of
course by the exam mechanism which 'passed' or 'failed' students depending on their

mastery of these 'appropriate* critical responses. And further reinforcement followed w
those students who 'passed' their HSC English discovered at university that they were
being taught texts in ways with which they were already familiar — and by academics who
were like-minded in their literary approach.
During the 1960s and into the 1970s Sydney's two leading universities set the agenda
for what was studied in Senior high school English and, implicitly, how it was to be
studied. But behind this different notions of what it meant to be 'educated', what kind
Australian citizen the education system in NSW should produce, and the meaning of
'English' itself, were starting to emerge. British-bom and educated academic staff with

vested interest in telling colonials about European civilisation upheld the Anglocentric
gentleman 'man of letters' as the educated ideal. They promoted a professional elite

interested in protecting a mystique and ritual of entry to university and 'good educatio

They viewed the specialised appreciation of 'literature' as the property of a few — thos
with both cultural and linguistic competence — seeing its general study as a means to

elevate the masses to a 'civilised', and therefore, they thought, less socially powerful
position. They viewed reading principally as an activity for 'pleasure', with the added

bonuses of it functioning as tool to gain, or retain, social status (when the texts tha

read were the 'correct' texts) and as a means of accruing cultural capital transferable
bourgeois social economy.
Opposing this were those represented mainly by teachers, whose ideal was a democratic

Australia in which all citizens had equal access to education to the level of their int
intellectual capacity. Education was understood as without class bias or privilege —
indeed it was conceived as a means of empowering the masses — and it should emphasise

practical skills as much as aesthetic appreciation for its own sake. Within this frame t
study of language was seen as the common ground in English studies. While some

students might specialise in literature, this was not on the basis of engendering cultur
elitism but, as the Wyndham documents expressed it because of their 'outstanding
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academic ability'. Reading implied popular, ungraded texts without elitism. It was to be
'relevant' and 'real'.

But the struggle between these positions was not as clear as this might indicate. It to
place against as a background of influx of American professional ideas — such as those
Jerome Bruner in curriculum organisation and American New Criticism in English

appreciation — which impacted particularly strongly on a new generation of university a

other tertiary education staff, and it failed to acknowledge the complexity of defining

whose cultural ideologies were being expressed within polyethnic Australia. Altogether,
there seemed to be no clear-cut answers to the question of which identity Australian
nationhood was heading. The hybrid Cambridge English/New Critical literary regime was
in large part symptomatic of these broader compromises in the academy and secondary
education.
The English Syllabus Committee represented a hegemonic structure which moulded

individuals to serve goals and configure culture as decided by the dominating institut
In Althusserian terms, it functioned as a covert Ideological Apparatus of repression:
through discursive formations and practices — such as the nomination, recommendation
and endorsement of prescribed HSC texts, which were later to be taught at tertiary

institutions — education as a material ideology produced individuals who accepted their

'subjection' in exchange for the 'success'. The power of the university English academy

well as creating 'truths' about literature and our understandings of cultural and natio

heritage and identity, was instrumental in forming impenetrable constructs of educatio
norms, standards and values.

The English Syllabus Committee. 1966 -1976

There were no noticeable alterations to the function or operation of the English Syllab
Committee immediately after 1966. The Minutes of the Committee for the next four and
five years show that focus was chiefly upon matters of ongoing administration and upon
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further discussion of the matriculation controversy.24 It was not until 1970, when the
Board of Senior School Studies recommended that the Committee revise the original
Senior English syllabus that questions of ideological difference again arose.

There were three main drafts for the syllabus of 1974/6, those of 1970 (Draft 1), 1971

(Draft 2) and 1972 (Draft 3) which finally resulted in a document in 1974 which was it
modified in 1976. (See below.) Why the syllabus was so slow to be finalised was
because the Committee was irreconcilably divided on its perceptions of the places of
literature' and language' within Senior English. Two quite distinctly divided groups
challenged for power, one lobbying for 'Language' in the syllabus, the other, for a
'Literature' syllabus.
During the formation of the first syllabus both Wilkes and Goldberg resisted attempts

to incorporate language' as a study of equal importance to literature', and although t
English Language section of the University of Sydney constituted one segment of the
English Department — employing about one-third of the total staff — Goldberg, in
particular, was adamant that the influence of what he saw as the scientific study of

— which he perceived as outmoded philology and non-intellectual mechanistic training i
linguistics — should be minimised in high schools. Thus, in 1965, with the backing of

Subject Area — English Committee's recommendations (and in spite of Russell's minority

report) he succeeded in banning language' altogether from Third Level English. Languag

appeared only in Second and First Levels and even there was a separate, lesser, study.
opening paragraph of Second Level English says, for instance: '...While no allocation

time to the different parts of the syllabus is prescribed, it is envisaged that the l
work might occupy 75% of the course, and language work 25%....*25
But by 1970 feeling within part of the English Syllabus Committee had altered — as
had most educators' understanding of what was meant by language'; what Thomas Kuhn
called at the time a 'paradigm shift',26 had occurred. Thus the most radical draft of
syllabus (Draft 1.) was written by a sub-committee of the Committee which viewed
language quite differently from how Goldberg (now departed from the Committee), and

Wilkes (still its Chairperson), had understood it five years before. As well as mainta
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the relevance and educational validity of students' knowledge of linguistics, this sub-

committee was very sympathetic with the language initiatives that featured so promin

at the Dartmouth Seminar of 1966 and with the 'new English' approach to language evid

in the drafts for the Junior secondary English Syllabus of 1971. Members of this grou

included Inspector Graham Little, J.H. Britton and Professor Arthur Delbridge — all o
whom were former members of the Junior Syllabus Committee — and John Gunn and Dr.

Elizabeth Liggins. Both Delbridge and Liggins were former colleagues of Professor A.G

Mitchell, who resigned as McCaughey Chair in Language at Sydney University in 1963 to
become Deputy Vice-Chancellor. The proposal of this 'Language' group, however, was
rejected by the Committee as a whole, who voted against both language in usage' as a

legitimate Senior classroom approach to English, and the integration of 'language' an
literature' into a single syllabus.
Under the sub-committee's Chairmanship of John Gunn, Draft 2. met the same fate as

its predecessor, proving beyond doubt a victory for the 'Literature' group. According
Minutes of a Committee meeting in December 1971, at one point Professor H.L. Rogers,
Russell's successor as Professor of Early English Literature and Language at Sydney
University, tabled his own set of proposals regarding the new syllabus. These called

the complete abandonment of a language component, maintaining that 'all such linguist

studies should be replaced by focusing upon the ways in which language operated in th

literary and non-literary texts studied by the students.'27 '...The technical study of
historical and contemporary linguistics is not, in itself, desirable or practicable
schools,' said Rogers.28 Wilkes supported this suggestion, and moved the motion that
First and Second Levels English 'be firmly based on literature, while extending the

other than that found in the literary texts, and involving the students in some acti

than literary criticism."29 This, in effect, ignored the work of the sub-committees of
and 1971 and endorsed Goldberg's and Wilkes' position of six years before. It was in
in this final form, re-drafted by Wilkes and Rogers in 1972, that the Committee made
recommendations regarding the syllabus to the Board of Secondary Schools Studies.

After further modifications, but not substantively to the content, Draft 3. became th
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1974/1976 Senior syllabus. The study of language became a footnote to a literature-based
Senior English. With the exception of 2 Unit Contemporary English, it has remained more
or less in this condition, since.
Throughout the history of the prescribed texts for H S C English therefore, there is very
limited reference to language texts. In fact, only one set of references can be found, this
occurring as the last of a 3 Unit elective option between 1985 and 1987. In 1985 and 1986
this elective (option [h]) stated:

Australian English
A study of Australian vocabulary and idiom, and of its use in spoken and
written English in Australia.

W o r k in this option could begin with

consulting the prefatory material in The Macquarie Dictionary, The Collins
English Dictionary

and

G.A.

Wilkes' Dictionary

of Australian

Colloquialisms.... It could also involve a critical study of such texts as Bill
Hornadge's The Australian Slanguage and Nancy Keesing's Lily on the
Dustbin, as well as of Australian idiom in the media, in drama, and in
literature.

Reference: S.J. Baker, The Australian Language

and W . S .

Ramson, Australian English.30

A variation on this ran in 1987 and 1988. After repeating the opening two sentences of
1985 and 1986, the option said that study should be directed to cultivating:

(a) a knowledge of Australian English and how it developed;
(b) an awareness of Australian idiom in use...;
(c) an appreciation of the role of Australian English in Australian literature,
especially in the texts studied elsewhere in the course.31

No texts, other than the Macquarie and Collins Dictionaries, and those of Wilkes and S
Baker, were mentioned.
After 1988 no texts were referred to at all in the Language option offered at the end of
the 3 Unit course. This option changed twice: from 1989 to 1992 it was called Language
Variation, and from 1993 to 1995 The Language of Persuasion. In both electives the
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course w a s divided into two strands: thefirstcomprised the study of language variation
through such issues as standard and non-standard forms and community attitudes to

them...'32 (and 'a study of persuasive language in non-literary contexts...'33); the seco
stated unequivocally that language variation (and persuasive language) must be found in
the literary texts students studied elsewhere in Senior English.34
After 1976 no doubt was allowed whatsoever that language was to be studied to a

literature-based end. In terms of the overall curriculum — in the Senior English syllabu
in general and in the prescribed texts in particular — 'English' in NSW Senior high-

schools was understood in terms of literature. The appreciation and study of 'imaginativ

writing' was indeed 'the raison d'itre of teaching English' in many Australian univers
and in Years 11 and 12 of the secondary school.'35
The debate over the inclusion/exclusion of Language in the Senior syllabus reflected

issues of national identity and subjectivity that were being discussed in wider educat
circles in Australia. When Sam Goldberg arrived at Sydney University in 1963 as

Professor of English Literature he brought with him an approach to literature that was
different from what currently existed there. Like Leavis in the 1930s at Cambridge,

Goldberg was a radical, but unlike Leavis, who was disrupting long-established attitudes
and practices within his own British literary heritage, Goldberg was perceived by many,
such as Gerry Wilkes (Professor of Australian Literature), as wishing to impose

Anglocentric values and tastes in the colony. In this sense Goldberg was seen not just a

reforming literary practices but as wishing to continue imperialist hegemony. In the fie
of Language study, however, this struggle was paradoxically reversed, for here Goldberg

and Wilkes united in opposing the study of Early English at a secondary school level, an

together they rejected the new wave of linguistics emerging at the Sydney University und
Professor Delbridge and the 'new English' approach to language arising with Dartmouth.
English language skills, they seem to have assumed, would develop 'naturally' in a
predominantly English-speaking country, and to teach 'language', as such, would be to

publicly admit that Australians were no longer racially uniform. While language teaching
was practised at Primary and Junior high school, its inclusion in the Senior English
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curriculum would be to imply a revision of national identity — from both Goldberg's
understanding of the 'Englishness' of our past and Wilkes' allegiance to 'quality'

nationalist Australian writing. Indeed the 1965 Syllabus was nationalist in this narr
sense. It spoke, for instance, of 'how we use English' and how the reading component

Third Level was 'planned to appeal to the natural interests of students, to show them

enjoyment to be gained from literature, and to encourage reading interests and habit
will persist after they have left school....Teachers will seek out texts which have

appeal...' (See Chapter 4). It was not until 1988, twelve years after the Vietnam Wa
the Contemporary English course recognised the functional aspect of Language. By now

new generation of academic elite was redrafting its understanding of Australian nati
and its expectations of the Australian citizen.

The English Syllabus Committee. 1976 -1995

With the finalisation of the 1974/76 syllabus, major divisions within the English
Syllabus Committee came to an end. It was no longer dominated by academics, an

important exception being the Committee's ongoing Chairperson, Wilkes. Some of the ol
language' group had departed from Sydney University in the late 1960s/early 1970s to
take up posts at Macquarie University, where Professor Mitchell was Vice-Chancellor
from 1966. Among these were Professor Delbridge, Dr. Liggins and J.R.L. Bernard:

Delbridge was appointed one of the foundation Professors of English (Linguistics), an
later with Bernard, worked in the Speech and Language Research Centre; and Liggins,
specialising in Old English, was appointed Senior Lecturer in the English Department
From the late 1970s the Committee comprised representatives from higher education
(four), NSW Department of School Education (two), NSW Teachers Federation (four),

and one nominee from each of the Federation of Parents and Citizens Association, Cath
Education Commission, Independent Teachers' Association, TAFE Commission, Joint
Council of NSW Professional Teachers' Association, Association of Heads of
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Independent School, and a Curriculum Officer from the Board of Studies. This totalled
approximately seventeen members. T h e Committee's main task n o w was to recommend to
the Board texts for H S C study.
T o this end the following guidelines were established in the 1980s:

(i) the Chairperson must inform the Board of proposed texts likely to be
regarded as contentious;
(ii) the Committee must provide a brief description of the theme of such
(iii) the Chairperson must advise the Board in writing that a majority of the
Committee has approved the item/s as being suitable for study;
(iv) texts must have literary merit; they should also:(v) be teachable in classroom situations,
(vi) offer a challenge to students,
(vii) extend the language experience of students in a particular course,
(viii) be within thefinancialreach of students.

To this was added that the Board:

...relies on the professional judgement of the Committee in determining the
balance of traditional and more contemporary texts. [And] only those texts
written in the English language are considered for selection....36

The English Syllabus Committee now contained strong representation of Church and
other private schools and their associated bodies. The significance of this is that during
this period more and more financial aid was being funnelled from State to non-State
education. Thus, while the Committee was certainly becoming less academically based and
influenced, more popular representation in itself was not necessarily a liberalising move.
Rather, it generally reflected a greater impact from fee-paying schools, which were more
prone to parental pressure, based on expectations drawn from schooling two decades
earlier. O n e manifestation of this w a s the introduction in 1988 of the Board of Studies
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Literature Reference Group, a body which was to serve as both a guardian of prescribed
text choices and a voice of conservative public opinion. Its instigator, M r . G.G. (Sam)
Weller, General Manger of the Board's Syllabus Committee, said that what prompted the
formation of the Literature Reference Group was adverse publicity and 'considerable
concern expressed by parent and various bodies...':

There has been in the past considerable concern expressed by parents and
various bodies about texts prescribed for Higher School Certificate study.
The concerns are that some of the set texts are unsuitable for study because
of the language used and/or the attitudes and perceptions presented. It would
clearly be negligent on the part of educators to fail to take note of this
opinion.37

There was indeed a colourful history of such 'concern.'
In 1980, for instance, the Country W o m e n ' s Association of N S W urged the Education
Department to withdraw Aldous Huxley's Brave New World and T h o m a s Kenneally's The
Chant ofJimmie Blacksmith on the grounds that one emphasised 'free sexual promiscuity'
and the other used 'obscene language'; in 1982 David Ireland's novel The Glass Canoe was
withdrawn from official study after appearing on the Prescribed text list for examination in
1983 (3 Unit); in 1985 Opposition Leader in State Parliament, Nic Greiner, questioned the
literary merit of Jack Hibberd's play A Stretch of the Imagination, complaining that it was
'just a litany of urination, of fornication, of swearing, of windbreaking"; and in February
1986, under the headline 'HSC study books chosen for literary merit not to scandalise,
says Board', The Sydney Morning Herald reported that following 'numerous complaints'
from parents and children in the Port Macquarie district, Peter Kocan's The Treatment and
the Cure had been criticised in State Parliament by M r Bruce Jeffrey, National Party M P
for Oxley.38 Outcry such as this was sometimes not without irony: in April 1997 a Board
of Studies Review Panel (Chaired by D a m e Leonie Kramer, Chancellor of the University
of Sydney) recommended the removal of Caryl Churchill's play Top Girls and Gillian
Mears' novel Fineflour from the Prescribed list for 2 Unit 39 John Aquilina, Minister for
Education, endorsed the recommendation, but fifteen months before (in December 1995)
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he had written a letter in defence of Top Girls to a liberal Party Opposition front bencher!
Part of this letter read:

While many books may contain aspects which, taken out of context may
seem to undermine traditional values, it is important to consider not only the
context of the whole book, but also the context of the classroom-Teachers
will ensure that undermining of community values does not take place in
classrooms.40

Furthermore, Top Girls had already been appearing on the HSC prescribed list since 199
(2/3 Unit), Fineflour (2/3 Unit) since 1994. The implication for literary ideology in this
controversy was that it amplified the tension between N e w Criticism's textual sophistication
as criterion for literary estimation and Leavisite's emphasis on moral values, tension that
was only resolved in appeal to a still higher order — that of 'classical' literary values, where
not too m u c h realism orrelevancewas displayed, but a formal aesthetic of 'cultural capital'
was cultivated.
The last meeting of the English Syllabus Committee was held in October 1994. Earlier
in the year the Board of Studies' Senior English Survey forms had been distributed
through the Committee to high schools. The aim of these surveys was to gather teachers'
opinions, attitudes and suggestions regarding different proposals to the anticipated reform
of the Senior English Syllabus. The surveys —

and accompanying submissions

—

however, were not to be received by the Committee. Instead, they became the property of
the Project T e a m s and Syllabus Reference Committees, newly formed at the end of 1994.
The English Syllabus Committee was terminated in 1995.

The Termination of Representative Syllabus Committees. 1995

In March 1994, following a number of critical events related to the management and
operations of the N S W Board of Studies — in particular the sacking of M r . John Lambert
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as President of the Board — a review, under Section 4 8 of the Public Sector Management
A c t 1988 w a s established. The resulting document, k n o w n as the Eagleton Report,41
examined the administrative structures supporting the N S W Board of Studies. O n e of the
recommendations was that the Board's Curriculum Branch required reform, especially in
terms of refocussing its structure and management from 'key learning area lines' towards
'project lines.*42 This review', said the Report,

indicates that current arrangements whereby a team of professional and
administrative staff concentrate on each key learning area is ineffective.
These arrangements encourage the identification of new curriculum needs
and the support of curriculum development in all key learning areas whether
there is a high priority need or not, or indeed resources available for the
work. Further, submissions received by the Review indicate that teachers in
schools have difficulty coping with continual change.
The review recommends that the Curriculum Branch be reformed and
managed primarily on project lines, each project concentrating on the
development of a curriculum approved by the Board in its strategic plan.—43

The Report recommended the formation of a 'Project Team...for each curriculum project'
and that a 'Syllabus Reference Committee-be formed for each curriculum project to direct
and guide the project, provide a consultative network and review project outputs'45 This
meant the disbandment of the Syllabus Committees as they had been k n o w n since their
inception under Dr. W y n d h a m in 1963. In their place Project T e a m s and Syllabus
Reference Committees would act as trouble-shooting bodies to serve wherever the apparent
need arose in areas of school curriculum.
In the Minister for School Education and Youth Affairs' statement to N S W Parliament
at the tabling of the Eagleton Report, M s Virginia Chadwick said: 'My concerns,'
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which led to the need for this Review, were with the administrative structure
and support mechanisms offered to the Board. These concerns are validated
in this Report.
Important issues such as the viability of commercial activities; syllabus issues
including syllabus consolidation; curriculum development; finalisation of the
K-6 English Syllabus; budgetary matters; the range and number of
Committees; duplication of effort are all matters which have been adversely
commented upon in the Review.
...the Review lists 23 recommendations — all of which will be acted upon...
Overall the main thrust of the recommendations is to make the support and
administrative structures at the Board more effective and efficient46

The media's response to this announcement was generally supportive of the
Government 4 7 Even a few weeks before the Minister's statement, The Sydney Morning
Heralds Educational Journalist Julie Lewis wrote a speculative article entitled: 'Syllabus
m a y go out to contract' Lewis wrote:
Private contractors would write the curriculum for the State's one million
students under a Government proposal to go before the inquiry into the
N S W Board of Studies....
Individual academics or education experts could be commissioned to write
syllabuses under a contract system. A spokeswoman... confirmed yesterday
that the option would be put before the inquiry.
The proposal is contained in a curriculum costing document which the N S W
Ministry of Education and Youth Affairs has been working on in
Conjunction with the Board of Studies, Department of School Education,
T A F E and Adult Migrant English Services.
It suggests using a 'smaller teams approach or contracting writing' for
curriculum development the spokeswoman said.48

Lewis' hypothesis proved correct. The 'inquiry' she refers to is the Eagleton Report,
the 'document' is the Curriculum Costing Report, published by the Government in January
1994 and a key factor in the dismissal of John Lambert
In November 1994 the Board of Studies called for Department of School Education
nominees for the Board's newly-structured Syllabus Advisory Committees. The role of
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In November 1994 the Board of Studies called for Department of School Education
nominees for the Board's newly-structured Syllabus Advisory Committees. The role of
these Committees was to differ from the old Syllabus Committees in that they 'will
generally not write or develop curriculum documents, and if they are in an inactive phase,
they will generally meet once a year....' The responsibility of these Committees was to
include:

* advising the Board on relevant issues in the subject area;
* commenting on writing briefs and draft syllabuses produced by the
project teams;
* recommending H S C prescribed texts, topics, projects and works (as
required);
* nominating members to serve on the H S C Examination Committees (as
required).49

It was evident then, that by the end of 1994 the function of the Syllabus Committees
be divided between three new bodies: a Project T e a m which would draft specific
curriculum; a Syllabus Reference Committee which would assist in this process; and a
Syllabus Advisory Committee which would comment on changes, as well as recommend
H S C texts and nominate a H S C Examination Committee.

Such a division severely

weakened what had been the centralised and ongoing power of the representative Syllabus
Committees. In 1995 these n e w organisations became fully operational. They continued
to remain effective after March when the Coalition Government was defeated by Labor.
For reasons of economic effectiveness and efficiency and the strengthening of central
Government authority the Board of Studies* Syllabus Committees had been terminated.

CHAPTER 5.
1965-1995

SECONDARY SENIOR ENGLISH SYLLABI:
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The Wyndham Scheme

In 1952 the NSW Government called for an inquiry into secondary education, and
appointed as Head of this inquiry D r Harold W y n d h a m , Director-General of School
Education. T h e subsequent W y n d h a m Inquiry (1953 to 1957) tabled its Report to
Parliament in 1958. For the next five years the main substance of this report was
implemented in secondary schools — Government and non-Government. The W y n d h a m
Scheme marked a n e w era in secondary education in N S W .
The Scheme held the view that

...secondary education is the education not of a select minority, whatever the
basis of selection, either social or intellectual, but of all adolescents,
irrespective of their variety of interests, talents and prospects...When
secondary education was conceived as the education of the elite, almost the
only point that could be at issue w a s the criterion upon which that elite
should be selected. Organisation, curriculum and method, aU flowed largely
from that determination. To-day the issue is not so simple—to provide
suitable education, not only for the 'average' adolescent, but also, and on the
same social and moral grounds, for the adolescent of talent and for the
adolescent w h o is poorly endowed.1

The main objectives of the Wyndham Scheme were that:

* all students will proceed, without examination, from primary to secondary
school;
* high schools will provide students with a four-year course at the end of
which a School Certificate (SC) based on an external examination, will
be issued;
* the curriculum in all secondary schools will provide a core of subjects,
with a progressive decrease after Form I in the number of these subjects
and a corresponding increase after F o r m I in the number of elective
subjects;
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* an additional course of study, lasting two years, will be provided after
Form IV, leading to a Higher School Certificate (HSC). 2

This established the principle of secondary education for all adolescents in NSW and
defined the means to realise this as the comprehensive high school.
Concurrent with the W y n d h a m Inquiry was The Education Act of 1961 3 which
comprised a statement of A i m s of secondary education, and the authorisation of two
Boards of Education to control the new exams of the W y n d h a m Scheme.

The

significance of the A i m s statement was that it signalled to universities in N S W the
Department of Education's intention to wrest further control of Senior secondary
education from them. In 1961 these universities — the Universities of Sydney, N e w
South Wales and N e w England — set their o w n pre-selection requirements for students.
B y announcing its o w n Aims, the Department indicated an alternative matriculation
measurement. This conflict between the Department of Education and the Universities
had been an on-going theme in N S W secondary education since at least the turn of the
century. (See Chapter 2.) The two Boards established by the 1961 Act were the
Secondary Schools Board, which was responsible for Junior high school curriculum and
the S C exam; and the Board of Senior School Studies, which was to determine the
courses of studies in Forms V and V I and to conduct the H S C exam. Each Board was
to direct its o w n Syllabus Committees which would provide curricula in different subject
areas.
The W y n d h a m Scheme offered high school students courses at varying Levels:

* Advanced (later changed to Level I, then to First Level), intended for the
top 5 % of academically able students;
* Credit (later changed to Level II, then to Second Level), intended for the
next 2 0 % of academically able students; and
* Ordinary (later changed to Level III, then to Third Level), intended for the
next 7 5 % of students.
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While in the Junior school the subjects English, Science, Mathematics and one of the
Social Sciences — History, Geography or Social Science —

constituted core subjects

(other subjects such as a M o d e r n Language, Art and Music comprising electives), in the
Senior school there was a wider subject choice. A s well as those subjects offered to
Juniors, additional ones included Economics, M o d e m and Ancient History and General
Studies.
Under W y n d h a m , the previous practice of making English the only compulsory
subject for Senior students was continued. The rationale behind this appears to be twofold, although it is rarely spelled out. In m a n y documents it seems to be taken as selfevident T h e government's White Paper on Curriculum Reform of November 1989
{Excellence and Equity), is an exception to this. Here it explains that English is
compulsory because national literacy — effective linguistic and analytic practices — is
foundational to democratic training. Quoting from the Junior English Syllabus (Board
of Studies, English, 1987) it says:

Growth in language is integral to the student's personal growth as a thinking,
feeling person. It is mainly through language that h u m a n beings explore
their public and private worlds, organise their experience and form their
values. English is central to the achievement of the aims of the total
curriculum.4

The second reason is cultural rather than technical, as it were. It goes to the heart o
study. Under the heading 'Standard of Literary Texts' Excellence and Equity then says:

The study of Literature is integral to the understanding of the structure of the
language and to the acquisition of skills in the use of it. It should also be a
powerful and expansive part of a student's general cultural education....The
Government's position is that every effort must be m a d e to ensure that all
students have access to literature which is of high quality...5

The implication of this — that literary eduction is as important as literacy — is that
English teaching fosters elite cultural competence. T h e study of (selected) texts functions
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as a pre-text for social discussion and reading skills. Literature, in other words, operates as
a cultural discipline.

Innovations In The Wider Curriculum. 1965 — 1976

During the middle years of the 1960s radical change was sweeping Australian — and
indeed most Western — society. A new social order, described variously as permissive,
pluralist and corporative, or simply 'new left',6 was impacting upon educational ideology,
curriculum and pedagogy in such a w a y that long-standing goals of education were
shifting from what Alan Barcan calls liberal humanist-realist'7 objectives, to those that
emphasised individuality and egalitarianism.8 In education, old Arnoldian idealism, left
over in part from the zealous dispersion of British 'culture' in Australia by the followers
of F.R. Leavis a generation earlier, was being replaced by m o d e m

American

experimentalism; emphasis was moving from the study of the Arts, to that of the
Sciences, as it was, for example, from philosophy to psychology. N e w 'progressive'
ideas emphasised creativity, personal autonomy, the importance of students' feelings in
classroom interaction and the development of their powers of investigative research.
Although the impact of this change was not directly felt in education in Australia until the
late 1960s/early 1970s, it is against this general background of innovation that the 1965
Syllabus was introduced in N S W .
In English in particular, one of the main sources of change in pedagogy and
curriculum was an Anglo-American Conference on the teaching of English held at
Dartmouth College, N e w Hampshire, U S A in August and September 1966.

The

Dartmouth Seminar,9 as it was called, was a forum for the innovative teaching of English
conducted by fifty American, Canadian and British educators. A m o n g these were
Douglas Barnes, James Britton, David Holbrook, James Moffett, Harold Rosen and
Basil Bernstein, all of w h o m were later to greatly influence teaching in different ways.
At Dartmouth, educators addressed in pragmatic terms, such questions as W h a t is
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English? W h a t is Continuity in English Teaching? and W h i c h Language Standards and
Attitudes Should be Taught? 10 T h e principal account of this conference is John Dixon's
book of 1967, Growth through English.11 Dixon wrote that 'Members of the Dartmouth
Seminar...

moved from an attempt to define 'what English is' — a question that throws the emphasi
on nouns like 'skills', 'proficiencies', 'set books', and "heritage' —

to a definition by

process, a description of the activities w e engage in through language.12

After 1966/1967 language in use' became a common catch-cry of teachers of 'new
English' in the U K , U S A and Australia.
Another source of change to education at this time was the work of the American
educationalist and psychologist Jerome Bruner whose The Process of Education (1960)
strongly influenced curriculum development, particularly in the U S A . 1 3

In Australia,

academics and educational administrators experimented within the framework of
Bruner's ideas. Bruner argued for a sequential curriculum — one that conveyed a sense
of formal education as a spiral-like structure: by returning to the central ideas of a
subject again and again students were sequentially introduced to material at increasingly
more difficult and complex levels. Elementary 'blocks of learning' were posited as the
basis of educative interaction in the teaching-learning process; 'the curriculum of a
subject should be determined by the most fundamental understanding that can be
achieved of the underlying principles that give structure to that subject'14; students'
acquisition of knowledge should be coupled with their comprehension of concepts; they
should 'discover...the generalisation that lies behind a particular...operation.'1

This

philosophy found application in secondary classrooms in the form of 'discovery
learning', in the widespread use of 'study guides' to direct students through particular
learning tasks, and in the popularisation of project work — techniques and devices which
broke d o w n material into simple parts but simultaneously encouraged self-motivation. It
was also manifested as teaching through themes, which in turn led to an integration of
subjects under the rubric of General Studies.
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T h e formation of the Junior English Syllabus (for Forms I — IV) in 1971 16 exhibited
m a n y of the ideas and pedagogical practices that flowed from the Dartmouth conference,
the subsequent 'progressive' movement in English and from Bruner's more theoretical
suggestions.

This is a brief, open-ended document that shifted focus from its

predecessor's content orientation, to student-engagement in the 'processes' of learning,
growing and experiencing 'through language.' It placed importance on behavioural
objectives, challenging teachers to create a classroom environment in which students
could discover for themselves —

students were asked to learn to learn'. Because

external competitive and comparative exams were deemed inappropriate in 1972 the
Secondary Schools Board determined to phase out the S C as an external exam.
Similarly in this vein, in 1973 the Department of Education issued a radical set of
Aims of Secondary Education in NSW17

which set out what it perceived as the main

goals of schooling within the secondary school system.

It noted that its basic

educational aims had changed during the late 1960s and early 1970s, that old goals had
been rendered obsolescent by the knowledge explosion, by changes in school population
and by cultural re-evaluations in Australian society at large. It said that education was
n o w concerned principally with personal growth, and with the development of the
individual:

The central aim of education which, with home and community, the school pursues, is to
guide individual development in the context of society through recognisable stages of
development towards perceptive understanding, mature judgement, responsible selfdirection and moral autonomy. 18

In his Department's Annual Report to Parliament for 1975 the NSW Liberal Party
Minister for Education, Neil Pickard, said that because students needed 'the ability to
understand and adapt to...an astonishing growth in the amount of knowledge', education
had shifted from memorisation of facts and acquisition of skills to understanding
•broader based concepts, principles and theories.' Schools now, he went on approvingly,
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had 'considerable freedom in formulating their o w n aims and objectives, and the
educational procedures most appropriate to these.'19
By the end of 1976 many of the original changes anticipated by the first secondary
school syllabi under the Wyndham Scheme were found to be redundant or irrelevant to
the needs of society of the 1970s. The SC exam, which Wyndham said should be

external, was entirely internal after 1976; the provision for the study of subjects a
different levels was rapidly being phased out — especially in Junior high school;
specialisation was rapidly increasing in Senior schooling (Forms V and VI), where

Mathematics and Science, if taken as Full Courses (at First Level) were now counted a

three rather than two subjects; and perhaps most importantly of all, as more and more
Senior students stayed on at school, they demanded accreditation for their period of
education beyond the Junior years. In 1965, 17 966 students completed Form V; ten
years later the numbers had increased to 24 325. What occurred between 1965 and
1976 was that no sooner had the Wyndham Scheme become fully operational than the
environment in which it was produced, changed. Secondary education in NSW
struggled to keep up with the consequences of post-War immigration, a baby boom and
a new social order, all of which created their own stimulus for growth.
The first Senior English Syllabus of the Wyndham Scheme was prepared at the
beginning of this turbulent era. Partly for this reason it was largely ill-equipped
with the challenges of the circumstances in which it was to function.

Senior English Syllabus. 196520

Throughout the period of the Wyndham Inquiry and the implementation of its Report,
it was always envisaged that Senior high school — Forms V and VI — was to be
primarily for those students wishing to matriculate, and that of these students
approximately 5% would sit for First Level English, approximately 20% for Second
Level and approximately 75% for Third.21 Wyndham's fundamental premises in this
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regard were that the major portion of H S C candidates would proceed to tertiary
education, and that First (and perhaps s o m e Second) Level English students would go on
to study English at university — those doing Third Level, on the other hand, would not
study tertiary English.

In 1964, however, the universities altered their entrance

requirements, making it virtually mandatory that students wishing to matriculate should
study English at First or Second Levels. Suddenly, therefore, a majority of students —
those whose interests lay chiefly outside of English-based areas — were required to take
courses intended for those with a special interest in this subject. The W y n d h a m Scheme
was completely unprepared for this situation. Its 1965 English Syllabi began again,
therefore, on another false note.

Third Level English
Third Level English was divided into three sections: Reading, Comprehension and
Expression. Reading is divided into four parts: (i) Poetry (ii) Fiction (iii) D r a m a and (iv)
General Prose.
The flavour of the Reading section is informed fundamentally by the form of practical
criticism w e have called Cambridge English/New Criticism. The Approach statement
says that 'all that is required is that students' responses be honest and thoughtful, and
backed by knowledge of the text', while equally a 'response should [be] soundly
supported by reference to what the text actually says, and to the impact and pattern of the
work as a whole' and should 'test all views against the evidence of the text' It goes on:

In the treatment of texts, the main emphasis should be upon the pupil's own
response to books he has read attentively. Such response should above all
be honest, and soundly supported by reference to what the text actually says,
and to the impact and pattern of the work as a whole.

T h e treatment

envisaged is thus one of careful reading and thoughtful general interpretation
and evaluation, rather than of exhaustive detailed analysis.22

In Poetry, Fiction and Drama similar critical privileging is evident. Here it says: Th
student should be helped to extend the range of his response to poetry...by reading
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always with a close attention to what is being said in the individual poem....';23 and '[t]he
work in Form VI, while assuming that general reading will continue in the background,
will be concerned with a smaller number of texts. Any analysis of characters or plot or
setting should be subordinated to the understanding of the whole work, and any study of
parts or aspects should be directed to appreciating their role in the total pattern of
meaning to which they contribute.'24 There is no mention, for example, of historicising
texts; to die contrary: it is assumed that they have an absolute, autonomous existence,
with, presumably, underlying universal values and aesthetics (in this case, their
'wholenesses]').
The Comprehension section is basically an adjunct to the Reading section. Focus
again is on 'honest response to meaning', where such meaning 'is supported with
evidence from the text' The section comprises only four short paragraphs, all under the
heading Approach. The first paragraph firmly links comprehension with reading and
expression, comprehension being understood as the bridge between these practices. Its
opening sentence reads: The whole of the reading course is a course in comprehension,

which in turn involves and is consolidated by oral and written expression.'25 The second

paragraph deals with the range of material and genres that teachers might offer students

to develop their comprehension skills; while in the third attention is directed to diff
literary uses of language — literary devices — and how they relate to generic styles.

Written English is said to have 'various forms (literary, formal, colloquial, scientific
besides raising such issues as the appropriateness of vocabulary, the suitability of an

idiom or construction in the context in which it appears, and the notion of "correctness

in usage.'26 Students are required to distinguish coherent arguments from those that are
unsupported or illogical. The final paragraph briefly acknowledges the importance of
spoken English and its representation in such forms as broadcasts, recordings and

written dialogues. In all this, comprehension elucidates reading, where the latter is ta
primarily as singular, and formalist devices provide the mechanism for interpretation.
is not 'the text' at all however, that is really being taught in this pedagogy. Rather,

'proper'/'appropriate'/'suitable' mode of responding to it English teaching at Third Le
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English then, is not actually instruction in h o w to deconstruct a text to reveal its values or
even its shaping; but how, by applying the Cambridge English/New Critical form of
criticism, students 'successfully' respond to it
Unlike the Reading and Comprehension sections, Expression was designed explicitly
to address students' basic literacy needs, and unlike the other sections, it strove to
introduce s o m e degree of student-centredness in teaching. It is divided into Oral
Expression and Written Expression, the first indicating that there is no specific material
which must be compulsorily studied as oral expression; the second stressing
'competence in writing' which 'will...[improve] the logic and coherence of written work,
so that the student expresses himself lucidly and cogently.'27 T o achieve this, teachers
are advised to provide instruction in composition and essay writing, words and their
function, the use of dictionaries and the functions of basic parts of speech. Ironically,
then, the Third Level Syllabus concludes by saying that the student's Written Expression
work,

whether it is a discussion of his literature texts or an exposition of his own
ideas on a particular issue, will not be judged by the 'lightness' or
'wrongness' of his views, but by the coherence with which they are presented,
the logic and evidence by which they are sustained, and the cogency with
which they are expressed.28

Second I-e.vel English
A specialist study of Language does not appear at all at Third Level. T h e Second Level
Syllabus however,

is a syllabus in language and literature—While no allocation of time to the
different parts of the syllabus is prescribed, it is envisaged that the literature
work might occupy 7 5 % of the course, and language work 25%....29
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Thus this Syllabus is divided into 'literature' and 'Language", the former comprising a
statement of general Aims, an Approach statement to Forms V and VI Literature, and
Commentaries on Poetry, Novel and Drama.
T h e A i m s of Second Level Literature express the same literary critical sentiments as
those of Third Level Reading but more specifically. They also instruct students to read
literature of other ages'. T h e A i m s are:

(1) To develop and refine individual response to literature.
(2) T o develop ability to recognise, describe and assess qualities of thought
and feeling expressed in various forms of literature.
(3) T o develop an understanding of the literature of other ages.30

The Approach equally endorses the cultivation and refinement of personal response,
even if this means abandoning contextual knowledge: '...[The student] should not be
absorbing mere information about 'the Augustan age' or 'the development of the ode.
This would be to misplace the emphasis of the course.'31 The role of the teacher is to
'[evoke] and [help] to formulate various reactions, guiding discussion without imposing
his o w n viewpoint on it bringing the class to test different interpretations against the
evidence of the text itself.'32 Individuality is also emphasised, the kind of 'Australian'
implied being one w h o is free to express personal opinions providing they are
disciplined into a c o m m o n range of acceptable responses and arise out of valid reading
practices.
But it is in the Commentaries on Poetry, Novel and D r a m a that the guiding
interpretative hand of Cambridge English/New Criticism is most evident. In Poetry the
student is advised to 'grasp a poem...as a meaningful whole, and to hold to this
understanding...in exploring h o w the p o e m works to create it. H e is not expected to
produce a sophisticated literary criticism, so m u c h as to explain his o w n view of the
nature and significance of a work.'33 In Novel, s/he is asked to 'develop an awareness of
novels and plays as necessarily related to and sometimes commenting on the real world,
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and yet having an existence independently of if 3 4 A n d in Drama, 'study should be

directed to the experiencing of the literary and dramatic qualities of the play as a who
In particular the treatment of Shakespeare should avoid the kind of textual study that
fixes on obsolete vocabulary and topical allusions.'35 Again, the study of texts here,

means, largely, the cultivation of a particular reading. This, without acknowledgment th
it is only one reading, or the recognition of alternatives.
The Aims of the Language section are:

(1) To develop skill in the use, understanding, and appreciation of English in
its varied forms;
(2) To establish some knowledge of the growth and structure of the English
language.

The first of these is addressed in detail in the first three of five Topics — areas into
which Language is divided. These Topics are: (1) Comprehension (2) Usage (3)
Composition (4) Structure of English and (5) The Vocabulary of English. The first

three of these outline a prescriptive, formalist understanding of English language. They

are grounded in the notion of traditional grammar, and contradict, by implication, what
indicated by way of a personalised approach to English in the Literature section.
Through their teaching English contributed to the creation of 'the civilised citizen',

characterised by his/her ability to express himself in public, write 'well' and appreci
writing of others. The second Aim, addressed as Structure of English and The
Vocabulary of English, deals with linguistics. It covers such material as phonetics,

stress, intonation, loudness and pace in oral English, and lexicography. While this stud
'should be kept as general as possible, and not complicated by detail in phonology and
etymology ...[or with] unnecessary semantic complexities,'36 students nevertheless are
required to have a thorough overview of the Topics. Clearly the assumed style of
pedagogy here is teacher-centred and information-orientated. Second Level English
students were confronted with two closed, and incompatible slants on 'English,' both
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incidentally, represented in Sydney University English Department — as 'Literature', and
"Language Studies'.

First Level English
There is very little that distinguishes First and Second Levels in the 1965 Syllabus
except that First Level is longer, by virtue of an addendum to the Second Level, and it is
more 'in depth'. Again Literature comprises 7 5 % at least of the Syllabus, implying that
in both theory and practice a significant part of its social function was to produce an
Australian citizen in N S W w h o was 'cultured' — in Anglocentric literature — rather
than just 'literate', literacy, in other words, seems largely to have been taken for
granted, the assumption appearing to be that Australia is a homogenous, monolingual
society in which speaking and writing English will be acquired 'naturally' by all citizens.
This national false confidence was based not just on our Anglo colonial past but on
education policies in which the more challenging courses in English were available only
to 'more able' students, where, it was understood, 'more able' meant 'more literate' in
the English language. Such a structure precluded able students from non-English
speaking backgrounds from attaining high grades in a mandatory Senior high school
subject First and Second Level English acted as m u c h as a culturalfilteras it did class
indicator and determinator.
The addendum to Second Level is that First Level students are expected to read all
texts — Poetry, Novel and D r a m a — c o m m o n to both Levels, with selections m a d e by
the teacher of some more challenging work.'37 Students are also to make a 'close study
of "unseen" poems' and other writing, —

'most of it-good, but the development of

discrimination m a y be assisted by the occasional inclusion of poor or uneven work.'38
W h o s e literary standards are to be used to determine these qualitative judgements is
never explained:

The student at First Level is expected to range more widely in his
reading...The First Level course is distinguished by its greater depth and
complexity, and the ability to perceive and explore critical issues raised in a
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particular work while retaining a close grasp of the text itself might well be
taken as one of the marks of a student at this level.39

The Language section of First Level replicates that of Second: the first three Topics
repeat those of Second Level exactly, while Structure of English and The Vocabulary of
English contain only minor additions. But to thesefiveTopics is added another three,
only one of which is to be studied. These are: (6) W o r d s and Meanings (7) Changes in
Syntax and Usage and (8) Description of M o d e m English Structure. Altogether, this
completed an extensive survey of linguistics, including the studies of phonetics, stress,
intonation, syntax, semantics and lexicography. The most advanced Senior English
secondary school students' work-load — and that of their teachers — w a s immense.
Further, not only did it prepare them thoroughly for First Year university courses, it
duplicated m u c h of the teaching material there.
Finally, the Syllabus concludes with a cursory attempt to draw together the Language
and Literature sections:

Any one of topics 6, 7, and 8 could obviously be pursued to quite an
advanced stage. T h e treatment envisaged in this syllabus, however, is one
suited to the age and educational background of First Level students. It
should be more practical than theoretical, and also constantly motivated and
illustrated by the problems the student meets in his reading of English
literature and his study of English language.40

Overall, however, there is no serious attempt to integrate the studies of Literature an
Language. They are treated separately and distinctly, in terms of the material and content
presented, and in their goals, approaches and understandings of what English is.
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Senior English Svllahiis. 1974/76 41

In 1970 the Board of Senior School Studies, through the HSC English Syllabus

Committee, initiated a revision of the 1965 Senior English Syllabus. Three main drafts
for the new syllabus were proposed between 1970 and 1973 which were followed in
1974 with a published syllabus that was itself replaced by a revised version in 1976.

This latter syllabus was published as the 'English Syllabus: Year 11 and Year 12: 3 Un
2 Unit and 2 Unit A Courses: Approved by the Board on 3rd April, 1974; Reprinted with
amendment March, 1976'. In terminology, Year 11' and Year 12' replaced 'Forms V

and 'VI', and 'Units' replaced 'Levels' — 3 Unit was equivalent to First Level; 2 Unit
Second Level; and 2 Unit A (Alternate) Course to Third Level.
The process by which this syllabus was formulated reflected conflict within the
English Syllabus Commitee concerning how it should define English: was English to
encompass Literature and Language as integrated components in a syllabus; were these

disciplines to be kept separate; or was one to be retained, while the other might eit
reduced or disappear? The answer which the new syllabus ultimately provided was that
Language as a special study in Senior English was entirely eliminated. This meant a

missed opportunity for reform in Senior English, such as that which had occurred in th
1971 Junior English Syllabus (for Forms I — IV.
In the midst of enormous social and economic change in NSW therefore, debate

amongst those formulating a new syllabus for Senior English was chiefly of an internal

nature. While in some ways it connected with wider cultural innovations — for example,

in that those arguing for an expanded place for Language in the syllabus saw a chall
the old order of Literature dominance — discussion was largely insulated from
contemporary socio-politico issues, as it was, indeed, from other, more explicitly
educational changes, such as the rapidly increasing number of students staying on in
Senior high schools. In short, discussion and implementation of the second Senior
English syllabus was largely isolated from realities in the wider world.
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Draft!. 42
The first completed draft of the new syllabus was presented to the HSC English
Syllabus Committee in November 1970. It did not propose changes to the Third Level,
which was to remain a course in Reading, Comprehension and Expression, but in the 2
and 3 Unit it seriously attempted to integrate Literature and Language. The draft
proposed to expand Literature to include linguistics and a study of language in usage',
understood at Dartmouth. It posited a valid and important link between language,
language theory, literature and literary criticism.
The draft recommended three broad reforms. First, it argued that language is
experientiaUy based. While students are directed to have 'sufficient command of a

terminology to be able to describe or evaluate any English they are experiencing, whethe

spoken, or written, contemporary or historical...[,] on being confronted with a text the
should be able to make some assessment of its structure and the relationship between
structure and meaning.'43 Second, it suggested that the goal of language study is 'to

develop understanding and appreciation of the nature of language and its significance in
the life of the individual and society.144 In other words, it urged that language is the

product of student 'involvement in what one is doing and that good clear writing emerges
out of all those "tacit dimensions" — areas of imaginative effort, intuition, and skill
which one enters into any act of symbolising.'45 This was an attempt to connect
language with what is personal and self-revelatory. And third, it emphasised that
language in use in context' meant that the study of language must address 'real, not
contrived, situations.'46 It describes for instance, the role of audience as a factor in
determining linguistic choices.

This draft represented an integrated understanding of English. For the first time in the
history of Senior English curriculum, theoretical and historical approaches to language
were assimilated with ones that encouraged students to observe the processes of

linguistic change, and relate these to personal writing and speech. Further, a new frame

based on students' creative writing, challenged those accepted critical practices implic
the Literature part of the syllabus.
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But a majority of the English Syllabus Committee was unwilling to meet these
challenges, and the draft was soundly rejected

Draft 2.
A second draft was proposed in April 1971.47 This opens with a remarkable five-page

defence of the 1965 Syllabus on the grounds that it had already integrated Language and
literature; it was because of poor teaching practices that these areas were handled

separately! Nevertheless, this draft did accept some modification to traditional Langu
ideology, supporting greater classroom written self-expression and a more pragmatic
approach to language teaching in general. Again, however, the Syllabus Committee
rejected it

Draft 3.

But if Draft 2. was modest in its proposals for change, the subsequent one presented in
February 197248 was retrograde. This advocated the total abandonment of Language from

the Syllabus and refused any acknowledgment of 'new English' in language. Its supporter
argued that Senior English should 'be firmly based on literature, while extending the

writing other than that found in the literary texts, and involving the students in [on
activities other than literary criticism.149

Further Drafts
Throughout the remainder of 1972, during 1973 and for the first part of 1974, the

1972 draft was modified, as high school English staff, larger teacher groups (such as t
English Teachers' Association) and some administrators within the HSC Examination
Committee attempted to pull it back from its anti-progressive position. But the most

powerful body to influence Draft 3. was the Board of Senior School Studies itself, whic
edited it, again, toward conservatism. Among other amendments, the Board wrote a
curious Preamble which, contrary to the intentions of any Syllabus Committee members,
appeared to place some importance on the study of traditional grammar — something
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that had not been raised as an issue of major significance in N S W English since 1965.

It also altered the 2 and 3 Unit courses in such a way that their common terminology was
lost (creating an impression that two different courses, not one, with a 3 Unit
addition/extension, were running). The resultant document was approved by the
Department in April 1974 and soon after published and distributed to schools as the new
Senior English Syllabus.

The Revised Syllabus
The Board's controversial intervention in syllabus production did not end here
however, as in March 1976 it printed a revised version. This syllabus differed from its
immediate predecessor in that it transferred reference to a particular grammatical text
(J.R.L. Bernard's A Short Guide to Traditional Grammar, Sydney, Sydney University

Press, 1974) from the front to the rear page; and, more importantly, removed from 3 Unit
those compulsory Language extension Topics which distinguished 3 Unit from 2 Unit.
Compared with the 1965 Syllabus, that of 1974/76 is principally notable for its
deletion of the mandatory Language component from First and Second Levels, a
paragraph-by-paragraph comparison of the two syllabi showing that except for some

minor phraseological alterations the new syllabus is identical to the Literature sectio
its predecessor. And Third Level — now called 2 Unit A — is virtually a duplication of
the 1965 Syllabus. In other words, the 1974/76 syllabus was a shortened version of
Wyndham's original syllabus, and reduced in such as way as to eliminate Language as

both a specialised linguistic study and as a legitimate area in itself of serious class

activity. After five years of debate and deliberation, the Board of Senior School Studi
delivered a syllabus which was more conservative than that of ten years earlier — this,
despite fundamental ideological and attitudinal changes occurring especially in Junior
English classrooms that were indirectly affected by the Dartmouth Seminar, the
successful implementation of the 'new English' 1971 Junior Syllabus and the total lack
of continuity between this latter syllabus and that for Senior English. Literature now

the essential defining criterion for Senior English, and it was as literature' that Eng
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became generally understood by teachers and students alike. The 1974/76 Syllabus
remained effective until 1984.

Expansion in the W i d e r Curriculum. 1976-1988

Towards the end of the 1970s progressivism within the curriculum, which featured
prominently in some aspects of education in N S W in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
began generally to wane. This was largely attributable to depressed economic conditions,
which in turn impacted upon youth employment. School retention rates continued to rise
rapidly (in 1965, 16,419 students completed Year 12; in 1975 this rose to 19,616, and by
1985, 33,935 completed Year 12 50 ) parents and employer groups demanding more basic
education, particularly in areas of vocational and research skills. Government money

-

State and Federal - w a s allocated away from secondary schools towards tertiary training,
especially Technical and Further Education (TAFE). Paradoxically, concurrent with these
economic-driven factors, was a social and political shift towards supporting a wide variety
of special interest or minority, groups. These - such as those students from non-English
speaking backgrounds, Aborigines, the handicapped and the gifted and talented - were
gaining legitimacy within Australian society's self-perception as diverse and multicultural.
The principle of equality of individual opportunity that had influenced m a n y innovations
during the earlier period n o w competed with notions of quantifiable educational outcomes
and meeting group needs.
indicative of the N S W

Government's attempts to maintain control over curriculum

during this time was a number of discussion papers and curriculum policy statements.
Between April 1978 and June 1979 the Government sponsored six public seminars entitled
•Is It Time For A n Educational Audit?'51 the purpose of which was to allay some of the
growing administrative and public concern regarding the rapid expansion in curricula. In
June 1979 the Acting Director-General of Education, A.J. Buchan, issued a document
entitled 'Managing the School,'52 which demanded that teachers and school administrators
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account for their control over school curriculum supervision —

including such minute

details as assessing the relevance and appropriateness of individual classroom lesson-

plans! A Reading K-12 policy statement,53 issued in 1979, and the 'Dance in Education K

12',54 again expressed the Government's attempt to assert its tight central authority i
matters of curriculum.
From the Commonwealth came the Report of the Williams Committee (Education,

Training and Employment) in 1979, which identified secondary schools as failing in thei
responsibility to adequately educate some school leavers for employment There are

persistent and well-based complaints' it said, 'that many school leavers are not suffi

literate and numerate.'55 It recommended that schools clarify their educational objecti
and that the Australian Council of Educational Research specify minimum standards and
test students' achievements. Williams also suggested that Senior schooling should be
further diversified, with vocational education playing a more central role — servicing
particular the needs of Aborigines, the handicapped, women and ethnic minority groups.
Two other relevant statements soon followed Williams. One was Schooling for 15 and 16
year-olds (1980),56 issued by the Schools Commission, a Commonwealth Government
body set up in 1977 to promote balanced and co-ordinated development of tertiary

education throughout Australia. It argued that schools had not adjusted sufficiently t
era of mass education. To solve this it was advised that they should draw on more
community and corporate resources. The other was a discussion paper from the NSW
Government, 'Future Directions of Secondary Education in NSW (1983),57 which was
superseded in 1984 by a much larger document, 'Future Directions of Secondary
Education: A Report.'58
The precursor to 'Future Directions..." was a report from a Select Committee of the
NSW Parliament established in 1979 under Brian McGowan to investigate the
effectiveness of the dual external/internal components operating in the SC exam. This
report, tabled in 1981, recommended dramatic reforms to both the Junior and Senior
secondary school. These included: that the school year be based on a two-semester

division, with an exam at the end of each; that the assessment terms 'Distinction', 'C
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and 'Fail' be used in all schools to replace some form of numerical grading; that dezoning
be introduced to allow students to choose the school they wished to attend; that the
progress of gifted and talented be accelerated so that it would be possible for such students
to complete the whole of their secondary education in four years; and that a Central
Educational Authority oversee all courses running in schools, as well as prescribing
courses of its own. These proposals were generally opposed by teachers. While they
supported the principles of educational egalitarianism as translated into choice of schools
and special treatment of talented students, they feared that some schools would become
dumping grounds for non-academic students, while others would be promoted to specialist
opportunity high schools. Furthermore, they were not prepared to totally relinquish their
part in the control of school assessment curriculum procedures. It was in response to the
impasse that followed the M c G o w a n Report that the Department of School Education
issued 'Future Directions...'.
'Future Directions...' described the challenge of the 1980s as a complex w e b of social,
economic and technological factors.

It singled out a number of these for special

awareness: they included an increasingly heterogeneous Australian population; the impact
in the workplace of innovative technology; massive information growth; and a high rate of
youth unemployment. It recommended that a single Board of Secondary Education
replace the Secondary Schools Board and the Board of Senior School Studies as body to
co-ordinate all high school syllabi. This would stabilise the curriculum framework by
providing a single umbrella for Department of School Education's program planning. This
recommendation w a s to prove the most significant short-term outcome of 'Future
Directions..." It was implemented under the Education Act of 1987.
The appointment under Labor of Rodney Cavalier as N S W Minister for Education in
1984 marked a point of deterioration in the 1980s in the relationship between the State
Government bureaucracy and school teachers. Cavalier sought to end what The Sydney
Morning Herald called "the privileged connection' between the Minister and the Teachers'
Federation by 'reasserting therightof the Minister to control his o w n time and movements
and set his o w n agenda.'59 H e attempted to direct curriculum change back towards more
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academically-oriented areas of interest and study, and to stringently monitor and control
curriculum developments as they were forming within schools. He initiated a phase of
teacher and school evaluation and accountability in NSW: in 1985 a scheme to conduct a
Quality Education (Teacher Efficiency) Review was launched; a new staffing formula for

high school employees was re-negotiated; and in the name of efficiency, Special Educatio
students and programs were integrated into the wider school body. Meanwhile, in
contradiction to this, the Federal Government under Bob Hawke (which took office at the

beginning of 1983) continued the Commonwealth's traditionally supportive role of teache

in regard to what was happening in educational reform. One manifestation of this was its

introduction in 1984 of the Participation and Equity Program, a national scheme aimed at
assisting unemployed adolescents by either encouraging them to stay on at school or

providing them with vocational training at tertiary colleges. Through this program grant

were given to schools (and TAFE) to initiate new courses of study, both within the exist
curriculum and as extra-curricula offerings. The view expressed by the Schools
Commission report 'Participation and Equity in Australian Schools', was that while the

central task of the school was 'to introduce students to traditional intellectual disci

this 'may entail looking afresh at the relationship between the disciplines and the tra
methods and subject matter.'60
At the beginning of 1987 the NSW parliament passed the Education and Public
Instruction Act which drew substantively from ideas expressed in the earlier McKinnonSwan 'Future Directions...' Report. It effected three major changes: the creation of a
Board of Secondary Education; the replacement of the SC with a Certificate of Secondary
Education — an exclusively internal, school-based assessment designed to encourage
students of lower academic ability to attain a Certificate of Education covering Years
or 11 without sitting for an external examination; and the introduction of a new system
certification of non-Government schools.
By the mid-1980s, then, secondary education in NSW had reached a point where there
was no single direction in which curriculum seemed to be moving. The number of subjects
in high schools was expanding as was the number of students staying on at school: in
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1980, of the 9 0 % of students w h o entered Year 10 from Year 9, over half went on to Year

11, with a majority of those remaining to Year 12, and by 1986 this upward trend in Se
school enrolment was escalating. 'limited apprenticeship and other work opportunities

may be hastening the realisation that continued education rather than paid work may b

lot of most of these age groups' said 'Future Directions...'. Altogether, expansion in
wider curriculum was characterised by confusion, frustration and contradiction.

Curriculum at a school level throughout this period featured, in the Junior high schoo

the maintenance of an internal SC exam; the replacement of the 'Levels' apparatus by a
'core' structure of compulsory subjects (English, Mathematics, Science and one of the
Social Sciences) around which students formed 'electives' (such subjects as Commerce,

Asian Social Studies, Technics, Home Science or Textiles and Design); and the offering

Physical Education, Music, Art and Craft as mandatory subjects that did not require a

study load. This created greater choice flexibility for students, made courses more r

to local needs, and forced individual schools to be more accountable for their progra
'Base Paper on the Total Curriculum, Years 7 — 10'61 issued by the Secondary Schools

Board in 1975, urged teachers to re-shuffle knowledge into new generic categories, one

that were markedly broader than those previously articulated. Thus such two-year modu
as Language, and Man and Society, replaced specific national and community languages,
History, Geography and Social Science.
In the Senior high school the form of HSC exam assessment was altered. In 1976,

HSC awards were distributed on the basis of five grades, arranged statistically as a b
curve: the top 10% of candidates received Grade 1, the next 20% Grade 2, the next 40%
Grade 3, the next 20% Grade 4, and the bottom 10% Grade 5. After 1977 this was

changed to a formula based on individual student's placement on a percentage band, wit
scaled score for each subject Half the HSC result was made up of internal school
assessment moderated against the external exam, and half was decided in the HSC raw

score. As in the Junior school, no longer did a few long-established subjects dominate
curriculum. Driven by increasing unemployment and a recognition of equality of

educational opportunity for all community groups, Senior schooling was now attempting
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embrace academic, vocational and utilitarian instruction. In some instances it found itself
burdened with an outmoded curriculum designed for students aspiring to fundamentally
scholarly, academic careers. O n e case in point in this regard was the Senior English
syllabus.

Senior English Syllabus. 198262

A new English syllabus was approved by the Board of Senior Secondary School in
October 1982 and introduced into Year 11 in 1983 and Year 12 in 1984. In contrast with
previous syllabi, it acknowledged, in theory at least, that m a n y students n o w staying on at
Senior high school did so because of wider economic factors and that of these quite a few
experienced learning difficulties in general, and literacy difficulties in particular. It also
seemed to recognised that the matriculation requirements demanded of N S W universities
since 1965 forced m a n y students to study English courses above their interest and ability,
thus compelling them to study literature, something that m a n y of them were not particularly
interested in. These factors were addressed in two new H S C courses, Language for
Learning and 2 Unit (General).
The new syllabus comprised:

1. The 1 Unit course, Language for Learning, for Years 11 and 12 ( or for just
Year 11, or for just Year 12) to be taken in conjunction with one of
the 2 Unit courses. If it was to be presented for examination at the
H S C it had to be studied in at least Year 12.
2. The 2 Unit (General) Course for Years 11 and 12.
3. The 2 Unit (Related) Course for Years 11 and 12.
4. The 3 Unit Course which included the 2 Unit (Related) Course but n o w
continued into Year 12.
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Language for learning
The Language for Learning Course was aimed to meet the needs of those students with
language difficulties who would not succeed at all in 2-unit English courses. It was
designed, said its Preamble, 'for students requiring more time to study the English
language, both in order to cope with an English 2 Unit course, and to achieve a better
understanding of their other subjects. Such students would include those whose first
language is not English, and those who need extra help in language....'63
The course failed to run however — mainly because of adverse public reaction to it, and

also because of its unpopularity with students. Since it was a 1-unit course only, studen

did not perceive it as having the educational or potential employment status of a 2-unit
course. They showed this negative attitude in the course's early stages by demonstrating
very little interest. Consequently it was neither officially released nor implemented.
Language for Learning's significance proved to be as a forerunner to the 2 Unit
Contemporary English Course, not implemented until 1988.

2 Unit (General)64
2 Unit (General) on the other hand, was very successful. Compared with 2 Unit A and
Third Level, its predecessors, it appeared imaginative and exploratory, offering more
relevant approaches to English. Theoretically, it was more oriented to the Dartmouth
notion of "English in practice'. It included more language-based and media-oriented
material, particularly in its Topic Area component, part of which was supposed to test
students' ability to gather media resources of their own. It quickly attracted about 70%
HSC English candidates.

Its Rationale describes it as 'the course which the majority of candidates are expected t

take[.]...2 Unit (General) is designed to accommodate the broadest range of interests and

aptitudes. It provides for a wide experience of English, in literary and non-literary for

and seeks to develop the widest variety of skills in English.'65 Its Objectives suggest th

English should be studied with active participation in a variety of text-sources, the goa
being:
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1. T o improve the ability to understand and appreciate spoken and written
English, and to speak and write English well.
2. T o encourage students to read a wide range of books with pleasure and
understanding, to develop individual response to literature, and to
promote thoughtful and articulate responses to the language of other
media. 66

likewise, the Introduction stresses the broad parameters of the course and its integrative
non-prescriptive nature. Although other syllabi, it says,

are sometimes classified as literature based", 'skills based', 'experience based'
or as following a 'cultural heritage' model, n o syllabus can found itself on a
single principle without becoming partisan or inflexible.

T h e 2 Unit

(General) syllabus is one in which the claims of literary experience,
expression and comprehension, oral English, personal writing, the study of
non-literary material and the like, are held in balance. While the emphasis
will vary according to need and interest, no one activity should be pursued in
isolation from the others.67

But in the paragraphs which follow the preamble it is increasingly clear that despite this
promise of a shift in the conceptualisation of English, the study of literature in fact again
dominates. It says for instance: '[t]he course of reading envisaged will include poetry,
novels, short stories and general prose, of different periods and places, and m a y include
translations into English from other languages;'68 and, 'some students will find difficulty
with the literariness of this program, but [they are no more than] barriers to be overcome
by further reading.'69 There is no pragmatic, concrete attempt in other words, to either
embrace language study as the basis of a syllabus, or to tackle specific deficiencies in
student literacy. Rather, 'in the study of literature,

...the initial problem is usually one of access. A reader may be cut off from a
novel or p o e m or play by the apparent remoteness of its concerns, the
unfamiliarity of its use of language, or by an inability to relate to it in a first
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cursory reading. Those w h o are interested readers of some kinds of writing
m a y find other kinds too formal and uninviting. This is a quite healthy state
of affairs, which offers scope to widen a student's range of response, and to
show the interest and enjoyment that become possible once these barriers are
overcome. 70

like other Wyndham syllabi before it the kernel of the 2 Unit (General) Syllabus
comprises a discussion of Poetry, Fiction and Drama, the usual generic division offered in
Senior English. There is nothing of substance here that had not already been expressed in
1965 or 1974/6. T h e recommended study of English is essentially text-based and the
flavour of critical interpretation and reading Cambridge English/New Criticism.

For

instance, in Poetry, the teachers'

...constant intention is to bring students into a direct engagement with the
text and to encourage them to define their experience of it They should
c o m e to respond to the tone of the writing, to perceive the role of the imagery
in (say) defining or perhaps only ornamenting what is said, to be alert to
juxtapositions in ideas and styles.71

In Fiction, novels are to be scrutinised in terms of the basic compartments Plot,
Characterisation, Setting and Ideas, with a 'selection of key episodes for closer analysis...to
disclose s o m e of the subtleties of the text.'72 Only in D r a m a is critical treatment given
more liberty. Here students:

should be encouraged to experience plays in the theatre, to see television and
film performances, and to take part in practical drama activities (for example,
classroom readings, improvisation) themselves.73

While the opening tenor of this syllabus then, is sympathetic with the tenets of 'new
English' as it wasfirstexpressed in the late 1960s, in practical terms it failed to translate
theory to reality. This was plainly borne out in thefirst2 Unit (General) H S C exam at the
end of 1984. Here students found that there was little opportunity to demonstrate their
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non-literary interests, skills, research and studies. Even a cursory comparison of Senior

English exam papers prior to that of 1983 with that of 1984 shows how the narrowly te
centred literary analysis and emphasis on essay-writing of former syllabi is largely
repeated in the latter. One instance must suffice here to illustrate this point.
2 Unit A exams, prepared to meet the requirements of the 1974/76 Syllabus, consisted
of a single paper of five questions. These tested: (i) students' comprehension of a

reproduced passage; (ii) their skills in essay- and creative-writing; (iii) their abi
answer a poetry question — usually structured as comprehension questions on a

reproduced poem; and (iv) and (v) their ability to answer questions on a Prescribed n
and a Prescribed play. The exam of 1979, for example,74 comprised:

Question 1.: ten comprehension questions based on a short article about the AfricanAmerican writer, Alice Walker;

Question 2.: a requirement to write an account of an imagined interview. (You may, if
you wish, model it on the form of the interview reported in Question 1.');
Question 3.: a poem by Bruce Dawe, which was reproduced from the Prescribed
study list followed by two interpretative comprehension questions;

Questions 4. and 5.: a choice of essay questions based on set novels and plays chosen
from the Prescribed reading list

The format of the 2 Unit (General) paper of 198475 imitated this, — with the addition

the Topic Area elective, the major innovation of the new syllabus. The questions were

Paper I.
Question 1.: two short passages about computers, followed by five comprehension
questions;
Question 2.: students were asked to Write an essay of about 300 words on
'Computers — who needs them?'
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Question 3.: students are to choose one of the Prescribed books set for their Topic

Area elective (that is, one of A Fortunate Life, The Winter Sparrows, Tracks; or one o

Living Black, Wild Cat Falling, The Other Side of the Frontier) and show how it relate

their Topic Area (either Perspectives on Australia' or The Aboriginal Experience'). (W

they were asked in their discussion to '...include relevant observations drawn from bo

articles and other materials which you have discovered during the year', this suppleme

material was not valued very highly at all in the overall marking scheme of the exam.)

Paper 2.
Question 1.: a number of poems from the Prescribed study list were quoted, and
students were to write an essay based on two of them;

Question 2.: using two novels from the Prescribed list students were to write an essay
based on their answer to the question: 'We expect a novel to tell a good story, but a
story alone is not enough'; and finally,
Question 3.: students were to respond to an essay questions based on set plays from
the Prescribed reading list.

The essential differences between these exams is (1) the length of 2 Unit (General) —

six questions, compared with five; and (2) the inclusion of the Topic Area material of
new course. Except for these, 2 Unit A's Questions 1. and 2. corresponded remarkably

with2 Unit (General)'s 1. and 2. from Paper I., as do Questions 3., 4. and 5. with 1.,
and 3. from Paper 2.. Furthermore, in both exams there were expectations of high
competency in literacy, ability to respond effectively in various text types — but
particularly in essay-writing — and the prerequisite that students would have studied

a large number of Prescribed texts. There was also of course, presumed familiarity wit
literary analysis and reading in the institutionalized, established critical mode.
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2 and 3 Unit
T h e two other courses in the 1982 Syllabus were 2 Unit Course for Years 11 and 12 and
the 3 Unit Course, which included the 2 Unit but with Additional studies to be undertaken
in Year 12. Because these courses have overlapping material they are sometimes termed
2/3 Unit (Related), like their namesakes in the syllabus of 1974/6 they are for students
w h o wish to specialize in English in Senior high school, with a view to continuing this
study at tertiary level.
Their preliminary statements of Rationale and Objectives unequivocally relate that they
are essentially literature-based courses, even if 'students should encounter a variety of
spoken and written material outside the literary texts'. The Objectives for 2 Unit, for
instance, are:

1. To improve the ability to understand and appreciate spoken and written
English, and to speak and write English well; and
2. T o develop and refine individual response to literature in English, both past
and present.76

to which 3 Unit adds:

3. To provide for deeper and more extensive study of authors and topics77

Similarly, paragraphs under The study of texts' state that reading texts is the basis of
courses, that thinking critically about texts will enhance students' experience of them, and
that 'closer reading' and "keen textual observation' will increase appreciation. Teachers are
asked to provide students with as wide a range of reading, writing, speaking and listening
as they consider 'appropriate' and 'necessary' to this end.
These courses duplicate their predecessors of 1965 (First and Second Levels) and
1974/6 (2 and 3 Unit). For the most able Senior students of English therefore, this
subject 'English', is represented as 'literature', with the Prescribed novels, p o e m s and plays
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modeling 'Classic Literature' or 'Art'. Furthermore, the reading of these texts, authorized by
institutional education and validated by specific kinds of pedagogical practices, expresses,
within the framework of a broad sociological perspective, a powerful form of managing
social knowledge.

2 Unit Contemporary English78

T h e primary significance of the appearance of 2 Unit Contemporary English in 1988 79
was that it realistically promoted the importance of English language teaching in Senior
high school: it offered a 2-unit subject to those students w h o were looking for an English
course that would be useful and interesting in its o w n right but one that was not literatureoriented or necessarily intended to lead to university study. Within five or six years of its
introduction itrivaled2 Unit (General) in student popularity.
T h e Contemporary English Syllabus is a sixteen-page document made up of a Preamble,
Rationale, Course Structure, Aims, Student Objectives, Content Student Assessment,
Evaluation, Course Description and Course Details. Its general intent *is...to improve
students' ability to use and interpret language effectively according to their needs,'80 which
are defined as effective study at secondary and post-secondary levels, successful
participation in society, satisfactory personal development and access to contemporary
culture.81 Each of these is detailed in terms of the acquisition of specific language skills,
Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing.
T h e importance of language usage permeates the course. It is implied, for instance, in
the preamble's opening remark that: '2 Unit Contemporary English is a syllabus which
focuses on English language in contemporary use, in both its spoken and written forms,
and in such special contexts as the mass media'82 and it is reflected in the not insignificant
assessment and exam weighting, where 2 5 % of a student's H S C mark is gained from
Speaking and Listening, 5 5 % from Reading and Writing and 2 0 % from his/her study of
Contemporary Issues. This w a s the first time that speaking and listening had been
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included in an H S C English score - indicative of the Board of Studies* intention to target
specifically language-disadvantaged groups.
This w a s not to say that s o m e study of literature would be precluded; indeed,

Although there is less emphasis on literature in this syllabus than in other
English syllabuses, literature remains an important context of language use.
T h e focus for literature study in this syllabus is reading for understanding,
enjoyment and exploration of issues rather than close literary or textual
study.83

Importantly too, this is the document's main reference to teacher-instruction regarding
literature. While there is s o m e other mention in the discussion of use of the Prescribed
texts and in connection with M a s s Media teaching, otherwise, literature remains an
important context of language use.'84 Thus, this syllabus proved thefirstand only one for
twenty years to appear free from textualreferenceto a particular form of practical literary
criticism.
Contemporary English has established itself as a course popular with both students and
teachers (see Table below: ' H S C English: Entries by Course'), and if it has had a failing, it
is that such popularity has created the perception that it is the 'easiest' of the English
courses. In one sense this perception is accurate: clearly it is not a traditionally literature'based course — and therefore to some, not properly 'English'. However, emphasising as it
does contemporary themes and issues, media practices and the uses and contexts of
language m a k e s Contemporary English extremely demanding in terms of the 'social
understandings' it requires of students. Designed primarily for students from non-English
speaking and language-disadvantaged backgrounds w h o wanted their compulsory study of
English to have s o m e practical and possibly vocational orientation, Contemporary English
is not generally perceived as 'easy' by these candidates.
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Devolution in T h e W i d e r Curriculum. 1988 - 1QQS

Probably the most significant trend in the wider educational curriculum in the late 19

and early 1990s was an apparent movement in the State Government's devolution of power
towards more local, market-based education; but this was by no means unambiguous.
Under the Liberal-National Party Coalition of Premier Greiner, with Minister for

Education, Terry Metherell, a five-year plan was launched in 1988 aimed at devolving m

administrative and financial responsibilities to individual, local schools. To this en

education was 'rationalised': the teacher work-force was reduced from approximately 45

000 to 42 500; dezoning introduced; many small schools closed, and larger 'specialist'
schools established. In 1987 there were 379 comprehensive high schools in NSW of
which 7 were selective and 50 were single-gender schools; by 1993 there were 210

comprehensives and 147 specialist schools — 72 of the latter being classified as 'cent

excellence', 23 as 'selective', 17 specialising in languages, 28 in technology, 5 in p

arts, 2 in sport and 3 were designated exclusively 'Senior' high-schools. Applications

specialist schools more than doubled during this time.85 The general effect of this was

erosion in the quality of teaching within comprehensives, the growth in competition fo

students between different state schools, and a movement towards school-sponsorship an
monetary assistance from private corporations, such as IBM and Ronald McDonald's.86

Local budgeting, politics and competition began to dictate value systems in education.

Another aspect of 'rationalisation' was the restructuring of administration from the o
Head Office of the Department of Education in Bridge Street, Sydney to decentralised,
Regional offices. These appointed Cluster Directors who were given responsibility to
oversee principals' school administration. Principals in turn, were granted more

independence in decision-making and local 'global' budgeting. They were also to act as
unofficial staff employers, a power that was enhanced by the replacement of the
inspectorial/seniority system of promotion with promotion 'by merit1.
School specialisation, dezoning and decentralisation of administration all came under

general policy rubric of educational devolution. In terms of effectiveness and efficie
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s o m e ways this improved education: for instance, those students with particular talents and
interests could specialise early, and large comprehensive schools were not forced to meet
the needs of both abler and less able students. But equally, n e w injustices, inequalities and
inefficiencies were created. N o w , for example, middle-class, predominantly mobile parents
congregated their children in state schools which were receiving more financial backing
than their comprehensive counterparts, and administratively, school principals were
required to execute duties m a n y of which they had no training, experience or interest in. In
regard to administration, one commentator remarked:

....[The] hallmark was loyalty to the minister—New positions were opened
up, with m u c h better salaries: but the successful candidates were m a d e loyal
to the centre. T h e old inspectorial system was replaced by one in which
everybody w a s appraised by a superior. Cluster directors were appointed
with the task of bending principals to the will of the n e w regime...The
Realpolitik w a s straight out of Machiavelli: punish your enemies, reward
your friend, and force local authorities to pay their o w n way. Principals were
told to balance their budgets, seek sponsorships, and drag m o n e y from
parents' pockets.87

Devolution rested on two attitudes to social change. One was a belief in the growth of
libertarian, free-market culture. During the late-1980s/early-1990s this w a s manifested as
school 'accountability', localresponsibilityand competition, and corporate participation in
educational management. T h e other w a s that community-based, local co-operative forms
of action were m o r e educationally effective than rigid centralisation. These attitudes, while
perhaps admirable in the abstract, inflicted considerable pain on

the economic

underclasses.
Ambiguously, this general trend was contradicted by developments in specific school
curricula.

W h a t seemed to be occurring, in fact, w a s that while the Government

encouraged the growth of a market-based education in matters of finance and
administration, it strengthened its control of examinations, syllabi and classroom delivery;
one educationalist has suggested that this paradox is an integral component of
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devolution.88

The S C , for example, was n o w externally moderated, permitting cross-

schools comparison of standards; also, SC students were graded in a state-wide Referen
Test in English, Mathematics and Science; and basic literacy and numeracy tests were

introduced for Primary school students at the end of Years 3 and 6 and for Junior high

school students at the end of Years 7 and 8. In 1993 a new English K - 6 Syllabus89 mee
with considerable controversy within both teaching and media at large,90 the points of

contention being its attention to teaching traditional grammar and its insistence on t
incorporation into school reports of the National Profiles and Outcomes Statements as
measurements of students' progress.91 The Sydney Morning Herald applauded the

syllabus: 'Back to grammar at last', announced an editorial, 'after nearly 20 years o

ignored and, even worse, being the target of active hostility....'92 On the other hand,

teachers found it overly complex and jargon ridden and dismissive of those gains schoo
considered they had made in the area of expansion in locally relevant curriculum.

A chief factor affecting the curriculum in the Senior school was the huge increase — '

explosion' is how the Minister for Education, Virginia Chadwick, described it93 — in th
number of students participating in vocational training. Not only were more students
'staying on' in Senior years, from around 30% in the early 1970s to nearly 80% two

decades later, but many of them were doing so for purely vocational reasons. While the
place of Senior English as the only compulsory HSC subject remained stable, there was
clear shift in students' choice patterns away from the more traditional, academically
challenging courses. Since the introduction of 2 Unit Contemporary English in 1989
fewer students have sat for other 2-unit courses. In 1989, 1,932 sat for Contemporary

English; in 1991 this number rose to 8,586; in 1994 it was 18,089. Correspondingly, th

has been a decline in the number presenting for the 2 Unit (Related) course: from 14,9

in 1989 to 7,718 in 1994. Although the majority of candidates selected 2 Unit (General
in 1995, this number too, is declining.94 The number of students sitting various HSC
English courses since 1982 is represented in the following table:
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H S C English: Entries bv Course95

Year
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

3 Unit

2 Unit

1762
2102
2012
2115
2474
3262
3911
3979
3501
3585
3313
2883
2180

18778
13469
10881
12045
12197
12943
14114
13337
10963
10220
9067
7482
6849

2 Unit
(General)
13544
21135
21235
22896
25673
30662
30993
31380
31175
33966
33011
31038
29877

Contemp.
English

1457
5170
7386
12163
15258
16854
17952

TOTAL
34084
36706
34128
37056
40344
46867
50475
53866
53025
59934
60649
58254
56858

Against this background it was announced in May 1995 that a thorough review of the H S C
would take place, with English singled out for special focus.

Anticipated Changes

Professor Barry McGaw's Green Paper, Their Future: Options for the Refonn of the

Higher School Certificate' (May 1996)96 was the immediate outcome of th

It identified twenty key areas for reform and forty options for discus

were split into the areas of curriculum, assessment, reporting and pos

activities, and covered such suggestions as a change in the range of s

offered for the HSC, an expansion in the number of subjects counted in

HSC assessment results, a form of assessment that would measure studen

against their competencies rather than by comparing them with those of

the replacement of the Tertiary Entrance Ranking mark with a Universit

Index mark for those candidates wishing to matriculate. 'Their Future:
considerable public debate, extensive discussion between teachers and
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bureaucrats and over one thousand submissions from a wide range of interested parties.
Twelve months after his Green Paper, McGaw presented his Report, 'Shaping Their
Future: Recommendations for the Reform of the Higher School Certificate.'97 In the
following August (1997) the resultant White Paper, 'Securing Their Future: The NSW
Government's Reforms for the Higher School Certificate'98 was released.
'Securing Their Future...' adopted McGaw's central recommendations. It proposes the

introduction of a limit of two courses in most teaching subjects — one Standard and o
Advanced — with common content, so that the courses can be marked on the same scale;

plan to make all courses count as two units only — except for English and Maths, wher

students can undertake four-unit courses; die streamlining of subjects, thus reducing
overlap and duplication in content; and the abolition of General Studies and Applied

Studies and a revision of Life Management Studies. Significant changes will also occu
the SC where the Reference Test is to be replaced by a state-wide test in five areas

study: English literacy; Mathematics; Science; Australian History, Australian Geogra
and Civics; and Science and Technology. In 1998 and 1999 trial testing and optional

participation in this new SC will commence; in 2002 participation by all schools in N
will be mandatory. The new HSC is scheduled to come into effect in February 2000 for

students commencing Year 11 in that year, and in January 2002 these students will rec
the new HSC results from the Board of Studies.
Of the English syllabus McGaw said: '...[It] is the archetypical example of
differentiated courses within a subject without a common reporting scale, leading to
lowering of expectations and outcomes of students.'99 He suggested therefore, that a

point-by-point/unit-by-unit scale be used in which students could choose to undertak

3 or 4-point English courses. For one thing, this means that they will be able to com

more equitably with their Maths counterparts; for another, it abolishes what McGaw sa

'...the notion that this [2 Unit Contemporary English] was at the bottom of the hier
English study.'100 The proposed syllabus is structured as:
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* a 2 Unit Advanced course and a 2 Unit Standard course with overlapping
content
* a n e w 2 Unit Literature course, set at a demanding level, to enable students
for the firsttimeto undertake 4 units of English in the H S C ;
* a n e w 2 Unit English as a Second Language course, with strict entry criteria,
for students recently arrived in Australia; and
* a n e w course in Fundamentals of English available only in Year 11, for those
students w h o require additional help with literacy.'101

This radically alters the stmcture of Senior English, as established in the syllabi o
1974/76, 1982 and 1988. It is anticipated that most students will undertake the 2 Unit
Advanced and Standard courses, which are designed to meet students' specific needs.
While the White Paper does not refer to course content, it acknowledges the impact upon
Senior English reform recently effected by the Board of Studies' Draft English Syllabus:
Draft: Stage 6: English Syllabus: Board of Studies N S W , February, 1996.'102
In 1994 the Government restructured the Curriculum Branch of the Board of Studies
and appointed the Draft English Syllabus Committee to provide the Board of Studies with
a rationale for, and overview of, n e w English courses. It immediately began processing
responses to a Senior English Review survey and questionnaire issued in 1993. It also
prepared a draft writing brief for a Senior syllabus, which was submitted to the Board of
Studies in M a y 1995. This was widely circulated for teaching and community consultation
and formed the nucleus of the 'Draft Stage 6 English Syllabus', prepared for the
Department of Education and Training by the Board of Studies.
'Draft Stage 6...' differs from previous Senior syllabi in that it supports a single syllabus,
structured around a c o m m o n core of study, 'the concept of c o m m o n understandings and
shared learning for all students,'103 with electives branching from this base. All students
will undertake both a Preliminary Course in Year 11 (comprising a core and elective) and
the H S C Course in Year 12. Material in the core section is divided into three areas:
Literary texts, Factual texts and Film/Video texts, each with a number of internal choices,
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such as novella and poetry or novella and drama, and narrative film or narrative video. A s
well as this, students are offered electives, which are broken into two main groups:

Critiquing and Creating. Each of these too has a wide range of options, such as literat
Studies, Genre Studies or Electronic and Print Media Studies (under Critiquing) and

Literary Texts, Factual Texts and Electronic and Multimedia Texts (under Creating). The

origins of these concepts, and language, is diverse, but reflect principally the impact

Critical literacy (as expressed, for example, as functional grammar and genre theory) a
Cultural Studies on contemporary educational thinking. Altogether, 'Draft Stage 6...'
a smorgasbord of textual variety.

If 'Draft Stage 6...' has a downside it is that the sheer size of the course range will

preclude many schools from offering all choices. One answer to this might be to broaden

our practices as teachers of English to include other disciplinary areas. This would me

re-evaluation of such concepts as 'English' to embrace new attitudes, ideas and in some
cases, pedagogies.
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CHAPTER 6. PRESCRIBED TEXTS FOR SENIOR ENGLISH: 19651995
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Prescribed Texts a n d Graphics

Every year from 1965 to 1995 the various Boards of Studies for Senior School have
included with their syllabi for Senior English a list of prescribed or 'set' texts which are the
texts that are to be studied for H S C examination during two years of Senior high school.
Because the first H S C e x a m w a s conducted in 1967 thefirstlist of texts was issued in
1965.
These texts are organised according to different courses offered in the syllabi, and they
are usually broken into three categories — Novels, Poetry, Drama. This division has been
reinforced by the long-standing practice of setting H S C exam questions under these same
generic headings. The texts specify the author, the work and usually a recommended
edition. They constitute the empirical data from which a set of graphics can be derived.1
These, in turn, provide the basis for an easy analysis of the texts — the 'raw material' from
which w e can argue that it is not just reading strategies that inform h o w these texts can be
interpreted, but the texts themselves which can be seen an expression of particular
institutional practices and cultural discourses.
In this study, the texts are presented as 'graphics' rather than graphs since they do not
measure but plot T h e years 1967 to 1995 on the horizontal-axis plot the years in which
the H S C w a s conducted — the years in which the texts were presented for examination.
O n the vertical-axis is plotted the names of the novelists, poets and dramatists w h o
authored these texts. Because of the constraints of space and for the sake of clarity, only
authors are represented here. Authors' specific works are not listed, but they are frequently
referred to in the following discussion.
Because 2 Unit Contemporary English was introduced to the syllabus in relatively recent
years - it wasfirstexamined in 1990 - it has not been included in these graphics.
Further, it would be difficult to construct a m a p to compare this course with others since it
does not follow the format of dividing texts into Novels, Poetry and Drama: instead, it
follows an Issues, not 'texf-based format. W h a t also is not included are those relatively
few texts listed in sections of the prescribed texts outside Novels, Poetry and Drama. The
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number of these is small, and their omission does not significantly distort the general
patterns that are found in the graphics as a whole. These are:

General Prose for Third Level (1967 -1976),
General Prose for 2 Unit A (1977 -1983),
Topic Area texts for 2 Unit (General) (1984 - 1995).

Text Selection

The decision-making structure which selected texts for inclusion in the Senior Englis
syllabi in N S W from 1965 to 1995 comprised basically a sub-committee of the English
Syllabus Committee which accepted nominations of texts and then read them, the English
Syllabus Committee itself which usually endorsed this sub-committee's selections, and
finally the Curriculum Committee of the Board of Studies which generally accepted, on
behalf of the whole Board and the Department of School Education, the English Syllabus
Committee's recommendations. This process was described to The Sydney

Morning

Herald in February 1986 by a member of the English Syllabus Committee, Professor B.K.
Martin from the University of N S W , as:

...members of the Committee normally come up with title suggestions
whenever it is felt the reading list should be altered. If the suggested book is
considered a serious possibility then all Committee members read it and
offer opinions. Eventually the Committee presents the Board [of Studies]
with recommendations which m a y be accepted—The Committee is in no w a y
looking to scandalise or to shock. Its intention is to recommend books of
recognised quality that students will read for pleasure and profit.2

In 1988 the Board of Studies slightly modified this apparatus by including an additio
filter in the text selection process. This was the Literature Reference Group. In a letter
published in 1992 in a regional journal of the English Teachers' Association, M r . G.G.
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(Sam) Weller, General Manager of the Curriculum Branch of the Board of Studies,
explained that :

the Board of Studies established a widely representative Literature
Reference Group to provide comments on texts proposed by the Board's
English Syllabus Committee. T h e Literature Reference Group comprises
representation from the following organisations:
N S W Council of Churches
Department of School Education's Committee on Special Religious
Instruction
Christian Parent-Controlled Schools Ltd
Christian Community School Ltd
Anti-Discrimination Board
Australian Festival of Light
Australian Society of Authors
Federation of Parents and Citizens Associations of N S W
Ethnic Affairs Commission
N S W Parents Council.
The Years 7-12 English Syllabus Committee submits a draft list of
texts to the Reference Group which then provides individual written
comments on n e w texts. These comments and those from the Syllabus
Committee are formally submitted to the Board's Curriculum Committee.
At this stage the Curriculum Committee arranges for new and
contentious texts on the draft list to be read by several of its members. The
Curriculum Committee then prepares a report for the Board which includes a
recommendation on the draft text list. Finally the Board itself considers the
reports from both the Curriculum Committee and the Syllabus Committee
and decides the composition of the prescribed list of texts for Higher School
Certificate English.3

The inclusion of such groups here as the Christian Community School Ltd. and the
Australian Festival of Light indicated the government's sensitivity to the high profile H S C
texts commanded in the community. In its Excellence and Equity document of 1989 it
underlined this further, saying that:
* The Board will consult widely as part of its initial process of
drawing up a recommended list of prescribed texts;
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* T h e Board will publish its proposed lists of prescribed texts and
invite community c o m m e n t within an adequate time frame;
* T h e President of the...Board should establish a broadly based and
balanced literature Reference Group to provide the Board with advice
on any controversial or offensive aspects of English literature texts...4

From this it is clear that literature, and its reading, is perceived far more than jus
entertainment or personal indulgence or cultural snobbery. Rather, it is recognised, by
implication at least as an important site of contestation of cultural value, where questions
arise about what kind of society the N S W education system should produce and what type
of citizen might be created by this institution. Text selection, that is to say, constantly
encountered such moral issues as whether specific pieces of literature should be read
privately or publicly (that is, offered as options or 'set' for public examination), whether
they should support religious or secular belief systems, whether they might stress an
Anglo or non-Anglo cultural heritage and whether their political and community allegiance
was to a favoured structure. U p until 1995 no text was deleted from the English Syllabus
Committee's original recommendations to the Board. This is a key indication of the
conservative nature of the whole text selection apparatus.

Gordon Shrubb's Study (1986)5

While there is no regularity in the introduction of new syllabi — across the range of
subjects — to schools in N S W , so far as Senior English goes fresh syllabi have appeared
approximately every ten years between 1965 and 1995: in 1965, 1974/76, 1982 and 1988.
Another English syllabus is due for implementation in 2000. The introduction of these
syllabi have not seemed to affect the list of prescribed texts which has accompanied them.
Changes to this list have been m a d e at arelativelyeven rate for the past thirty years. For
example, about two or three novels have been removed every year from the 2 Unit course,
to be replaced with differenttitles.Thus, the total number of texts has remained stable.
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For example, between 1967 and 1977 twenty-one novels were studied in 2 Unit, between
1978 and 1986 there were twenty-one, and between 1987 and 1995, twenty. This means
that the prescribed text list appears to have functioned independently of whatever syllabus
is in operation.
A second general observation is that although old texts have been removed from the list
to be replaced with fresh ones, in m a n y cases these latter have appeared before. In other
words, quite frequently there is a re-cycling of the sametitles:a 'core' of 'enduring' texts
has remained very fixed since the original syllabus of 1965. N e w authors and n e w texts,
on the other hand, have often lasted only a few years or so — in m a n y cases, to disappear
apparently forever. A crucial pattern is therefore to be found in the list: it is that a 'core' or
central body of texts or authors is supplemented or encircled with 'peripheral' texts or
authors, the 'core' comprising the same 'enduring' works. W e might conclude therefore,
that despite changes in the wider curriculum and alterations within syllabi, the prescribed
text list for s o m e courses anyway, has remained very m u c h the same in Senior English for
thirty years.
This has taken place of course within the context of capitalist commodification, in which
the publishing process works to produce certain 'star' authors, 'best sellers' and
'classics' because it is cheaper to circulate material that is copyrighted to its firm or
altogether out of copyright Furthermore, w h e n 'set' works are 'studied' they invariably
accumulate a body of knowledge, and authority, that teachers and students can draw upon
to further their respective interests -

exacerbating, incidentally, the tension between the

drive to individual opinion and reliance on the guiding/comforting hand of readilyavailable, packaged criticism. Both these factors, it must be acknowledged, inevitably
played some part in the patterning of the English set texts.
Gordon

Shrubb's

study

of

1986

demonstrates

specifically

the

pattern

of

'core'/' peripheral' texts. Shrubb presents three tables of graphics: Twenty Years of
Novels in 2 Unit H S C English' (Table 1), Twenty Years of D r a m a in 2 Unit H S C English'
(Table 2) and Twenty Years of Poetry in 2 Unit H S C English' (Table 3 ) (reproduced
below). Shrubb arranges the texts chronologically - that is, in their historical order of
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appearance -

on the vertical axis. It can be seen that (1) they are not apparently

influenced by syllabi changes, (2) there is a 'core' texts of relatively 'enduring* works, and
(3) two or three n e w 'peripheral' texts appear every year or so. Thus for instance, Emma,
Tess of the D'Urbervilles, Sons and Lovers and Huckleberry Finn (Table 1), Oedipus Rex,
The Crucible and Under Milkwood (Table 2) and Chaucer, Donne, Judith Wright and T.S.
Eliot (Table 3) have appeared fairly regularly between 1967 and 1986 — they are 'core'
texts; while Dead Men Rising, Catch 22 and Coonardoo (Table 1), The Caucasian Chalk
Circle, Macquarie and The Club (Table 2) and Marvell, W . H . Auden and G w e n Harwood
(Table 3) have appeared only two or three times, — these are 'peripheral' texts.
Shrubb makes some comment about this patterning. H e describes the 'core' novels as
'safe books':

Generally, they have acknowledged status. Many of them would have been
studied by the teachers on the [English Syllabus] committee when they were
at university, and the books also tend to reflect the narrow reading habits of a
considerable proportion of English teachers.6

And of the 'peripheral' novels he makes two points. One is that it is 'surprising i
finite list...that books with almost no appeal among Senior students.-.should feature at all.'
('In fact, in five years of H S C marking, I have yet to meet anyone w h o has marked an essay
on [Elizabeth Gaskell's] North and South} he says.) His other point is that there is a
considerably long duration —

'for at least fifteen years or even for a generation' —

between the publication of a 'modern' or 'contemporary' novel and its appearance on the
Prescribed reading list. —

at least so far as the 2 Unit list goes.

While these observations are in themselves accurate, Shrubb fails to develop some of
their broader implications. Nor is it his aim to do so. Rather, he says

Apart from providing an overview of what has been set for study in 2 Unit
English over the last twenty years, m y purpose has been to encourage fellow
English teachers to reflect on what texts should (and should not) appear on
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the 1988 2 Unit list, and then to pepper the English Syllabus Committee with
dynamic n e w suggestions.7

To meet this latter end he suggests that fairly recent publications should appear (he
suggests over two dozen) as well as 'superb translations of "high literature" of other
languages.'8

T h e problem with this suggestion, however, is that it runs the risk of

substituting one canon for another, without pausing to reflect on the constructs which
create particular canons in the first place. Shrubb does not want to fundamentally disrupt
the rite of passage to Senior English literature — to use the reference from Educating Rita.
N o r does he expose the apparent naivety of his assumption that Senior English texts,
carrying as they do all the selective, institutional authority of 'good literature', are without
substantial historical, cultural, economic and political contextualisation. But perhaps his
main failing is lack of c o m m e n t on h o w texts can be read. Exchanging one canon for
another does not break the authority of established institutional reading practices which, w e
have seen, have been radically challenged by other reading positions, such as a Marxist or
Feminist reading. W e can ask, for instance, what are the social uses to which set texts are
put? Cannot Pride and Prejudice, for example, be read as class differentiation, even class
struggle (following M a r x ) as well as proper tolerance and self esteem (Leavisite)? Or,
cannot Tess of the D'Urbervilles be read as a critique of Victorian economics rather than
'the nature of life'; or Macbeth as feudal politics as well as a study of ambition and power?
This is to say that Shrubb's position, in fact, is no more valid than the one he criticises.
True, the strong maintenance of the Leavisite canon of texts probably signals to teachers an
expectation that h o w these texts are to read — and will be examined — remains unaltered.
But this overlooks a critical part of this issue. Literature is disciplined not just by what
writing is studied but h o w interpretations privilege cultural positions.
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2/3 Unit Novels

In Shrubb's study, individual HSC texts are listed chronologically on the vertical a

The graphics in the present study distribute the authors of these same texts in alp
order on the vertical axis. This has the advantage of not only readily identifying

but shows that it is authors — especially in the 2/3 Unit (Related) Course - rather

the texts themselves, who constitute the focus in HSC canonical formations. Again u
Unit as an example, a work by Jane Austin has appeared every year between 1967 and
1995, sometimes that work being Emma (1967-1970, 1973-1974, 1977-1978, 1986-1987,
1994-1995), sometimes Mansfield Park (1971-1972), sometimes Persuasion (1975-1976,
1979,1991-1993) and sometimes Pride and Prejudice (1980-1985, 1988-1990). So, too,

different works by, for instance, Dickens {Great Expectations and Bleak House), Henr
James (Washington Square and The Turn of the Screw) and Conrad {Lord Jim and Heart
of Darkness) have appeared on the list. This suggest a selective predisposition to
— at least so far as the 'enduring' works go — rather than titles.
Analysis of the novels also shows a considerable overlap of texts appearing on the

Unit and 3 Unit lists: with only a handful of exceptions (for instance, works by Th

Astley, Karen Blixen, Peter Carey, and the New Voices authors) both 2 Unit and 3 Un

have shared the same group of Prescribed novels since 1965. This overlap is no surp

after 1982 when the new Senior 2/3 Unit (Related) Syllabus was introduced: this syl

stipulated that the 3 Unit (Additional) Course included the 2 Unit (Related) Course

provided more demanding work in Year 12. But what is surprising is that the practic

sharing the same texts for both 2 and 3 Unit was common before then. The syllabus o
1982, in other words, did not alter — at least so far as set novels were concerned

established arrangement: that the same group of texts was required for study by all
students who professed special interest in English literature. This practice might

explained by such pragmatic factors as the limited availability of texts in high sc
role played by publishing houses in re-cycling 'established' texts, easy access by

and students to packaged conventional criticism, and class sizes — presumably in mo
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schools the number of 3 Unit candidates would be smaller than 2 Unit, and both groups

would study common texts in the same classroom. It is also explained by the nature of

HSC examination system: texts, with their accompanying study-guides, student referenc

notes and established sets of approved readings, allow standardised testing. In short
limited range of texts can be taken by teachers as an encouragement to homogenise
learning and strengthen institutional control.
The significance of such texts — that is, those that are common to 2 and 3 Unit — is
that by virtue of their study only by students who show the most ability in English,

represent what in many ways is the centrepiece, or pinnacle, of Senior English. These

are perceived not just as the most 'difficult' for students, but the cream of literat
at high school. For this reason they clearly warrant some examination.
Altogether, between 1967 and 1995 there were forty-two authors in this 2/3 Unit
common group, nineteen from 1967 to 1982, and twenty-three from 1983 to 1995:
1967 - 1982
Austen

Heller

Orwell

Emily Bronte

Huxley

Paton

Dickens

James

Porter

George Eliot

Johnson

Prichard

Gaskell

Keneally

White

Hardy

Lawrence
1983-1995

Anderson

Goldsworthy

Morrison

Brink

Greene

Munro

Charlotte Bronte

Hawthorne

Robinson

Chandler

Jolley

Paul Scott

Conrad

Lawson

Swift

Forster

Le Carre

Theroux

Gardham

Mears

Wharton
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A n d within this group some authors were more 'enduring' than others. Thus, if w e use the
crude criterion of eliminating those novelists whose works appear less than six times over
the period, w e obtain the following list:

Jane Austen (twenty-nine years) Patrick White (nine years)
M a r k Twain (eighteen years)

Henry James (eight years)

T h o m a s Hardy (fifteen years)

Emily Bronte (seven years)

D.H. Lawrence (fourteen years)

Alice M u n r o (six years)

Joseph Conrad (ten years)

Hal Porter (six years)

Charles Dickens (nine years)

Of this list, we can note, firstly, its remarkable conformity with the group of auth
originally promoted by F. R. Leavis in the 1940s. W h e n Leavis proclaimed magisterially
at Cambridge in 1948 that in 'Jane Austen, George Eliot, H e m y James, Conrad, and D.H.
Lawrence: the great tradition of the English novel is there"9 — incidentally, Leavis also
greatly admired the Brontes, and came to enjoy in his later studies, Dickens —

he

articulated the most influential canon of novelists seen to date, across the British colonial
world. It was largely this canon that was promoted by the academic 'guardians of culture'
in Australia during the 1950s and 1960s. Such academics — for example Professors
Wilkes, Goldberg, Burgess and Kramer — sat on the early English Syllabus Committees
that selected H S C prescribed texts.
Secondly, the inclusion of T h o m a s Hardy {Tess of the d'Urbervilles and The Return of
the Native) and M a r k Twain {Huckleberry Finn) represents an attempt to indicate an
historical account of theriseand development of the novel, and its unique realisation in the
U S A : Hardy links Dickens and George Eliot with Lawrence, while Huckleberry Finn is
widely regarded by American literature anthologies as 'the great' 19th century American
novel. Thus, texts pertaining to the second objective of 2 and 3 Unit H S C English — 'to
develop and refine individual response to literature in English, both past and present' —
were to be studied. For similar reasons Alice Munro's Lives of Girls and Women,

which
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did not appear until 1988, gained its inclusion as a m o d e m , consciously Feminist novel; it
also introduced a potential post-colonial (Canadian) theme to sophisticated high school
English. But while the addition of this work allowed for changes of theme, what did not
alter w a s the literary use such work w a s put to. In other words, despite some fresh content
in terms of thematic material, Lives of Girls and Women

was invariably given a Leavisite

reading. Proof of this, as w e will see, comes through in the examination questions
referring to such texts.
A strong hint of a conservative Australian literary canon appears too in the list as a
subsidiary canon, emerging from —

and, again, taught according to — the same moral

guides and formal sophistication that enshrined Shakespeare, Austen, Bronte, Dickens, etc..
This canon w a s first endorsed in tertiary curriculum in the mid-1950s, when, through the
instigation of T o m Inglis M o o r e and the Fellowship of Australian Writers, a course in
Australian Literature was introduced at the Australian National University, Canberra. Then
in 1962 a Chair of Australian Literature was established at the University of Sydney with
Professor G A . Wilkes its foundation occupant, followed in 1969 by Professor Leonie
Kramer.

Wilkes and Kramer, both long-term members of the English Syllabus

Committee, taught and published on Patrick White and Hal Porter at their respective
universities — Kramer was at the University of N e w South Wales from 1959 to 1968. It
was quite in keeping with their literary values and favourites, as well as the courses they
taught, that these, and later other Australian establishment writers, appeared on the Senior
English text lists.
Candidates undertaking 2 and 3 Unit were also to study texts by Jessica Anderson, Thea
Astley, Peter Goldsworthy, Xavier Herbert, Elizabeth Jolley, George Johnson, T h o m a s
Keneally, Christopher Koch, Henry Lawson, David Malouf, Katharine Susannah Prichard,
Randolph Stow and T i m Winton. S o m e of these, such as those by Anderson, Astley and
Jolley equated to M u n r o and Walker and the Feminist influence upon literature, Anderson
and Jolley also sharing sophisticated intertextual connections with establishment
'classical' writers. Others, such as those by Lawson, Herbert, Johnson, Keneally, Stow,
Prichard and Winton, were part of the movement towards national cultural self-identity and
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self-confidence occurring in Australia in the 1970s and 1980s and the institutionalisation
of Australian Literature at university level. They represented this wider debate about

Australian subjectivity, their mandatory study implying an understanding of the 'Australia
citizen' as one who was well versed in literary texts of national identity. In becoming '
on the HSC list all these texts began to function on the same theoretic base as Leavisite

texts within the more elitist, Anglocentric literary tradition, only these espoused nation
not supposedly 'universal', values. About one-third of the 2 Unit novelists listed from
1967 to 1995 were Australian, as were ten of the forty-two 2/3 Unit common group.
2/3 Unit candidates studied, then, a 'core' of novels comprising 'the great', English-

speaking tradition of Leavisite and elitist American and Australian literature — literatur

that is, which regenerated conservative values, lauded textual sophistication and promoted
national myth-making. This was supplemented by such 'peripheral', and more popularly
appealing works, as those by Joseph Heller {Catch 22), Aldous Huxley {Brave New
World), George Orwell {Nineteen Eighty-Four), Edith Wharton {The House of Mirth) and
Jane Gardham {Crusoe's Daughter). This paradigm of 'core'/'peripheraT works is repeated
elsewhere in the prescribed text lists.

3 Unit texts

The 1982 Syllabus offered 3 Unit candidates seven groups of texts from which they
were to choose two electives, the range of literary genres being comparatively wide. New
groups appeared fairly regularly — approximately every three years — as, of course, did
different texts. The implication of this format is that 'better' English students were

grounded in those values associated with the literary 'core', and they could be trusted to
read more widely because they would reproduce the same set of readings they acquired
from this source. The lists for 1982 and 1985 were:
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1982:
(a) Further study of Jane Austen:

Emma, Persuasion

(b) Greek tragedy:

Oedipus Rex, Antigone

(c) Nineteenth-century poetry:

selections from Keats and Hopkins

(d) American novels:

Salinger, The Catcher in the Rye
Heller, Catch 22

(e) Contemporary Australian drama:

Williamson, The Removalists
Blair, The Christian Brothers
Hutchinson, No Room for Dreamers

(f) Modern poetry:

selections from Plath, Harwood and Larkin

(g) Experiment in m o d e m fiction:

Le Guin, The Dispossessed
Malouf, An Imaginary Life
Ireland, The Glass Canoe.

1985:
(a) Further study of Jane Austen
(b) John Milton
(c) Elizabethan drama:

Marlowe, Webster

(d) Modern prose:

Blixen,Woolf, White

(e) Contemporary Australian drama:

Hewett, Blair, Keneally

(f) Modern poetry:

Plath, Larkin, Levertov

(g) W B Yeats
(h) Modern Australian fiction:

Stead, For Love Alone
Stow, To the Islands
Malouf, An Imaginary Life

(i) Australian English:

A study of Australian vocabulary and idiom,
and of its use in spoken and written English in
Australia.'
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Despite the range and turnover of texts however, there is considerable similarity between
these lists and the 2/3 Unit overlap group. Many authors are English — Austen, Milton,
Keats, Hopkins, Marlowe, Webster, Larkin — and from the conventional university canon

of 'great literature'; Greek tragedy (and 'Shakespeare') is offered as an introduction
study of 'serious drama' within this same canon; and American and Australian novelists
and poets — Salinger, Heller, White, Stead, Stow and Malouf, and Plath, Harwood and

Levertov — are also, in the main, 'establishment' writers (Sylvia Plath and Gwen Harwoo
may be exceptions here) in that their work has already been sanctioned and
institutionalised by tertiary education. The scope and variety of 3 Unit texts, while

than 2 Unit, is still canonically narrow. It is really only in the Drama and 'experimen

modem fiction' categories that there is an attempt to engage less centrist writing. And

this latter category, not insignificantly, controversy has raged. In 1983 for instance

year after the presentation of the first of the 'experimental modem' novels, David Ire
The Glass Canoe was unceremoniously removed from the list — amidst a burst of media
furore which described it as 'unsuitable' and 'pornographic'10. The literary tension

generated by this novel — tension, incidentally that had surrounded Salinger's The Cat

in the Rye a decade earlier — was based on the perceived problematic of admitting to an
established modem canon a work with formal sophistication and obvious national
mythologising but questionable morality. In the case of The Glass Canoe moralistic
arguments won the day. Other works by David Ireland have not since appeared on the
prescribed texts list.
The Australian English' group which appears at the bottom of the lists — later called
'Language Variation' or The Language of Persuasion' — was unique to 3 Unit English. It

was the legacy of the long struggle between the Language and Literature factions withi
English Syllabus Committee which was resolved with the Syllabus of 1974/76. This area
of study focused on linguistics, lexicography and issues related to 'standard and nonstandard' forms of English.
From 1986 to 1989 this set of 3 Unit electives remained basically unaltered, probably
the most significant change being the removal in 1986 of the 'Jane Austen study' to a
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compulsory component

in 2/3 Unit (Related). Text grouping remains essentially a

duplication of the original categories, featuring a predominance of 'classical' English
writers, mainstream Australian, American and now N e w Zealand novelists and poets,
Drama — again the most radical section — and formal Language. Thus, in 1987, 1988
and 1989 3 Unit comprised:

1987 to 1989:
(a) Alexander Pope
(b) Shakespearian Comedy
(c) Nineteenth-century novels
(d) Contemporary drama and Australian drama
(e) Modern poetry: Lowell, Harwood, Auden
(f) Modern fiction: Hong-Kingston, The Woman

Warrior

Frame, Owls Do Cry
Winton, An Open

Swimmer

Astley, An Item from the Late News
(g) Australian English.

In 1990 'Jane Austen' returned, as did 'William Wordsworth', and the 'New Voices
English' group was added, this comprising four post-colonial texts that were representative
of new international writing in English. These books — Bharati Mukherjee's Wife, J.M.

Coetzee's The Life and Times of Michael K., Michael Ondaatje's In the Skin of a Lion and
Wilson Harris's The Palace of the Peacock —

remained on the prescribed list until 1994.

In 1993 'Gothic Mode' (Walpole's The Castle ofOtranto, Austen's Northanger Abbey and
James' The Turn of the Screw), 'Revenge Tragedy' (Toumeur's The Revenge Tragedy,
Shakespeare's Hamlet, Webster's The Duchess ofMalfi and Middleton and Rowley's The
Changeling), and T h e Language of Persuasion' replaced 'Jane Austen', 'Elizabethan drama'
and 'Language of Variation'; and in 1994 'Utopias and Anti-Utopias' (More's Utopia,
Huxley's Brave New

World, Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four and Atwood's The
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Handmaid's Tale) replaced 'Wordsworth'. In all this the 'cost effectiveness' aspect of
teaching is noteworthy. Where, that is, a 'package' of texts was constant, teachers might
afford to add an extra text to it, but bookroom and budgetary constraints could only
infrequently accommodate a whole new package.
The 1995 3 Unit list read:

1995:
(a) Gothic M o d e
(b) Revenge Tragedy
(c) Utopias and Anti-Utopias
(d)W.B. Yeats
(e) The P o e m Sequence:

Brennan, The Wanderer
Lowell, Life Studies
Tranter, The Floor of Heaven

(f) M o d e m drama:

Beckett, Waiting for Godot
Fugard, Master Harold and the Boys
Hewett, The Chapel Perilous

(g) M o d e m Fiction:

Astley, An Item from the Late New
Frame, Owls Do Cry
Hong-Kingston, The Woman
Koch, The

Warrior

Doubleman

Winton, An Open

Swimmer

(h) The Language of Persuasion: '...[A] study of persuasive language in nonliterary...[and]...literary contexts....'

W h a t constitutes 'Modem Fiction' here —

Astley, Frame, Hong-Kingston, Koch and

Winton — is a discrete blend of moral and mythologising considerations. While the
inclusion of small numbers of texts like this show some attempt to acknowledge social,
cultural and political sensibilities, these 'peripheral' works are not just small in number but
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are 'safe' by community standards. There was no serious struggle, in Novels or Poetry at
least, to contemporise 3 Unit reading texts. 'Standards' and 'criteria' were established by
the Board of Studies, via the English Syllabus Committee, and teachers came to perceive, as
the syllabus directed, 3 Unit as a course preparatory for English study in conservative
universities.
The 3 Unit list is potentially at an enterprising cutting-edge of educational opportunity.
In m a n y ways however, it exemplifies extreme caution and missed opportunity. Between
1965 and 1995 for example, it failed to offer, as Shrubb noted, any writing in translation,
from European, Asian or other sources, or writing of indigenous, minority or fringe
groups. N o r did it include texts from the media — such as film and video fictions and
their written texts -

or factual texts

-

such as auto/biography, social, leisure and

community texts. It also failed to recognise or offer publicly popular writing from authors
such as Bryce Courtenay, Patricia Comwell, John Grisham or Colleen McCullough,11 and
Science Fiction (Ursula L e Guin is an exception) and other popular genres. In short, 3
Unit only marginally acknowledges literature beyond the narrow field of well established
canons.

2 Unit (General Novels

Compared with novels for 2 and 3 Unit students, those on the 2 Unit General list are
generally recognised as less difficult'; clearly they are more diverse and more
contemporary. In 2 Unit General the study of only two novels, or a play and novel, is
compulsory. These relate to a 'theme' or 'topic area', such as The Future, The Family,
Working Life, Crossing Boundaries or Aboriginal Experience. Because of this, individual
titles now, rather than authors, take some importance in canonical formation. W h a t this
suggests about 2 Unit (General) teaching is that here students, on the whole, are
encouraged to read for pleasure and social relevance as well as 'study' texts or literature.

NOVELS AND PLAYS IN 2 UNIT GENERAL ENGLISH: 1967 - 1986
Novel
The Man of Property
Wuthering Heights
The Catcher in the Rye
Lord of the Flies
Of Mice and Men
Go Tell it on the Mountain
The Merry-Go Round in the Sea
Australian Short Stories of Today
Huckleberry Finn
The Great Gatsby
The King Must Die
Bush Undertaker and other stories
Dead Men Rising
Things Fall Apart
The Boys in the Island
The Red Badge of Courage
A Separate Peace
Selected Stories (Lawson)
The Crocodile
The Mango Tree
The Caine Mutiny
Picnic at Hanging Rock
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie
The Chant ofJimmie Blacksmith
The Getting of Wisdom
My Brother Jack
Coonardoo
Nineteen Eighty-Four
Jane Eyre
The Grapes of Wrath
Heat and Dust
Johnno
Brave New World
Lives of Girls and Women
Harp in the South
For the Patriarch

Drama
Othello
Major Barbara
Death of a Salesman
Winterset
The One Day of the Year
A Man for All Seasons
The Hairy Ape
Romeo and Juliet
Under Milk Wood
Androcles and the Lion
Ah, Wilderness
Richard III
Macquarie
Awake and Sing!
The Member of the Wedding
Billy Liar
The Crucible
The Glass Menagerie
All My Sons
A Hard God
The Removalists
The New Life and The Foreman
Philadelphia, Here I Come!
Rusty Bugles
Henry IV, Part One
The Club
Macbeth
The Dreamers
Pygmalion
Barefoot in the Park
Whose Life is it Anyway?
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Shrubb has noted that thirty-six novels were available for study between 1967 and 1986.
His list (along with D r a m a texts) appears above.
Over the wider period 1967 - 1995, forty-five novelists were studied in 2 Unit General, a
majority of w h o m are Australian (nineteen), the others almost equally representative of
English (twelve) and American (ten) writers, with the remainder (for example, Achebe and
Desai) representing writing in English from a post-colonial perspective. Most of these
authors are twentieth-century, and those w h o are not (such as the Brontes, Dickens and
Hardy) comprise a small overlap group with the 2 and 3 Unit lists.
The most frequently appearing authors in 2 Unit General are:

Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart (twelve years)
Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath, Of Mice and Men (ten years)
M a r k Twain, Huckleberry Finn (ten years)
Randolph Stow, The Merry-Go-Round

in the Sea (nine years)

Christopher Koch, The Year of Living Dangerously (nine years)
Emily Bronte, Jane Eyre (eight years).

These may be taken as the 'enduring' works of 2 Unit General. While this list is ob
'wider' and more 'contemporary' than 2 and 3 Unit — indeed, it is quite removed from
traditionally Leavisite texts — it needs to be acknowledged that the 2 Unit General course
was not designed and or intended for 'serious' students of English — nor for students of
'serious' English. But even given this, the texts are still well recognised as representing
fairly non-contentious, established literary preferences — all appear on university reading
lists, some (such as the Achebe, Stow and Koch) are award winners, and some (such as the
Steinbeck and Twain) are central to national (American) mythologising. T h e majority of
the remaining works are almost as equally conservative —

there are no works in

translation, no factual nor media texts, no Science Fiction, and only a few nominal
popularly successful authors (such as Peter Corris and Marelle Day).

Most of those

undertaking this course could but gain a view of high school English as the study of
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contemporary and conservative imaginative writing, a view reinforced by the syllabus on
the whole.
A s with the 2 and 3 Unit list there are a few significant exceptions to this generality.
W o m e n writers for instance (there are twelve in 2 Unit General) are fairly well represented
and there are consciously feminist themes in the works of Jean Bedford {Sister Kate),
Marele D a y {The Life and Crimes of Harry Lavender), Alice M u n r o {Lives of Girls and
Women)

and Alice Walker {The Color Purple). Aboriginal perspectives too are addressed,

in T h o m a s Keneally's The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith, Katharine Susannah Prichard's
Coonardoo

and Mudrooroo's Wildcat Falling; as is the post-colonial experience, in

Achebe's Things Fall Apart, Baldwin's Go Tell It on The Mountain, Anita Desai's The
Village by the Sea and Angelo Loukakis' For the Patriarch.

HSC Poetry

With only a handful of exceptions — for example, Milton, Sylvia Plath and Denise
Levertov —

both 2 Unit and 3 Unit English have shared the same group of poets on the

prescribed texts list since 1967. A n d before 1983, with the exception of only Milton (3
Unit, 1967-1974) and Judith Wright (2 Unit, 1967-1974) the poets and the years when
they were prescribed for study, were virtually identical. A s with the Novels and Drama
lists, this did not mean of course that poetry in these courses was studied in the same
manner, or that the same poems by these poets were studied — the poems set for 3 Unit
were generally more challenging than those for 2 Unit they were more complex, more
historically extensive knowledge was required of students, the exam questions were longer
and more intricate. Nor did it m e a n that the same number of poets was studied in 2 and 3
Unit: up until 1983 the instruction from the Board of Senior School Studies was that 2
Unit candidates were to study, over a period of twelve months, three poets from a range of
usually six to nine, with at least one having lived before the twentieth century; while 3 Unit
candidates were to study over the same time, four poets from a range of usually six to nine,
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with at least two living before the twentieth century. But what was significant was that the
same group of poets was offered to all students w h o chose English as a major.
This list can be arranged chronologically: the pre-twentieth century poets are Chaucer,
Donne, Milton, Marvell, Pope, Coleridge, Keats, Tennyson and Browning. A n d if the two
pre-twentieth century poets prescribed for study after 1983 (Blake and Wordsworth) are
added to this, then the complete group of poets comprises eleven, male, English writers
whose work is conventionally constructed as the canon representative of the various
literary eras' in poetry in England before the twentieth century. The popularisation of this
canon took place after the First World W a r with the beginnings of scholarly research into
literature that was strictly English — originally at Oxford and London Universities. It
gained m u c h greater impetus with theriseof Cambridge English:

Chaucer Early Middle-English/ 14th-century
Donne, Marvell:
Milton:
Pope:
Blake:

The Metaphysicals; English Renaissance

English Renaissance/ 17th-century
Augustan period/18th-century
English Symbolism/ late 18th-century

Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats:
Tennyson, Browning:

The Romantics

Victorian poetry.

The remaining poets studied in 2 and 3 Unit English before 1983 are twentieth century:

English: Eliot, Hopkins, Auden, Hughes, Larkin
Irish:

Yeats, Heaney

American:
Australian:

Lowell, Plath
Hope, Wright, Slessor, Dobson, Dawe, Murray, Harwood.

This group again, is representative of canons of the British, American and
academic establishment. S o m e of its members, such as Eliot, Auden, Hopkins
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were directly endorsed by academics such as Leavis as inheritors to 'the Progress of
Poesy.'12 Others, such as Ted Hughes, Philip Larkin, Robert Lowell and Seamus Heaney,
have gained admission to the establishment through their inclusion in such canonical
anthologies as the Oxford or Norton Anthologies of English and American Literature.
O n c e such enshrinement has taken place they have become part of the closed
academia/publishing-houses machinery, in which institutions teach the poetry of those
they have sanctioned for publication, and students study courses which include mostly
these poets. These students in turn become teachers in the same system. There is a cycle
of institutional enclosure. T h e academic commentator R a m a n Selden, speaking of his o w n
experience of the larger picture of which this is but a part, says:

...to take a degree in English literature I must study in or correspond with a
validated institution. Only recognised teachers of the institution are allowed
to determine the ways in which subjects are studied. In a given period only
certain kinds of speaking and writing are recognised as valid.13

Australian poets on the reading list — like their novel and playwright counterparts of
this period — were canonised largely by local Sydney professoriate, w h o after the 1950s,
taught literary history and criticism within an essentially Oxbridge English/New Critical
tradition: that is, within that stream of literary criticism that favoured English elitist values
and absolute aesthetic standards. John Docker positions these academics —
Professors Wilkes and Kramer —

such as

within an historical as well as purely ideological

framework w h e n he says that they initially became ensconced in academia

just as the universities were massively expanding and in the icy climate of the
Cold W a r . T h e Cold W a r influenced a lofty, end-of-ideology view which
looked d o w n on the social, political, ideological and Utopian as an unworthy
h u m a n interest, and which paraded the moral and metaphysical as the
supreme location of interesting experience, and hence literature as of
supreme interest. In a further, comforting m o v e the social and political,
ideological and Utopian, were perceived as pertaining only to the extraliterary, while the moral and metaphysical were identified as strictly or purely
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literary. In the garden of criticism, the metaphysical nestles up against the
literary/aesthetic, other perspectives being exiled beyond its high walls.14

These 'new critics', as Docker and Robert Darby15 refer to them, created a canon of
Australian literature that privileged writers w h o expressed 'the moral and metaphysical' —
at the expense of those w h o wrote from the popularist tradition, expressing 'the sociohistoric, ideological and the Utopian.' This distinction between literary standards

—

universalist versus local; generality and abstraction versus 'social realism'; textual versus
contextual; selective close reading versus historical inclusiveness — is crucial in explaining
w h y such poets as A . D . H o p e and Kenneth Slessor are in the H S C prescribed reading list,
and not such other writers as say, M . Barnard Eldershaw, John Morrison, Robert
FitzGerald or Oodgeroo Noonuccal. The works of the first group are written with an eye
to 'heightened reality' and are crafted within generic conventions recognisable to the trained
reader, this lends them readily to formalist poetic analysis16 —

and to reinforce

Leavisite/New Critical values. The works of the second group, by contrast, try to speak
beyond the values of the 'words on a page.' They would seem better suited to the
"relevance' syllabus for 2 Unit (General).
The 1982 syllabus brought some diversification to the list of texts studied for the H S C .
N o w 2/3 Unit (Related) candidates were to study, over a period of twelve months, only two
poets from a range of usually seven to ten poets living before the twentieth century; and 3
Unit candidates in Year 12 were to study two Additional electives which m a y have included
poetry. T h e poetry choices in these electives emphasised pre-twentieth century poetry.
The n e w 2/3 Unit (Related) Courses however, offered only six n e w poets to the prescribed
texts list- these were Blake, Cataldi, Dickinson, Gray, Heaney and Tranter. T h e other poets
were already established in the old syllabi. Finally, the number of n e w poets presented in
the 3 Unit elective choices was even more limited. Denise Levertov, Wordsworth and
Christopher Brennan are the only n e w poets introduced to 3 Unit between 1983 and 1995.
But despite these minor variations, what occurred to the poetry of these n e w poets was had
occurred to the novels of their writer counterparts —

they were transformed into 'texts' for
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'study', to be scrutinised through established critical practices in order that students could
compete successfully in the H S C exam system. A s w e will see, 'passing the H S C ensured
conformity in m a n y Senior English pedagogical processes.
The poetry component of the 2 Unit General course from 1965 to 1983 comprised
anthologies. These were primarily 'modem' English and Australian poems, edited by wellk n o w n educators and academics. The anthologies most commonly recommended were:

Reeves, The Modern Poet's World Small, Break Into Day
Shaw, Flash Point

Patsy Adam-Smith, Neon Signs...

Flynn and Groom, This Life

Boomer and McFarlane, Orange

Moon

The first three of these — those edited by Reeves, Shaw and Flynn and Groom — were
popular until about 1977; the others, from thentill1984. The most frequently occurring
texts recommended as supplementary reading to these anthologies were: Heseltine's The
Penguin Book of Australian Verse, Robinson's Those Fabled Shores and Thompson et.
al., The Penguin Book of Modern Australian Verse.
In 1979 the Board of Senior School Studies changed its practice of prescribing
particular anthologies to be studied to recommending that any anthologies 'of the type'
listed above might be used.17 This implied that the 2 Unit General H S C exam questions
would either relate to English and twentieth-century Australian poetry in general, or quote a
specific poem from this genre and request discussion. From 1984 2 Unit General
candidates studied specific poets: two poets from a range of usually five or six, over a
twelve month period. All the poets lived in the twentieth century. Altogether fourteen were
listed between 1984 and 1995, of w h o m six had already been on the 2/3 Unit (Related) list
- Dawe, Dobson, Hopkins, Slessor, Wright and Hughes. The other eight were new, and
of these only Emily Dickinson was to be adopted to the 2/3 Unit (Related) Course (in
1986). This meant that the remaining seven poets - Judith Beveridge, Joanne B u m s ,
John Foulcher, Robert Frost, Wilfred O w e n , Peter Skrzynecki and Douglas Stewart -
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were to remain exclusively in the 2 Unit General list. Altogether the list of 2 Unit General
Poets between 1984 and 1995 comprises:

Judith Beveridge (Australian) Robert Gray (Australian)
Joanne Burns (Australian)

Ted Hughes (English)

Bruce D a w e (Australian)

Wilfred O w e n (English)

Emily Dickinson (American)

Peter Skrzynecki (Australian)

Rosemary D o b s o n (Australian)

Kenneth Slessor (Australian)

John Foulcher (Australian)

Douglas Stewart (Australian)

Robert Frost (American)

Judith Wright (Australian)

Some of these poets, most notably Beveridge, Bums, Foulcher and Skrzynecki, offered
something n e w to the very establishment-oriented group of poets already familiar to 2 Unit
General (and 2/3 Unit (Related)) candidates and their teachers. The list however is not
long, and it does not replace existing Prescribed poets but only supplements them.
Frequently this has meant that familiar poets are perceived as a 'safer' option for study than
the new w h o present the challenge of original research and interpretation. A perusal of
Examiners' Reports over the last ten years or so 18 shows that the great majority of H S C
candidates studied prescribed poets w h o m they, and their teachers, were used to; those
whose literary reputation was firmly established within the conventions of Cambridge
English/New Critical teaching; and those w h o were undisputedly positioned in the tradition
of either representing one of the so-called literary eras' of the poetry of England, or 'highbrow' Australian poetry which was judged by equally esoteric standards.

HSC Drama

As in the Novel and Poetry components of the set texts, there is from 1967 to 1995 a
considerable overlap of D r a m a texts between 2 and 3 Unit courses.

In fact, John
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Osborne's Look Back in Anger and Hall and Waterhouse's Billy Liar are the only plays
studied uniquely in 2 Unit for this entire period. There are eleven Dramatists whose works
have dominated this overlap, their plays each appearing more than four times since 1967.
These are the core Dramatists. They are:

Shakespeare (29 years) Harold Pinter (8 years)
Arthur Miller (16 years)

T o m Stoppard (7 years)

G.B. S h a w (15 years)

T.S. Eliot (6 years)

Sophocles (12 years)

Dylan T h o m a s (6 years)

Edward Albee (10 years)

Michael G o w (6 years)
Ray Lawler (5 years)

Like their novelist counterparts these playwrights mainly represent establishment w
their works appearing in most 'sandstone' university English courses. The list gives
preference to Sophocles, Shakespeare and Shaw

as historically significant and

representative playwrights, with others selected as 'the best' of m o d e m British, American
and Australian writers.
Again like the novelist list, plays that are 'peripheral' to this 'core' are generally more
diverse and exploratory. Here there is some suggestion of a range of historical eras and
cultural backgrounds, including Marlowe' Doctor Faustus, Oliver Goldsmith's She Stoops
to Conquer, Brecht's The Caucasian Chalk Circle and Beckett's Waiting for Godot, as
well as some controversial contemporary plays, including Alexander Buzo's Norm
Ahmed

and

and Rooted, Peter Shaffer's Equus, David Williamson's The Club and Jack

Hibberd's A Stretch of the Imagination. But still there is little translated drama (for
instance, there is no Ibsen, Chekhov, Ionesco or Pirandello), nor are there single-act plays,
radio plays (an exception being Dylan Thomas' Under Milkwood), film and video scripts.
There are twelve playwrights whose works appear in 3 Unit only, and within this list
some reflection of contemporary cultural and social sensibility is found. These dramatists
are:
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Blair

MacLeish

Esson

Mddleton

Fugard

Pownall

Hewett

Toumeur

Hutchinson

Webster

Keneally

White

Because the 3 Unit course operates as a number of electives from which students usually
study two, some of these playwrights are included on the basis of their connection
elective 'theme' rather than their possible relevance to contemporary literary and
social issues. Thus for instance, from 1990 to 1992 Christopher Marlowe {Doctor
Faustus) and John Webster {The Duchess ofMalfi) were included as representative of
Elizabethan drama elective; as were Thomas Middleton and William Rowley {The
Changeling) and Cyril Toumeur {The Revenge Tragedy) selected as part of Revenge

Tragedy in 1993. Nevertheless, almost every year from 1983 to 1995 3 Unit offered e
Contemporary Australian drama or Modem drama and within this broad framework
students might elect texts from the following:

Contemporary Australian drama
David Williamson, The Removalists
Ron Blair, The Christian Brothers
George Hutchinson, No Room for Dreamers
Thomas Keneally, Bullie's House
Dorothy Hewett, The Chapel Perilous
Patrick White, Signal Driver
Louis Esson, The Time is Not Yet Ripe
John Romeril, The Floating World
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M o d e m drama
Caryl Churchill, Top Girls
Tom Stoppard, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead
Athol Fugard, Master Harold and the Boys
Archibald MacLeish, J.B.
Samuel Beckett, Waiting for Godot
Jack Hibberd, A Stretch of the Imagination
David Pownall, Master Class

Some of these texts have broken new ground in theatrical genre to become classics
own right, such as Beckett's Waiting for Godot and Stoppard's Rosencrantz and

Guildenstern are Dead; some have proved radical in their broaching of socially tab

subjects, such as Ron Blair's The Christian Brothers (a critical examination of pr

inside a Christian Brothers' Catholic high-school) or David Williamson's The Remov

(an study of the mythology of Australian mateship); while others have directly cha

aspects of our cultural sensitivity, as in the case of the role of women in histo
Churchill's Top Girls) or our awareness of politically oppressive regimes (Athol

Master Harold and the Boys). Ii there is a cutting-edge of literary awareness in t

prescribed reading list it is probably here, in the 3 Unit Drama elective, where t
not just 'well crafted' in the mode applauded by New Criticism, but are selected

contemporaneity, non-elitist values and potentially non-traditional treatment Thr
the whole history of the HSC, specialist drama has consistently offered the most

imaginative, challenging and ground-breaking choices for study, choices which whil
themselves are 'peripheral' to the 'core' works of Shakespeare, Miller, Shaw, et.

nevertheless choices which stand as a genuine alternatives to those texts traditi

privileged by Leavisism/New Criticism. Perhaps this is not surprising, given that

rise of Romanticism formalist criticism of literature has valued poetry and novel

aesthetically 'superior' to drama. This has meant that the role of drama in genera
more expansive and experimental than the other literary genres.
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Given that 2 Unit General is largely intended for students w h o are not interested in
pursuing English as a major post-secondary school subject, it is difficult to understand
w h y there is only a relatively small number of playwrights (thirty-one) offered for study
from 1967 to 1996 and w h y those that are offered, repeat so closely the conservative list of
the 2 and 3 Unit courses. Shakespeare, for example, is again offered every year for 2 Unit
General candidates, while Arthur Miller is represented twenty-seven of the twenty-nine
years, George Bernard S h a w fifteen years, David Williamson eleven, Seymour ten, Davis
nine and Peter K e n n a eight

T h e remaining playwrights —

altogether twenty-four in

number — have been represented for short periods of time only (three or four years at the
most), and their plays appear to have been selected on the basis of their appropriateness to
particular 'themes' or 'issues'. O n e

explanation is that Topic Area study of the 2 Unit

General Syllabus w a s felt to be sufficiently radical to encourage a 'consolidation' of
traditional education in more purely literary areas. This seems an unnecessarily restrictive
manner of controlling texts and choices. Nevertheless, the evidence shows that unlike its 3
Unit generic companion, 2 Unit General D r a m a throughout the period offered a diet of
predominantly mainstream texts.

Conclusions

An assessment of all the prescribed texts in HSC Novels, Poetry and Drama leads to a
number of key generalities.
First, a 'core'/'peripheral' paradigm operates in the lists. In this, a body of enduring texts
(or authors) called the 'core'textsoccupies the central position; these have been firmly
sanctioned by Cambridge English/ N e w Critical criticism and critics. Supplementing or
encircling the core are clusters of 'peripheral' texts (and authors) which, presumably,
because they are of lesser' quality don't remain very long on the list but disappear without
trace after three of four years or so.
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Second, part of the 'core' group of texts are those that might be considered 'historic' or
'period piece' 'classics', such as (from D r a m a ) Greek tragedy, the Gothic M o d e , the
Revenge Tragedy or Elizabethan drama. These works are offered to the most competent
Senior high school English students as further preparation to traditional English courses
that ran in N S W universities. Again they reflect a heritage of Cambridge English/New
Criticism values and standards.
Third, because 'peripheral' texts are not part of the ongoing H S C canon they often
express an attempt by those selecting the texts to explore some social/cultural/political
sensibilities and verisimilitudes relevant to our time. This is the case of those Novels and
Plays that appeared during the early 1990s in the 'modemfiction','the 'saga' form in
Australian fiction', the N e w Voices electives and in the Contemporary Australian and
M o d e m D r a m a electives. T h e appearance of other 'peripheral' texts is often linked to the
mandatory study of specific themes or issues in the 2 Unit General course. Thus for
example, s o m e Feminist or Aboriginal writing m a y be included as a Topic Area study.
Fourth, comparing those prescribed texts offered 2 and 3 Unit students with those
offered to 2 Unit General candidates, it seems generally true to say that while the latter,
particularly in the Novels and Poems, are more diverse and 'relevant' — in the sense that
they attempt to relate to issues in the contemporary world — they are, from the point of
view of establishment literary 'standards' and university entrance to English courses, less
'challenging' than their 2/3 Unit (Related) counterparts, and usually more stereotypically
oriented in terms of the contents' characterisation and thematic treatment This is not to say
that for high school students they are any less interesting. A criticism w e can m a k e about
them however, is that their number and diversity might be increased from what it has been
in the past. Furthermore, 2/3 Unit texts could also be diversified, providing scope well
beyond the narrow selection of 'classics'.
N e x t comparing the three genres, D r a m a choices, especially 3 Unit, are most at the
literary cutting edge, Poetry is the most conservative, and Novels somewhere in between.
Because numerically more novels than plays and poets have been offered over the past
thirty years, it is probably fair to say that this in itself explains the place of Novels in the
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middle of this spectrum. In other words, the large Novel list has created, inevitably, a
broader range of choices. All this speaks of the status of novels, poetry and drama within
establishment views of literature in general, a picture that complies with the post-Romantic,
essentialist notion of literary evaluation, one that was reinforced by Leavis and his
followers and later, N e w Critics.
Finally, against the lists can be levelled a gamut of criticisms. There is no writing in
translation (except for a couple of plays); there is very little (in translation) from nonEnglish European, Asian or other overseas sources, and no poets from non-English
speaking backgrounds appear; there is very little minority, indigenous or fringe-group
writings; n o writing from Ancient civilisations appears (an exception is Greek tragedy);
there are n o texts from the media (such as film and video fictions and their written texts);
there are n o factual texts (such as auto/biography, social, leisure and community texts); and
there is minimal recognition of Science Fiction, Thriller or 'popular' writing and authors.
F r o m 1965 to 1995 the H S C prescribed reading lists have marginalised developments that
were occurring in our culture as a whole and in contemporary critical theory specifically.
The influence of Cambridge English/New Criticism heavily overshadowed most pragmatic
and ideological challenges and changes.
All this points to the highly restrictive effects of institutional interests and practices
operating on Senior English education in N S W over the past thirty years. In so doing it
reveals underlying implied discourses of literature' and literary education', relating these to
a general set of ideological assumptions about nation, culture and class and identity.
Although the w a y in which texts are studied can vary from formal-elitist to social-radical,
the kind of selections of texts and the 'repeatability factor' for an examinable syllabus,
predisposes reading to a narrow, canonical w a y of apprehending literature.
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CHAPTER 7. HSC ENGLISH EXAMINATION
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Introduction

As well as the English Syllabus Committee, the syllabi and the prescribed texts
themselves, the final public high school examination in English — the HSC English exam
— has added to the discursive-ideological complex of Senior English. In many ways this

exam has operated as a 'disciplinary technology', in Foucault's sense, meaning that it ha
functioned as a training and coercive technique of power. In Discipline and Punish1
Foucault describes how disciplinary power is achieved through three mechanisms —
hierarchical observation (modelled on Jeremy Bentham's Panopticon); normalising

judgement, which punishes non-conformity; and examination, which classifies, collates and

assesses individuals. These devices are evident in the prescribed texts, their traditiona

associated pedagogical practices, and in the function of the final English exam. For this
exam is the outcome of students' continuous surveillance and school assessment over two,
and perhaps six, years of compulsory education. It acts as a filter for higher learning,
punishing those who fail' the system and rewarding those who conform. It homogenises

modes of reading, privileging those literary strategies sanctioned by the state in the sy
and elsewhere, and, by assigning grades, it judges performances according to authorised
criteria. John Stephens, Chairperson of the 1991 HSC English Examination Committee,

says that '[w]hen visiting marking centres last year, I was frequently reminded by marker
that the exam papers were read as the latest version of the syllabus'.2

The exam system also serves as a disciplinary constraint on the practices of English, and

in so doing, produces a distinctive level of meaning for 'English'. Syllabus decisions ar
enacted within a context irrespective of what planners' intentions might be. Teachers,
students, parents and the community ask, for example, Teaching for what?', or, 'To what
end does Senior English lead?' — questions which are most immediately answered by, 'to
pass the HSC exam.' The exam, then, shapes the meaning of English in a particular way
— a way which sometimes confirms general assumptions about the meaning of formal
English teaching, and sometimes is at odds with these assumptions. The following
analysis hopes to shed light on what this meaning is. It comprises a discussion of the
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Responses to Literature sections in the 2/3 Unit examination papers from 1980 to 1989
(inclusive). Its aims are to identify the kinds of responses to questions required of

students, and to ascertain the criteria used by official assessors in grading these r

Its is hoped that in fulfilling these goals it will further establish how Senior Engl
heavily on the official production of knowledge and identity.

The study is indebted particularly to two pieces of research: Dr. Izabel Soliman's pap

'What Kinds of Responses to Literature Do Examinations Require?'3 published in 1991 in

association with her fellow researchers at the University of New England4 and Dr. Pete
Freebody's presentation notes based on papers given to the Systemics Conference,
Geelong, January, 1990 and the Language in Education Workshop, Wollongong,

November, 1990, Inventing Cultural-Capitalist Distinctions in the Setting and Assessm

of HSC Papers'5. Except for these works, the author is unaware of other studies direct

related to this area of the English curriculum, although other research indirectly pe

it6 and earlier investigations have shown the powerful influence of the HSC exams on t
content of subjects taught at Senior level and on pedagogical practices throughout
secondary education as a whole.7
The roles played by the HSC English Examination Committee and the HSC
Examination Committee Reports Committee are crucial in this discussion. The first of

these sets the HSC English exam papers, thereby indicating, to a large extent the kind
responses required of students. From 1980 to 1989 this organisation constituted six
members, half of whom were practising secondary teachers and half were from tertiary
institutions. There was a large turn-over of Committee membership, it being rare for

anybody to stay on for more than two years. Significantly, the influence of the Englis
Syllabus Committee is again evident at this level of educational control. It annually
nominated three of the six Examination Committee appointees. Thus, those
understandings of English within the English Syllabus Committee directly inform the
examination-setting structure.
The other body is the HSC Examination Committee Reports Committee, which
publishes, at the beginning of the year following the HSC exam, a detailed review of
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students' responses to e x a m questions. These documents - Examiners' Reports - feed
back to the Department of Education the appropriateness and suitability of the questions
set by the Examination Committee, and difficulties, both specific and general, encountered
by students in answering them. They also communicate to the public and the teaching
profession about the nature of the examiners' expectations and the standards of the
candidature. It is these documents that this study explores in some detail for what they
reveal about what constitutes desirable H S C English language and performance in 2/3 Unit
literature questions.
The years 1980 to 1989 have been selected for particular attention since they represent a
considerably large sample of exams from the middle years of our thirty-year study. The
2/3 Unit course has been selected because its focus is mainly the study of literature (2 Unit
[General] has a Topic Area section in place of one of the 2/3 Unit [Related's] literature
questions) and because of the study of literarytextsc o m m o n to both 2 and 3 Unit Also,
there is some overlap between this study and the work of Soliman and Freebody. This
enables us to critique the findings of these papers in the light of a wider sample.
Finally, acknowledgment must be m a d e of the problematics involved in analysing H S C
English examination questions and answers. Examiners are faced, for example, with the
impossible task of devising questions that completely determine consistency in student
response. They also use marking criteria which frequently varies both from question to
question and even within a range of answers to a single question. Factors such as these
create difficulty for the researcher.

In s o m e cases, for example, it is unclear what

understandings and skills exam questions are hoping to elicit from students. In other
cases, students' responses to questions differ from those anticipated by examiners, such
questions sometimes being later relegated to a 'bad questions' category.
Yet another methodological consideration occurs at the assessment end of this process.
Here, assessors might give credit for answers, but the criteria by which they do so have not
stated overfly. In other words, despite official guidelines for assessment, assessors are not
without their o w n individual tastes in marking.

In this regard, Freebody notes that

assessment criteria are not applied consistently or evenly:
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It is slipperiness and unevenness that is, in a sense at the core of the
assessment problem....As literacy standards increase, and as teachers become
efficient in passing on the particular demands of the examination in any
particular subject the grounds for discrimination must shift, precisely
because the discrimination needs to be m a d e and the spread of scores needs
to be comparable from year to year.

A n y critique of schooling and

assessment based on the explicit analysis and transmission of particular
discourse domains needs to face the problem of increasingly imprecise
cultural demands that are placed on students and teachers....8

Despite all this however, it is nevertheless possible to establish some general guidelin
and practices that allow analysis and at least tentative conclusions. These, along with the
criteria used to calculate students' grades, and official indications of assessors' expectations
and attitudes, help form an understanding of what general meaning of English is
constructed by the H S C exam system.

Responses Required of Students

In their Elements of Writing about a Literary Work: A Study of Response to
Literature9, Purves and Rippere specify four categories into which written responses to
literature can be grouped. These are termed Engagement, Perception, Interpretation and
Evaluation.10 W e can use these same categories to graph key features of assessors'
requirements of students in the latter's responses to H S C English exams. In this study,
following Soliman's earlier work, this can be done using two methods. First, the wording
of the exam questions is interrogated. Here, the 2/3 Unit Responses to Literature - i.e.
Paper 2.: Poetry-Fiction-Drama - exam questions from 1980 to 1989 are systematically
analysed, each aspect of the question allotted a score on the Purves and Rippere
classification matrix. The second method, which checks against the first, is a careful
examination of the Examiners' Report on each question. This confirms, or modifies, the
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accuracy of our earlier determination. Thus, putting these methods together, a profile is
constructed of what responses are required of students in literature exam questions.
By Engagement Purves and Rippere mean how the student articulates his/her subjective
experience of the text. This means how the student empathises with characters and

situations, what relevance to his/her own life the student discovers from the text's conte
and what moral reaction the student forms to the text Engagement is divided into the subcategories Engagement General, Reaction to Literature, Reaction to Form and Reaction to
Content each of which is further broken into coded elements. This procedure is followed
in all categories. By Perception is understood a formal analysis and discussion the

student makes of the text's content and structure, its characters, setting, plot and themes
and aspects of its language. The sub-categories of Perception are Perception General,
Language, Literary Devices, Content Relation of Technique to Content, Structure, Tone,

Literary Classification and Contextual Classification. Interpretation suggests the meaning
the student gleans from the work, the sense s/he makes of it and the inferences drawn.

This is expressed in a relatively dispassionate, personal way, but it is meant to go beyond

such bald statements as, 'I just like it', or, 'I think it is good'. Interpretation sub-ca
are Interpretation General, Interpretation of Style, Interpretation of Content Mimetic

Interpretation, Typological Interpretation and Hortatory Interpretation. Evaluation refers
students' statements of summary judgement of the text, in terms of aesthetic, ethical,

psychological or other holistic criteria. Evaluation sub-categories are Evaluation General
Affective Evaluation, Evaluation of Method and Evaluation of Author's Vision.
Purves and Rippere provide a detailed discussion of these understandings. Under the
category Interpretation, for instance, subcategory Interpretation General, and element

'Citation of stance' (code 301) they say: this element refers to the writer's indication of
his/her interpretative 'modus operandi": e.g. 'When I read a poem I always look for hidden
meanings.'11 For our purpose, we translate this element to refer to whether or not the exam
question is attempting to elicit from the examinee a particular 'modus operandi*; e.g. the
question might ask: 'When you read a poem is there anything that you generally look for?'
The Appendix (APPENDIX 10.) provides a summary of the categories, subcategories and
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coded elements in Purves and Rippere's matrix for classifying elements of writing about a
literary work.
Every year from 1980 to 1989 candidates answered three from approximately twentyfive questions set in the Responses to Literature section of H S C English — twenty-five
being equivalent incidentally, to the number of prescribed texts set for study in 2/3 Unit.
These have been checked against the corresponding remarks in the Examiners' Report.
Three examples, one from each of the Poetry, Fiction and D r a m a parts, might serve to
illustrate this methodological process.
In the 1986 exam, the first Poetry question asks:

1. Chaucer.
Y o u will find below two passages from Chaucer.
Passage (a) is taken from the Wife of Bath's Prologue.
Passage (b) is taken from the Wife of Bath's Tale.
Choose one of these passages.
S h o w in what ways the passage you choose is characteristic of the
ideas, attitudes and tones of either the Wife of Bath's Prologue or her
Tale.12

The student's task therefore, is basically a logistical one: ideas, attitudes and tone
passage must be located, then these must be related to the whole text. T h e first of these
procedures entail elements 231 (subject matter), 265 (illusion) and 261 (description of
tone) and the second, element 252 (relation of parts to the whole).

Hements 223

(imagery), 2 2 7 (irony) and 229 (perspective) must also be included since the Examiners'
Report indicated that 'Weaker candidates did not show that they had grasped the shifts
in...the imagery, irony and humour.'13 Also, the question assumes an understanding of the
meaning of 'ideas', 'attitudes' and 'tones', and a detailed familiarity with at least one text
since the Report commented that 'better candidates...were able to quote accurately and
effectively from sections of both the Prologue and the Tale other than those printed in the
examination paper.' Finally, marks were credited for examinees' contextual classification
of the p o e m s - elements 2 8 4 (intentional) and 2 8 5 (historical) - the Examiners' Report
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stating that 'Candidates...should be reminded that 20th century attitudes do not necessarily

apply to narratives written 600 years ago.' It is assumed that students will not query the
point that the passages do, in fact contain features that are to be found in the poems.
What this amounts to is that in this question students are tested only within the
Perception category; that is, they are asked only for a formal analysis and discussion of
different aspects of the text — they might discuss its use of imagery, irony, perspective

(point-of-view), its subject matter, plot and tone, and its historical context. They are n

required to write about their subjective experience of the text {Engagement), what meaning
they might discover in it {Interpretation) or what judgement they make of it as a whole
{Evaluation). What is being assessed here then, is textual knowledge and knowledge of

literary techniques. 'English', in other words, is constructed by this question as knowled

of the formal aspects of literature, and in particular what the Examiners' Reports refer t
familiarity with the text'.
The first Fiction question asks:

9. Emma.
W h a t uses does Jane Austen m a k e of the role of Jane Fairfax in

Emmafl

This question requires three focuses in its answer, one discussing characterisation —

elements 233 (character identification and description) and 234 (character relationships)
one describing structure - element 253 (plot) - and one examining the novel as social
commentary - element 240 (relation of technique to content) -the Report remarked that
'...the best answers...saw Jane's "uses" as more than being simply a foil to Emma. They
commented on social criticism conveyed by Jane's character and situation, and...compared

Jane to other characters...'14 It alluded too, to Austen's stylistic achievement: There was
tendency to make black-and white comparisons that underestimated the subtlety and irony
of the novel.' This is noted as element 220 (literary devices).
W e can say that this question then, like that o n Chaucer, focuses heavily on discussion
and formal textual analysis - element 220 covers literary devices in general, 233 and 234
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are to do with textual characterisation and character relationships, 240 is h o w literary
techniques relates to content (in this case it is assumed that the novel will be read in the
Leavisite m o d e as social commentary), and 253 refers to plot W e can notice too, that in
answer to both questions the student is expected to discuss the use of irony —

noted

specifically in the Chaucer question as element 227, and as a more generaltextualfeature
in Emma,

as element 220. T h e significance of this is that it suggests a literary value

frequently pursued by N e w Critical practices; the study of 'irony' suggests membership of
'the literary club' as validation.
T h e first D r a m a question is:

19. Kino> Henrv TV. Part One.
In what ways do you think Prince Hal's relationships with the King,
with Hotspur, and with Falstaff m a k e clear the main concerns of King
Henry TV, Part One1}

Like the other questions, this one also requires the location of specific textual featu
in this case annotated as element 2 3 4 (character relations) - and their translation to a
general understanding of the wider text -

elements 220 (literary devices), 231 (subject

matter), 232 (action) and 2 5 2 (relation of parts to whole). Again there is an assumption
that students will not challenge the premise that particulars -

in this case Hal's

relationships with the King, Hotspur and Falstaff - are, in fact to be found in the whole
- King Henry TV, Part One. Examinees must simply show all the 'ways' that this is the
case. This is amplified in the Report's comment that 'Weaker candidates did not deal with
all the terms of the question, and in particular did not deal adequately with Prince Hal's
relationship with the King.'15 There is too, an emphasis on the importance of literary
characterisation and relationships - this is the case not only in the other two questions but
in the anticipated reading of Emma.
These questions imply, then, a humanist and referential reading behaviour and a mastery
of technical knowledge to produce such a reading. They assume a body of responses that
are 'true', while ostensibly allowing for neutrality and openmindedness.
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Following this procedure, over one-hundred-and-fifty such analyses have then been
plotted to form the following bar graph. O n it the horizontal axis represents Purves and
Rippere's codified elements, placing them in twenty-four sub-categories and four main
categories. T h e vertical axis indicates the total number of responses -

that is, the

frequency in which elements occurred in exam questions. These have been rounded up or
d o w n to the nearest factor of five.

Discussion of Findings

In this study there is an overwhelming number of responses (69%) in the category of
Perception. In broad terms, this means that the great majority of exam questions required
that students analyse, as impersonally and objectively as they could, formal aspects of
literarytexts,such as content, structure and language. M u c h lesser scope was provided for
students to express their subjective experiences of a text or discuss the general sense they
m a d e of it or express their personal assessment. T h e restrictive reading regime implied by
the questions, in other words, precluded writing that was versed in reader response, Marxist
or feminist theories, for example.

Answering questions is conceived as a sort of

engineering strategy, or to use Soliman's metaphor, it is legalistic:

The examination papers emphasise 'close reference', 'detailed discussion',
'illustrating with specific example', 'referring to specific episodes', supporting,
justifying, providing evidence for one's comments which direct students to
recall the content of the works and to support or refute interpretations or
evaluations already provided in the questions. A legalistic, 'arguing the case'
type of writing is encouraged.16

Syllabi rhetoric concerning the value of 'personal response', the importance of a text's
'overall meaning' and the development of textually-based 'critical assessment' was not
translated into m a n y aspects of e x a m questioning. Rather, the exam called into being the
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sort of student w h o w a s adept at recalling the text's content and construing an answer that
met the logistical requirements of the question.
Within Perception, the sub-category receiving the most responses is the 230s,
Perception of Content. This includes questions, or their parts, which require students to
identify and describe such elements as the subject matter —

or ideas —

within a text

characters and their relationships, and the physical and temporal context which is conveyed
in a text This means that most questions require a discussion oftexts'characters, settings
and themes — features of a humanist/formalist reading. T h e next two most emphasised
sub-categories are the 250s, Perception of a Text's Structure, and the 260s, Perception of
Tone. T h e elements that comprise these are atext'sorganisation, the relationship between
its parts, framing, allegorical references, etc, and its mood, use of illusions and image
patterns, and its author's attitude and point of view, etc.. Questions about Structure are
often expressed as the relationship of part of a text — sometimes quoted — to the whole.
This is the case in the three questions analysed above. Questions about Tone attempt to
elicit students' understanding of atext'satmosphere, attitude and orientation to subject and
their assessment of authorial approach — as 'positive' or 'negative', 'empathetic', 'detached'
etc..
Sub-categories 220s, Perception of Literary Devices, and 240s, the Relation of
Technique to Content registered an equally high number of responses. Both refer to the
use of language. T h efirstasks for identification of specific poetic devices — for example,
'Discuss the use of imagery...', or 'What literary techniques are used by the author to
convey his/her sense of m o o d in this work?' T h e second anticipates responses that link the
use of language to subject matter, plot characterisation and setting, rather than to, say,
authorial register or point of view. Questions of this kind are 'How does the author's
description of the setting add to the effect of a text?' and 'What is the significance of the
varying use of poetic and prosaic language in this text?'.
T h e remaining responses in the Perception category are 210s, Language, 270s, Literary
Classification, and 280s, Contextual Classification. T h efirstof these refers to morphology
and typography, syntax, sound and sound patterns, diction, etymology and dialect
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Questions that refer to these elements usually pertain to drama, where they require the
examinee to discuss a passage, or a particular character's language, in terms of these

linguistic features, as well as content, structure or meaning. The latter two sub-categori
indicate classification either genericaUy or historically. In the Chaucer question above,
instance, the examiners' expectation that candidates be familiar with attitudes prevalent
Chaucer's time, is classified as intentional (284) and historical (285) contextuality.
After Perception, the category Evaluation is elicited next most frequently by exam
questions (14%), though much less than Perception. Responses were registered in the
sub-categories 410s, Affective Evaluation, 420s, Evaluation of Method, and 430s,

Evaluation of Author's Vision. This result indicates that there is very limited opportunity
indeed for students to express an overview of the text or to make statements of judgement

about it in terms of aesthetics, morality, psychology or any other embracing criterion. The
mode of judgement Evaluation of Method, is the most frequently occurring in the
Evaluation. This covers questions that require students to assess a work's formal

organisation; consistent use of register, point-of-view and voice; generic identification;
its adequacy in relation to the inferred intention of the author. These, it must be noted,
not necessarily expressions of the student's own opinion or private response. Rather, like

the questions in the Perception category, they are referential. They again preserve the ide
of impersonal 'scientific' or 'moral' codes of evaluation.
The categories Interpretation (8% of responses), Miscellaneous (5%) and Engagement
(4%) register the least frequent responses of all. Under Interpretation are recorded those
instances where students are expected to provide responses which ascribe meaning, motive

or significance to a text in terms of its author's intent or the way characters are portray

These questions ask directly for an interpretative view of a text which is to be substanti
with appropriate sourcing and contextualisation. Miscellaneous covers those questions
which assume some acquaintanceship with writers or texts not specifically mentioned in

the syllabi, or those where examinees are expected to discuss in a lateral way unprescribed
ideas and material. Questions of this nature are usually reserved for 3 Unit (Additional)
candidates. And finally, Engagement questions require students to express their subjective
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experiences of texts, usually as a reaction to an issue raised in the text or to a point of view
taken by the author.
T h e sub-categories in which no responses are recorded are 130s, Reaction to Content
200s, Perception in General, 300s, Interpretation in General, 330s, Mimetic Interpretation,
350s, Hortatory Interpretation and 400, General Evaluation. This indicates that on the
whole, very few exam questions expected students to express their subjective reaction to a
text's overall content, or their personal commitment to —

or disassociation from — it

(130s), their interpretative analysis of a work in general (200s), or their overall judgment of
its form, message or effect (400). Also lacking were m a n y questions relating to textual
meaning, referring either to the text as a whole (300s), as in some w a y mirroring the world
(330s), or as suggesting what should be the nature of things, socially, politically or
ethically (350s).
These findings are very similar to Soliman's, which in summary were: 7 9 % of responses
were in the Perception category, 9 % were Evaluation, 1 2 % were Interpretation, 0 % were
Engagement and 0 % were Miscellaneous. In other words, the general shape of the larger
sample —

Perception, 6 9 % ; Evaluation, 1 4 % , Interpretation, 8 % ; Engagement,

Miscellaneous, 5%

4%;

— replicates fairly closely Soliman's graph of the profile of student

responses to the two 2 Unit H S C exam papers sat in 1980. This suggests that exam
questions for 2/3 Unit candidates did not change in their expectations during the decade of
the 1980s. T h e implication of this is that for at least literature questions, the kind of
reading strategies which influenced examiners did not alter either. These strategies were
fundamentally from N e w Critical and Leavisite sources. They showed no appreciation of
reader response theories, but reflected humanist and referential reading regimes. In this,
they reinforced that formalist notion of 'English' cultivated elsewhere in the high-school
curriculum.
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Grading Students' Responses: Official Criteria

The second aspect of the HSC English Examination this study explores is the criteria by
which students' responses are assessed. There are two key focus areas to this. T h efirstis
the official grading criteria referred to and outlined in different syllabi and other
Department of Education documents. While in the Examiners' Reports for 2/3 Unit
English between 1980 and 1989 no such criteria were overtly articulated, it was,
nevertheless, thoroughly understood by official markers that examinees were to be
assessed along strict guidelines —

this was m a d e clear by the Board of Studies at

preliminary H S C marking sessions of Senior Assessment Markers and their subordinate
Teacher Markers. Only after 1990 were these criteria published in full in the annual
Examination Reports. It is from this source that w e can construct a picture of the official
assessment criteria.
For each of the Poetry, Fiction and D r a m a questions a new set of marking criteria was
established, based on an initial sample reading of completed papers. Responses were then
scaled from 0 to 15 and as a range of five grades, A to E. Taking the three different sets
of criteria throughout the 1980s together, it is possible to generalise about the scaling as a
whole. T h e following is a summation of the main comments.

A Range 15, 14 13 - We-U Above Average
* display of insights and engagement
* sophistication and flair
* clear,fluent,coherent style
* well-developed, sustained discussion and structure
* effective and extensive use of quotations
* excellent understanding of the text
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B Range 12.11.10 — Above Average
* may be plodding in thoroughness
* laboured and/or lacking in flair and style
* articulate and competent use of language
* confident control of argument
* selectivity in choice of support material
* good understanding of the text
C Range 9.8.7. — Average
* may be simplistic or too black-and-white
* lacks selectivity and focus may drift
* competent expression and generally balanced argument
* some preoccupation with outlining narrative or characterisation
* quotations may not be clinching, nor directly relevant
* demonstrates a reasonable knowledge of the text
D Range 6,54. — Below Average
* often simplistic, pedestrian or verbose and irrelevant
* contains inaccuracies and misunderstandings
* discussion is likely to be vague and imbalanced
* often depends on story-telling approach
* poorly supported arguments
* limited understanding of text or textual inaccuracies
R Range 32 1 0 -Well Below Average
* outpouring rather than observation
* very tenuous or no link to the question
* complete irrelevancy and inaccuracy
*poor expression and inadequate treatment
* very poor selectivity or no focus
* poor or limited knowledge of text
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H o w does this official set of marking criteria measure against the responses required by
students, as indicated as Purves and Rippere's elements?

In other words, what is the

relationship between the scaling guidelines by which students are assessed and the type of
responses they are expected to m a k e in order to gain m a x i m u m marks?
First w e can see an obvious disparity between what is called for in exam questions and
what is, in fact expected in responses. O n e of the features of an A Range response, for
instance, is that it displays 'insights and engagement', neither of which are suggested —
overtly or inferentially —

in e x a m questions.

Practising this kind of response is

encouraged, presumably, in schools as 'class-based skills' rather than purely 'text
preparation'.
Second, w e can note that questions in Purves and Rippere's Perception and Evaluation
categories comprise the bulk of criteria for which marks are awarded. That is to say,
despite the above-mentioned exception, there is very high consistency in what is hoped to
be elicited from students and what is rewarded. Student essays with 'well-developed,
sustained discussion and structure', 'effective and extensive use of quotations', 'excellent
understanding of thetext','confident control of argument', and 'selectivity in choice of
support material' achieve m u c h higher grades than those with a 'story-telling approach',
'poorly supported arguments', limited understanding of text or textual inaccuracies', 'poor
expression and inadequate treatment', 'very poor selectivity or no focus' and 'poor or limited
knowledge of text' Indeed, it can be hypothesised from this data that writing that displays
characteristics of reader response theory — e.g. a free (or multi) reading of the text; private
response based on projection/identification/intuition; or response modelled on a political
reading strategy — will not score as well as that based on conventional reading regimes, by
which is meant here, those stemming from Cambridge English and N e w Critical theoretic
and critical positions.
A third factor is evident too. This is what Freebody, following Bourdieu, refers to as
distinctions based upon students' 'cultural capital'. While these are not measured in the
Purves and Rippere matrix they c o m e through very clearly in the Examiners' Reports,
where they are articulated as, for instance, 'sophistication and flair', 'may be plodding in
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thoroughness', laboured and/or lacking in flair and style', 'often simplistic', 'pedestrian or
verbose' and 'outpouring rather than observation'. A s a generality, w e can say that a good
workmanlike analysis of the text is not enough to attain a high grade; sophistication and
flair, and controlled but stylish writing is called for. These features m a y well be the
deciding factor in grading.

Grading Students' Responses; 'Cultural Capital' Distinctions

Freebody17 analyses examiners' comments on large sample of students' responses to
the 'Reading', 'Writing' and 'Responses to Literature' sections of H S C English exams
between 1980 and 1987.

H e looks at the criteria by which examiners make their

assessment. H e groups the examiners' perceptions of students' work into four bi-polar
dimensions: 'flair versus diligence'; 'personal versus conventional responses'; 'enthusiasm
versus detachment'; and 'cultural versus textual knowledge'. Within these dimensions he
cites specific comments from the Examiners' Reports.

S o m e examples of this

categorisation and their accompanying comments are:

(i) Flair versus diligence
A number of candidates wrote with considerable flair, style and
imagination. (1980, Language Use)
This question attracted solid rather than adventurous responses. (1980,
Tess of the d'Urbervilles)
M a n y responses were fresh and praiseworthy. (1985, Topic Areas)
Answers were always well informed, but also rather pedestrian and
dutiful. (1982, General Comments)

At one end of this dimension assessors credited students' lightness of touch' in writ
and their fluency, elegance and sophistication; at the other end, 'solid', 'pedestrian' and
'dutiful' writing, was penalised. Controlled but stylish language, in other words, was
viewed more favourably than thorough analysis.
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(ii) Personal versus conventional responses
T h e ideal goal, of course, is the evolution of a comprehensive, valid,
thoughtful and personal response to the issues raised...a mature
individual response. (1985, Topic Area)
Less good answers plodded through the narrative from beginning to
end, or responded subjectively rather than critically. (1981, My Brother
Jack)
The best answers gave evidence of a genuine and spontaneous response
to the poem. (1982, Poetry)
[These responses] rather make one wonder h o w perceptive the authors
were, h o w far they had progressed towards the kind of 'individual'
response which the syllabus seeks to encourage. (1985, Jane Austen,
Fiction)

As already noted, what is expected in exam answers as 'personal', 'spontaneous' and
'individual' responses which show 'engagement', is not what is called for in questioning.
Another contradiction highlighted in this dimension is that in a mass education system,
'conventional' responses do not score well. While there is a uniformity of reading regimes
that runs through syllabi directives, classroom practices and the examination system,
individuality seems to be encouraged in exams.

(iii) Enthusiasm versus detachment
A sense of freshness and engagement seems to be largely missing.
(1982, John Donne)
T o o strong an emphasis on 'individual response' m a y tend to encourage
naive attitudes of approval or disapproval rather than answers based of
thinking. (1984, General Comments)
The better candidates showed a pleasing enthusiasm for Chaucer.
(1986, Poetry)
Poor answers...made superficial judgements about right and wrong.
(1982, Washington Square)
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Here, 'better' students are expected not just to k n o w their texts but to like them too. This
dimension points to the interpellative and consensual nature of the system that surrounds
the teaching of Senior English.

(iv) Cultural versus textual knowledge
T h e best answers...explored the ideas of moral power and integrity.
(1982, The Crucible)
[Poor responses] displayed moralising on the position of the aborigine
in 1980. (1980, The Chant ofJimmie Blacksmith)
Ideas underlying this play, such as the plight of the individual, isolation,
lack of intensity, were beyond all but the strong candidate. (1980,
Waiting for Godot)
C o m m e n t s on 'the general lifestyle of the poet' were frequently
censorious, projective and dogmatic. (1981, General Poetry)

In this dimension students who encompass holistic approaches to cultural issues, and
display knowledge of broader moral themes affecting society, scored better than those
whose remarks are as 'moralistic', narrow, 'banal' or 'trite'. Answers, in other words, that
display s o m e historical contextuality are more highly regarded than those whose references
are local.
Freebody, following Bourdieu, suggests that behind these language features a classbased assessment criterion is operating, whereby expressed cultural values supported by
more affluent social members are rewarded in terms of higher grading, while those values
upheld by candidates from lower socio-economic brackets are marked down. '[A] certain
cultural stance [is] s o m e h o w inferable from the discourse', he says, meaning that written
exam texts display candidates' different 'cultural capital'. The challenge of poor candidates
then, is to disguise their 'culture'; in Freebody's words, '[T]he balancing act for students is
to display in an authentic, poised and natural w a y their cultural levels on each of these
dimensions...'18 This recalls Bourdieu's discussion of the distiction between high and lowbrow culture, where he concludes that aspirants to the former display a detached, superior,

'aristocratic' attitude to it — which is manifested as light-handed, ironic, aloof and 'shrewd'
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- while m e m b e r s of the lower class display such features as plainness, matter-of-factness,
commonplaceness, dogmatism and sobriety. W h e n this relates to education, he says that

...teachers unconsciously or consciously distinguish between 'natural' ease of
expression composed of fluency and elegant lack of constraint and 'forced'
ease of c o m m o n a m o n g lower middle and working-class students, which
reflects the effort to conform at the price of not getting quite the right
note...the anxiety to impress, and too evidently an attempt to create the right
impression to be free of all taint of self-seeking vulgarity.19

Our study of the 2/3 Unit Responses to Literature questions conforms with these
suggestions. In the Examiners' Reports of the 1980s two discursive devices are found to
be operating: one that defines formal 'content' knowledge; the other, a student's cultural
stance. In the grading mechanism these are evidenced as (i) 'well-developed, sustained
discussion and

structure', 'effective and extensive use

of quotations', 'excellent

understanding of thetext',etc. and (ii) 'display of insights and engagement', 'sophistication
and flair', 'may be plodding in thoroughness', etc.. They are equally apparent too in the
General C o m m e n t s of examiners in sections of their Reports. For instance, that of 1986,
Fiction, says:

The Examiners report strong evidence that almost all candidates had a
detailed knowledge of theirtexts,and there were outstanding responses
which showed subtle and sophisticated understanding and a praiseworthy
ability to communicate insights. General weaknesses, on the other hand,
included the following: a tendency to describe and narrate rather than analyse
and think; s o m e use of inappropriate register in writing; some pointless
repetition of material used in over-elaborate introductions; and s o m e use of
quotation without its being integrated into the structures of the answer as a
whole.20

It seems implicit in this that the 'educated' Australian citizen is culturally elite, sch
not just in high-brow literary texts but in the sophisticated discourse of upper middle-class,
essentiality Anglophile Australia as well. There is little room here for the no-nonsense
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pragmatism of democratic national identity, and mythology, that was widely debated in the
1970s and 1980s — this was reserved for the later Contemporary English course — yet

paradoxically, it was precisely about texts whose positions were generally aligned wit

these sentiments, that 2/3 Unit candidates were required to answer questions. This ten

has gone undetected by examiners, who separated the 'objectivity' which they brought t
their marking from the conjectural material with which they dealt

It is also significant that there is general consensus that all students Toiew their t
that they had no serious problems in comprehending the questions. Given this level

playing field, it is indicated again that factors other than content knowledge affecte
grading. And indeed, they seem to do so: thus, for instance, 'outstanding' responses
demonstrate subtlety and sophistication — presumably not plainness and
commonplaceness; while use of 'inappropriate' writing registers and 'over-elaborate

introductions' are deemed 'weaknesses'. This conclusion clearly tends to confirm Wrigh

et. al.'s findings in their interviews with Senior students from three NSW high school

The comments of two of the interviewees from this research serve as the front-piece of
study. Another refers more specifically to the examination system and shows how there

a fine line between assessment on the basis of language register and demonstrated supe
exam preparation:

Researcher: What do you think you need to do to get a good mark?
Student: Well, I think you have to be able to express your own opinions but to
express them well, because I think they place a lot of emphasis on style,
because I've seen things that had the same content and had totally different
marks so it's gotta be the style. I think they want you to be able to quote bits
from it and to know the poems well enough to be actually able to quote
passages from the poem and to be able to analyse the use of the language like
using dark ( ) and the connotations that go with that. I think you get extra
marks for understanding the connotations of each part of the poem; to have
some sort of background knowledge of the time you're looking at so you've
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got an historical context. I think there could be marks in that because that's
something you'd have to do yourself a lot of the time and it would show sort
of deeper understanding of it22

This suggests that while students are encouraged to thoroughly 'know' their texts and
research independently, they must express this in a 'style' that will maximise their grading
opportunities. Intuitively, as it were, they understand that the H S C exam privileges those
w h o can draw on the cultural capital that shows an appreciation of literature as a detailed
analysis of specific (i.e. the prescribed) literary texts and that writing 'successfully' about
suchtextsmust conform to established discourses of institutional English.

Conclusion

We can conclude from this that the HSC English exam attempts to call forth a style of
writing that will allow students to 'pass' as members of an upper middle-class and that to be
'well-educated' under the N S W education system, a citizen is required to be a particular
type of society member. W h a t Bourdieu calls the light-handed, detached, 'aristocratic'
language of upper middle-class culture is perceived by examiners as 'natural' and superior
to the 'forced' language of lower middle and working-class students whose writing is
impregnated with 'the anxiety to impress', 'to create therightimpression to be set free of all
taint of self-seeking vulgarity'. T o this w e can add, using Freebody's bi-polar model, that
within the context of the N S W exam system, what characterises writing that is privileged, is
Hair', 'personal responsiveness', enthusiasm', and knowledge of historicised culture.
Features such as 'diligence', 'conventional response', 'detachment' (meaning lack of
engagement), and knowledge restricted to local references, on the other hand, are regarded
as inferior.
N o doubt, the official grading criteria established by the Department of Education
attempts to counter this prejudice, its chief method being to value 'familiarity with the text'
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as the fundamental criteria against which writing scripts are assessed — there is intellectual

fairness* and ethical safety in such 'objectivity'. Further proof of this measuring de
in the form of exam questions. Those that seek to elicit from students an analysis of

textual content and structure, a discussion of characters, setting, plot and themes, an

observations regarding a text's use of language — in other words, features of Purves an
Rippere's Perception category — are in the overwhelmingly majority of HSC English
questions. Nevertheless, against this, even such official checks and balances are not

without some inconsistencies. 'Insights', 'engagement', 'sophistication' and 'flair' ar

mentioned in exam questions but appear on the criteria grid; and even 'thoroughness', i

is 'plodding', and labour', if it is lacking style', are insufficient to gain well abov
marks. This dilemma points beyond the mechanics of the exam questions to wider social

issues. It points, for example, to the meaning of 'education' in a capitalist democracy

where uniformity in mass learning is espoused at one level — most exam questions elici

knowledge of textual content, for instance — but practised at another — grading schedul
favour writing that demonstrates Leavisite understandings of English and upper middle-

class register and language skills. What seems to be tested, as Freebody suggests, is t

student as a cultured member of society rather than a competent reader of texts. Within
this context, the English exam produces a particular kind of knowledge and gives

preference to a particular kind of individual. And further, national education reinforc
those cultural divisions already prevalent in our society.
This dilemma is evident in adherence to reading strategies too. Clearly the exam

questions privilege formalist reading regimes, which, as we have seen in our discussion
the English Syllabus Committee, the Senior syllabi and the prescribed texts, have been

informed principally by literary scholarship associated with Cambridge English and New

Criticism. More recent reader-response attitudes and practices are only minimally evid
in exam questions; our proof of this is their small number appearing in Purves and

Rippere's Engagement, Interpretation and Evaluation categories — those that require th

student to articulate his/her experience of the text or suggest a meaning gleaned from

work, or state a summary judgment of a text. What appears to constitute the 'ideal' Eng
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examinee therefore, is someone w h o can recall atext'scontent and execute the logistics

required for 'answering the question', and who, as well, is thoroughly versed in formalis
writing strategies and a sophisticated register.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSION
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Summation

Every year since the late 1980s approximately 60,000 students in NSW have sat for the
HSC English examination. Their number has increased steadily since 1965 when there
were approximately 18,000 candidates. This 'massification' has created a two-tiered

structure in which English, the only compulsory subject has struggled to promote both
uniformity and individuality in educational outcomes. The exam system, for instance,
highlights the operation of two different reading regimes — one (evident in 2 Unit

Contemporary English) emphasising relatively easily measured responses, the other (in
Unit (Related)) favouring upper middle-class language and detached, sophisticated
presentation. My analysis of examiners' comments on student responses to HSC English
questions, demonstrates this disparity. While the questions themselves demand a

workerlike answer — albeit based on a humanist, referential reading backed by thoroug

technical knowledge — what is, in fact expected/is something more — 'sophistication a

flair', 'lightness of touch', 'enthusiasm', 'engagement', 'personalness', etc. (Freebo

The conflict then, between a mass education system demanding standard competency, and

a national cultural system privileging individuality and elitism, is indicated in thi

Bound up with this is the hierarchical structure of the English syllabi, in which les

linguistically and culturally able students are pushed to the bottom of the system, t

less challenging courses, where they have a better chance of success. All Senior stud

from 1965 to 1995 have undertaken a course in English for five terms of study — one i

Year 11 and four in Year 12 — selecting one of three or four courses. Originally thes

were intended to cater for three groups of students, one group wishing to matriculate
university (according to the Wyndham Scheme and the 1965 Syllabus, 5% of candidates
were to sit for First Level/3 Unit English); a second group, wishing to undergo some
tertiary education but not requiring specialised English areas of study (20% were to

Second Level/2 Unit (Related) English), and finally, those whose interest in Senior h
school was not in the area of English at all (75% were to sit for Third Level/2 Unit
(Alternate)/2 Unit (General) and Contemporary English). In 1965 it was assumed that
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only a minority of students would undertake Senior education. This structure of the

syllabus reflected contemporary social values and educational expectations, as well a
university intake quotas. But during the 1980s and 1990s socio-economic changes

profoundly altered this. High youth unemployment and a radical shift in the perceived
function of education contributed to a huge expansion in Senior retention rate and a

'bottoming out' of Senior students taking 'less challenging' English courses. In 1995
the 60,000 students who sat for Senior English, approximately 2,500 (4%) completed 3

Unit English; 7,000 (12%) 2 Unit (Related); 31,000 (53%) 2 Unit (General); and 18,000
(31%) completed 2 Unit Contemporary. If we combine the 2 Unit (General) and the 2
Unit Contemporary numbers we have a tally of 84%. These students undertook the

'easiest' HSC English courses, and it was principally them who were enrolled in cours

that were neither suitable to their interests nor appropriate to their ability. To th
students, the education system sent a confusing, and ultimately destructive, message

the one hand it offered equal opportunity and just reward for hard work, but on the o
enshrined hidden values of 'sensibility', 'culture' and sophistication of wordplay.

A third conclusion that can be offered is that at the level of English classroom disc

and practice these inequalities were reinforced. Not only did the English exam system
syllabi remain remarkably consistent during this thirty year period but classroom

pedagogy — in order to fulfil its goal of 'getting students through the HSC — promote
elitist assumptions about the nature of 'English'. And a key aspect of this was that

students were required to read 'set', or prescribed, texts from a limited range of wr

While in 2 Unit Contemporary English only two literary works were studied, in all oth
courses the study of at least five texts was mandatory, and it was implicit that the
demanding a course was, so the number of texts increased. In 3 Unit, knowledge of as
many as twelve texts could be required for examination presentation. Because of the
importance given to these print texts, teachers, students, parents, and the whole

institutionalisation of Senior English in NSW, came to see them as central to the stu
English. Indeed, to answer the first set of questions posed as 'Parameters' in our

Introduction, there was frequent slippage between what was meant by 'English' and the
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reading of this as literature'. 'English' was sited within a small range of writing, and
within an even narrower range of texts in general. It w a s what w e have called 'literature' that is, 'classic' texts, of 'high quality'. Because of this understanding, classroom pedagogy
was generally dismissive in its attitude to low brow', 'popular' writing, and to 'non-literary'
and non-print texts.

W h a t I have argued in this study is that this notion of 'English' is effectively a power
mechanism. It encodes social mores and an aesthetic that are acceptable only to specific
groups within society (see Eagleton1 and Scholes2, for example), and through a set of
interlocking institutional practices — not the least of which was the English Syllabus
Committee and its connection with Sydney University — this situation was supported and
perpetuated. So-called 'popular' writing, on the other hand, was not acceptable to those
w h o held power, and therefore it was rejected from the syllabi (Willinsky3, Davis4). Thus,
again w e can see inequality at yet another level of institutional education.
In precise terms, what m o d e s of literary scholarship and criticism informed Senior
English reading of H S C texts between 1965 and 1995? — the question was posed at the
middle of our opening 'Parameters'. A s w e have seen, the answer is what I have called a
hybridisation of Cambridge English and American N e w Criticism, a literary formation that
accommodated theoretic and pragmatic differences between these schools and one that
promoted a humanist, strongly referential reading regime that favoured a 'critical analysis'
approach to studying texts. This rapidly came to be regarded the 'natural' and ' c o m m o n
sense' order of reading English in N S W .
But this evolution was not without premeditation and design, for in this unique blend of
critical diversity the two conflicting camps within the English Department at Sydney
University — those centred around Professors Goldberg and Wilkes — were reconciled.
The significance of this was that both these m e n occupied executive positions on the
English Syllabus Committee, the most powerful curriculum-determining arm of the N S W
Board of Studies. Here they not only effected tremendous influence on the curriculum but
created an education loop between Senior schooling and Sydney University —

those

students w h o sat for the 'more difficult' English courses at high school invariably met the
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same texts and reading regimes at University. If these students became school teachers

themselves, they repeated similar, if not identical, understandings. One indication of this i
the long-standing set of booktitlesthat dominated Senior English classrooms from at least
1965 to 1995. These titles, as w e have seen, closely resemble that list of novelists, poets,
and playwrights heavily promoted by followers of F.R. Leavis and American N e w
Criticism.
The influence of Goldberg and Wilkes (and their supporters) extended in another
direction too — in their opposition to the study of 'language' in Senior English. In the
literature' vs. 'language' debate that so seriously disrupted syllabus developments in the
1970s, documentary material suggests that the Goldberg-Wilkes 'pro-literature' faction
had in mind a concept of 'language' teaching that was commensurate with the old English
Syllabus of 1953.

This was the notion that English was 'the Expression and

Comprehension of Thought' and that language was the acquisition of skills, such as
memorisation of formalist rules of grammar and spelling, care in punctuation, parsing
sentences, word-building, etc.. This was expressed in the Syllabus as:

The intention of this syllabus is to give pupils an experience of their language
as a means of transmitting thought. Thought —

its expression and its

comprehension — is, therefore, the foundation of the syllabus....The English
teacher should exploit their [pupil's] knowledge of, and reading in, other
languages [e.g. Latin and French] to increase their awareness of the peculiar
qualities and resources of English and of style and form in English
literature....5

The 'pro-language' group, on the other hand, advocated either a post-Dartmouth
Conference style of 'new English' — centring language in practice' as students' responses,
usually written, to their personal experiences — or language as the new wave of linguistic
studies that w a s emerging at Sydney University under Professors A.G. Mitchell and
Arthur Delbridge.
But between the 'literature' and 'language' parties no compromise seems to have been
negotiated, nor a view expressed that a third alternative might be considered. This latter can
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be articulated as language as 'discourse', in the sense defined by Foucault and taken up
later by exponents of Cultural Studies. According to this view language is seen as a

privileged form of expression that is manifest in both literature and literacy6, or to
de Man's idiom, as both a system of tropes and a mode of persuasion7. The study of

language, in other words, is discursive analysis, and includes the deconstruction of te
and knowledge and power relationships.
The syllabi's handling of 'language' is also emblematic of assumptions formalised

education has perpetuated about the Australian citizen — for instance, that Australian
school students would acquire language skills somehow 'naturally', with only basic

assistance in Primary and Junior education, and that to teach English language explici
Senior English would severely challenge our social formation as Anglophile Australian
citizens who read high school education in terms of enculturation rather than the

acquisition of literacy skills, critical or otherwise. Attitudes such as this reinforce

argument about the disciplining nature of education in general. It is not just such co

of 'English' and 'good literature' that are conveyed in the curriculum but equally thos
national identity and what it is to be 'educated'.

Point of View

This study addresses the intersection of education and society in NSW between 1965
and 1995 as viewed through the windows of HSC prescribed texts and their preferred

reading. It explores issues of canonicity, power, culture and knowledge, and seeks to s
some of the social meaning of Senior English. Its specific areas of analysis in regard

this are the English Syllabus committee, which was responsible for text choice, nominat
and review; the syllabi, which recommended the mode of text reading; and the texts

themselves. Altogether, during this thirty year period these areas demonstrated remark

consistency in repertoire, and in so doing reveal underlying implied discourses of lit
and literary education.
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Yet the point of view from which this study has been written in m a n y ways is an
ambivalent one. It attempts both to critique some aspects of English, as it has been
constituted as part of the Senior high school curriculum between 1965 and 1995, and
simultaneously reconfirm other aspects. In trying to offer a review of Senior English in

the light of recent literary critical theories, it reasserts some of the values associat

established principles and practices. Its core position is that 'English', which has been
constructed as a literary, aesthetic and cultural 'truth' in Australian society, is an

expression of particular institutional practices and cultural discourses which over at l

the last thirty years have favoured an elitist view of this subject and education in gen
the expense of working class and other disadvantaged social groups, such as those from
non-English speaking backgrounds and Aboriginal students. The choice of prescribed
texts, and how they are read, captures much of this bias. Leavisite/New Criticism has

drawn on, and re-created, the canon of White, Anglo, English-writing, predominantly male,
'classic' authors that has dominated high-brow literary taste since Matthew Arnold's
proclamations towards the end of the nineteenth century. As interpreted in NSW Senior
education, and reinforced in its examination system, this canon has brought with it a
uniform reading regime that has emphasised textual analysis, as opposed to reading for
pleasure, authorial authority, as distinct from reader response, a concept of the

homogenous reader and an implicit separation of text/art from context/life. While all thi

has been criticised on many levels by contemporary critical theorists, this study does no
wish to detract from the value — scholastic, moral and aesthetic — that Cambridge

English/New Criticism places on such practices as textual criticism, personal response an

qualitative assessment. Nor does it wish to detract from the merit — practical as well as
cultural — of studying a selection of texts from the past. Rather, it recommends an
expansion of this selection — including visual as well as written texts — acknowledging

that it is hut a selection, one slice from the vast array of cultural texts. In this it d
from Gordon Shrubb's position. It also views the field of 'literature' as a sub-set of

writing which has been selected for institutional as well as aesthetic reasons. 'Literatu
then, requires an understanding of the historicised/contextualised framework of its
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construction. This is in contradistinction to Leavisism/New Criticism which has privileged
but one (even if, to date, the dominant one) canon of writing and has offered a singular
aesthetic truth from a multiplicity of literary views andteachingstrategies.
T h e struggle of this study then, has been its attempt to reconcile 'English' of the past
with n e w understandings of English. In this process it has tried to m a p out the practice
and shifts in theory — to suggest a re-definition of the study of English literature as it
pertains to Senior high school students, to review the severe constraints placed upon it by
narrow understandings of the past, and to suggest that curriculum reform of the future
must consider Post-Structural/deconstructive approaches to conceptual frameworks and
classroom activities. T h e 'Draft Stage 6...' Syllabus, for instance, with its c o m m o n core of
study comprising Literary texts, Factual texts and Film/Videotexts,each with a number of
internal choices; its elective choices of Critiquing and Creating; and its discussion of
'making explicit' values inherent in readings and 'contextualisation' of works set for study,8
seems, on the surface at least, to positively endorse theoretical and pedagogical change.
This study has also tried to argue for the application of deconstructive reading and teaching
practices to m o d e m Australian social values, such as our understanding of 'education' as
being 'cultured' rather than 'literate', part of which is our apparent acceptance of the
citizen as one w h o is free to express his/her personal aesthetic opinion, providing it is
disciplined into a c o m m o n range of Anglocentric responses that arise out of validated
reading practices.
T h e realtestfor reform however, will be determined by h o w this is interpreted by the

H S C English examination system, the 'latest version of the syllabus'9, as it has been called.
Lessons from the past, such as the failure of the 2 Unit (General) exam paper of 1984 to
translate the rhetoric of a n e w syllabus into a reconstituted notion of Senior English, speak
of guarded optimism.
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N E W S O U T H WALES, i
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SYLLABUS IN ENGLISH: " "~'
Prepared for use in High, Secondary, and other schools following the High
School Course.
Published with the authority of the Hon. E. J. Heffron, M.L.A., Minister for
Education, on the recommendation of the Board of Secondary School Studies.
Revised 1953.

PREAMBLE.
I. Intention.
The intention of this syllabus is to give pupils an experience of
their language as a means of transmitting thought. Thought—its
expression and its comprehension-—is, therefore, the foundation of
the syllabus. This insistence on thought m a y do a little to prevent
the isolation of the several parts of the syllabus, and to prevent the
teaching of any one part as an end in itself; and it m a y serve to
remind teachers of English that they have an obligation to the
teachers of all other subjects in the curriculum.
In training- pupils who study classical or modern languages, the
English teacher should exploit their knowledge of, and reading in,
other languages to increase their awareness of the peculiar qualities
and resources of English and of style and form in English literature.
Teachers will not, however confine themselves to the purely
rational processes but will also deal with emotion and fantasy.
Emotion and fantasy are the special care of the teacher of English.
Literature, within whose province they come, has been m a d e a
separate section of the syllabus.
It is recognised that the syllabus will be used by m a n y teachers,
each of w h o m is an individual, instructing m a n y equally individual
pupils with widely different abilities and backgrounds. U n d e r these
circumstances, teachers should regard it as suggestive rather than
prescriptive, and should use it with due regard to the varying
capacities of the pupils.

II. Form.
The syllabus is presented in two parts. T h e first is a s u m m a r y
of the material to give a comprehensive view of the whole. T h e second
is a commentary in which an attempt is m a d e to set d o w n s o m e
guiding principles and to suggest some lines of approach.
Part A, the Expression of Thought, will be covered afresh in each
of thefiveyears of the Secondary Course. Simple examples of every
part of this section of the syllabus will be introduced to the pupil in
Eirst Year, and each succeeding year will see the growing maturity
of the pupil's reading reflected in the examples contained in the lessons on expression. Fourth and Fifth Tear classes, therefore, should
find the fuller discussion of style a natural outcome of their junior
work.
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. 2
SYLLABUS.
A. Expression of Thought.
This section deals with the two equally important forms in which
thought is expressed. They are speech and writing. Provision is
therefore, made for a course of instruction and practice in the
fundamentals of expression. This work should include the systematic
treatment of the following :—
I. Words—their meaning, forms, and relationships.
1. Word Meanings.
(i) Extension of Vocabulary.
(ii) Precision—
(a) Choice of right words.
(I) Literal as opposed tofigurativeexpression.
(iii) Dictionary Work.
(iv) Derivations and Word-buildin°\

2. Word Forms.
(i) C o m m o n Suffixes and Prefixes.
(ii) Inflexional F o r m s —
(a) Verbs-principal parts, person, number, tense active
and passive forms, mood

I
COMMENTARY.
A. Expression.
I. Words.
A teacher's object should be to develop in a pupil the command of
a wide vocabulary. C o m m a n d implies the ability to use words, to
interpret them in a context, and to spell and pronounce them correctly. C o m m a n d of a wide vocabulary makes clear statement and
ready comprehension much easier.
1. Word Meanings.
The meaning- of words must be the core of all word-study
directed towards clarity of expression and exact understanding.
Extension of vocabulary, therefore, implies not merely increase
in the number of words, but also an appreciation of shades of
meaning, especially those differences of thought and feeling which
are acquired from the particular context in which the word is
used. It also implies an understanding of thefigurativeuse of
words. This does not mean that a formal treatment of the
various figures of speech is required: the distinction between
literal andfigurativeshould arise from the study of words in
actual use, and technical terms should be introduced only when
and to the extent that they are really useful.
The most satisfactory approach is through the cultivation of
awareness of words based on the pupil's experience of words.
This experience can be obtained through attempting to-use words
himself and through interpreting them when they are used by
others. H e should be encouraged to search for the word most apt
to his meaning when he is expressing his own ideas, he should be
fed with words by his teacher, and the discussion of precise sense
should be part of comprehension work. Specific lessons on words
are not the only, or even the best, means of extending the
vocabulary. There is, however, room for occasional specific
exercises: for example, pupils might be required tofillin blank
spaces in sentences from a given list.
Instruction in the intelligent use of a dictionary is an
important part of training in vocabulary extension as defined
above. The pupil should be shown how matter is set out in a
dictionary, and he should be taught how to apply the meanings
there given to the interpretation of the word in the context in
which it is used.

2. Word Forms.
A knowledge of word structure will contribute to comprehension and exact expression, and often to correct spelling. The
mere memorization of lists of prefixes and suffixes is of little
value. It is desirable that the common ones should be known, but
T56723-2

(Z?) 2\Touns—plural and possessive forms.
(c) Pronouns—person, number and case forms where
applicable.
(a) Adjectives and adverbs—comparative and superlative
forms.
(iii) Spelling.
(iv) Capitals.

Full-stop for abbreviations.

Apostrophe.

. The Relationships of Words.
The teaching of syntax should be chiefly concerned with those
relationships of words in a sentence which are needed for correctness of thought and expression. For this purpose, and for
economy in teaching, an understanding of some grammatical
terms is necessary. The terms used below are indispensable for
all ordinary needs.
(i) Noun.—As
subject and object and in possessive case;
apposition.
(ii) Pronoun.—Personal, relative, interrogative; in nominative, ^objective, and possessive cases; special function of
relative pronoun; antecedent.
(iii) Verb.—Finite and infinitive; active and passive forms;
transitive and intransitive functions; auxiliary; participle and verbal noun; tenses—present, past, and future,
(iv) Adjective and Adverb.—Comparative
and superlative
forms; use of term "qualifying", or some similar term,
for both adjective and adverb.

the pupils knowledge should be derived from his studv of words
m their context—from observed similarities and differences. So,
too, with the various forms of verbs, nouns, pronouns, and
adjectives.
Correct spelling is largely a matter of habit. Habitually
correct _ spelling of a word can come through touch meniorv, i.e.
by writing and re-writing; ear-memory, i.e., learning by rote; and
sight-memory. Of these, the last seems to be the best, for it
involves observation. If the word is placed in a context, there
is a link with thought processes, as well as observation.
_ H o word should be taught unless its meaning is understood and
its use mastered. Hence lists based on the c o m m o n vocabulary
of the pupils (e.g., terms in use in other subjects, or words commonly mis-spelled in class compositions) m a y properly be used.
Put spelling lists as mere lists of words to be learnt are undesirable. So are lists of pairs of similar words: these should be
treated as occasion arises and, as a rule, separately, with a view
to habituating the pupil to the correct form in a given context.
Dictation has a value in developing touch-memory, and as an
exercise in intelligent listening and punctuation; but it is not
ordinarily an economical teaching procedure. T h e passage may,
however, be used also for the purposes of comprehension or as an
illustration of a particular kind of composition.
_ W o r d form also involves the use of the conventional punctuation m a r k s — t h e full-stop for abbreviations, capitals, and the
apostrophe. Again, knowledge should have its source in observation—the rule should be the last, not thefirst,step.
3. The Relationships of Words.
A pupil needs to k n o w such g r a m m a r as will help him to
express his thoughts in the forms that are generally accepted
as correct, and to understand the ideas of other people when they
are expressed in these forms. Thefirstobject of the teacher should
be to habituate the pupil to these correct forms. A s habits are
formed largely by example, it is the teacher's part to provide the
examples. H e can do this through the example of his own speech,
through examples to be found in the pupil's reading, and through
the guidance that he can give to the pupil's written and spoken
expression.
A s progress towards habitually correct usage is made, it is
possible to advance to a consideration of the value of accepted
forms in giving exact expression to what a pupil wants to say,
and in giving exact interpretation to what other people have said'.
Emphasis should be placed on the form as the instrument of the
sense; and the study of forms should be directed towards cultivating an appreciation of the niceties of meaninc.
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(v) Preposition —Relationship between words_of a sentence;
governing nouns and pronouns in objective case.
(vi) Conjunction.—Subordinating and co-ordinating.

II. Sentences—their meaning, form, and grammar.
The main purpose of this part of the course is to develop an
understanding of the sentence as a means of expressing thought. I he
pupil must learn how best to express his own ideas and how to grasp,
as fully and as exactly as possible, the significance of sentences he
reads or hears.
The divisions made below are not intended to suggest an order of
treatment for teaching purposes; they merely set out in summary
form what should be taught. It will often be convenient, or even
necessary, to deal concurrently with aspects that here are placed
under separate headings.
1. Sentence Meaning.
The sentence as a means of expressing—
(i) Simple ideas, e.g.: It is a fine day.
(ii) T w o or more closely related ideas of equal importance, e.g.:
Will it rain to-morrow? or Will it be fine?
(iii) More complex ideas, the parts of which may differ in importance and/or function, e.g.; Although it is fine to-day, the
weather-chart suggests that there may be a change tomorrow.
(iv) Any of the above, but in an emphatic way.

2. Sentence Forms and Grammar.
(i) Simple forms—statement, question, command or desire,
exclamation. Some of these will provide opportunity for a
discussion of moods.
(ii) Subject and Predicate; extensions of these and their functions.
(iii) Phrases—as expanded words; c-s contracted clauses; their
functions; their normal and special positions.
(iv) Clauses—principal, noun, adjectival, adverbial; their functions ; their normal and special pi sitions.

T
In much of this work the use of grammatical terms will be
found necessary. These are an economical means of expressing
ideas that a teacher of language must deal with, and they should
form part of the normal vocabulary of the pupil. They should
be introduced in association with comprehension and composition
lessons, but some drill lessons will be found necessary to revise
and consolidate the knowledge so introduced.
II. Sentences.

. Sentence Meaning.
All teaching of the sentence should be based on the use of the
sentence form as the chief means of communicating ideas.
Naturally such work on the meaning of sentences cannot be
divorced from work on sentence form, and thefirststep should
be to accustom the pupil to the typical forms that are used for
conveying the several kinds of idea. But for the full appreciation
of the sentence as a vehicle of meaning, it is necessary that thepupil should be taught the principles governing these structures.
A pupil should understand the sense value of co-ordination and
subordination and of the several emphatic forms of the sentence.
Only then will he be able to.express his own ideas exactly and
comprehend the precise sense of what others are communicating

to him.
. Sentence Forms and Grammar.
The subsections under this heading simply set before theteacher thefieldover which he will range: they do not suggest
an order of treatment. While formal lessons on specific points will
at times be necessary, the best approach will usually be through
the needs that will arise when pupils are trying to give adequate
expression to an idea or to get at the precise meaning of a
sentence. In this connection it is impossible to exaggerate the
importance of frequent practice, both oral and written, and in
both expression and comprehension. At all times it should be
made clear that forms as forms have little value: they acquire

(v) Complex forms.
(a-) The use of such words as "however" and "therefore"
which show a sense relationship without establishing a
grammatical union.
(b) Co-ordination and Subordination—
(i) by clauses;
(ii) by phra=es—in apposition; prepositional; participial; infinitive;
(iii) ellipsis ;
(iv) non-defining relatives.
(vi) Emphatic forms; the use of inversion, parallelism, etc., for
the purpose of expressing ideas in an emphatic way.
(vii) Punctuation—the use of capitals, full-stops, commas, semicolons, colons, the dash, inverted commas, question marks,
exclamation marks.

III. Paragraphs—their meaning and form.
Much of the practice in writing can well be done through "the
paragraph. It is short enough to be easily manageable; yet it provides
a means of developing facility in the orderly arrangement of ideas.

1. Paragraph Meaning.
(i) The Unity of the Paragraph, i.e., the relevance of all matter
in the paragraph to the main idea.
(ii) The expansion, development, or illustration of a single idea.
Each of the following sentences provides the basic idea
for a paragraph of this kind:—
(a) Droughts mean heavy losses for Australian sheepfarmers.
(6) There are two main kinds of snakes—the venomous
and the non-venomous.
(c) The aeroplane has encouraged travel between distant
countries.
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merit in so far as they give clear, apt, concise expression to an
idea. This warning is of special importance in the treatment of
emphatic forms, for it is only too easy for the brighter pupils to
develop meaningless tricks of style.
In general, what has been said about the g r a m m a r of words
applies with equal force to the grammar of sentences. If the
pupil is to learn h o w to express his own ideas effectively, and
h o w to interpret exactly the sentences written or spoken by other
people, he must k n o w something about the parts of a sentence,
their functions, and their relationships. But he must k n o w them
as a means to an end, i.e., the expression or interpretation of
ideas, and not merely as items in a formal tabulation. T h e
analysis of sentences should therefore be directed towards discovering meaning and considering in what ways the various
parts contribute towards the expression of this meaning. In the
course of examining sentences along these lines, it will be found
convenient to use some technical terms, which should be introduced as the need for them arises. T h e terms used in the relevant part of the syllabus do not cover all the functions and relations with which a teacher will deal, but it is considered that
they are sufficient for all ordinary requirements with most
classes.
III. Paragraphs.
The paragraph is one of the best means of teaching composition.
It can be regarded as a brief piece of composition complete in
itself, and, indeed, in the early stages of the teaching of sustained
composition it is most useful to treat it in this way. Its brevity
makes it manageable both by the pupils and the teacher. • A pupil
can learn to marshal his thoughts and present them clearly within
its limits m u c h more readily than he can with a more involved piece
of writing; and the teacher can deal with more such brief pieces of
work during a class period.
1. Paragraph Meaning.
As a means of teaching clear thinking, the paragraph is invaluable. Its unity teaches the pupil the virtue of relevance, and
through it he learns those practices of selection and rejection
which are essential to clear expression. The necessity for planning introduces h i m to the principles of classification and
arrangement. This is most easily begun with simple descriptions
where the matter tends to fall naturally into groups and where
the arrangement is usually temporal or spatial. After this preparation it is possible to advance to more difficult work, as in the
elucidation of a general statement or in the expression of opinion,
where the classification and the arrangement of the material
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(iii) The application of a general idea to a particular ,MM or the
establishment, by means of examples or argument, of a
general truth.
The statement, Prevention is better than cure, .-ouM
be applied to the care of the teeth. Again, examples and
arguments could be adduced leading to the conclusion that
the ancient Egyptians understood m a n y of the principles
'•'£ architecture and engineering.
In senior years, instruction should be given in the
methods of illustrating an argument by quotation, by
example, or by reference to an authority, and in the means
by which these illustrations can be woven neatly and
gracefully into the fabric of the composition.
(iv) The presentation of an aspect of character or of a scene, or
of an incident in a narrative.

2. Paragraph

Form.

(i) T h e topic sentence : its value.
(n) The importance of orderly arrangement within the paragraph.
(iii) The linking of paragraphs.
(iv) T h e formal setting out of the paragraph (including dialogue).

IV. Sustained ( omposition.
This invoke? the general application of the principles established
in the preceding sections of the syllabus. Particular emphasis should
be laid upon planning.
The following types of composition can be attempted:—
(1) Plain Statement—This includes—
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are more purely intellectual processes. The paragraph also offers
opportunity for acquainting the pupil with the handling of
generalizations. M u c h of a pupil's work requires the use of a
general statement to cover a number of particulars, and much of
it requires the expression of opinion, which is either a generalization based on observation or the application of a general principle to a particular case. It is therefore p-roper that a pupil
should be taught the processes of induction and deduction, and
shown how these are involved in the structure of paragraphs.
Apart from its individual unity, the paragraph should be taught
as an element which expresses one aspect of the subject of a
larger composition. It is therefore necessary to show how continuity can be preserved within this larger unity. A pupil
should be taught that this coherence arises in part from relevance.
in part from planning, and in part from the deliberate use of
words and phrases to serve as a link with preceding or succeeding
matter.
2. Paragraph Form.
The form of the paragraph is, of course, bound up with thesense, and the planned structure of a paragraph has already been
mentioned. One other point of structure is the Topic Sentence.
The pupil should be taught the use of the topic' sentence as auseful means of enunciating the main topic of the paragraph,
and as an element which makes for a readier communication of'
the topic. Its value is particularly apparent in expository writing. It is, however, to be remembered that there are occasionswhen a topic sentence is not employed, as, for example, in paragraphs which present phases of a story, or are designed toexpress a mood.
The conventional method of presenting the paragraph should
also be taught. Pupils should be taught to conform to the practice of beginning afresh for a new paragraph and indenting thefirst word. They should also be shown the form in which dialogue
is cast. But it should be emphasized that these are mere conventions—virtually punctuation marks—which serve to assist the
reader; and 'the real strength of the paragraph lies in the fact,
that it is a group of ideas relevant to a single topic and presented
in logical form.
IV. Sustained Composition.
The term "sustained composition" is here used to describe a piece
of writing which involves the presentation of a number of topics
relevant to a single subject and in true sequence. It demonstrates
fully the pupil's capacity to think clearly, and to express himself
clearly and correctly.
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(i) Simple narration of events, e.g., personal experiences, events
in history, incidents in books.
(ii) Factual descriptions, e.g., of objects or processes.
(iii) Exposition of facts and ideas, including the writing of
reports, letters, biographies, etc.
(2) Argument and Persuasion.
(3) Pictorial Description, e.g., descriptions involving character
and/or feeling.
(i) Vivid and Dramatic Narrative, including imaginative compositions and the use of conversation.
(5) Art Forms, such as the short story, the short play, and verse.
This part of the pupil's work will give practical opportunity for
the application of Section I (1), subsection (ii) b. (Literal as opposed
to figurative expression). That is, of the use of figures of speech to
intensify and clarify the desired effect.

V. Oral Composition
Since it is bv speech, m u c h more than by writing, that the pupil
will try to convey his thoughts to other people, teachers are urged
to pay special attention to training in oral expression.
(1) Training in answering questions, fully, clearly, and with
formal correctness.
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H o n e w principles are involved, but the writing of sustained com- position has certain peculiar advantages as an exercise. It is a
problem and a personal problem at that. It demands a careful
analysis of the writer's own thought, and a carefully planned arrangement of that thought if the ideas are to be presented clearly; and it
demands an equally careful weighing of words and sentence forms.
T h e fact that the work is written is an aid to this care, for writing,
through its comparative slowness, gives time for consideration.
All composition should arise from the needs of the pupil, i.e.,
from the kind of thought that he needs to express. M u c h of the
pupil's work demands the capacity to expound ideas. Such expository writing m a y include the description of processes or objects
in the sciences; the setting out of general information in geography;
the writing of simple biographies and plain chronicles of events in
history; the making of requests and the giving of information in
simple business letters. In this sort of work collaboration with the
teachers of other subjects should prove extremely valuable. More
advanced work requires the expression of opinion—and exercise in
the processes of induction and deduction; while still further advanced
work is the writing of sustained and dispassionate argument.
Opportunity should also be provided for more personal writing.
This will be found in pictorial writing, such as the description of
scenes or sketches of character. A s it is difficult for a pupil to sustain these, it will be found useful to combine this sort of writing
with other work, as, for example, simple narrative- of some personal
experience or the writing of a personal letter, in which also there is
some occasion for the introduction of brief dialogue passages. More
advanced work is to be found in persuasion—colouring of argument with personal feeling. It must, however, be always remembered
that the subjects for all this work should be drawn from the pupil's
own experience.
Pupils should also be encouraged to exercise their talents for the
art forms, the story, the play, and the poem.
Teachers are reminded that the order employed here is only for
the convenience of setting the matter out. It does not suggest the
order in which these topics should be treated.

V . Oral Composition.
The term "oral composition" is here used to describe any piece of
spoken English. It should be remembered that it is as m u c h an
achievement for some pupils to m a k e a clear and intelligible statement of a simple idea as it is for others to m a k e a sustained
speech.
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(2) Free discussion of matters that arise in the course of lessons.
(3-) Practice in dealing with everyday situations, e.g., introductions, answering the telephone, soliciting or giving information, delivering a message, describing an incident or place.
(4) Prepared lecturettes, speeches, and debates on topics within
the pupils' range of interests.
In addition to the activities listed above, the teacher will m a k e
use of reading, recitation, and dramatic work.
Teachers should seize opportunities as they arise for dealing with
such c o m m o n weaknesses in speech as m a y be revealed in the course
of class activity.

m%z
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The immediate aim should be to develop in aS members of a class
a willingness to speak. T h e teacher must find ways of overcoming
shyness, self-consciousness, and the reluctance that m a y be traced
to either lack of interest or discouraging reception of earlier efforts.
Success will depend largely on his ability to persuade his pupils that
a lesson is a co-operative undertaking, calling for their active participation under his leadership. This, in turn, will m a k e heavy demands
on his judgment, tact, and sympathy.
In oral, as in written work, good sense is the basic requirement.
T h e teacher must always remember that his pupils are learning
to think, to select those ideas that are relevant, and to arrange them
in a logical order.
T h e best training is in the give and take of question and answer,
or of free discussion arising naturally out of the normal work of
the class. In this activity—and indeed at all times—the teacher will
be careful that his own high standard sets an example and encourages
the growth of good habits in thought and expression. H e will also
be quick to grasp, or, if necessary, to make, opportunities for his
pupils to speak, and will exploit these opportunities in whatever
w a y seems most promising. H e will strive to secure general participation and will be mindful that, for some pupils, the contribution of
a single idea m a y be an achievement.
M o r e formal speech activities have their value, provided that the
teacher, by choosing suitable subjects, and encouraging the expression
of honest opinion, guards against insincerity and mere glibness.
M a n y exercises m a y be developed from real happenings (e.g., soliciting and giving information, delivering a message); others will
have their source in ordinary lesson-material (e.g., describing a scene,
a person, or an incident). Debates and lecturettes are, generally
speaking, more suitable for older pupils. There is, however, m u c h to
be gained from the less formal type of debate, in which speeches by
each of the two leaders are followed by free discussion. In either
case, the teacher will be careful to choose subjects in which the
pupils are really interested.
T h e teacher is concerned not only with what his pupils say but
also with the w a y in which they say it. While speech-training is
properly a task for the specialist, in practice it is largely the
responsibility of the English teacher.
All oral work, therefore, must be directed towards the double end
of clear thought and clear speech. Inaudible, slovenly, or incorrect
speech should never be allowed to pass unchallenged. But the time
and method of correction will vary. A s a rule the teacher will be
reluctant to interrupt the free interchange of ideas or to disconcert
a pupil who is making an effort, simply to correct some fault of
pronunciation or usage. W h e n he does criticise or correct, he will
do so with discretion and sympathy.
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B. The Comprehension of Thought.
This section of the syllabus, like the previous one, is concerned with
thought and its expression, but from a different, or rather, complementary point of view. If it is important that the pupil should
learn to give adequate expression to his own ideas, it is no less important that he should be trained to grasp ideas expressed by other
people. H e must learn to listen intelligently and to read intelligently;
and he must learn to be critical of what he hears and reads. The
syllabus therefore makes provision for instruction and practice in
the comprehension of thought.
1. Types of Fxercise.
(1) Exercises on general meaning, e.g., grasp of a central topic, or
a train of ideas.
(2) Exercises on meaning in detail, e.g., the precise meaning of
statements; word meanings in particular contexts.
(3) Exercises on intention, involving an appreciation of the
relation between substances and form.
2. Ways in which pupils may show their understanding.
(1) B y reproducing the matter read or heard.
(2) B y writing a precis or a paraphrase; by writing notes.
(3) B y answering direct questions on a particular passage.
(4) B y expressing judgments on the matter and form of a particular passage.
(5) B y reading aloud for interpretation of character or feeling.
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Reading and reciting are useful speech-training exercises in that
they permit the pupil to concentrate on expression: the words either
are before him or have to be memorised. Hence these activities are
aids to clarity, fluency, expressiveness, and the development of confidence. Dramatic work has the added value of calling in gesture
and facial expression to reinforce the effect of the spoken word.
B. The Comprehension of Thought.
Comprehension is the analysis and ultimate grasp of material
communicated. Its teaching is complementary to and concomitant
with the teaching of composition. A s ideas are communicated;
through speech and writing, so they are received through listening
and reading. Listening should be heavily emphasized.
Comprehension is necessarily bound up with skill in reading.
Teachers should be alert to detect inefficient readers and should give
special instruction and exercises to remedy the defect.
Apart from such special cases, the work on comprehension should
follow two main lines. The first is concerned with the grasp of the
sense of a passage as a whole. T h e reader should be able to-,see
what the whole passage is about. In passages of several paragraphs
he will need to grasp the subject of the whole composition; in single
paragraphs he will need to grasp the topic. The reader should also
be able to grasp the various points which m a r k the stages in. the
development of the writer's thought, and the train of thought that
runs through these stages.
T h e second demands a grasp of the detail. This m a y be either
the detail of the matter or the detailed interpretation of shades of
meaning in particular sentences or in individual words. Such exact
interpretation need not, of course, be reserved for work on complete
passages. Occasions for its exercise arise frequently in the course
of lessons. A teacher m a y reasonably expect his pupils to show
their understanding of the spoken language by carrying out c o m m a n d s
exactly and by answering questions pertinently. A n extension of the
work often comes the way of the pupils when they are asked tofillin
forms and w h e n they have to deal with written instructions and
questions in an examination paper.
Such close examination leads ultimately to a grasp of the writer's
intention. A pupil should, for example, understand the difference
that exists between a topographical description and an impressionistic description of a scene, or the difference between an exposition
m a d e with dispassionate detachment and one m a d e with ironic
superiority. A reader w h o fails to grasp such differences in tone
cannot be said to have comprehended the passage.
W h e n the intention is 'perceived, the judgment of the pupil should
be exercised. This m a y be a judgment on form, or, particularly in

C. Literature.
1. The Objects of the Course in Literature are—
(i) T o develop a liking for reading.
(ii) To widen, deepen, and sharpen the literary taste.
j
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expository writing, it m a y be a judgment on the validity of the
premises or on the validity of the conclusion reached. In both
there will be a close link with the work on composition. T h e former
will relate to the work that has been done on the technique of
writing; and the latter will relate to the clarity of thought that
precedes the actual writing.
Exercises on this work should be based on comparatively short
passages of writing. T h e passages should not be selected from books
used for class reading. Such a selection would defeat the purpose
for which the books are being employed, namely, to encourage a
delight in literature for its o w n sake. This does not deny that there
are occasions for the close study of passages in class reading—books
and such work is considered in the appropriate section of the syllabus.
But these exercises are intended to develop the habit of careful
reading. They should take the form of close questioning demanding
answers either oral or written. Precis and paraphrase have some
place here, provided that it is recognized that the intention of these
exercises is to demonstrate a grasp of the substance of the passage.
It must be remembered, too, that the strength of m a n y passages lies
in their emotional tone, and this cannot be reproduced in a precis
or a paraphrase.
It is appropriate here to refer to Hote-making. Hote-making is
akin to the precis but with this difference. T h e note is a guide to the
reader's memory, and is to be read by no-one but him. S o m e notes,
too, are taken from different sources to form the material of a
complete work by the note-maker. Note-making of thefirstsort m a y
be taught readily along with comprehensive work. Such notes have
the skeletal form of a heading and sub-headings given to the written
analysis of the sense of a passage. T h j second is slightly different,
since it involves the making of notes from different sources and their
assembly into a coherent form. This provides a good exercise in
classification and arrangement. Such notes can conveniently be
dealt with by writing each on a separate slip of paper. T h e slips m a y
then be classified into groups and the groups arranged in a logical
sequence. It also offers an opportunity for instruction in the search
for information and in the practice of rapid reading until the
appropriate matter is reached.
There is also that special sort of comprehension which occurs in
reading aloud. Intelligent reading can demonstrate a general understanding of the sense and feeling of a passage.
C. Literature.
I. General Principles.
1. Objects.
The first object in teaching- literature should be the creation
- of a liking for reading-. H o teaching of literature can be held to
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2. The Forms of Literature.
During their school career pupils should be given an introduction to the several forms of literature.
Teachers willfindit necessary to deal to some extent with the
nature and historical development of these forms of literature,
Such treatment will vary with the capacity of the classes.
(i) Prose.—Both Imaginative Prose and Hon-Imaginative Prose should find a place in the course. Within
thefieldof Imaginative Prose will come the Hovel
and the Short Story. Hon-Iinaginative Prose will
include, books of Science, History, Biography,
Travel, and Essays. Essays should be reserved for
study in the senior years.
(ii) Poetry.—In the junior years pupils should read
Harrative Poetry, Honsense Poetry, and the simpler
Lyric Poetry. In the senior years the work should
be extended to include Philosophic Poetry as well as
Lyric Poetry of greater depth.
work in Drama should include both
(iii) Drama.—The
One-act Plays and Full-length Plays.
Advanced Work for Honours Students.
The aim of the Honours Course will be to cultivate the habit of
critical reading, by introducing the pupils to as many good books,
outside those studied for the Pass examination, as can reasonably be
read with discrimination in the given time. Handbooks of literature
will thus be' of quite secondary importance. Although it will be
assumed that each student has read a short history of English
literature and has become familiar with the main literary characteristics and personalities of the various periods, the prime object will
be to bring pupils into touch with the actual works of literature.
The examination paper will consist of two parts approximately
equal in value. Part A will ask for interpretation and evaluation of
given "sight" rjassages of prose and verse, and will therefore test
literary ability and knowledge. Part B will involve the choice of
two from among a fair number of questions on literature which will
be answerable directly from and preferably only from the pupil's own
reading.
Teachers are free to prepare pupils in whatever ways seem to them
best. Purely by way of example, it is suggested that a satisfactory
course of reading- could be chosen from among the principal works
of twelve orfifteenof the following authors:—
Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, Marlow, Ben Jonson, Donne,
Milton, Bunyan, Dryden, Pope, Swift, Fielding, Goldsmith,
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be successful if it has not encouraged the pupil to read for himself; and if the pupil has been persuaded to take up a book of
his o w n accord and read it for pleasure, something has been
achieved.
The second object should be the widening, deepening, and
refining of literary taste. Literature is a humanizing- influence,
a vicarious experience of man's thought and actions. A pupil
should, therefore, be encouraged and given opportunity to read
widely. H e should be introduced to literature which is not
merely a means of passing an idle hour but which demands
thoughtful consideration. A n d he should be shown that there
is a virtue in the skilful presentation which makes it a work of
art.
In order to realise these aims the term Literature should be
interpreted very liberally. Besides the imaginative writing to be
found in poetry, narrativefiction,and drama, it should include
writings in suchfieldsas travel, history, biography, and science.
B y thus widening the field the teacher can better exercise his
influence for the creation and development of literary taste. H e
has a better opportunity for encouraging the timid reader if he
can offer something that appeals to a pupil's already established
interests. A n d he has opportunity also for providing pupils with
a more balanced literary diet.
2. Choice of Boohs.
In selecting books for class-study this breadth of the literary
field should be kept well in m i n d and the teacher should see
that both imaginative and non-imaginative literature receive fair
representation in the course.
But other things governing the choice must be considered.
T h e suitability of a book can only be determined by the class
teacher. T h e tastes and interests of the pupils must be of considerable influence. This does not m e a n a descent to the shallow
and meretricious. It should always be remembered that books
for class-study are for realising the second aim of the course as
well as the first. But it does m e a n that books should be such
as are likely to appeal to the pupil. T o this end books of local
and contemporary interest m a y prove a good starting point at
all stages.
The degree of difficulty should also be considered in making
a choice, and again the suitability can be determined only by
the class teacher. It is, of course, useless to offer pupils books
that are emotionally or intellectually too mature, or in which
the language presents great difficulties. B u t the teacher must
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remember that he is devoloping taste and ability and can
reasonably expect his pupils to read books that m a k e a call upon
effort and concentration and thereby offer food for thought and
discussion.
3. Treatment..
In general the treatment of books for class-study should be
both broad and free. It should be directed to the understanding
of the salient points for the work under consideration.
As
experience of literature advances, some closer study of the work
should be undertaken for a fuller appreciation of its subtleties
both of substance and form. T h e nature of the study will necessarily be dictated by the work studied. But it should be directed
towards the understanding of the work as a whole and to the
appreciation of the means which the author adopts to realize his
intention. It m a y be necessary in such a study to deal with passages very closely, even to the point of examining in detail
the language employed.
In general, also, the most satisfactory method of eliciting a
response to literature is the free discussion of point's advanced
by the teacher or suggested spontaneously by the pupils. B u t
written work also has its value. B y means of it the pupil can
clarify and co-ordinate ideas that have arisen during reflection
on and discussion of the work that is being studied. Such written work should usually be in the form of answers to direct and
particular questions rather than a formal appreciation.
T h e teacher should concern himself with the out-of-class
reading of his pupils. Provision should be m a d e for initiating
this reading and for guiding it with discussion both with the
class as a whole and also with the individual pupils. A personal
reading list maintained by the pupil can here prove very helpful.
T o help pupils in their out-of-class reading, instruction should
be given in the use of libraries, and the teachers should collaborate with librarians both for this instruction and for the
provision of illustrative reading along the lines established
through the discussion of class-books.
Free use should be m a d e of the radio and the films. These
m a y stimulate reading, and teachers can use them to bring
books before their pupils. Moreover, they are often a pupil's chief
experience of literature and one so c o m m o n that they can be
used quite freely as a basis for class discussion.
II. Particular Literary Forms.
1. Prose Readers.

Junior Glasses.

(i) The first aim must be to encourage reading by making
pupils realize the pleasure and satisfaction they can derive
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from books. Books selected as class readers should be simple
narratives with plenty of action and straight-forward presentation of character, or interesting treatments of sport,
travel, animal life, science, etc. But they should be wellwritten and m a k e reasonable demands on the reader.
(ii) Books should, if possible, be changed frequently (say, every
five or six weeks), and in the course of the year the class
should have an opportunity of sampling several of the
kinds mentioned above.
( A n alternative or supplementary method to the "set"
reader for the whole class is a class library of suitable
titles. This has the advantage of enabling pupils to choose
the books that appeal to them, instead of being required to
read the same book as the rest of the class. The "library"
method makes considerable demands on the ingenuity of the
teacher in handling the activities outlined under (iii) and
(yi), but it presents no insuperable difficulties.)
(iii) A s a general rule, reading should be done out of class. Class
reading should be limited to a few selected passages, to
improve the mechanics of reading or to provide material
for training in comprehension, or to open the way for discussion of aspects of story-telling, characterization, description, and so on.
(iv) F r o m the beginning the teacher should concern himself with
the sharpening of the power of comprehension and the development of taste and judgment. His method should be
informal, based on free discussion, under his leadership,
of a few outstanding features of each book. In fiction
he should work steadily towards an understanding of what
constitutes good story-telling and good characterization. I n
all books he should be alert for opportunities to draw the
attention of the class to skilful communication—of ideas,
of feeling's, of scenes, events, etc.
(v) The school library, the local children's library, films, radio
serials, and even "comics" will provide guidance for the
teacher in discovering the pupils' interests and directing
them to suitable "free reading." It is important that the
teacher should m a k e himself familiar with the individual
tastes of his pupils and that he should be thoroughly
acquainted with the resources of the libraries.
(vi) If, by the end of Third Year,
(a) most of the pupils are willing readers of books:
(b) there is evidence of a growing preference for
"better" books as* against "juvenile" fiction and
"comics";
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(c) there are indications of developing powers of interpretation, judgment, and criticism,
the teacher m a y feel that his work has been well done.
Senior Classes.
(i) Substantially the same methods are considered suitable for
most pupils who continue beyond the Intermediate Certificate standard.
(v.) T h e transition from junior readers to books written for
adults calls for careful handling. It is true that, at this stage,
beys and girls are approaching intellectual maturity and,
in most cases, are becoming increasingly aware of the
world and of people. B u t their range of experience, especially emotional experience, is still too limited for anything
like- full comprehension and appreciation of m a n y of the
books that are commonly placed in their hands.
(iii) In the senior, as in the junior classes, readers should not be
restricted to works offiction.Apart from the fact that notall pupils are interested infiction,it is important that they
should come to regard books as windows opening out on
the world and as a means of enabling them to share the
experiences and ideas of other people. T h e essay, books of
literary merit dealing with biography, travel and exploration,
history, science, and sport will help to develop this attitude.
(iv) Fuller and deeper analysis of the pupils' o w n emotional and
intellectual responses to the books should be expected in the
senior years, and increasing attention should be given to
the author's intention, the means he employs to realize this
intention, and the skill with which he carries out his task.
A s a general rule, this approach to critical analysis should
continue to take the form of class discussion, but occasional
written exercises which d e m a n d honest thinking about
specific questions might be set,
2. Poetry.
Junior Years.
T h e junior years should be the period in which the liking for
poetry is developed. Most of the time. allotted should, therefore,
be spent in giving children an enjoyable experience of poetry.
T h e choice of the poetry to be put before a class must necessarily be determined by the personal tastes of the teacher and
the capacity of the class that he is teaching; but in genera] the
poetry which is most useful in these years is that in which the
pupil is untroubled either by subtlety of thought or language
or by the maturity of the idea expressed and in which the
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sensuous appeal is readily perceptible. Poems of this sort can be
found in thefieldsof narrative poetry where the story holds the
pupil's interest; in humorous and nonsense verse which tickles
the pupil's fancy, and in the unimpassioned but highly singable
lyric poetry where the sense is largely conveyed by agreeable
sound.
A great deal of the teaching of poetry should be done through
performance. Poetry was meant to be read aloud and it is only
by reading aloud that the pupil can experience the charm of
poetic sound. Thefirststep should be made with the reading of
the poem for the sense. A pupil is readily aware of the metrical
hammerbeats of verse and if he is taught to make an unaffected
reading of the sense he will begin to be aware of the changing
cadences which constitute so much the charm of poetry. The
second step is to encourage the pupil to read feelingly, that is
with some perception of the emotional and sensuous import of
the language. This, too, will enhance the appreciation of rhythm,
since the need for weighting- words will draw attention to the
time value as distinct from the accentual quality of rhythm.
The more dramatic narrative poems offer some opportunity-for
this sort of reading; but in lyric poetry more caution is required,
for here, if such reading is made much-af, it may lead to affectation.
Useful secondary aids in teaching at this stage are the making
of verses, learning- by heart, and music. The making of verses is
afirsthand experience of the art of poetry. Pupils who are
naturally gifted should be encouraged to exercise their gifts and
to use the school magazine as a means to display them; and, as
a class exercise dealt with in the light-hearted spirit of a game,
the making of verses can provide something of value to everyone. Learning by heart gives most people those fragments of
poetry which, having caught the fancy, are cherished throughout
life. There is no reason why pupils should be denied this sort of
pleasure. Pupils should be encouraged to learn poems and
fragments of poems of their own choosing without any sense of
obligation or threat of punishment for failure. The singing of
poems not only can emphasize their lyric quality but also often
best realises the intention of the writer.- M a n y of the old ballads
have sturdy contemporary tunes, and many of the lyrics have
been set to music. A close collaboration with the teacher of
music should prove very helpful. But lyrics which are unsingable
and carry their own word-music as organic parts of the composition should also be read.
A n y "'appreciation" of poetry during these years should take
the form of a broad comprehension. In narrative poetry it is
sufficient for the pupil to follow the storv and catch a little of
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its tone. T o laugh at the absurdities of nonsense poetry is the
best appreciation that a pupil can give. In lyrics and in the
lyric passages that occur in narrative poems, a pupil should be
able to grasp the intention of the poet through the sensuous and
emotional overtones of the language. This is really an emotional
comprehension. The most satisfactory method of achieving such
appreciation is by free discussion in the class. Written appreciations are undesirable w h e n they are beyond the capacity of the
pupils and they then do little m o r e than encourage artificiality.
If written work is required it should demand answers to questions
on specific points. Under no circumstances should the comprehension of poetry turn itself merely into an exercise in the use
of dictionaries and reference books, nor should it merely minister
occasion for scansion, the working-out of rhyme schemes, or for
instruction in technical terminology.
Senior Years.
In the senior years the work of the junior years should be
continued, but the field of the reading should be extended.
Pupils should be introduced to "philosophic" poetry, that is,
poetry which is the vehicle of ideas that find in poetry a more
fitting form of expression than in prose; and they should be
introduced to poetry which records the more mature emotional
experiences. This does not m e a n that other forms of poetry
should be discarded, They still have their place but they should
be of greater depth and subtlety than those read in the earlier
years.
During these years it is not merely a matter of widening the
experience of poetry. It is a matter of deepening the intellectual
and emotional experience of the pupils. It is thereforefittingthat
some of the poems read should receive a more exhaustive treatment. Pupils should be expected to perceive after a close examination of the poem not merely the basic intention of the poet
but his more refined implications as they are developed in the
several phases of the poem's substance. Pupils should also be
expected to show some comprehension of the form in which the
p o e m is cast. This applies particularly to the language. Pupils
should be trained to look beyond the superficial meaning and to
appreciate the emotional implications which contribute So m u c h
to the understanding of the poems as a whole.
Such appreciation is again best done through class discussion.
B y this means it is possible to' convey to the pupils some conception of the poem as a work of literary art. General written
appreciations are possible at this stage of the pupil's school
life to those who are so gifted as to be able to write with
sincerity about a poem. It is unwise to expect such written
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appreciations as a general exercise. B u t most pupils are able to
gain some appreciation of poetry, and good responses can be
obtained w h e n written answers are required to questions on
specific points.

3. Drama.
Aims.
(i) T o develop a vital interest in drama for its stage and
literary value.
(ii) T o expand that interest into some understanding of its
emotional, intellectual, and artistic content.
(iii) T o raise the general level of appreciation of dramatic art
on stage, radio, and screen.
(iv) T o increase pupils' self-confidence and social poise and to
improve their speech.
Texts.
In classes for which there are no prescribed texts, teachers
should select worthwhile material from all available sources—•
stage, radio, and screen. Even if texts are prescribed for public
examination, it should be possible to give the pupils the benefit
of extra non-examination reading. While Shakespearian plays
will still be read, abridged if necessary in junior years, the
claims of other dramatists should be given consideration. It is
stressed that the aim should be the enjoyment of a wide variety
of plays rather than the minute dissection of a few.
Treatment.
(i) Reading and Dramatization.
It is not by any means suggested that every play should be
acted, but it should be kept in m i n d that, with very few exceptions, plays are meant to be acted, and, where time and space
permit, some acting should be attempted. For the most part
dramatic reading- will suffice. A t first this will fall largely to the
teacher, but he should try to develop in his pupils the confidence,
fluency, and skill necessary for sympathetic reading of the various
characters. H e also might, gradually and without unnecessary
technicalities, inculcate the elements of stagecraft and voice
production.
(ii) The Literary Study of the Play.
This m a y come before or after the reading, but, in any case,
will be closely related to it. Pupils should be encourag-ed to talk
freely about the story and the characters, and the teacher should
lead them to some understanding of the dramatic and h u m a n
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values involved. Thus, on the dramatic side, the inter-relation of
plot and characterization, the building of the story for suspense,
the use of surprise, contrast, and conflict; and, on the h u m a n
side, the reasons underlying the actions of people might be
brought out, and the art by which these are conveyed in dialogue.
W h e r e necessary for a better understanding of these matters,
explanations of word-meanings, allusions, etc., should be given;
otherwise there should be no detailed textual study.
(iii) Play Composition.
In all years opportunity should be given to pupils to write
their o w n plays. These m a y range from a short piece of dialogue
to one-acters or even full-length plays. Such compositions will
not only give an outlet for the creative impulse, but will also
foster critical appreciation of the art of the dramatist.
(iv) Play Forms.
T h e reading and dramatization, the literary study and the
composition of plays will provide opportunities for discussion,
at the level appropriate to the abilities of the pupils, of the
general characteristics of dramatic forms (comedy, tragedy,
history, farce, poetic drama, one-act play, screen play, radio
play, melodrama, etc.); of such elements' of composition as
dramatic irony, comic relief, soliloquy, chorus, aside; and of
such elements of stage presentation as grouping, significant
movements, dramatic conventions, timing, pace, effective
entrances and exits, the use of the curtain.
Examination requirements and conditions are issued annually in
the rules for the Intermediate Certificate and Leaving Certificate
Examinations. Copies of these rules m a y be obtained on application
to the Secretary, Board of Secondary School Studies, Department of
Education, Bridge-street, Sydney.
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E N G LIS H
(Syllabus and Commentary)
FORMS V. AND VI.
FIRST
SECOND AND THIRD LEVELS
(Approved by the Board on 5th. May, 1965)

The texts to be studied in Form VI will be chosen from lists approved
and advertised by the Board of Senior School Studies. In Form V
recommended lists of texts will be provided and minimum objectives
suggested, but teachers should avail themselves of the freedom to explore
additional fields of suitable literature. From time to time the prescribed
and recommended lists will be revised, the schools being given due
warning of changes.

These syllabuses should be read in close association with the separ
issued lists of texts.

Issued by
THE NEW SOUTH WALES
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
A

for the
BOARD OF SENIOR SCHOOL STUDIES

NOTE:

While the syllabus will not be subject to major amendment
before its first use in schools, it is subject to review, in
some respects, by the Board. Schools will be notified
immediately of any changes which may be made. _

B O A R D O F S E N I O R S C H O O L STUDIES
ENGLISH SYLLABUS
THIRD LEVEL
AIMS.
The third level syllabus is an integrated course in the reading, writing
and speaking of English. Each element in it involves all these activities in
varying degrees: reading issues naturally into discussion, writing consolidates
what has been gained from reading. The objectives of the course are to
develop students' ability to understand and respond to good literature within
the range of their competence and interests, and to improve their skills in
comprehension and in oral and written expression.
READING
APPROACH.
The course of reading envisaged will represent poetry, fiction, drama
and general prose, being planned to appeal to the natural interests of
students, to show them the enjoyment to be gained from literature, and to
encourage reading interests and habits that will persist after they have left
school. The flexibility of the syllabus, especially in Fifth F o r m , provides
for the representation of the contemporary and the local, as well as of the
literature of other times and places. Teachers will seek out texts which
have a ready appeal, and which at the same time offer sufficient maturity of
thought, feeling and expression to justify study and to provide an introduction
to intelligent, adult reading.
In the treatment of texts, the main emphasis should be upon the pupil's
own response to bocks he has read attentively. Such response should above
all be honest, and. soundly supported by reference to what the text actually
says, and to the impact and pattern of the work as a whole. The treatment
envisaged is thus one of careful reading and thoughtful general interpretation
and evaluation, rather than of exhaustive detailed analysis.
In most cases, the first reading of a text will be private reading, although
the reading of m u c h of the poetry and drama m a y well be undertaken in the
group. Teaching might begin with the evoking of free discussion of the work,
bringing to light and helping to formulate various reactions, interpretations
and evaluations. These could be discussed at sufficient length to clarify the
various views expressed and to test all views against the evidence of the text.
The teacher would, of course, contribute views of his own when it became
apparent that students had failed to perceive something important about the
work, but there would be no call to impose any such views, or to shape reactions
into some supposedly orthodox pattern. All that is required is that students'
responses should be honest and thoughtful, and backed by knowledge of the
text.
(i) Poetry. The student should be helped to extend the range of
his response to poetry, through experiencing it in its various m o d e s , and by
reading always with a close attention to what is being said in the individual
poem. While teachers will m a k e their courses as varied as possible, they
m a y find it helpful to give particular attention to contemporary work and to
Australian poetry, as providing a m o r e immediate interpretation of and
comment upon our environment.
] -7909
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English Syllabus
Third Level
The constant intention is to bring students into a direct engagement
with the text, so that they may read poetry with enjoyment and an increasing,
discrimination. Historical study as such is not envisaged, nor the learning
of information "about" poetry, in such terms as scansion or "figures of
speech", except so far as this may contribute to the student's experience of
the poem itself. Testing could be by way of questions on an unseen poem,
designed to test the student's comprehension of the text.
(ii) Fiction. The course should include both novels and short stories,
and teachers are urged to experiment in finding rewarding texts. The appro;:
to the novel in both Forms V and VI is one designed to encourage the readinghabit, and to ensure that even in an examination year a student will probably
'
do better with his set books if his time is given partly to reading outside
them, and not devoted exclusively to the one or two texts prescribed.

The response to each novel as a whole should be the main object of
concern. In Form V some novels should be chosen for general reading and an appropriate assignment, with a brief treatment in class, while others
;
may be studied more closely in class. The work in Form VI, while assumin;
that general reading will continue in the background, will be concerned with
a smaller number of texts. Any analysis of characters or plot or setting
should be subordinated to the understanding of the whole work, and
any study of parts or aspects should be directed to appreciating their role
in the total pattern of meaning to which they contribute.
(iii) Drama. Detailed textual study is not envisaged. Students should
be helped to a general grasp of a play's movement and meaning. Seeing it a;,
a script for acting as well as a literary work, they might well adopt the
attitude of the producer, seeking in the text those qualities that should be
brought out in any.good performance.
Such a preliminary approach should also contribute to the fuller
understanding of a play as more than an acted story. Students should be
led to see something of dramatic structure - for example, the way parallels
and contrasts between speeches or characters or scenes are built up, or
the contribution of a sub-plot to the total meaning of the play, or the changes i
of mood and tempo as the action develops.
(iv) General Prose. This is an opportunity to extend the student's
range of reading to non-fictional forms which may be relevant to his
particular interests or have a general appeal. Such texts invite treatment
by discussion, and should present issues which students might pursue further;
in their written work. Although they may sometimes provide comprehensio] [
passages, these books are not set for detailed textual study, but for the
interest of their content and the arguments and issues they may raise.
COMPREHENSION
APPROACH.
The whole of the reading course is a course in comprehension, which
in turn involves and is consolidated by oral and written expression. This
work extends over the two years of the curriculum.
To develop students' skill in comprehension, work will extend beyond ;
the literary texts used to provide practice over a wide range of well selecte
samples, in both prose and verse. Teachers may wish to make use of repo
and leaders in the daily press, current book reviews, passages from textbo
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or advertising copy. Students should come to read with greater discrimination
the printed matter that confronts them from day to day, and also to read the
best creative writing m o r e perceptively.
The development of these skills naturally involves some study of
written English in its various forms (literary, formal, colloquial,
scientific), besides raising such issues as the appropriateness of vocabulary,
the suitability of an idiom or construction in the context in which it appears,
and the notion of "correctness" in usage. In their reading of sustained
works of general prose, students should be able to determine how coherently
any argument is developed, how far it m a y rely on unsupported statements,
how logically the case is established.
Comprehension work naturally includes the comprehension of spoken
English. Broadcasts and recordings m a y be useful for training students in
listening and note-taking. They should be able not only to grasp the content of
a speech or discussion, but also to detect changes in its emphasis and tone.
A n alertness in the student to such qualities in spoken English is also necessary
to his appreciation of poetry and drama, and of the dialogue of novels and short
stories.

EXPRESSION
Oral expression has an inevitable prominence in the course, as so much
of the work on the poems, novels and plays is done through discussion.
Activities like play reading and debating, and the discussion of films or
television programmes, provide further opportunities for students to express
themselves in a variety of situations. In these circumstances, questions
about the controversial pronunciations of particular words and about "standard"
speech will arise naturally, and should prompt some discussion of spoken
English.
No attempt should be made to study phonetics as such, but the teacher
m a y find phonetic script useful for showing variations in pronunciation.
F r o m their experience of different kinds of spoken English, students should
be able to discuss such matters as
Varieties of speech - formal address - colloquial and conversational
forms - vulgar speech.
Differences between conversation and prepared speech - vocabulary types of sentences - construction of sentences - conversational
repetition, incompleteness, irrelevancy, appeal to the listener.
In their practice of oral expression, students should give attention to
essentials of effective talk - coherence - clarity intelligibility - choice of vocabulary suited to the audience visual and vocal adjustment to the audience.
Written expression will occupy much more time in the course. It is
inseparable from the reading the student is doing, as he is constantly
required to define his responses and express and justify his views of what
he has read. At this level, considerable emphasis must fall on improving
the logic and coherence of written work, so that the student expresses
himself lucidly and cogently.
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English Syllabus
Third Level
Practice in composition should take a variety of forms: short
informative articles, argument of a case, reviews, reports based on
experience or summarising assembled data, letters dealing with life-like
situations, precis. M u c h of the material here should come from the
reading being done in the literature course. Essay topics suggested by
the reading in general prose, that take the student back to the text and
oblige him to develop a point of view of his own, should be especially
helpful.
Improvement of the student's competence in written expression
remains the main objective. The work on composition done in the junior
forms - sentence structure, punctuation, paragraphing - should be
consolidated and developed; vocabulary-building should continue; the
value (and limitations) of the dictionary should be further emphasised and
demonstrated. Teachers will plan their programmes to meet the
particular needs and deficiencies of their classes in written expression,
taking account of such matters as:
Words and their function: distinction between stable forms (main
dictionary entries) and modifications by inflexion, affixes, compounds distinction between words carrying a dictionary meaning in themselves
and those doing the work of linking or showing relationships - loaded
and affective words.
Dictionaries: different types of word guides (technical, historical,
etc.) - value of the dictionary as a guide to pronunciation, spelling
and historical meaning.
Phrases and sentences: the basic simple sentence pattern - extension
of this by qualifying phrases and clauses - co-ordination; subordination
value of complex structures and attendant risks to communication paragraph construction.
The student's written work, whether it is a discussion of his literature
texts or an exposition of his own ideas on a particular issue, will not be judged
by the "rightness" or "wrongness" of his views, but by the coherence with
which they are presented, the logic and evidence by which they are sustained,
and the cogency with which they are expressed.
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B O A R D O F S E N I O R S C H O O L STUDIES
ENGLISH SYLLABUS
SECOND LEVEL
The English syllabus at Second Level is a syllabus in language and
literature. Although the requirements of each part are set out separately,
there is no rigid division between them, and every opportunity should be taken
of making one illuminate the other. While no allocation of time to the different
parts of the syllabus is prescribed, it is envisaged that the literature work
might occupy 7 5 % of the course, and the language work 25%.
LITERATURE
AIMS.
(1) To develop and refine individual response to literature.
(2) To develop ability to recognise, describe and assess qualities
of thought and feeling expressed in various forms of literature.
(3) To develop an understanding of the literature of other ages.
The aims of the literature syllabus are to be achieved over a two-year
course, designed to expand the range of a student's response to literature
and to enrich its quality. F o r m V is a year of wide reading, and F o r m VI a
year of m o r e intensive study: Teachers will plan a single course for the two
years, exploiting the flexibility of the .syllabus at every opportunity in order
•
to fulfil its stated aims.

Form V
APPROACH.
In Fifth Form, the areas for study are poetry, novel, drama and
general prose. Teachers should select a core of texts from the lists given,
and supplement these with others of their own choosing. (These further
selections m a y also be taken from the lists themselves.) The freedom of
choice presumes a readiness in the teacher both to seek out literary works
related to the student's immediate interests and problems, and to experiment
with texts that might at first seem a little beyond the student's experience.
While initial difficulties with any text might be welcomed as an opportunity for
extending a student's awareness of literary qualities (e.g. irony, implication),
any experiment that seemed unlikely to succeed could quickly be dropped,
and something else tried.
In each area of work, the opportunity should be taken of studying texts
from different literary periods, and of experiencing literature in its various
modes (e.g. narrative verse, satire). Although the student would thereby gain
some sense of English literature in its historical perspective, he should not
be absorbing m e r e information about "the Augustan age" or "the development
of the-ode". This would be to misplace the emphasis of the course. Such
acquaintance with periods and forms as a student might have gained by the end
of Fifth Form-should be a by-product of his study of specific literary works.
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Second Level
A s F o r m V is a year of wide reading, m u c h of the work will be done
outside class, and at a fairly rapid pace. Students will undertake a m o r e
independent study of their texts, and will be encouraged through discussion
to justify their views and defend them against contrary views.
The role of the teacher is thus one of evoking and helping to formulate ?
various reactions, guiding discussion without imposing his own viewpoint on it
bringing the class to test different interpretations against the evidence of the
text itself. Such a teaching approach should help students to realise that there
is no one "right" approach to literature, and that a response that is honest,
perceptive and firmly based upon the text establishes its own right.
The course for Form V has a considerable degree of freedom, at the
same time deriving its coherence from the aims governing the study of
literature at Second Level, as stated above. Certain texts should be selected
for closer study in each field, as a preparation for F o r m VI. For suggestions
on their treatment, see the commentary on the Sixth F o r m syllabus.

F o r m VI
APPROACH. •
The syllabus for Sixth Form assumes that the student has now acquired
some historical perspective and some experience of literature in its various
modes, and is ready for more intensive work. There are three areas of study
poetry, novel and drama - and all have the same weight. The course
requires the study of fewer texts than in F o r m V, but the texts chosen are
to be studied m o r e closely.
POETRY"

COMMENTARY.
While the poets to be studied should be chosen with an eye to
representing different literary periods, the main intention of the course is to
develop the student's own response to the text before him. Historical
knowledge must be ancillary to this, never a substitute for it.
As the approach to poetry is fundamental to other forms of imaginative
literature, m u c h of the commentary under this heading m a y be applied to
other sections of the course. The student's response should in the first
place be honest, based upon his own experience of the work, and not a m e r e
repetition of supposedly "acceptable" views about it. Equally it must be
more than a m e r e assertion of opinion, and therefore it should be constantly
justified by reference to, and analysis of, the work itself. Intelligent
criticism requires close attention to what is said in the poem: students
should not substitute for an account of the text itself a m e r e description of
their own feelings (e, g. "This reminds m e of . . . . " ) .
An adequate response also requires more than a description of
external technical features: metre, alliteration, images, figures of speech
and the like. The student should be encouraged to ask what ends these
serve, and what he thinks of the total meaning thus created. The separating
of the "prose sense" of a work from its "techniques" can lead to the error
of regarding imaginative literature as just a dressing-up of arguments or
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ideas or emotions in "effective" ways, to be evaluated in terms of "technical
skill" or of the writer's intention to "communicate a message". The student
should be encouraged to see how vacuous is an approach that prevents him
from experiencing a work of art and trying to define what he makes of it,
and that offers him no way of distinguishing between a trivial work, however
"effective", however successful in doing what the author "intended", and
one meaningful in its capacity to enlarge and vivify his experience.

The student should therefore be helped to grasp a poem (or any other
imaginative work) as a meaningful whole, and to hold to this understanding and to deepen it - in exploring how the poem "works" to create it. He is not
expected to produce sophisticated literary criticism, so much as to explain
his own view of the nature and significance of a work, to present a personal
understanding and response to it.

Reading aloud will often help students to grasp the crucial importance
of tone. (What is the tone at this point and that? How does it qualify what
seems to be said? What therefore is really being said?) The same applies
to the actually experienced rhythms of poetry ( as distinct from its
mechanical metre), to the imagery (as distinct from detached images that
might be catalogued, and figures like "similes" and "metaphors"). Again,
students might explore the structure of a poem, as distinct from mechanical
"forms" and "genres". (How meaningful is the juxtaposition of this against
that? What precise significance is there in this shift of point of view?)

While it is sometimes useful to begin by asking what seems to be the
"theme" of a work, any such preliminary stab at its meaning will naturally
change the more the work is explored, and as the student comes to see that
the way something is expressed ultimately determines what is being said.
Class discussion should deepen and extend the understanding of the poem,
modifying responses that are too subjective or too ingenious, too superficial
or too rhapsodical. The really central questions and problems raised can
have no absolutely "right" answers; the value of encountering them is to give
the student the opportunity of answering them for himself as honestly and
perceptively as he can.
NOVEL
COMMENTARY.
The study of the novel (and the drama) in Sixth Form will again be
founded in the student's first-hand study of the text, and in developing his
sense of the novel or play as an artistic entity. He should be led beyond
regarding a novel or a play as though it were merely a documentary record
of actual events, with the characters to be understood simply as though they
were real persons. Students should develop an awareness of novels and
plays as necessarily related to and sometimes commenting on the real
world, and yet having an existence independently of it. (It is relevant to
ask if a character is "life-like", but finally the reader can answer this
question only in the novel's own terms. To discuss any character simply
as though he were a real person is to risk detaching him from the only
context in which he has his "existence", and so to impede a full understanding
of his part in the work as a whole).
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Although the novels would not call for the same intensive treatment as
the poetry, students might be expected to see the wider implications of a given
episode ("What functions does the Box Hill episode in E m m a serve, apart frorr|
forwarding the plot ?"), to see how and why one scene is balanced against
another, or characters or settings are contrasted. The study of the text will
naturally reach through and beyond the description of such things as
"character", "plot" and "setting" to an understanding of how they are interrelated, and how they help create the total meaning of the work.
While here, as with poetry, students should not study "technique"
for its own sake, at this level they will need to have a greater awareness of
the means used by the novelist: the point of view of the narrator, prose style
as defining and discriminating attitudes within the narrative, variations of
tempo and mood. Teachers should also, wherever necessary, help students
to see a novel in its historical context, but this approach - like the assigning
of a book to the category of "the novel of manners" or "the novel of social
criticism" - should not deflect the student from a direct engagement with the
text itself and a discrimination of its individual qualities.

DRAMA
COMMENTARY.
The study of drama should be directed to the experiencing of the
literary and dramatic qualities of the play as a whole. In particular the
treatment of Shakespeare should avoid the kind of textual study that fixes on
obsolete vocabulary and topical allusions. Students should be helped to grasp
the ways in which our sense of the play is created by the sweep of the action,
by juxtaposition of scenes, by imagery and tone, and to recognise the functions
a particular scene may have other than merely advancing the plot. The
justification of any detailed study of the text will be found in its contribution _
to bringing out the play's full effect.
Students will naturally be aware that they are studying a text written
for stage presentation, and that its scenes are meant to have a visual
existence. They might be encouraged to adopt something of the standpoint of
a producer, seeking in the text those qualities that would be brought out in a
good performance. Play-readings may afford opportunities for studying the
tone of a certain speech or the force of a key passage of dialogue. This
approach should be used to heighten the student's awareness of the play, not
to limit his conception of it to what may be immediately conveyed in
performance. He should be encouraged to see, for example, how the action
and the language do not merely express character, but so act upon the audience
that their understanding includes that of the characters, and at the same time
exceeds it.
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LANGUAGE
AIMS.
(1) T o develop skill in the use, understanding, and appreciation
of English in its varied forms.
(2) To establish some knowledge of the growth and structure of
the English language.
APPROACH.
As the basic skills in the mechanics of English have been
consolidated in the first four F o r m s , teachers in Fifth and Sixth F o r m s will
deal with incidental problems of expression as they arise. This course
should result in a love of accurate, graceful English for its own sake, and
should stress the need for efficient English in any situation in which knowledge
and opinions are communicated or simply recorded. In the schools there must
be full co-operation towards this end by all teachers, so that poor expression
will be penalised and good expression encouraged whenever the student is
required to write in any subject. While students at Second Level will not
have, nor should they need, the same instruction on the techniques of various
types of composition as those at Third Level, the quality of their written
work should reach a high standard.
This course is also designed to establish some knowledge of the
growth and structure of English. Apart from its own value, this knowledge
is important to a student's own use of English and to his appreciation of the
literature of different periods. Provided that the interdependence of the two
aims of the language syllabus is thus recognised, about half the. weight of
this course might be given to building up knowledge of the language (topics
4 and 5), and half to the development of skills in the use, understanding and
appreciation of it (topics 1, 2. and 3). •
The work may be programmed over the two years according to the
convenience and discretion of different teachers, but they should ensure that,
no matter how the elements of the course are studied, these are seen as m u c h
as possible in combination, and that examples are drawn from or studied in
meaningful contexts. Suitable ways of developing a course of study and
assessing its progress could include discussing specific expressions or
features of language in a passage of English, comparing theuses of language
in different passages, and rewriting passages to achieve greater clarity and
effectiveness. There could also be direct questions on the nature, structure,
and growth of the language.

INTRODUCTION.
(a) Language as the most effective means of communication.
Preliminary discussion of speech and writing, and their relationship.
(b) The importance of the English language, the spread and
significance of modern English, and its development in different places.
(c) The value of dictionaries and an understanding of their layout,
purpose and usefulness. Dictionaries as guides on such variable or diverse
matters as word function, origin, pronunciation, meaning, and spelling. Tl
place of g r a m m a r s , books on usage, and other language manuals.
2-7909
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L A N G U A G E IN U S E
1.

COMPREHENSION.

This will be based on the study and discussion of representative
examples of English, spoken and written, literary and non-literary, formal
and colloquial, and in verse as well as prose. "Comprehension" is to be
thought of as a fundamental aspect of every section of the English course,
rather than as a distinct segment of it.
There is, however, a place at this level for carefully selected
intensive-reading exercises, sampling various modes of expression important
in both the language and the literature courses. In their "comprehension"
aspect, such exercises would seek to bring out
the general import or effect of the piece
the main steps in development and the nature of their sequence
the meaning and implications of significant details - their
relationships to one another and to the whole.
While texts in the literature course may therefore contain useful
illustrative material, these are not set primarily to be analysed in detail for
linguistic purposes, nor should the course be restricted to them. Teachers will!
take m o r e material from varied sources such as newspapers, reports,
articles, talks and interviews, as illustrations of language in use.
2. USAGE'.
The study of English under this heading involves the study of what
are known as "levels of usage", ranging from the most colloquial to the
most highly formalised. Such study should develop a lively sense of the
varieties' of English in use, and some ability to describe whatever levels
of usage are encountered. While fixed criteria for the different levels
should be avoided, students should understand how diction and syntax m a y
vary with the background and skill of the writer or speaker, the nature of
the audience, and the occasion.
Although primarily descriptive, the study of usage'inevitably
raises questions of evaluation. These arise when the issue of "standard
English" is explored, and when departures from formal usage are considered
in their particular contexts. It is essential to distinguish between careless
use of inappropriate language and the deliberate use of non-formal language
to achieve special tone. In all cases, evaluation should proceed only in the
light of the whole context.
Usage should be studied through the examination of a wealth of
examples at all levels - conversation, journalism, advertising and
serious literature. Particular issues raised should include:
precision, unity, coherence, and their opposites.
slang and formally-unacceptable g r a m m a r , compared with
"standard" usage.
affectation, elegant variation, verbosity, euphemism, cliche''
and jargon of various kinds, compared with plainer uses of English.
loaded or coloured terms, specious argument and propaganda,
compared on the one hand with cogent argument, and on the
other with the legitimate use of imaginative m o d e s of expression.
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Second Level
3.

COMPOSITION.

Besides reading widely in various types of English, pupils will be
required to develop their own skills in writing efficiently. Written reports,
summaries, presentation of cases, and critical evaluations will form a
continuing part of all courses and should be treated by all teachers as
exercises in English. Familiarity with language in action, a critical
approach to encourage its best use, and awareness of the need for sound
structure and adequate vocabulary, should go hand in hand with the student's
own practice in using appropriate English.
Skills in the use and appreciation of English will also be developed
through study of the structure of the language, and of its historical
development. These matters are covered in sections 4 and 5.

4.

S T R U C T U R E O F ENGLISH.

(a) The sounds in our system. An introduction to the way speech
organs co-operate in different ways to m a k e consonants, vowels and diphthongs.
(b) How sounds are written down. Spelling and phonetic systems
compared.
(c) The importance of stress, intonation, loudness, pace.
(d) Differences in sounds. Variations because of personal,
social, or regional differences. Questions of correctness in speech, accent,
acceptable and unacceptable forms of elision, intrusion, substitution, and
assimilation.
(e) Methods of classifying words (no particular grammatical system
is prescribed).
(f) A study of the combinations of words into sentences - basic
actor-action construction - expanded subordinate constructions - use of word
order, intonation and stress to give functional power to sentences transformations for passives, questions, and negatives.

COMMENTARY.
It is not envisaged that topics (a) to (d) will be treated at great
depth, but students should know how sounds are m a d e and how, in combination
and under the influence of other features of speech, they are significant in
communication. A n introduction to personal and other pronunciation
differences, and their varying acceptability, naturally follows. Such a
study does require a description of some of the sounds w e use and an
understanding of the variations heard in everyday speech, but no theoretical
study of phonetics is prescribed. F r o m the teacher's practical use of
phonetic symbols and appropriate terminology, students will nevertheless
come to appreciate the value of such technical aids in explaining how
language works.
Time taken for topics (e) and (f) will depend on how effectively
students have been prepared for the School Certificate. S o m e revision will
be necessary.
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Attention should now be given to all kinds of English sentences
J
and not only to those which have a formally complete grammatical construction
A g r a m m a r of the language is not an unchanging prescription, but a
description of all the sentences that people use.
5. THE VOCABULARY OF ENGLISH
(a) Diversity of sources: Borrowings - appreciation of the impact
of history and the movements of people and cultures on the English language
since its establishment in Britain (Germanic settlement, Christianity and
Latin, Danish attacks and settlement, the Normans, the Renaissance,
exploration and trade, modern borrowing).
Other methods of extending vocabulary. - compounding, use of
affixes, shortenings, change of function, new coinages, blends.
(b) Diversity of Meaning: Lexical power of different types of
words, for example nouns, verbs and adjectives compared with prepositions
and conjunctions, which have structural rather than lexical function.
Different kinds of lexical meaning - concrete and abstract sense
of words.
Change of meaning. Variation of meaning during history
(narrowing, widening, new senses displacing the old) - multiple meaning
(synonymy, homonymy). Influence of individual experience on the choice
and interpretation of words.
(c) Diversity of form: A brief historical treatment of written
and spoken forms of words to demonstrate that pronunciation and spelling
are really distinct systems of language. Topics should include variety in
pronunciation today, historical change in pronunciation, foreign'words in •
English, spelling conventions and variations, the need for fixed forms when
writing English.
COMMENTARY.
-.The treatment of topic (a) may take the form of a chronological
review, or a casting back to relevant historical influences while examining
contemporary English, or a combination of both. There is no need to learn
long lists of foreign words, but the greater the familiarity with the growth
and diversity of English, the m o r e appreciation there will be of its richness
today.
The treatment of (b) requires a study of words and their meanings
in as objective a way as possible, without either limiting a word to a single
meaning or going into unnecessary semantic complexities. At the same time
students should become aware of the importance of precision and
appropriateness in the choice of words.
Once again there should be both historical and contemporary study.
Reference back to such authors as Chaucer or Shakespeare could demonstrate
loss and replacement of words or senses, while a dictionary will illustrate
how contemporary words have a great range and variety of meanings. These
m a y vary still further according to the context in which they are used, and
carry different implications to people of different background.
The treatment of (c) should be kept as general as possible, and not
complicated by detail in phonology or etymology.
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B O A R D O F S E N I O R S C H O O L STUDIES
ENGLISH SYLLABUS
FIRST LEVEL
The English syllabus at First Level is a syllabus in language and literature.
There is, however, no rigid division between the two parts of the course,
and every opportunity should be taken of making one illuminate the other.
While no strict allocation of time to the different parts of the course is prescribed,
the literature work might occupy 7 5 % of the course and the language work 25%.
LITERATURE
ATMS.
(1) To develop and refine individual response to literature.
(2) To develop ability to recognise, describe and assess qualities
of thought and feeling expressed in various forms of literature.
(3) To develop an understanding of the literature of other ages.
While the syllabus for English literature at First Level has the same
general aims as the Second Level syllabus, the First Level course is
distinguished in two ways: by the larger area traversed, and by the depth and
complexity of the treatment envisaged.
The student at First Level is expected to range more widely in his
reading, and teachers should take full advantage of the flexibility of the two
year course. For example, it would be possible within the syllabus for a
student to pursue a particular interest in modern poetry, or the eighteenth
century novel, or Australian literature, by choosing the relevant texts
from the lists and supplementing them by others in the same field. The
Fifth F o r m syllabus is particularly open to this treatment, while the planning
of a course over the two years permits an adventurous approach.
The First Level syllabus does not offer wide reading for the sake of wide
reading, however, so m u c h as for the illumination and insight it m a y bring to
the study of the m o r e challenging works of literature. The First Level course
is distinguished by its greater depth and complexity, and the ability to perceive
and explore critical issues raised in a particular work while retaining a close
grasp of the text itself might well be taken as one of the marks of a student at
this level. Where the lists of authors and texts prescribed for First Level
differ from those at Second, the difference comes from the inclusion of
material that is m o r e demanding.
The close study of "unseen" poems is therefore a feature of First Level
work. W o r k for practice should represent ail the kinds and periods of writing
in the First Level syllabus. Most of it should be good, but the development of
discrimination m a y b e assisted by the occasional inclusion of poor or uneven
work. In the early stages, students m a y be helped by quite pointed questioning,
to guide the re-examination of the text. The discussion method will correct
and develop the response that is too naive and superficial, or too subjective or
rhapsodical. While students will need the critical vocabulary to explain and
justify their opinions, it must be recognised that the m e r e manipulation of
critical terms, or the identification of technical devices in a poem, can be no
substitute for a literary judgment that is perceptively m a d e and carefully argued.
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Form V
APPROACH.
In Fifth Form, which is a year of wide reading, the areas for study are
poetry, novel, drama and general prose. Teachers should select a core of
texts from the lists given, and supplement these with others of their own
choosing. Any texts that may be common to First and Second Level must be
studied by First Level students to a greater depth, and the further selections
made by the teacher should also include some more challenging work.
In each area of study, the opportunity should be taken of treating texts
from different literary periods, and of experiencing literature in its various
modes (e.g. narrative verse, satire). Although the First Level student
should have a sense of English literature in its historical perspective, he
should not be absorbing mere information about "the Augustan age" or "the
development of the ode". This would be to misplace the emphasis of the
course. The acquaintance with periods and forms that a student would have
gained by the end of Fifth Form should be a by-product of his study of
specific literary works.
As Form V is a year of wide reading, much of the work will be done
outside class, and at a fairly rapid pace. Students will undertake a more
independent study of their texts, and will be encouraged through discussion
to justify their views and defend them against contrary views. The role of
the teacher is thus one of evoking and helping to formulate various reactions,
guiding discussion without imposing his own viewpoint on it, bringing the
class to test different interpretations against the evidence of the text itself.
Such a teaching approach should help students to realise that there is no one
"right" approach to literature, and that a response that is honest,
perceptive and firmly based upon the text establishes its own right. First
Level students should have a surer grasp of the text, and should come
through discussion tcr a deeper discrimination of its qualities.
The course for Form V has a considerable degree of freedom, at the
same time deriving its coherence from the aims governing the study of
literature at First Level, as stated above. Certain texts should be
selected for closer study in each field, as a preparation for Form VI. For
suggestions on their treatment, see the commentary on the Sixth Form
syllabus.

Form VI
APPROACH.
The syllabus for Sixth Form assumes that the student has now acquired
some historical perspective and some experience of literature in its various
modes, and is ready for more intensive work. There are three areas of
study - poetry, novel and drama - and all have the same weight. The course
requires the study of fewer texts than in Form V, but the texts chosen are to
be studied more closely.
POETRY
COMMENTARY.
While the poets to be studied should be chosen with an eye to
representing different literary periods, the main intention is still to develop
the student's own response to the text before him. It is expected that the
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First Level
First Level student will be m o r e informed, but his course is distinguished
from the course at Second Level rather by the depth to which it is pursued,
and by the m o r e demanding texts studied.
As the approach to poetry is fundamental to other forms of
imaginative literature, m u c h of the commentary under this heading m a y be
applied to other sections of the course. The student's response should in
the first place be honest, based upon his own experience of the work, and
not a m e r e repetition of supposedly "acceptable" views about it. Equally it
must be m o r e than a m e r e assertion of opinion, and therefore it should be
constantly justified by reference to, and analysis of, the work itself.
Intelligent criticism requires close attention to what is said in the poem:
students should not substitute for an account of the text itself a m e r e
description of their own feelings (e.g. "This reminds m e of . . . " ) .

An adequate response also requires more than a description of
external technical features: metre, alliteration, images, figures of speech
and the like. The student should be encouraged to ask what ends these
serve, and what he thinks of the total meaning thus created. The separating
of the "prose sense" of a work from its "techniques" can lead to the error
of regarding imaginative literature as just a dressing-up of arguments or
ideas or emotions in "effective" ways, to be evaluated in terms of "technical
skill" or of the writer's intention to "communicate a message". The student
should be encouraged to see how vacuous is an approach that prevents him
from experiencing a work of art and trying to define what he makes of it,
and that offers him no way of distinguishing between a trivial work, however
"effective", however successful in doing what the author "intended", and
one meaningful in its capacity to enlarge and vivify his experience.

The student should therefore be helped to grasp a poem (or any other
imaginative work) as a meaningful whole, and to hold to this understanding - and
to deepen it - in exploring how the poem "works" to create it. Even at First
Level he is not expected to produce sophisticated literary criticism, so much
as to explain his own view of the nature and significance of a work, to present
a personal understanding and response to it.

Reading aloud will often help students to grasp the crucial importance
of tone (What is the tone at this point and that? H o w does it qualify what seems
to be said? What therefore is really being said?) The same applies to the
actually experienced rhythms of poetry (as distinct from its mechanical metre),
to the imagery (as distinct from detached images that might be catalogued, and
figures like "similes" and "metaphors"). Again, students might explore the
structure of a poem, as distinct from mechanical "forms" and "genres". (How
meaningful is the juxtaposition of this against that? What precise significance
is there in this shift of point of view?)
While it is sometimes useful to begin by asking what seems to be the
'theme" of a work, any such preliminary stab at its meaning will naturally
change the m o r e the work is explored, and as the student comes to see that the
way something is expressed ultimately determines what is being said.
The really central questions and problems raised can have no absolutely
"right" answers; the value of encountering them is to give the student the
opportunity of answering them for himself as honestly and perceptively as he
can.
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First Level
COMMENTARY
The principles to be borne in mind in the approach to the novel and
d r a m a in Sixth F o r m are generally as suggested in the Second Level syllabus.
Their context here, however, is a First Level course which not only includes
m o r e texts, providing greater scope for comparison, but also offers an
enriched experience through the quality of the texts themselves, and is to be
pursued to a greater depth.
The study of the novel (and the drama) in Sixth Form will again be
founded in the student's first-hand study of the text, and in developing his
sense of the novel or play as an artistic entity. H e should be led beyond
regarding a novel or a play as though it were merely a documentary record of
actual events, with the characters to be understood simply as though they were
real persons. Students should develop an awareness of novels and plays as
necessarily related to and sometimes commenting on the real world, and yet
having an existence independently of it. (It is relevant to ask if a character is
"life-like", but finally the reader can answer this question only in the novel's
own terms. T o discuss any character simply as though he were a real person
is to risk detaching him from the only context in which he has his "existence",
and so to impede a full understanding of his part in the work as a whole).
Although the novels would not call for the same intensive treatment as
the poetry, students might be expected to see the wider implications of a given
episode ("What functions does the Box Hill episode in E m m a serve, apart
from forwarding the plot?"), to see how and why one scene is balanced against
another, or characters or settings are contrasted. The study of the text will
naturally reach through and beyond the description of such things as
"character", "plot" and "setting" to an understanding of how they are
interrelated, and how they help create the total meaning of the work.
While here, as with poetry, students should not study "technique"..
• for its own sake, at this level they will need to have a greater, awareness of
the means used by the novelist: the point of view of the narrator, prose style
as defining and discriminating attitudes within the narrative, variations of
tempo and mood. Teachers should also, wherever necessary, help students
to see a novel in its historical context, but this approach - like the assigning
of a book to the category of "the novel of manners" or "the novel of social
criticism" - should not deflect the student from a direct engagement with the
text itself and a discrimination of its individual qualities.

DRAMA
COMMENTARY.
The study of drama should be directed to the experiencing of the
literary and dramatic qualities of the play as a whole. In particular the
treatment of Shakespeare should avoid the kind of textual study that fixes
on obsolete vocabulary and topical allusions. Students should be helped to
grasp the ways in which our sense of the play is created by the sweep of the
action, by juxtaposition of scenes, by imagery and tone, and to recognise the
functions a particular scene m a y have other than merely advancing the plot.
The justification of any detailed study of the text will be found in its
contribution to bringing out the play's full effect.
Students will naturally be aware that they are studying a text
written for stage presentation, and that its scenes are meant to have a visual
existence. They might be encouraged to adopt something of the standpoint of
a producer, seeking in the text those qualities that would be brought out in a
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First Level
good performance. Play-readings m a y afford opportunities for studying the
tone of a certain speech or the force of a key passage of dialogue. This
approach should be used to heighten the student's awareness of the play, not
to limit his conception of it to what m a y be immediately conveyed in
performance. H e should be encouraged to see, for example, how the action
and the language do not merely express character, but so act upon the
audience that their understanding includes that of the characters, and at
the same time exceeds it.
Teachers may find it fruitful at First Level to pursue issues raised
in the study of the tragedies or comedies, extending the class reading beyond
the prescribed texts. The study of Shakespeare could well include s o m e
evaluation of different critical approaches to the plays.
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English Syllabus
First Level
LANGUAGE
AIMS.
(1) To extend skill in the critical use and appreciation of English,
(2) To give .an understanding of the nature of language and to increase
knowledge of the structure and development of English.
APPROACH.
Advanced work in English language necessarily builds on certain basic
skills and knowledge. While the language syllabus for First Level therefore
includes the content of the Second Level course, it also goes beyond it, and
has an identity of its own. The First Level course is both more extensive
and more exacting. Any areas in common are to be studied by First Level
students to a greater depth, and the material used will be more demanding.
The approach to topics 1-5 is thus without the reservations so clearly
made for the Second Level course, and the work should be programmed over
the two years so that students are able to find special interests - in the
English of Shakespeare, for example, or in "Australian English" or
phonetics - and to pursue them more independently. Topics 6, 7 and 8
have no counterpart in the other syllabus.
1. C OMPREHENSI ON.
2. USAGE.
-3. COMPOSITION.
First Level students should follow the course laid down under these
headings for Second Level, but both the range and the depth of the material
should be extended. They will be expected to show greater maturity and
insight in their understanding of "levels of usage", and in their discussion
of passages in which language is used with varying subtlety and complexity.
The writing of First Level students should reflect not only skill and confidence
in the use of vocabulary and syntax, but also a deeper critical appreciation
of such qualities as relevance, unity, precision, balance, and variation.

4. THE STRUCTURE OF ENGLISH.
Language as a system of sounds which are made in various ways
(consonants, vowels, diphthongs), represented in a phonetic system, and
used in words for communication.
Additional communication from other factors such as stress, intonation,
loudness, pace.
Sound variations because of personal, social or regional differences,
Discussion of correctness in spoken English, accent, forms of elision,
intrusion, substitution, and assimilation.
Classification of words according to their function.
Words combined in sentences: minimum constructions, and the
principles of co-ordination and subordination.
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English Syllabus
First Level
ENGLISH V O C A B U L A R Y .
Growth since the Germanic settlement of Britain. Influence of Latin,
Scandinavian, and French during the history of England. Effect of exploration
and trade. Present-day internal and external borrowing.
5

'

Other present-day methods of extending vocabulary, for example, new
formations, compounds, affixes, blends, shortening, proper names, acronyms,
change of function.
Vocabulary variation and extension caused by change in meaning.
Structural and lexical functions of words. Lexical meaning in concrete and
abstract words. Historical variations in meaning (narrowing, widening, new
senses replacing the old). Influence of individual experience on the choice and
interpretation of words.
The form of words. Pronunciation and spelling as different systems of
language, as shown by variety in pronunciation to-day, historical change in
pronunciation, what happens to the pronunciation and form of foreign words in
English. Spelling as a convention, and the advantage of fixed forms when
writing English.
ONE of the following topics will be studied in addition:
6. WORDS AND MEANINGS
In their study of this topic and the issues it raises, students should
examine passages of varying kinds and quality, ranging perhaps from
advertising and journalism to formal literature. They should also examine
interesting examples of the shift and variation of meaning of particular words.
Students are not expected, however, to engage in a philosophical enquiry into the
nature of meaning, or to acquire a technical vocabulary for its own sake. Study
should be directed to such matters as:-.
Simple meaning.
Words as conventionally accepted symbols, which may derive
further a special meaning from sound, affixes, and the meaning of
units within a word (e.g. compounds).
Multiple meaning.
The range of meaning possible in any one word. "Referential"
and "affective" qualities of words. Shift of meaning. Multiple
meaning and ambiguity.
Context and the determination of meaning. The word given a particular
force by its context or by the tone of the passage in which it occurs.
7. CHANGES IN SYNTAX AND USAGE.
A brief description of inflexional and analytic languages, followed by
some historical study of English so that the growth of our m o r e analytic
pattern m a y be understood.
English in modern times seen as a movement from the comparatively
loose and variable system of Chaucer and Shakespeare to the establishment
of certain rules and limited patterns by 1800, and some return in the twentieth
century to greater flexibility. (Just as eighteenth-century attitudes should
be seen in historical perspective, and not merely as a desire to impose
arbitrary rules, so the m o r e flexible approach in the twentieth century
should not be seen as a licence to vary syntax and usage indiscriminately.)
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English Syllabus
First Level
DESCRIPTION O F M O D E R N ENGLISH S T R U C T U R E ,
This topic offers the student an opportunity to become acquainted with
attempts to describe English structure in ways other than the traditional
systems laid down by eighteenth and nineteenth-century grammarians.
As an introduction, the shortcomings of a traditional and prescriptive
system m a y be pointed out. This could be followed by a brief survey of the
attempts of others to modify the traditional approach (e.g. Jespersen), or
describe English in a new way (e.g. Fries).
The main work would be a study of English structure, involving the
classification of words and the analysis of phrases, clauses and sentences.
N o one of the new g r a m m a r s should be presented in great detail, but students
should be aware of the principles on which these are constructed, and should
develop an understanding, through their own work, of the problems involved.

COMMENTARY.
Any one of topics 6, 7 and 8 could obviously be pursued to quite an
advanced stage. The treatment envisaged in this syllabus, however, is one
suited to the age and educational background of First Level students. It
should be m o r e practical than theoretical, and also constantly motivated
and illustrated by the problems the student meets in his reading of English
literature and his study of English language.
Each of these special topics calls for closer attention to issues already
encountered in the other sections of the language course. Whichever one is
selected for further study, it must not be falsely isolated from the rest of the
work being done.

V.C.N. Blight, Government Printer
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ENGLISH SYLLABUS
3 UNIT, 2 UNIT AND 2 UNIT A COURSES
The Board recognizes that the aims and objectives of the syllabus
may be achieved in a variety of ways and by the application of many
different techniques. Success in the achievement of many objectives
is the concern of the Board which does not, however, either stipulate
or evaluate specific teaching methods.
PREAMBLE.
There are three courses in this syllabus, a 3 Unit Course, a
2 Unit Course, and a 2 Unit A Course.
Formal study of grammar, of the kind reflecting a belief that
written expression might be improved by the learning of a set of "rules"
or by distinguishing various types of the adverbial clause, is not
envisaged. At the same time such a simple question as "Is there an
excessive number of adjectives in the second paragraph?" assumes
knowledge of what an "adjective" is. It is expected that those
following the syllabus will be able to identify the main parts of
speech, and recognize other simple grammatical classifications (e.g.
tense, active and passive, direct and indirect speech). They should
have the vocabulary needed to comment, for example, on the usage in
such an expression as "between you and. I", or on the tentativeness
suggested through the use of so many infinitives in Hamlet's "To be,
or not to be" soliloquy, or on the evasiveness implied in the excessive
use of the passive in officialese.
A convenient reference book for this purpose is listed on page
UNIT COUBSE
13 of this syllabus and is3 denoted
by an asterisk.
ALMS.
(1) To improve one's abilities to understand and
appreciate written and spoken English, and to
write and speak English well.
(2) To develop and refine individual response to
English literature, both present and past.
The 3 Unit Course is a syllabus in English language and
literature, integrated in the ways specified in the 2 Unit Course
(see p. 6 ) . The recommendation in the 2 Unit Course that the activities
there described "should result in the ability to form intelligent
generalisations about language and its use in various contexts" receives
more emphasis in the 3 Unit Course. In the approach to literature,
likewise, the 3 Unit Course is distinguished from the 2 Unit Course
by the larger area traversed, and by the depth and complexity of the
treatment envisaged.
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Anyone taking the 3 Unit Course is expected to range more widely
t 7^ 5?&d-^?2 .and th°se preparing courses should take full advantage
of the flexibility of the two-year course. For example, it would be
possible within the course to pursue a particular interest in modern
poetry, or the eighteenth century novel, or Australian literature, by
choosing the relevant texts from the lists and supplementing them by
others in the same field. The Year Eleven part of the course is
particularly open to this treatment, while the planning of a course over
the two years permits an adventurous approach.
The 3 Unit Course does not offer wide reading for the sake of wide
reading, however, so much as for the illumination and insight it may
bring to the study of the more challenging works of literature. The
course is distinguished by its greater depth and complexity, and the
opportunity offered to perceive and explore critical issues raised in a
particular work while retaining a close grasp of the text itself. Where
the lists of authors and texts prescribed for the 3 Unit Course differ
from those for the 2 Unit Course, the difference comes from the inclusion
of material that is more demanding.
The close study of "unseen" poems is therefore a feature of the
5 Unit Course. Selections for practice should represent all the kinds
and periods of writing. Most of it should be good, but the development
of discrimination may be assisted by the occasional inclusion of poor
or uneven work. In the early stages, those taking the course may be
helped by quite pointed questioning, to guide the re-examination of the
text. The discussion method may correct and develop the response that
is too naive and superficial, or too subjective or rhapsodical. While
those taking this course will need the critical vocabulary to explain
and justify
YEAR
ELEVEN.their opinions, it must be recognised that the mere manipulation
of critical terms, or the identification of technical^devices in a poem,
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drama and general prose.' A free selection of suitable
and carefully
texts is permitted. Any texts that may be common to the 3 Unit and
2 Unit Courses must be studied to a greater depth by those taking the
3 Unit Course. Further selections should also include some more
challenging work.
In each area of study, the opportunity should be taken of treating
texts from different literary periods, and of experiencing literature
in its various modes (e.g. narrative verse, satire). Anyone taking the
3 Unit Course should have a sense of English literature in its historical
perspective, and should not be absorbing mere information about "the
Augustan age" or "the development of the ode". This would be to misplace
the emphasis of the course. The acquaintance with periods and forms
that would have been gained by the end of Year Eleven should be a byproduct of the study of specific literary works.
As Year Eleven is a year of wide reading, much of the work will
be done outside class, and at a fairly rapid pace. Evoking and helping
to formulate various reactions, guiding discussion without imposing a
viewpoint, testing the different interpretations against the evidence
of the text itself should be desired objectives. Such an approach
should develop a realization that there is no one "right" approach to
literature, and that a response that is honest, perceptive and firmly
based upon the text establishes its own right. Those taking the 3 Unit
Course should have a surer grasp of the text, and should come through '
discussion to a deeper discrimination of its qualities.
XJ

s
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The Year Eleven part of the 3 Unit Course has a considerable
degree of freedom, at the same time deriving its coherence from the
aims governing the study of literature, as stated above. Certain texts
should be selected for closer study in each field, as a preparation for
Year Twelve. For suggestions on their treatment, see the commentary
on the Year Twelve part of the course.
YEAR TWELVE.
It is assumed that those taking the course have now acquired some
historical perspective and some experience of literature in its various
modes, and are ready for more intensive work. There are three areas of
study - poetry, novel and drama - and all have the same weighting. The
course requires the study of fewer text's than in Year Eleven, but the.
texts chosen are to be studied more closely.
POETRY
While the poets to be studied should be chosen with an eye to
representing different literary periods, the main intention is still
to develop a personal response to the text itself. It is expected that
anyone taking the 3 Unit Course will be more informed, but the work
is distinguished from the work in the 2 Unit Course rather by the depth
to which it is pursued, and by the more demanding texts studied.
As the approach to poetry is fundamental to other forms of
imaginative literature, much of the commentary under this heading may be
applied to other sections of the course. Responses should in the first
place be honest, based upon personal experience of the work, and not
a mere repetition of supposedly "acceptable" views about it. Equally
they must be more than a mere assertion of opinion, and therefore,
should be constantly justified by reference to, and analysis of, the
work itself. Intelligent criticism requires close attention to what
is said in the poem. A mere description of personal feelings (e.g.
"This reminds me of....") should not be a substitute for an account
of the text itself.
An adequate response also requires more than a description of
external technical features: metre, alliteration, images, figures of
speech and the like. Anyone taking the course should be encouraged to
ask what ends these serve, and what he thinks of the total meaning thus
created. The separating of the "prose sense" of a work from its
"techniques" can lead to the error of regarding imaginative literature
as just a dressing-up of arguments or ideas or emotions in "effective"
ways, to be evaluated in terms of "technical skill" .or of the writer's
intention to "communicate a message". Those taking the course should
be encouraged to see how vacuous is an approach that prevents them
from experiencing a work of art and trying to define what Lhey make of
it, and that offers them no way of distinguishing between a trivial
work, however "effective", however successful in doing what the author
"intended", and one with a capacity to enlarge and vivify their
experience.
Those taking the course should therefore, be helped to grasp a
poem (or any other imaginative work) as a meaningful whole, and to hold
to this understanding - and to deepen it - in exploring how the poem
"works" to create it. Even in the 3 Unit Course no-one is expected
to produce sophisticated literary criticism, so much as to explain his
own view of the nature and significance of a work, to present a personal
understanding and response to it.
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Reading aloud will often help the grasping of the crucial
importance of tone (What is the tone at this point and that? How does
it qualify wnat seems to be said? What therefore is really being said?)
The same applies to the actually experienced rhythms of poetry (as
distinct from its mechanical metre), to the imagery (as distinct from
detached images that might be catalogued, and figures like "similes"
and "metaphors"). Again the .structure of a poem might be explored
as distinct from mechanical "forms" and "genres". (How meaningful is
the juxtaposition of this against that? What precise significance is
there in this shift of point of view?)
While it is sometimes useful to begin by asking what seems to be
the "theme" of a work, any such preliminary stab at its meaning will
naturally change the more the work is explored, and it will.be seen that
the way something is expressed ultimately determines what is being said.
The really central questions and problems raised can have no
absolutely "right" answers; the value of encountering them is to give
the opportunity of answering them as honestly and perceptively as
possible.
NOVEL
The principles to be borne in mind in the approach to the novel and
drama in Year Twelve are generally as suggested in" the 2 Unit Course.
Their context here, however, is a 3 Unit Course which not only includes
more texts experience through the quality of the texts themselves, and
is to be pursued to a greater depth.
The study of the novel (and the drama) in Year twelve will again
be founded in the first-hand study of the text, and in developing the
sense of the novel or play as an artistic entity. Those taking the
course should be led beyond regarding a novel or a play as though It
were merely a documentary record of actual events, with the characters
to be understood simply as though they were real persons. An awareness
of novels and pia^ys as necessarily related to and sometimes commenting
on the real world, and yet having an existence independently of its own,
should be developed. (It is relevant to ask if a character is "lifelike", but finally the reader can answer this question only in the novel'
own terms. To discuss any character simply as though he were a real
person is to risk detaching him from the only context in which he has
his "existence", and so to impede a full understanding of his part in
the work as a whole).
Although the novels would not call for the same intensive treatment
as the poetry, those taking the course might be expected to see the wider
implications of a given episode ("What functions does the Box Hill
episode in Emma serve, apart from forwarding the plot?), to see how and
why one scene is balanced against another, or characters or settings are
contrasted. The study of the text will naturally reach through and
beyond the description of such things as "character", "plot" and "setting
to an understanding of how they are interrelated, and how they help creat
the total meaning of the work.
As with poetry, "technique" should not be studied for its own" sake.
At this level a greater awareness of the means used by the novelist, -the
point of view of the narrator, prose style as defining and discriminating
attitudes within the narrative, variations of tempo and mood will be
needed. Wherever necessary, those taking the course should be helped to
see a novel in its historical context, but this approach - like the
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assigning of a book to the category of "the novel of manners." or "the
novel of social criticism" - should not deflect from a direct engagement
with the text itself and a discrimination of its individual qualities.
The study of drama should be directed to the experiencing of the
literary and dramatic qualities of the play as a whole. In particular
the treatment of Shakespeare should avoid the kind of textual study that
fixed on obsolete vocabulary and topical allusions. Those taking the
course should be helped to grasp the ways in which our sense of the play
is created by the sweep of the action, by juxtaposition of scenes, by
imagery and tone, and to recognize the functions a particular scene may
have other than merely advancing the plot. The justification of any
detailed study of the text will be found In its contribution to bringing
out the play's full effect.
Those taking the course will naturally be aware that they are
studying a text written for stage presentation, and that its scenes
are meant to have a visual existence. They might be encouraged to adopt
something of the standpoint of a producer, seeking in the text those
qualities that would be brought out in a good performance. Play-readings
may afford opportunities for studying the tone of a certain speech or
the force of a key passage of dialogue. This approach should be used to
heighten the awareness of the play, not to limit the conception of it
to what may be immediately conveyed in performance. One should be
encouraged to see, for example, how the action and the language do not
merely express character, but so act upon the audience that their
understanding includes that of the characters, and at the same time exceeds
it.
It may be found fruitful in the 3 Unit Course to pursue issues
raised in the study of tragedies or comedies, extending the class reading
beyond the prescribed texts. The study of Shakespeare could well include
some evaluation of different critical approaches to the plays.

.6.
2 UNIT COURSE
AIMS.
1. To improve one's abilities to understand and appreciate
written and spoken English, and to write and speak
English well.
2. To develop and refine the individual response to English
literature, both present and past.
The 2 Unit Course is a syllabus in English language and literature.
It differs from previous practice in that the rather theoretical treatment
of separate "language topics" which that syllabus may have encouraged
is to he replaced by a study of language more firmly based on the language
which the student is reading, hearing and using, it is expected that the
insight into the English language and competence in its use will be
developed at every stage of the course.
The study of literary texts inevitably involves a close engagement
with the language used. The study of poetry requires an awareness of
the particular sense of a given word in its context and in its period;
the study of a speech in a Shakespeare play cannot afford to overlook
the rhetorical features of the language employed; the prose of a Jane
Austen novel clearly represents a different level of usage from that
encountered in Huckleberry Finn. This is not to suggest that a lesson
on the history of the language is a necessary preliminary to a poem like
Marvell 's "To His Coy Mistress";- it is rather to suggest that so unusual
a phrase in Marvell's poem as "vegetable love" will inevitably call for
some exploration. These activities are indeed inseparate from the study
of the texts as "literature".
At the. same time awareness of the resources and u'Ses of the English
language should be extended and tested by encountering a variety of spoken
and written material outside literary texts. The ability should be
developed to evaluate a newspaper editorial, analyse the language of an
advertisement, write a report or a precis, assess the pro.se of argument
or persuasion, and relate both the spoken and written language to the
situation from which it arises, whether it is a radio talk or a newspaper
column. Discussiohxitself should be a training in logic and coherence,
with issues of linguistic "correctness" and "appropriateness" emerging
naturally from the situation.
4-v. ?*?^ experience of language as is suggested above should result in
the ability to form intelligent generalizations about language and its use
m various contexts.
Although basic literary is a prerequisite of the 2 Unit Course,
at every stage in the study of English an increasing skill in comprehension
and expression is an objective to be deliberately pursued. Attention to
spoken English can never be relaxed. Again, every essay that is written
should be a test of how to marshal an argument, how to select evidence
to support statements made, YEAR
how to
reject the vague word for one that
ELEVEN
is more exact, how to avoid the cliche (such as describing imagery as
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Year whatever
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infelicities as "satire is used by Chaucer" or "Hardy makes excellent
This
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of choice presumes a readiness both to seek out literary
use of
characterization".
works related to the immediate interests and problems of those taking the
course and to experiment with texts that might at first seem a little
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beyond their experience. While initial difficulties with any text
might be welcomed as an opportunity for extending-an awareness of
literary qualities (e.g. irony, implication), any experiment that seemed
unlikely to succeed could quickly be dropped and something else tried.
In each area of work, the opportunity should be taken of studying
texts from different literary periods, and of experiencing literature
in its various modes (e.g. narrative verse, satire), and of developing
a sensitive appreciation of the language employed., Some sense of English
literature in its historical perspective should be gained not merely by
absorbing information about "the Augustan age","the development of the
ode", or "Shakespeare's use of Latinisms". This would be to misplace
the emphasis of the course. Such acquaintance with periods, forms,
and particular linguistic features as might have been gained by the end
of Year Eleven should be a by-product of a study of specific literary
works.
As Year Eleven is a year of wide reading, much of the work will be
done outside class, and at a fairly rapid pace. Those taking the course
will undertake a more independent study of their texts, and will be
encouraged through discussion to justify their views and defend them
against contrary views.
The professional role may thus be seen as one of evoking and
helping to formulate various reactions, guiding discussion without
imposing a viewpoint on it, thus testing different interpretations
against the evidence of the text itself. Such an approach should develop
the realization that there is no one "right" approach to literature,
and that a response that is honest, perceptive and firmly based upon the
text establishes its own right.
The written work which is an essential part of the course - whether
in the writing of essays on literary texts, or in .writing of other kinds is to be undertaken in the same spirit.. At the same time it should serve
to promote habits of lucidity and relevance, and provide training in
sustaining an argument and ordering material in a logical way. All may
have to be made aware that they write some sentences which only halfexpress what they say, and other sentences in which they have changed
the construction in mid course. Matters like paragraphing, spelling
and punctuation cannot be left to chance.
In dealing both with the literary texts, and with the range of
written material that goes beyond them, a dictionary on historical
principles, like the Shorter Oxford or the full O.E.D., is considered
desirable.
The work for Year Eleven has a considerable degree of freedom,
at the same time deriving its
coherence
YEAR
TWELVE from the aims stated above.
Certain texts should be selected for closer study in each field-, as a
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the commentary for Year Twelve.
various modes, together with a greater linguistic awareness, and is
ready for more intensive work. There are three areas of literary studypoetry, novel and drama - and all have the same weighting. As before,
command of the English language should be developed not only by the
study of the literary texts, but also by dealing with "non-literary"
material from newspapers, advertising, radio talks and the like, and
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considering questions of usage, "correctness", meaning in context, and
the appropriateness of vocabulary and idiom in particular situations.
The use of collections of set exercises,with stereotyped questions, is
to be avoided. There should be a continuing emphasis on improving the
ability to write and speak English well.
POETRY
While the poets to be studied should be chosen with an eye to
representing different literary periods, the main intention of the course
is to develop a personal response to the text. Historical knowledge
must be ancillary to this, never a substitute for it.
As the approach to poetry is fundamental to other forms of
imaginative literature, much of the commentary under this heading may be
applied to other sections of the course. Responses should in the first
place be honest, based upon personal experience of the work, and not a
mere repetition of supposedly "acceptable" views about it. Equally it
must be more than a mere assertion of opinion, and therefore it should
be constantly justified by reference to, and analysis of, the work itself.
Intelligent criticism requires close attention to what is said in the
poem. A mere description of personal feelings (e.gT ''This reminds me
of...") should not be a substitute for an account of the text itself.
An adequate response also requires more than a description of
external technical features: metre, alliteration, images, figures of
speech and the like. Anyone taking the course should be encouraged to
ask what ends these serve, and what he thinks of the total meaning thus
created. The separating of the "prose sense" of a work from its
"techniques" can lead to the error of regarding imaginative literature
as just a dressing-up of arguments or ideas or emotions in "effective"
ways, to be evaluated in terms of "technical skill" or of the writer's
intention to "communicate a message". Those taking the course should be
encouraged to see how vacuous is an approach that prevents them from
experiencing a work of art and trying to define what they make of it,
and that off ers""~them no way of distinguishing between a trivial work,
however "effective^ however successful in doing what the author "intended",
and one with a capacity to enlarge and vivify their experience.
Anyone taking the course should therefore be helped to grasp a
poem (or any other imaginative work) as a meaningful whole, and to hold
to this understanding - and to deepen it - in exploring how the poem
"works" to- create it. He is not expected to produce sophisticated
literary criticism, so much as to explain his own view of the nature and
significance of a work, to present a personal understanding and response
to it.
Reading aloud will often help the grasping of the crucial
importance of tone. (What is the tone at this point and that? How
does it qualify what seems to be said? What therefore is really being
said?). The same applies to the actually experienced rhythms of poetry
(as distinct from its mechanical metre), to the imagery las distinct
from detached images that might be catalogued, and figures like "similes"
and "metaphors"). Again, the structure of a poem might be explored as
distinct from mechanical, "forms" and "genres". (How meaningful is the
ju taposition of this against that? What precise significance is there
in this shift of point of view?).
While it is sometimes useful to begin by asking what seems to be
the "theme" of a work, any such preliminary stab at its meaning will

naturally change the more the work is explored, and it will be seen that
the way something is expressed ultimately determines what is being said.
Class discussion should deepen and. extend the understanding of the poem,
modifying responses that are too subjective or too ingenious, too
superficial, or too rhapsodical. The really central questions and
problems raised can have no absolutely "right" answers; the value of
encountering them is to give the opportunity of answering them as honestly
and perceptively as possible.
NOVEL
The study of the novel (and the drama) in Year Twelve will again
be founded in the first-hand study of the text, and in developing the
sense of the novel or play as artistic entity. Those taking the course
should be led beyond regarding a novel or a play as though it were merely
documentary record of actual events, with the characters to be understood
simply as though they were real persons. An awareness of novels and
plays as necessarily related to and sometimes commenting on the real
world, and yet having an existence independently of its own, should be
developed. (It is relevant to ask if a character is "life-like", but
finally the reader can answer this question only in the novel's own
terms. To discuss any character simply as though he were a real person
is to risk detaching him from the only context in which he has his
"existence" and so to impede a full understanding of his part in the
work as a whole).
Although the novels would not call for the same intensive treatment
as the poetry, those taking the course might be expected to see the wider
implications of a given episode (What functions does the Box Hill episode
in Emma serve, apart from forwarding the plot?), to see how and why one
scene is balanced against another, or characters or settings are contrasted
The study of the text will naturally reach through and beyond the
description of such things as "character", "plot" and "setting" to an
understanding of how they are inter-related, and how they help to create
the total meaning of the work.
As with poetry, "technique" should not be studied for its own sake.
At this level a greater awareness of the means used by the novelist, the
point of view of the narrator, prose style as defining and discriminating
attitudes within the narrative, variations of tempo and mood will be
needed. Wherever necessary, those taking the course should be helped
to see a novel in its historicalDRAMA
context, but this approach - like the
assigning of a book to the category of "the novel of manners", or "the
The
of drama
should
be directed
to thefrom
experiencing
of the
novelstudy
of social
criticism
- should
not deflect
a direct engagement
literary
qualities
of the play
a individual
whole. In qualities.
particular
with the and
textdramatic
itself and
a discrimination
of as
its
the treatment of Shakespeare should avoid the kind of textual study that
fixes on obsolete vocabulary and topical allusions. Those taking the
course should be helped to grasp the ways in which our sense of the play
is created by the sweep of the action, by juxtaposition of scenes, by
imagery and tone, and to recognize the functions a particular scene may
have other than merely advancing the plot. The justification of any
detailed study of the text will be found in its contribution to bringing
out the play's full effect.
Those taking the course will naturally be aware that they are
studying a text written for stage presentation, and that its scenes
are meant to have a visual existence. They might be encouraged to adopt
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something of the standpoint of a producer, seeking in the text those
qualities that would be brought out in a good performance. Playreadings may afford opportunities for studying the tone of a certain
speech or the force of a key passage of dialogue. This approach
should be usedto heighten the awareness of the play, not to limit the
conception of it to what may be immediately conveyed in performance.
One should be encouraged to see, for example, how the action and the
Language do not merely express character, but so act upon the audience
that their understanding includes that of the characters, and at the
same time exceeds it.
2 UNIT A COURSE
The 2 Unit A Course is an integrated course
writing and speaking of English. Each element
activities in varying degrees: reading issues
writing consolidates what has been gained from

in the reading,
in it involves all these
naturally into discussion,
reading.

AIMS.
The aims of the course are to develop the ability to understand and respond to good literature within a range of competence and
interests, and to improve skills in comprehension and in oral and
written expression.
READING
The course of reading envisaged will represent poetry,
fiction, drama and general prose, being planned to appeal to natural
interests, to show the enjoyment to be gained from literature, and to
encourage reading interests and habits that will persist beyond school.
The flexibility of the syllabus, especially in Year Eleven, provides
for the. representation of the contemporary and the -local, as well as
of the literature of other times and places. Texts.^ should be sought
which have^asready appeal, and which at the same time offer sufficient
maturity of thought, feeling and expression to justify study and to
provide an introduction to intelligent, adult reading.
In the treatment of texts, the main emphasis should be upon
the individual's response to books read attentively. Such response
should above all be honest, and soundly supported by reference to what
the text actually says, and to the impact and pattern of the work
as a whole. The treatment envisaged is thus one of careful reading
and thoughtful general interpretation and evaluation, rather than of
exhaustive detailed analysis.
In most cases,the first reading of a text will be private
reading, although the reading of much of the poetry and drama may well
be undertaken in the group. Study might begin with the evoking of free
discussion of the work, bringing to light and helping to formulate
various reactions, interpretations and evaluations. These could be
discussed at sufficient length to clarify the various views expressed
and to test all views against the evidence of the text. When it
became apparent that those taking the course had failed to perceive
something important about the work, the presentation of views other
than their own might be introduced, but there would be no call to
impose any such views, or to shape reactions into some supposedly
orthodox pattern. All that is required Is that personal responses
should be honest and thoughtful, and backed by knowledge of the text.
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(a) Poetry
Help should be given to extend the range of the personal response
to poetry, through experiencing It in its various modes and by reading
always with a close attention to what is being said in the individual
poem. while courses will be as varied as possible, it may be found
helpful to give particular attention to contemporary work and to
Australian poetry, as providing a more immediate interpretation of and
comment upon our environment.
The constant intention is to bring about a direct engagement with
the text, so that poetry may be read with enjoyment and an increasing
discrimination. Historical study as such is not envisaged, nor the
learning of information "about" poetry, in such terms as scansion or
"figures of speech", except so far as this may contribute to the
experience of the poem itself. Testing could be by way of questions on
an unseen poem, designed to test comprehension of the text.
(b) Fiction
The course should include both novels and short stories, and
experimentation in finding rewarding texts is encouraged. The approach
to the novel in both Year Eleven and Year Twelve is one designed to
encourage the reading habit, and to ensure that even in an examination
year anyone taking the course will probably do better with his set books
if bis time is given partly to reading outside them, and not devoted
exclusively to the one or two texts prescribed.
The response to each novel as a whole should be the main object of
concern. In Year Eleven some novels should be chosen for general reading
and an appropriate assignment, with a brief treatment in class, while
others may be studied more closely in class. The work in Year Twelve,
while assuming that general reading will continue in the background,
will be concerned with a smaller number of texts. Any analysis of
characters or plot or setting.should be subordinated to the understanding of the whole work, and any study of parts or aspects should
be directed to appreciating their role in the total pattern of meaning
to which they contribute.
(c) Drama
Detailed textual study is not envisaged. Those taking the course
should be helped to a general grasp of a play's movement and meaning.
Seeing it as a script for acting as well as a literary work, they might
well adopt the attitude of the producer, seeking in the text those
qualities that should be brought out in any good performance. ,•
Such a preliminary approach should also contribute to the fuller
understanding of a play as more than an acted story. Insight into
some aspects of dramatic structure should be developed - for example,
the way parallels and contrasts between speeches or characters or
scenes are built up, or the contribution of a sub-plot to the total
meaning of the play, or the changes of mood and tempo as the action
develops.
(d) General Prose
This is an opportunity to extend the range of reading to nonfictional forms which may be relevant to particular interests or have
a general appeal. Such texts invite treatment by discussion, and should
present issues which might be pursued further in written work. Although
they may sometimes provide comprehension passages, these books are not
set for detailed textual study, but for the interest of their content
and the arguments and issues they may raise.
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COMPRKHENSION
The whole of the reading course is a course in comprehension,
which involves and is consolidated by oral and written expression.
This work extends over the two years of the curriculum. At this level
the concern is with contemporary English. No historical study of words
or constructions is required, though of course it may be sometimes
helpful to include a reference to such material when discussing questions
raised in class.
For the development of skill in comprehension, fullest use of the
literary texts should be made, and supplemented with a wide range of
reading material, in both prose and verse, representative of various
forms of written English (literary, expository, persuasive, formal,
colloquial). The use of collections of set exercises,with stereotyped
questions, is to be avoided. Material is readily available in news
reports, reviews and leading advertising copy. A reader of sustained
passages of general prose should be able to determine how coherently
and logically an argument is developed, how far it relies on unsupported
statements or appeals to the reader's emotions, and how effectively
the points are made. This study will also raise such issues as the
appropriateness of vocabulary, the suitability of an idiom or
construction in the context in which it appears, and the notion of
"correctness" in usage.
Practice in comprehension naturally includes a good deal of
attention to spoken English. Broadcasts and recording as well as live
speech are useful in training the listeners to grasp the content of a
speech or discussion, and to summarise this in oral or written form.
They should also be able to appraise the methods used by the speakers,
and their effectiveness. An awareness of the qualities of spoken
English is also necessary for the appreciation of poetry and drama, and
of
the dialogue of novels and short stories.
'*
di scus*
EXPRESSION
reading and debating, and the discussion 01 m m s auu ^ 0 , « i l ' 1 1 ,
from
programmes, provide further opportunities for individual expression in
a variety of situations. In such circumstances questions about pronunciation of particular words, clarity, coherence,_intelligibility,
and anything relating to effective communication, will arise naturally.
From^xperifnce and practice of different kinds of spoken English there
should develop an awareness of such matters as:
(i) Varieties of speech - formal address, colloquial and
conversational forms, vulgar speech;
(ii") Differences between conversation, prepared talks of
different kinds and'written English, as they concern
vocabulary, types of sentences and their arrangement,
matters of correctness, relevance, and consideration
of audience.
Written expression will occupy much more time than oral expression
It is inseparable from discussion and from reading which
i n the course.
constantly requires the definition of personal responses and the
egression and justification of views of what has been read. Considerable ImphasS must fall on improving the logic and coherence of written
work in which the aims is clear exposition of ideas.
Practice in composition should take a variety of forms: short
informative articles, argument of a case, reviews, reports based on.

experience or summarising assembled data, letters dealing with life-like
situations, precis. Much of the material here should come from the
reading being done in the literature course. Essay topics suggested by
the reading In general prose, which lead back to the text and oblige
the development of a personal point of view, should be especially
helpful. Creative writing may be encouraged.
Whatever the techniques involved, improvement of the competence
in written expression remains the principal objective. Programmes
should be planned to meet particular needs and deficiencies.
Development and improvement of skill are what is called for. The work
on composition done in the junior forms should be consolidated and
extended. Dictionary work is necessary, and vocabulary-building must
be accompanied by discrimination about the form, spelling and choice
of words, and in the use of punctuation.
The individual's written work, whether it is a discussion of his
literature texts or an exposition of his own ideas on a particular
issue, will not be judged by the "Tightness" or "wxongness" of his
views, but by the coherence with which they are presented, the logic
and evidence by which they are sustained, and the English in which
they are expressed.

* J.R.L. Bernard, A Short Guide to Traditional Grammar, (Sydney
University Press)
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ENGLISH SYLLABUS
The following courses are offered:
1. The 1 Unit Course, ^Language for Learning', for Years 11 and 12, or for
Year 11,. or for Year 12; taken in conjunction with one of the 2* Unit
courses.To be presented for examination at the Higher School
Certificate^ the course must be studied in Year 12.
2. The 2 Unit (General) Course for Years 11 and 12.
3. The 2 Unit Course for Years 11 and 12.
4. The 3 Unit Course, which includes the 2 Unit Course (see 3 above) for
Year 12.

English 2 Unit (General)
Rationale

As the course which the majority of candidates are expected to take, 2 Unit Gener
designed to accommodate the broadest range of interests and aptitudes. It provides for a
wide experience of English, in literary and non-literary forms, and seeks to develop the
widest variety of skills in English. While allowing for such possibilities as the study of
Shakespeare, the syllabus is especially concerned to provide access to contemporary
culture, and to equip students to take an informed interest in literature and in language
in a variety of contexts.

Objectives

1. To improve the ability to understand and appreciate spoken and written English
and to speak and write English well.
2. To encourage students to read a wide range of books with pleasure and
understanding, to develop individual response to literature, and to promote
thoughtful and articulate responses to the language of other media.

The two broad objectives of the syllabus go hand in hand. The active study of lit
texts and other media calls upon fundamental abilities in spoken and written English,
and in turn develops these abilities.

English 2 Unit (General) Syllabus

Introduction
Although syllabuses are sometimes classified as 'literature based', 'skills based',
'experience based' or as following a 'cultural heritage' model, no syllabus can found
itself on a single principle without becoming partisan or inflexible. The 2 Unit General
Syllabus is one in w h i c h the claims of literary experience, expression and
comprehension, oral English, personal writing, the study of non-literary material and
the like are held in balance. While the emphases will vary according to need and
interest, no one activity should be pursued in isolation from the others. Improvement in
comprehension skills, for example, is more likely to come from reading a literary text
with enthusiasm than from working through a set of 'exercises'; writing is likely to
become more effective if it deals with experiences which students want to record or if it
springs from reading which they value.
The 2 Unit General Syllabus emphasises careful reading and interpretation and
thoughtful expression. Students will be challenged to extend their experience through
reading, writing and talking about literature of substance and complexity and through
appreciating the content and form of other media employing language. Imaginative
writing should be encouraged.

The study of texts

The course of reading envisaged will include poetry, novels, short stories and general
prose, of different periods and places, and m a y include translations into English from
other languages.

In the study of literature, the initial problem is usually one of access. A reader may
cut off from a novel or p o e m or play by the apparent remoteness of its concerns, the
unfamiliarity of its use of language, or by an inability to relate to it in a first cursory
reading. Those w h o are interested readers of some kinds of writing m a y find other
kinds too formal and uninviting. This is a quite healthy state of affairs, which offers
scope to widen a student's range of response, and to show the interest and enjoyment
that become possible once'these barriers are overcome. T h e first approach to be
followed is one which will give access to what might otherwise have remained
inaccessible, to put the students in possession of a world — in a p o e m or play or novel that m a y otherwise have remained closed to them.

Further literary study will place more emphasis on what students make of their reading
Class and group discussion should bring to light and help formulate various reactions,
comparing divergent responses and going back to the text to defend or modify them.
There should be a growing awareness that while first thoughts and assertions of opinion
may have their value, they can sometimes be shown to have missed the point, and that
further, more thoughtful reading is generally more rewarding.
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The study of non-literary material
Students should encounter a variety of spoken and written material outside the literary
texts. They should develop the ability to appreciate and analyse prose of good quality identifying and assessing such elements as argument, persuasion, explanation and
description — in a variety of forms: in books, periodicals, magazines, weekly and daily
newspapers: Advertisements', newspaper reports and editorials will also deserve study.
Attention should be. paid to the function of graphics (cartoons, illustrations, diagrams,
graphs etc) wherever they are significant.
The study of both the spoken and the written language should be based on an awareness
of the context and of the intended audience. A n article for the technically educated
reader will be written differently from an article intended to appeal to the general
reader; an A B C science program will make different demands on the listener from the
demands of a talk-back program or a sports broadcast. W h e r e appropriate and possible,
this kind of study should connect with students' o w n speaking and writing activities.

Work in this area of the syllabus may thus draw upon material other than print, eg film,
theatre, radio, television. Students are not required to spend time studying the detailed
techniques of the m e d i u m or its special vocabulary. Rather, they should develop a
critical response to English as it is employed in the various media, in the context of the
different modes of presentation involved.

Writing
Students' own writing, similarly, will go beyond essays on the literary texts. They
should be able to write a report or short article, m a k e a summary of a radio talk or an
interview, write a letter of application, or review a film. They should be encouraged to
keep a folder of their writing of various kinds, including a range of personal writing and
creative work.
Where possible in all this work, students should write for readers other than their
English teacher - for example, fellow students in class, younger students in the school,
children in nearby primary schools. They could also write for school magazines, local
newspapers, and community groups and organisations. Writing for publication, or for
readers w h o have a real use for their productions, should help to foster in students a
commitment to improving their writing skills.
The more formal essay, usually preceded by class discussion, and working from a
preliminary formulation of ideas to a first draft which is then revised, is an essential part
of the course. Working through successive drafts is often indispensable to the writing of
reports and reviews also. Whether an essay is on a literary or non-literary topic, it
should give practice in h o w to marshal an argument, h o w to select evidence to support
statements made, and h o w to reject the vague word for one that is more exact.
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A note on grammar
Formal study of grammar, of the kind reflecting a belief that written expression might
be improved by the learning of a set of 'rules' or by distinguishing various types of the
adverbial clause, is not envisaged. A t the same time such a simple question as 'What is
the effect of the large n u m b e r of adjectives in the second paragraph?' assumes
knowledge of what an 'adjective' is. Students should be able to identify the main parts
of speech, and recognise other simple grammatical classifications (eg tense, active and
passive, direct and indirect speech). They should have the vocabulary needed to
comment, for example, on the usage in such an expression as 'between you and I', or on
the evasiveness implied in the excessive use of the passive in officialese.

Year Eleven
Year 11 provides a transition from the junior syllabus and a background to work in Year
12. It should not be a premature version of Year 12, but a year of wide experience
which at the same time allows certain aspects of the course to be singled out for closer
treatment. The language experience of students at the beginning of Year 11 will vary
widely, as will the pace of their development through the year.
The freedom of choice in Year 11 presumes a readiness both to seek out texts related to
students' immediate interests and problems, and to experiment with texts that might at
first seem a little beyond their experience, taking advantage of the range of the syllabus.
A play like The Removalists might serve to arouse an interest in drama, and then
become a springboard to plays that seem initially more complex or 'remote'. A n
enthusiasm for reading should be the first objective, and students should be introduced
to as wide a variety of material as possible, literary and non-literary (eg the short story
as well as the novel; non-fictional prose; television or film scripts). They should also be
encouraged to develop reading interests outside class.
There will be a continuing emphasis on oral English, whether in class discussion or in
smaller groups, in activities like debating and interviewing, and in dramatic work.
Students should be encouraged in discussion to develop and justify their o w n views of
the texts they study, and to defend them against contrary views. The teacher's role will
be one of evoking and helping to formulate various reactions, encouraging students to
listen to one another, guiding the discussion without imposing a viewpoint on it, testing
different interpretations against the evidence of the text itself. This will not be a search
for the 'right' response, but a demonstration that a response that is honest, thoughtful
andfirmlybased on the text can establish its o w n
right.
~ „,,,,.
Written work - whether in the form of essays on the literary texts, or In writing of
more informal and imaginative kinds - is an essential part of the course. T h e writing of
essays, Teports and the like should develop skills of lucidity and relevance, and provide
training in sustaining an argument and ordering material in a logical way. Students m a y
have to be m a d e aware that they write some sentences which only half express what
they want to say, and other sentences in which they have changed the construction in
mid course. Matters like paragraphing, spelling and punctuation will also require
continuing attention, and cannot be left to chance.
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Year Twelve
The emphasis on oral English, on writing of personal and formal kinds, and on the
study of non-literary material will be sustained in Year 12. Students will n o w also have
experienced a wide, range of literary texts,, and have gained confidence in expressing
their views about them.. The texts selected and the approaches to them should n o w be
more demanding, and students should also be able to pursue particular interests in topic
areas.
The range of the course is designed to appeal to a wide variety of interests, and texts
should be chosen and combined in ways that will capture enthusiasm and repay closer
study. Students should be- encouraged to engage with the issues that emerge from the
imaginative and non-imaginative works which they read. The intention is not to use
literary works to 'illustrate' general themes - this tends to subordinate the works
themselves, or to encourage only a partial reading of them - but to gain a better
understanding of the texts and their relations to contemporary culture.

Poetry
The aim is to extend the students' range of response to poetry, and to make their
experience of it more perceptive. This does not depend on acquiring information about
'scansion' and 'figures of speech' but on reading aloud, on discussing and exchanging
opinions, and on learning to pay close attention to the language which is used.
Poetry becomes more accessible if it is studied in a variety of modes, not all of them
solemn and formal. It m a y be profitable to study poems in contrasted pairs, or to look at
famous poems and the parodies of them. The constant intention is to bring students into
a direct engagement with the text, and to encourage them to define their experience of
it. They should come to respond to the tone of the writing, to perceive the role of the
imagery in (say) defining or perhaps only ornamenting what is said, to be alert to
juxtapositions in ideas and style.

Fiction

The immediate appeal of the novel or short story is the appeal of narrative, curiosity a
to 'what happens next'. This m a y be accompanied or replaced by an interest in the
delineation of character or relationships, as attention fixes on the personalities
displayed. The world of the novel m a y be seen to be also defined by its physical setting,
by its social milieu, and sometimes by the ideas with which it deals.
Questions may naturally arise about the psychological consistency of the
characterisation, the plausibility of the motivation, the 'point of view' of the narrative,
the didactic purpose of the writer, and so on. The pursuit of such inquiries can be
stimulating, provided students do not lose their sense of the novel as a whole, and
reduce it to a set of 'themes' and 'techniques'. The selection of key episodes for closer
analysis will help to disclose some of the subtleties of the text.
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Drama

While there is a natural tendency in reading a play to regard it as another type of story
students should be m a d e aware of the kind of existence it might have on the stage. They
should be encouraged to experience plays in the theatre, to see television and film
performances, and to take part in practical drama activities (eg classroom readings,
improvisation) themselves. They might consider which aspects of a role might b e
brought out in performance, or h o w a particular scene or speech might be rendered on
the stage.
A general grasp of a play's movement and meaning is to be aimed at, together with a
sense of parallels and contrasts between scenes and characters, and of changes in m o o d
and tempo. T h e range of the syllabus allows for an experience of drama from
Shakespeare to contemporary Australian plays, and this range should be explored to
accommodate diverse interests in drama and theatre.
It is not suggested that the syllabus need be studied in separate compartments such as
poetry, novel or drama. Opportunities should be taken of relating the various genres, of
pursuing (for example) the connections between film and literature, or studying such
topics as the language of official communication, or the comparisons of the imaginative
and factual treatments of the same subject (eg Judith Wright's "The Surfer' set against a
technical account of waves breaking, as part of a larger study).
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The following courses are offered:
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2. The 2 Unit (General) Course for Years 11 and 12.
3. The 2 Unit Course for Years 11 and 12.
4. The 3 Unit Course which includes the 2 Unit Course
(see 3 above) for Year 12.

2 UNIT COURSE
Rationale:
This is a course designed for those with a particular interest in English,
who wish to study plays such as King Lear, or the poetry of Donne, or the
novels of Jane Austen or Patrick White. The course explores the literature
of the past as well as the present, allowing both for wide reading and for
the closer study of specific texts, and requiring a critical awareness of
English in its literary and non-literary forms.
Objectives:
1. To improve the ability to understand and appreciate spoken and written
English, and to speak and write English well.
2.

To develop and refine individual response to literature in English,
both past and present.

The two broad objectives of the Syllabus go hand in hand. The active study
of literary texts calls upon fundamental abilities in spoken and written
English; these abilities may equally be developed by the study of nonliterary material, and by the kinds of speaking and writing that belong to
other than literary contexts.
2/...

-

2

-

The study of texts:
Any sophisticated concept of "literary criticism" is here unhelpful.
Students will be engaged in reading and in thinking critically about
what they have read, defining their attitudes to the text, trying to
account for their enjoyment or for their initial inability to respond.
They will be occupied in discussing and exchanging opinions as well as
in writing about their own, in taking part in "workshop" productions
of scenes from a play, and in activities like reading poetry aloud.
The first perceptions of a text need to be clarified and validated by
further experience of it, and by close attention to its detail. A grasp
of the general movement of a play or novel or poem should in the 2 Unit
Course be strengthened by "closer reading". The study of poetry, especially,
will often call for an awareness of the force of a particular word in
its context and its period, and the study of a speech in a Shakespeare play
may require attention to the dramatic features of the language employed.
While it is obviously impossible with a novel to study every page in
class, it should be possible to cultivate the habits of reading that will
enable students to distinguish the qualities of a key passage, and to
appreciate that the prose of a Jane Austen novel represents a different
level of usage from that of Huckleberry Finn.
The study of non-literary material:
Students should encounter a variety of spoken and written material outside
the literary texts. They should develop the ability to"appreciate and
analyse prose of good quality - identifying and assessing such elements
as argument, persuasion, explanation, and description - in a variety of
forms: in books, periodicals, magazines, weekly and daily newspapers.
Advertisements, newspaper reports and editorials will also deserve study.
Attention should be paid to the function of graphics (cartoons,
illustrations, diagrams, graphs, etc.) wherever they are significant.
The study of both the spoken and the written language should be based on
an awareness of the context and of the intended audience.. An article
for the technically educated reader will be written differently from an
article intended to appeal to the general reader; an ABC science programme
will make different demands on the listener from the demands of a talkback programme or a sports broadcast. Where appropriate and possible,
this kind of study should connect with students' own speaking and writing
activities. '
Work in this area of the syllabus may thus draw upon material other than
print, e.g. film, theatre, radio., television. Students are not required to
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Writing:
Students' own writing, similarly, will go beyond essays on the literary
texts. They should be able to write a report or short article, make a
summary of a radio talk or an interview, write a letter of application,
or review a film. They should be encouraged to keep a folder of their
writing of various kinds, including a range of personal writing and
creative work.
Where possible in alTjthis work, students should write for readers other
than their English teacher - for example, fellow students in class, younger
students: in the school, children in nearby primary schools. .They could also
write for school magazines, local newspapers, and community groups and
organizations. Writing for publication, or for readers who have a real
use for their productions, should help to foster fh students a commitment
to improving their writing skills.
The more formal essay, usually preceded by class discussion, and working
from a preliminary formulation of ideas to a first draft which is then
revised, is an essential part of the course. Working through successive
drafts is often indispensable to the writing of reports and reviews also.
Whether an essay is on a literary or non-literary topic, it should give
practice in how to marshal an argument, how to select evidence to support
statements made, and how to reject the vague word for one that is more exact.
A note on grammar:
Formal study of grammar, of the kind reflecting a belief that written
expression might be improved by the learning of a set of "rules" or by
distinguishing various types of the adverbial clause, is not envisaged.
At the same time such a simple question as "What is the effect of the
large number of adjectives in the second paragraph?" assumes knowledge
of what an "adjective"is. Students should be able to identify the main
parts of speech, and recognize other simple grammatical classifications
(e.g. tense, active and passive, direct and indirect speech). They should
have the vocabulary needed to comment, for example, on the usage in such
an expression as "between you and I", or on the evasiveness implied in
the excessive use of the passive in officialese.
YEAR ELEVEN
Year 11 provides a transition from the junior syllabus and a background to
work in Year 12. It is not to be a preliminary version of Year 12, but
a year of wide reading which at the same time allows certain texts to be
singled out for closer treatment. While a work like King Lear might be too
daunting at the beginning of the year, students should take the opportunity
of extending their experience of Shakespeare and their acquaintance with the
literature of periods earlier than the twentieth century. The language
experience of students at the beginning of Year 11 will vary widely, as will
the pace of their development during the year.
The freedom of choice in Year 11 presumes a readiness both to seek out
4/...
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singled out for closer treatment. While a work like King Lear might be
too daunting at the beginning of the year, students should take the
opportunity of extending their experience of Shakespeare and their
acquaintance with the literature of periods earlier than the twentieth
century. The language experience of students at the beginning of Year
11 will vary widely, as will the pace of their development during the
year.
The freedom of choice in Year 11 presumes a readiness both to seek out
literary texts related to students'immediate interests and problems, •
and to experiment with texts that might at first seem a little beyond
their experience. Literature should be studied in a^variety of modes
(e.g. the short story as well as the novel; non-fictional prose; the
television or radio play), and although the learning of literary history
is not expected, some historical perspective will naturally be acquired.
There should be a continuing study of non-1iterary material. Students
should also be encouraged to develop reading interests outside class.
There will be a continuing emphasis on oral English, whether in class
discussions or in smaller groups, in activities like debating and interviewing, and in dramatic work. Students should be encouraged in discussion
to develop and justify their own views of the texts they study, and to
defend them against contrary views. The teacher's role will be one of
evoking and helping to formulate various reactions, encouraging students
to listen to one another, guiding the discussion without imposing a viewpoint
on it, testing different interpretations against the evidence of the text
itself. This will not be a search for the 'right' response, but a
demonstration that a response that is honest, thoughtful and firmly
based on the text can establish its own right.
Written work - whether in the form of essays on the literary texts, or
in writing of more informal kinds - is an essential part of the course.
The writing of essays, reports and the like should develop skills of
lucidity and relevance, and provide training in sustaining an argument
and ordering material in a logical way. Students may have to be made
aware that they write some sentences which only half-express what they
want to say, and other sentences in which they have changed the construction in mid course. Matters like paragraphing, spelling and punctuation
will also require continuing attention, and cannot be left to chance.
YEAR TWELVE
The work for Year 12 assumes that students have now acquired some historical
perspective and some experience of literature in its various modes,
together with a greater linguistic awareness, and are ready for more
intensive work. There are three main areas of literary study - poetry,
novel and drama. As before, command of the English language should be
developed not only by the study of the literary texts, but also by dealing
with "non-literary" material from newspapers, advertising, radio talks and
t
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the like, and considering questions of usage, "correctness" and the
appropriateness of vocabulary and idiom in particular situations. The
use of collections of set exercises, with stereotyped questions, is to
be avoided. There should be a continuing emphasis on improving the
ability to speak and write English well.
POETRY
The study of poetry in Year 12 is the most demanding part of the English
syllabus": it is also potentially the most rewarding.
Poetry makes demands on its readers inasmuch as it often deals with
emotions, imaginative perceptions, or patterns of thinking which may seem
at first to lie outside the range of the. reader's experience, but which may
eventually be grasped as relevant and valuable. Poetry is not, of course,
always solemn: it can also express joyfulness, fulfilment, and the sense
of fun: but in either case, students will not always find it easy to
"respond" to poetry, when called upon to do so, in ways which must be at
the same time honest, thoughtful, and individual. The novel and the drama
make similar demands upon readers, and much of what is said here about
poetry will apply to them as well; but in the study of poetry there are
further special difficulties. Some of the poems set in the syllabus may
have been written some centuries ago, and they may observe literary
conventions that are no longer in use; and poetic language is likely to be
denser and more highly wrought than the language of novels and plays, and
more remote from everyday idiom.
Faced with these difficulties, students may be tempted to substitute
"information" for thoughtful, individual response. They may be tempted
to collect information about poets and their "periods", about the
characteristics of genres (e.g. "satire", "dramatic monologue") or about
the general nature of (say) the "metaphysical conceit". Or they may be
tempted simply to catalogue the devices that a poem may employ - its
rhyme-scheme or stanza-form, its use of alliteration or enjambment.
Students may be tempted, finally, to go to "the critics" in order to
learn, and then repeat, what they take "the accepted view" of a poem or
poet to be. Biographical, descriptive, and critical information is
often, of course, illuminating and valuable, and it may guide or support
a personal response: but such "information" is not acceptable as a
substitute for personal response. For it is particularly in the reading
and study of poetry that students need to go beyond the mere acquisition
of "information" and nerve themselves to say something on their own accounts.
A response to a poem, then, should be an honest and an individual response,
not merely a second-hand restatement of what someone else has said. But
since poems are usually complex artefacts, the process of responding to them
may pass through several stages. A reader's first perception of a text,
however apparently naive., is always important for the original insight it
may provide; but it should not remain in its first simple form ("I like it",
6/...
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"I think it's funny"). It should develop into a considered view that
be justified, amplified, and if necessary varied by further reading
analysis o f the text itself (as opposed to reading, what other people
say about the text.)

Students may begin, then, with an initial response to a poem (or novel,
or play) and this first response may be a like, a dislike, amusement or
puzzlement. They may then find it helpful to ask what the "theme" of the
work may be; though the answer to such a question may be little more than
a preliminary stab at the work's meaning, an approximation that may be
modified or even left behind the more the work is explored. As one
proceeds, it is essential to keep the work itself steadily in focus, and
not merely to try to make it conform to some such generalized stereotype
as "lyric", "sonnet", or "satire". The reader's general sense of what a
poem is saying will need to be tested and refined by paying close attention
to the language in which it is written. Features such as imagery and
rhythm will be discussed not as detachable entities, but as agents in
creating and expressing a poem's meaning. It will also be essential to feel
for the tone of the writing, and for modulations in tone, as affecting what
is being said. The juxtaposition of ideas or images, for example, or a
sudden switch from formal to colloquial speech, may help show how the way
in which something is being expressed can ultimately determine what is being
expressed.
These activities are demanding. But it is by some such process as that
sketched above that the serious student of English will come to have full
access to that unique synthesis of thought, feeling, imagination, and
command of language that is the mark of poetry.
NOVEL
The study of the novel and short story (and the drama) in Year 12 will again
be founded in the first-hand study of the text, and in developing the sense
of the novel or play as artistic entity. Students should be led beyond
regarding a novel or a play as though it were merely documentary record of
actual events, with the characters to be understood simply as though they
were real persons. An awareness of a novel or a play as necessarily
related to and sometimes commenting on the real world, and yet having an
existence independently of its own, should be developed. (It is relevant
to ask if a character is "life-like", but finally the reader can answer
this question only in the novel's own terms. To discuss any character
simply as though he were a real person is to risk detaching him from the
only context in which he has his "existence" and so to impede a full
understanding of his part in the work as a whole).
The study of the novel will naturally reach through and beyond the
II...
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description of such things as "character", "plot" and "setting" to an
understanding of how they are inter-related, and how they help to create
the total meaning of the work. Students should be encouraged to see the
wider implications of a given episode (e.g. the feud of the Shepherdsons
and the Grangerfords in Huckleberry Finn), to see how and why one scene
is balanced against another, or characters or settings are contrasted.
While it is obviously not possible to study every page of a novel closely
in class, a student's general grasp of the text needs to be strengthened
or qualified by the experience of "closer reading". Our response to a
particular passage in a novel may be affected by the narrator's control of
"point of view", by what is said and unsaid in the dialogue, by the way a
person is characterised through his or her own utterance, or by the mood
and atmosphere created. Attention to the prose style should be devoted not
to studying features of the language in isolation, but to showing how they
contribute to the meaning of the work. The selection of key episodes for
this closer treatment should increase the reader's awareness of the novel as
a whole.
DRAMA
The study of the drama needs to acknowledge that the text of a play is
a script for performance. Students should be encouraged to experience
plays in the theatre, to see television or film performances, and to take
part in practical drama activities (e.g. classroom readings, improvisation)
themselves. They need to visualize how a scene might appear on the stage,
and realise how the impact of dialogue may be enhanced by gesture and tone
of voice, once it is lifted from the page. Adopting the standpoint of a
director and actors, they might consider how a particular role should be
developed, and what features of a given scene a good performance should
bring out.
Such an approach is meant to heighten awareness of a play, not to suggest
that its meaning is limited to what might be conveyed in performance.
Students should gain an impression of the sweep of the action, and of the
effect of the juxtaposition of scenes and of variations of mood and tempo.
Our awareness of the play as a whole may be seen to be coloured by the view
of the action taken by a character within it (e.g. Hamlet), and may yet
need to be distinguished from his view.
There is no suggestion in the study of drama, any more than in the study
of poetry or the novel, that any response or assertion of opinion will
do. An interpretation needs to come to terms with the whole of the text,
not just with certain areas of it. It would be possible to sidestep a play
like Hamlet or King Lear almost entirely by taking refuge in an abstraction
like "appearance versus reality", or to avoid coming to terms with the
complexities of Othello by regarding it as a discourse on race relations.
While some interpretations fall short through this kind of naivety, others
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may equally lose ..contact with the text by being over-ingenious.
The closer study of a scene, a speech or a passage of dialogue in any
play should be directed to bringing out its dramatic and literary qualities.
The text of a Shakespeare play, in particular, should not be seen primarily
as a quarry for classical or topical allusions and obsolete grammar. Closer
study of the language should be concerned, for example, with showing how
the imagery of Falstaff's speeches defines his special world, as other
recurrent images define the world of Hotspur; how the mounting vehemence
of a soliloquy of Hamlet's is communicated in the movement of the verse;
how the poisoning of Othello's mind is reflected in the debased terms he
applies to Desdemona, as though Iago's consciousness has invaded his own.
The justification of any detailed study of the text will be found in
bringing out its contribution to the play's full effect.

ENGLISH SYLLABUS
The following courses are offered:
T. The 1 Unit Course, 'Language for Learning', for
Years 11 and 12, or for Year 11, or for Year 12,
taken in conjunction with one of the 2 Unit
courses.' To be presented for examination at the
Higher School Certificate, the course must be ,
studied in Year 12.
2. The 2 Unit (General) Course for Years 11 and 12.
3. The 2 Unit Course for Years 11 and 12.
4. The 3 Unit Course which includes the 2 Unit
Course (see 3 above) for Year 12.

3 UNIT COURSE

Rationale:
The 3 Unit course includes the 2 Unit Course, and provides also for more
demanding work. Students will be expected to range more widely in their
reading and will have the opportunity to study particular authors and
particular topics in greater depth.
Objectives:
1. To improve the ability to understand and appreciate spoken and written
English, and to speak and write English well.
2. To develop and refine individual response to literature in English,
both past and present.
3. To provide for deeper and more extensive study of particular authors
and topics.
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The study of texts:
Any sophisticated concept of "literary criticism" is here unhelpful.
Students will be engaged in reading and in thinking critically about what
they have read, defining their attitudes to the text, trying to account
for their enjoyment or for their initial inability to respond. They will
be occupied in discussing and exchanging opinions as well as in writing
about their own, in taking part in "workshop" productions of scenes from a
play, and in activities like reading poetry aloud. The first perceptions
of a text need to be clarified and validated by further experience of it,
and by close attention to its detail. A grasp of the general movement
of a play or novel or poem should in the 3 Unit Course be strengthened
by "closer reading". The study of poetry, especially, will often call
for an awareness of the force of a particular word in its context and its
period, and the study of a speech in a Shakespeare play may require
attention to the dramatic features of the language employed. While it
is obviously impossible with a novel to study every page in class, it
should be possible to cultivate the habits of reading that will enable
students to distinguish the qualities of a key passage, and to
appreciate that the prose of a Jane Austen novel represents a different
level of usage from that of Huckleberry Finn.
The study of non-literary material:
Students should encounter a variety of spoken and written material outside
the literary texts. They should develop the ability to appreciate and
analyse prose of good quality - identifying and assessing such elements
as argument, persuasion, explanation, and description - in a variety of
forms: in books, periodicals, magazines, weekly and daily newspapers.
Advertisements, newspaper reports and editorials will also deserve study.
Attention should be paid to the function of graphics (cartoons, illustrations,
diagrams, graphs, etc.) wherever they are significant.
The study of both the spoken and the written language should be based on an
awareness of the context and of the intended audience. An article for the
technically educated reader will be written differently from an article
intended to appeal to the general reader; an ABC science programme will make
different demands on the listener from the demands of a talk-back programme
or a sports broadcast. Where appropriate and possible, this kind of study
should connnect with students' own speaking and writing activities.
Work in this area of the syllabus may thus draw upon material other than
print e.g. film, theatre, radio, television. Students are not required to
spend time studying the detailed techniques of the medium or its special
vocabulary. Rather, they should develop a critical response to English
as it is deployed in the various media, in the context of the different
modes of presentation involved.
w/ * • •
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spend time studying the detailed techniques of the medium or its special
vocabulary. Rather,, they should develop a critical response to English
as it is deployed in the various media, in the context of the different
modes of presentation involved..
WritingStudents' own writing, similarly, will go beyond essays on the literary
texts. They should be able to write a report or short article, make a
summary of a radio talk or an interview, write a letter of application,
or review a film. They should be encouraged to keep a folder of their
writing of various kinds, including a range of persopal writing and
creative work..
Where possible in all this work, students should write for readers other
than their English teacher- for example, fellow students in class, younger
students in the school, children in nearby primary schools. They could
also write for school magazines, local newspapers, and community groups
and organisations. Writing for publication, or for readers who have a
real use for their productions, should help to foster in students a
commitment to improving their writing skills.
The more formal essay, usually preceded by class discussion, and working
from a preliminary formulation of ideas to a first draft which is then
revised, is an essential part of the course. Working through successive
drafts is often indispensable to the writing of reports and reviews also.
Whether an essay is on a literary or non-literary topic, it should give
practice in how to marshal an argument, how to select evidence to support
statements made, and how to reject the vague word for one that is more
exact.
A note on grammar:
Formal study of grammar, of the kind reflecting a belief that written
expression might be improved by the learning of a set of "rules" or by
distinguishing various types of the adverbial clause, is not envisaged.
At the same time such a simple question as "What is the effect of the
large number of adjectives in the second paragraph?" assumes knowledge
of what an "adjective" is. Students should be able to identify the main
parts of speech,, and recognize other simple grammatical classifications
(e.g. tense, active and passive, direct and indirect speech). They should
have the vocabulary needed to comment, for example, on the usage in such
an expression as "between you and I", or on the evasiveness implied in
the excessive use of the passive in officialese.
YEAR ELEVEN
Year Eleven provides a transition from the junior syllabus and a background
to work in Year Twelve. It is not to be a preliminary version of Year Twelve,
but a year of wide reading which at the same time allows certain texts to be
4/...
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literary texts related to students' immediate interests and problems,
and to experiment with texts that might at first seem a little beyond
their experience. Literature should be studied in a variety of modes
(e.g. the short story as well as the novel; non-fictional prose; the
television or radio play), and although the learning of literary history
is not expected, some historical perspective will naturally be acquired.
There should be a continuing study of non-literary material. Students
should also be encouraged to develop reading interests outside class.
There will be a continuing emphasis on oral English, whether in class
discussions or in smaller groups, in activities like debating and interviewing, and in dramatic work. Students should be encouraged in discussion
to develop and justify their own views of the texts they study, and to
defend them against contrary views. The teacher's role will be one of
evoking and helping to formulate various reactions,* encouraging students
to listen to one another, guiding the discussion without imposing a viewpoint on it, testing different interpretations against the evidence of the
text itself. This will not be a search for the "right" response, but a
demonstration that a response that is honest, thoughtful and firmly based
on the text can establish its own right.
Written work - whether in the form of essays on the literary texts, or
in writing of more informal kinds - is an essential part of the course.
The writing of essays, reports and the like should develop skills of
lucidity and relevance,and provide training in sustaining an argument
and ordering material in a logical way. Students may have to be made
aware that they write some sentences which only half-express what they
want to say, and other sentences in which they have changed the construction in mid course. Matters like paragraphing, spelling and punctuation will also require continuing attention, and cannot be left to chance.
YEAR TWELVE
The work for Year 12 assumes that students have now acquired some historical
perspective and some experience of literature in its various modes, together
with a greater linguistic awareness, and are ready for more intensive work.
There are three main areas of literary study - poetry, novel and drama. As
before, command of the English language should be developed not only by the
study of the literary texts, but also by dealing with "non-literary" material
from newspapers, advertising, radio talks and the like, and considering
questions of usage, "correctness" and the appropriateness of vocabulary
and idiom in particular situations. The use of collections of set exercises,
with stereotyped questions, is to be avoided. There should be a continuing
emphasis on improving the ability to speak and write English well.
POETRY
The study of poetry in Year 12 is the most demanding part of the English
syllabus: it is also potentially the most rewarding.
Poetry makes demands on its readers inasmuch as it often deals with
5/...
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emotions, imaginative perceptions, or patterns of thinking which may seem
at first to lie outside the range of the reader's experience, but which may
eventually be grasped as relevant and valuable. Poetry is not, of course,
always solemn: it can also express joyfulness, fulfilment, and the sense of
fun; but in either case, students will not always find it easy to "respond"
to poetry, when called upon to do so, in ways which must be at the same
time honest,thoughtful and individual. The novel and the drama make
similar demands upon readers and much of what is said here about poetry
will apply to them as well; but in the study of poetry there are further
special difficulties. Some of the poems set in the syllabus may have
been written some centuries ago, and they may observe literary conventions
that are no longer in use; and poetic language is likely to be denser
and more highly wrought than the language of novels and plays, and more
remote from everyday idiom.
Faced with these difficulties, students may be tempted to substitute
'information" for thoughtful, individual response. They may be tempted
to collect information about poets and their "periods", about the
characteristics of genres (e.g. "satire", "dramatic monologue"), or about
the general nature of (say) the "metaphysical conceit". Or they may be
tempted simply to catalogue the devices that a poem may employ - its
rhyme-scheme or stanza-form, its use of alliteration or enjambment. Students
may be tempted, finally, to go to "the critics" in order to learn, and then
repeat, what they take "the accepted view" of a poem or poet to be.
Biographical, descriptive, and critical information is often, of course,
illuminating and valuable, and it may guide or support a personal response;
but such "information" is not acceptable as a substitute for personal
response. For it is particularly in the reading and study of poetry that
students need to go beyond the mere acquisition of "information" and nerve
themselves to say something on their own accounts.
A response to a poem, then, should be an honest and an individual response,
not merely a second-hand restatement of what someone else has said. But
since poems are usually complex artefacts, the process of responding to
them may pass through several stages. A reader's first perception of a
text, however apparently naive, is always important for the original insight
it may provide; but it should not remain in its first simple form ("I like it",
or, "I think it's funny"). It should develop into a considered view that can
be justified, amplified, and if.necessary varied by further reading and
analysis of the text itself (as opposed to reading what other people may say
about the text).
Students may begin, then, with an initial response to a poem (or novel or
play), and this first response may be a like, a dislike, amusement or
puzzlement. They may then find it helpful to ask what the "theme" of the
work may be; though the answer to such a question may be little more than a
preliminary stab at the work's meaning, an-approximation that may be
modified or even left behind the more the work is explored. As one proceeds,
it is essential to keep the work itself steadily in focus, and not merely
to try to make it conform to some such generalized stereotype as "lyric".
61...
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"sonnet" or "satire". The reader's general sense of what a poem is saying
will need to be tested and refined by paying close attention to the
language in which it is written. Features such as imagery and rhythm will
be discussed not as detachable entities, but as agents in creating and
expressing a poem's meaning. It will also be essential to feel for the tone
of the writing, and for modulations in tone, as affecting what is being said.
The juxtaposition of ideas or images, for example, or a sudden switch from
formal to colloquial speech, may help show how the way in which something
is being expressed can ultimately determine what is being expressed.
These activities are demanding. But it is by some such process as that
sketched above that the serious student of English will come to have full
access to that unique synthesis of thought, feeling, imagination, and
command of language that is the mark of poetry.
NOVEL
The study of the novel and short story (and the drama) in Year 12 will
again be founded in the first-hand study of the text, and in developing
the sense of the novel or play as artistic entity. Students should be led
beyond regarding a novel or a play as though it were merely documentary
record of actual events, with the characters to be understood simply as
though they were real persons. An awareness of a novel or a play as
necessarily related to and sometimes conmenting on the real world, and
yet having an existence independently of its own, should be developed.
•(It is relevant to ask if a character is "life-like", but finally the
reader can answer this question only in the novel's own terms. To discuss
any character simply as though he were a real person is to risk detaching
him from the only context in which he has his "existence" and so to impede
a full understanding of his part in the work as a whole).
The study of the novel will naturally reach through and beyond the description of such things as "character", "plot" and "setting" to an understanding
of how they are inter-related, and how they help to create the total meaning
of the work. Students should be encouraged to see the wider implications
of a given episode (e.g. the feud of the Shepherdsons and the Grangerfords
in Huckleberry Finn), to see how and why one scene is balanced against
another, or characters or settings are contrasted.
While it is obviously not possible to study every page of a novel closely
in class, a student's general grasp of the text needs to be strengthened
or qualified by the experience of "closer reading". Our response to a
particular passage in a novel may be affected by the narrator's control
of "point of view",by what is said and unsaid in the dialogue, by the way
a person is characterised through his or her own utterance, or by the
mood and atmosphere created. Attention to the prose style should be
devoted not to studying features of the language in isolation, but to
showing how they contribute to the meaning of the work. The selection of
key episodes for this closer treatment should increase the reader's
awareness of the novel as a whole.
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DRAMA
The study of the drama needs to acknowledge that the text of a play is
a script for performance. Students should be encouraged to experience
plays in the theatre, to see television or film performances, and to
take part in practical drama activities (e.g. classroom readings,
improvisation) themselves. They need to visualize how a scene might
appear on the stage, and realise how the impact of dialogue may be
enhanced by gesture and tone of voice, once it is lifted from the page.
Adopting the standpoint of a director and actors, they might consider
how a particular role should be developed, and what features of a given
scene a good performance should bring out.
Such an approach is meant to heighten awareness of a play, not to suggest
that its meaning is limited to what might be conveyed in performance.
Students should gain an impression of the sweep of the action, and of
the effect of the juxtaposition of scenes and of variations of mood and
tempo. Our awareness of the play as a whole may be seen to be coloured
by the view of the action taken by a character within it (e.g. Hamlet),
and may yet need to be distinguished from his view.
There is no suggestion in the study of drama, any more than in the study
of poetry or the novel, that any response or assertion of opinion will do.
An interpretation needs to come to terms with the whole of the text, not
just with certain areas of it. It would be possible to sidestep a play
like Hamlet or King Lear almost entirely by taking refuge in an abstraction
like "appearance versus reality", or to avoid coming to terms with the
complexities of Othello by regarding it as a discourse on race relations.
While some interpretations fall short through this kind of naivety, others
may equally lose contact with the text by being over-ingenious.
The closer study of a scene, a speech or a passage of dialogue in any
play should be directed to bringing out its dramatic and literary qualities.
The text of a Shakespeare play, in particular, should not be seen primarily
as a quarry for classical or topical allusions and obsolete grammar. Closer
study of the language should be concerned, for example, with showing how the
imagery of Falstaff's speeches defines his special world, as other recurrent
images define the world of Hotspur; how the mounting vehemence of a
soliloquy of Hamlet's is communicated in the movement of the verse; how the
poisoning of Othello's mind is reflected in the debased terms he applies
to Desdemona, as though Iago's consciousness has invaded his own. The
justification of any detailed study of the text will be found in bringing
out its contribution to the play's full effect.
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Contemporary English Syllabus

Preamble
2 unit Contemporary English is a syllabus which focuses on English language in
contemporary use, in both its spoken and written forms, and in such special contexts as
the mass media. There is less-emphasis on literary study than in the other 2 unit English
courses.
i

The syllabus focuses on the skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking, in a wide
range of language uses, registers and contexts. It is designed primarily to improve
students' ability to use and interpret language effectively, according to their needs.
Although there is less emphasis on literature in this syllabus than in other English
syllabuses, literature remains an important context of language use. T h e focus for
literature study in this syllabus is reading for understanding, enjoyment and exploration
of issues, rather than close literary or textual study.
Formal knowledge of grammar should not be emphasised for its own sake, but an
understanding of grammatical conventions, developed at points of need, will assist
students in discussing usage and in using language effectively.

Rationale
Effective study at secondary and post-secondary levels and effective participation in
society d e m a n d that students are able to use and interpret the English language
effectively, in both spoken and written forms. This is also essential to the students'
personal development, and for giving them access to contemporary culture. This course
is intended to enable students to use the Engiish language effectively through
developing knowledge of and facility with its cultural, linguistic and textual
conventions.
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Course Structure
The syllabus consists of five sections:
Aims
Objectives
Content
•

Assessment

•

Evaluation

The Objectives and Content sections of the syllabus are each divided into three
subsections:
•

Speaking and listening

•

Reading

•

Writing.

While teaching programs must cover each of these subsections, the proportion of time
allocated to each subsection will be determined by students' needs.
Speaking and listening, reading and writing should be taught as interrelated aspects of
language, but teaching programs should also focus on the differences between these
language modes.

Aims
All courses developed from this syllabus must be designed to enable students to:
•

speak and listen effectively;

•

read with understanding and pleasure;

•

write effectively and clearly;

in a wide range of contexts and in a manner appropriate to audience, purpose and
situation.
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Student Objectives
Speaking and listening
Students should be able to:
1.

speak effectively in both formal and informal contexts, using both verbal and nonverbal cues, by
using stress, intonation and clear pronunciation in w a y s that are
comprehensible to listeners;
presenting experiences, ideas and opinions coherently, confidently and
fluently;
following, and contributing effectively to, discussions;
using appropriate speech conventions in conversation;
using appropriate tone and register in speech;
making appropriate grammatical choices in formal and informal discourse.
listen with understanding and respond to verbal and non-verbal cues, by:
identifying the context of a discourse;
predicting the direction of a discourse;
identifying the main and supporting ideas presented in a discourse;
identifying and clarifying culturally specific information;
recognising the intent of the speaker;
recognising visual cues and signals;
recognising the structure of a discourse (eg in a conversation exchange);
recognising the importance and relevance of stress, pause and intonation within
discourse;
identifying tone and register in discourse;
recognising the different registers of media reporting, sporting programs,
parliamentary broadcasts, and the like.
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Reading
Students should be able to read, understand and respond to a wide range of
material by:
skimming to gain an overview of a text;
scanning a text for a particular purpose;
using reference works, consulting b o o k indexes, dictionaries, etc; close
reading;
predicting the direction and development of a text;
•

identifying the main ideas in a text;
identifying the supporting ideas relevant to the writer's purpose;
identifying the tone and m o o d of a text;

•

identifying stereotyping and bias in a text;

•

identifying the intent of the writer;

•

identifying the intended audience;
identifying the structure of a text;

•

identifying the style of a text.

N O T E : In this section, the term 'text' is not restricted to literary or 'set' texts,
but covers a wide variety of reading material which might include newspapers,
magazines, diaries, letters, advertisements and graphics.

Writing
Students should be able to write in a range of forms and styles, both formal and
informal by:
•

making notes;

•

summarising;

•

paraphrasing;

•

organising ideas;

•

following essay writing conventions;

•

drafting;

*

editing and proofreading;

*

responding appropriately to assignment and examination instructions;

•

critically evaluating and appropriately revising their o w n w o r k in terms of
intended audience, purpose, situation, coherence and structure;

•

using writing as a means of learning.
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Content
Speaking and listening
Students should participate in a variety of informal and formal listening and speaking
activities including at least:
asking and answering questionstalk in the pursuit of meaning and the development of thought;
paraphrasing;
summarising;
self-editing;
informal conversations;
directed conversations and discussions;
reading aloud from texts used in class;
informal talks to a group (eg personal accounts, anecdotes, jokes, retelling a
story);
formal presentations to a group (eg reports, critiques, instructions, visual aids,
explanations, poetry readings, play enactments);
role playing and improvisation;
formal debates;
prepared speeches;
seminar presentations;
listening to live or pre-recorded material in order to complete a set task (eg
note-taking, answering questions in writing, carrying out instructions);
analysing television and radio programs.
These activities should be used to develop the students' speaking and listening skills as
listed in the objectives. They should also be used to focus on features which influence
effective communication, such as tone, register, idiom, grammatical structure,
vocabulary, ellipsis (when a speaker omits something that the listener is assumed to
supply), discourse markers (indicators of change of direction, continuity, added
emphasis, stalling for time, eg 'on the other hand', 'furthermore', 'in fact', 'not to put
too fine a point on it', 'you know' — along with gesture pauses,risinginflection, etc),
cohesion, pronunciation and non-verbal cues.
The purpose of this focus should be to alert students to those elements of trleir listening
and speaking which might lead to loss of comprehension or inappropriate use of tone or
register, as well as to those elements of listening and talking which enhance
communication.
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Students should be encouraged to recognise w h y some forms of spoken language are
more effective than others in conveying messages. This should lead students to develop
accuracy and precision in their o w n use of spoken English.
The above activities can also be used to develop conversation skills such as initiating or
intervening in discourse, asking and responding to questions, and withdrawing from
conversation.
It is important that the interaction of speaking and listening should include student
awareness of the role of context in determining both meaning and appropriate use of
tone and register. To do this students should practise communicative activities with a
variety of audiences and settings (ie one to one, one to many, one to a group and as a
group member).

Reading
Students should read material written for a variety of purposes, including personal,
imaginative, informative, persuasive and expository writing. They should read from a
variety of texts of varying lengths, from short articles to complete works, both fiction
and non-fiction, verse as well as prose, including:
literature, for enjoyment, understanding and exploration of issues;
•

newspapers, for evaluating arguments and distinguishing fact and opinion in
n e w s reports, feature articles, b o o k reviews, letters to the editor and
advertisements;
popular magazines, radio and television scripts, for analysing the values and
attitudes informing them, and the age groups and social backgrounds to which
they appeal, and for examining stereotypes and bias in the mass media;
extracts from reference books and other material, for technical description,
reports, instructions, explanations;
examination papers and assignments, for the language of questions and
instructions;
other non-literary materials such as graphs, diagrams and cartoons, for
interpretation and analysis.

This material should be used to develop students' reading skills as listed in the
objectives. Students should read for general information and also to locate, extract .and
process detailed information from a variety of sources. They should be alerted to the
overall meaning and textual conventions of the reading material in order to m a k e them
less dependent on searching for meaning in grammatical structures and individual
words. T h e material should also be used to focus on the clarification of culturally
specific information and features such as figurative language, idiom, tone, register,
ellipsis, discourse markers and cohesion.
Students are to recognise the relation of style and tone to the purpose of each piece of
writing. Students find it hard to grasp the tone and the degree of formality of a written
statement in language with which they are less familiar. Writing of a more formal kind
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may present difficulties to non-native speakers or to those more accustomed to English
in its non-standard forms. The problems associated with humour, irony and satire will
need particular attention.
Re-reading is necessary in all areas of the students' reading. In the development of
comprehension skills, students should be led to recognise that they m a y read a printed
page and believe that they have; understood it, w h e n in fact they m a y have grasped: only
a fraction of what is being saidL Particular passages should be chosen for: closer reading
and analysis,from poems,.novels and:plays as well as non-literary sources. >...,.
In the specific texts studied, ^literature' includes poetry, novel and drama, but extends
also to biography, autobiography, short stories, travel books and various'non-fictional
forms. T h e approach is not directed so m u c h towards distinguishing the 'literary'
qualities of a text as towards understanding the text, pursuing the issues it raises, taking
it to illuminate problems of h u m a n behaviour or of contemporary society, exploring the
cultural context to which it belongs and relating it to other contexts. While the course
allows for the study of individual authors, it enables teachers to follow a thematic
approach, in which a number of texts are linked, or in which a single text is made the
focus of a more wide-ranging study, drawing in ancillary material of various kinds.
Contemporary issues: The focus for literature study in this syllabus is
reading for understanding, enjoyment and exploration of contemporary issues,
rather than close literary or textual study.
Students must consider a number of contemporary issues related to their
reading. The contemporary issues set for the H S C examination and their
associated prescribed texts are specified in Prescribed texts, projects and
works for the Higher School Certificate examination.
Students must consider a wide range of material on each contemporary issue, as well as
the prescribed texts. They should be encouraged to read more than the m i n i m u m
number of prescribed texts, in addition to treating other literary and non-literary
material.

Writing
Students should write for a variety of purposes, both drawing on and extending their
own experiences in a variety of contexts and registers.
Writing is to include personal, imaginative, informative, persuasive and expository
writing.
Writing should include a variety of informal and formal writing activities, such as:
•

journals, diaries;

•

letters;

•

reports (eg of excursions, experiments, attending the theatre);
reviews, (eg of films, television programs, stories and poems);
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•

n e w s articles (eg of current events, incidents from literature);

•

arguments (eg speeches, letters to the editor);

•

advertisements (written and graphic);

•

instructions and explanations;

•

essays (written both in a set period of time, or as assignments over an extended
period);
responses to literature.

Students should view their writing as a process, directed to a specific purpose. The full
writing process c o m m o n l y passes through interacting stages of preparing, drafting,
revising and publishing. While drafting their writing, students should focus primarily on
meaning, while addressing the conventions of spelling, punctuation and correctness in
grammar and syntax at later stages of their writing. Students should develop the ability
to write accurately and precisely, develop general propositions, sustain a reasoned point
of view, and structure their writing with attention to effective word choice, paragraph
construction and logical sequence.
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Student Assessment
Student assessment must reflect the extent to which each student has achieved the
objectives of this syllabus.
To assist students, assessment should be of two kinds:
assessment will occur during learning activities, as well as at the end of a unit
of work, and will most commonly be addressed to the students themselves
(formative assessment);
assessment will occur at the end of a unit of work, and be used to summarise
judgements about students' achievements and m a y be addressed to the students
themselves, their parents, or the wider community (summative assessment).
A range of assessment instruments must be used, each of which should be appropriate
for the syllabus objective(s) it is designed to measure.
Assessment instruments which might be used to measure the objectives of this syllabus
include:
•

folders of student writing, showing the process of developing a piece from
draft to final edited version;

•

structured responses to listening or reading activities;

•

oral presentations, both formal and informal;
audio-visual presentations;
poetry and dramatic readings;

•

report and review writing;
creative writing;
summary and precis writing;

•

essay writing.

The specific requirements for Higher School Certificate assessment in 2 unit
Contemporary English are set out in the Board's Higher School Certificate Course
Requirements.
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Evaluation
Schools should ensure that their teaching program, teaching and learning strategies and
student assessment program are appropriate to the aims and objectives of the English 2
unit (Contemporary English) syllabus.
Schools should carry out ongoing evaluations of their programs and methods to address
such questions as:
•

D o the objectives of the teaching program address the needs of the students?

•

Are the objectives of this syllabus adequately covered in the teaching program?

•

Does the teaching program adequately cater for all students?

•

H o w effective are the teaching/learning methods in a unit in promoting student
achievement of the syllabus objectives?

•

Is sufficient attention being given to the development of students' oral skills to
ensure speaking skills objectives are met?
Is sufficient attention being given to the development of students' aural skills
to ensure listening skills objectives are met?
Are speaking, listening, reading and writing linked in purposeful ways?
Is there continuity in the teaching program?

•

D o teaching programs ensure that students consider a wide variety of reading
materials?

•

D o teaching programs ensure that students consider textual material in a
variety of modes?

•

D o teaching programs ensure that those aspects of the mass media relevant to
the course are covered adequately?

•

D o teaching programs ensure that students regularly practise writing from draft
c
to final edited stage?

•

D o teaching programs ensure that students read a wide range of literature,
including poetry, novels, biographies, short stories and non-fiction?

•

Is the focus of literature study reading for understanding, enjoyment and
exploration of issues?

•

Are resources suitable?

•

Are the selected assessment procedures appropriate for assessing the syllabus
objectives?

Contempprary English Syllabus

Course Description
Subject

English

Course

2 unit Contemporary English

Syllabus

Approved by the Board of Secondary Education in 1988 for
initial examination in 1989.

Aims

All courses developed from this syllabus must be designed to
enable students to:
• speak and listen effectively;
• read with understanding and pleasure;
• write effectively and clearly;
in a wide range of contexts and in a manner appropriate to
audience, purpose and situation.

Course Content

Students learn to:
speak and listen effectively in both formal and informal
situations;
be aware of the role of contexts in determining meaning and
the appropriate use of tone and register;
read a wide range of material including literature and
material f r o m the m a s s media for enjoyment and
understanding;
read for general information and to locate, extract and
process detailed information from a variety of sources;
recognise the relation of style and tone to the purpose of a
piece of writing;
write for a variety of purposes, drawing on and extending
their o w n experience in a variety of contexts and registers.
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Course Details
Length of Course
• A minimum of 240 hours of timetabled school time over
Years 11-12.

HSC Examination Format
• A listening test of approximately 30 minutes

AND
• two written examinations, one of two hours, the other of one
and a half hours.
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Each question is marked out of 20

B E G I N a n e w booklet for each question

; Hand up answers in five separate* bundles, clearly marked
Questions 1,2,3, 4, or 5

If required, additional writing booklets may be obtained, from the examination supervisor upon
request

Scribble booklets are not to be used for this paper. R o u g h work m a y be done on the U N R U L E D
pages of the examination booklet. Such work should be cancelled by ruling an ink line through it.

N.B.—Take time to read the paper carefully, to select the questions you wish to answer, and to plan
your work

1. The following; passage is taken from a press report of an interview. Read it carefully,
then answer in complete-sentences the questions that follow it.

<?»»»!''

IN SHORT,, A . T A L E N T E D W R I T E R
A L I C E M T J N R O ' is one of lection of published short 50
Canada's most important stories and won her the
writers. A n d like most sen- Governor-General's Award
sitive people of talent, she" in 1968.. The second, Lives
5 seems an unlikely candidate of Girls and Women, which
for such. an intimidating w o n . the Canadian Book- 55
tag.
sellers' Award in 1972, is alA n attractive w o m a n in most a novel in that its stories
her mid-forties, she makes of a Canadian small-town
10 little of the short stories childhood are linked. It is
which have won her awards, available in Australia in a 60
the most recent being- the Women's Press paperback.
Another collection of her
Canada-Australia
Literary
Prize, which has brought her short stories, Something I've
Been Meaning to Tell You,
15 to Australia.
"Everybody would like to was published in 1974, and a 65
write a really important fourth, Who Do You. Think
novel, but I have to settle for You Arel, is due out soon.
Having read only Lives of
a halfway important short
20 story," she said. Meaning it. Girls and Women, a dense
- She has tried ., writing and detailed word picture 70
novels, but has been unsuc- crowded' • • with childhood
cessful so far: "There is sensibility, I wondered if her
something in the way I see style had changed at all. But
25 things, I compress rather she couldn't tell me. She
than expand, •orisomething'. thinks it is probably a lot 75
more spare, but she is too
like that."
The fact that she has suc- close to tell.
. "I think you are very
ceeded in what the literary
30 world considers the far more lucky to be able to do somedifficult form, the short thing like writing. To get 80
one
thing that
story, has not increased her across
approaches what you want to
confidence.
"I always think, will I ever say, you are lucky.
"And I don't mean by that
35 write orfinishanother book?
Virginia Woolf said about that I have a message. Per- 85
writing a story or a book that haps the word idea would be
it was something like—Fcan't better: When I get an 'idea'
remember the exact words— for a story, there will be a
40 hauling something across a way I want it to be. It is
great chasm and you never almost like a sculptural shape 90
that I. want it to have, and I
knew if you could do it."
Since 1953, when Alice work: at it until I get it.
"I read about Barbara
Munro'sfirstchild was born
45 and her first story was pub- Cartland, saying writing is
lished, she has done a good such fun—all I. can come 95
deal ofhauling across chasms. up with is torture and
Herfirstbook, Dance of agony." But she says it with
the Happy Shades, was a col- a smile, throwing up her
hands in mock despair.

Marks

.- -

2

(a) To what do the worls"intimidatihg tag''refer? • (lines G-7)

2

-(b) Making only, the necessary changes^rewrite the following, words, beginning with
....'.
j"AliceMunrosaidthat.: .. "i. . •••— ..^•';' ;';\;.^;' • ; -^ •••-• ••••-:• •-•
Everybody would like: to write, a really fmportant novel,, but I have-to settle for a
halfway important short story, (lines 16-20)

''. 2; ?,J";5;;.'',"".• .;(c)^ What^o;yOu:;think is meant by the words "halfway important short story"?
•? ^'J---" - ^ ••••••• -•••• -(ifhes: 19-20) ^ - - ^ ' .••<:•:.;•<.._.;/"-"'-: • ,,>r-• ,
2; (d) What; comment would youmake on the expression "Meaning it."?, (line 20)
2 (e) What do you; think is meant by the words "shehas. done a good deal of hauling
across chasms"'?- (lines, 46-47)
2 (f) Whatdo you understand by'the expression "she is too close to tell"? (Tines
2 (g) Who do you think Virginia'Woolf(Iine 36) and: Barbara Cartland (lines 93-94)
. might be?
2 (h) Which of Alice Munro's bookscomes closest to being a novel?. Why?
2 (i) What is the point of the final sentenceofthepassage?'
2 G) From her actual words, what impression do you gain of Alice Munro as a
. ... ••.. ..,,,,', .person? -;i
-..
• ... ;

BEGIN A N E W BOOK
20 2. In 250 to 300 words, write an account of an imagined, interview with an interesting person
y o u have m e t or w o u l d like to meet. Y o u m a y , if y o u wish, m o d e l it o n the f o r m of the
interview reported-in Question 1. .

•••'••BEGTN A.NEW B O O K
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3. Read the poem below, then answer the questions that follow it.
'.' :;J ••.•' '.•".•••' -';•;: ; ••• „.;1. Drifters "
One day soon he'll tell her it's time to start packing,
and the kids will yell 'Truly?' a n d get wildly excited for
n o reason,
a n d the b r o w n kelpie p u p will start dashing about, tripping.
everyone u p ,
a n d she'll go o u t to the vegetable-patch a n d pick u p all the green
tomatoes f r o m the vines, .
a n d notice h o w the oldest girl is close to tears because she w a s
h a p p y here, ..........-.•, ......,.;'••.;,",,;.,,.:.. ., .,.-.: ...:;-.. ..
a n d h o w the youngest girl is b e a m i n g because she wasn't.
A n d thefirstthing she'll p u t o n the trailer will b e the
bottling-set she never u n p a c k e d f r o m Grovedale,
a n d w h e n the loaded ute b u m p s d o w n the drive past the
blackberry-canes with their last shrivelled fruit,
she won't even ask: w h y they're leaving this time, or where
they're headed for
—she'll only remember h o w , w h e n they came here,
she held out her hands bright with berries,
thefirstof the season, and said:
'Make a wishr T o m , . m a k e a. wish.' ...
. : •
—Bruce Dawe

10

(a) In your o w n words, explain fully the situation with which the p o e m deals.
(Write
rWrifpabout
ahout150
150words.)
words:^

10

(b) L o o k closely at the w a y the poet expresses his ideas a n d c o m m e n t o n those w a y s
that specially impress y o u .

';'•-•••'.;,<''
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''4::*A^swerwieoFthe^ ';

•.•--:-".•.'•:.: (a) Wuthering- Heights'. •:",'.•;••-:•••• ::• ,i;I !,'

;.: .^,-.- ... ; "N°: oneui Wuthering.Heights escapes the evil influence of Heathclif
D o you agree?' Support your answer by close'reference to fwo characters.
OJ&:

'• '. •" .>„'".'.".', '

t^T /..,.-_. ^.,'

(b) 7%e Caine Mutiny...
D o y o u think that Barney Greenwald was right infixingthe blame for the
Coine.mutiny onThomasKeefer7.^..^ , ; i .^C,^. «.....:.^^.ry!...»r,-.

(c) Picnic-at'HangingRock.
In what ways does the jpicnic at Hanging Rock affect the lives of characters
in the. novel other than those w h o disappear?
OR,
(d) 77ie Prime of Miss Jean Brodie.
Some readers regard Miss Brodie with pity; others regard her with distaste.
What is your final response to Miss Jean Brodie? Why?
OR,
(e) The'Merry-go-round in the Sea*
"Not all of the discoveries of Rob's childhood are happy ones."
What do you regard as the main "discoveries", both happy and sad, of Rob's
childhood as itis presented in The Merry-go-round in the Sea ?
OR,
(f) The Crocodile.
"In The Crocodile, Vincent Eri examines the problems of a m a n w h o is
caught between two cultures and w h o is unable to reject either."
Discuss the novel in the light of this statement.

•: " \ << OR;
(g) The Mango Tree.

"Of all the characters in The Mango Tree, Jamie's grandmother has the
strongest influence on his development."
Is this your impression?
OR,
(h) The Chant ofJimmie Blacksmith.
What are the pressures which, in Keneally's novel, turn Jimmie Blacksmith
m t o an axe-murderer?

s
B^STN A NEW BOOK

:

;, v

' ^^.^J'1^''4""'„.,'

5L" Answer one of the f o l l o w ^

'.'-•''"'•'•

(a)\ Romeo and Juliet* :

- ' *' •

W h o or what does the play suggest: la to blame for the deaths of R o m e o and
Juliet?: ,

.. _.._•;_.;...

OR,. • _ - ..-.;,.,.

:...

(b) JZ/;A/> S O W , . ^ -. -V; -.p v • .. • • .;;•.,,. v.,-.

•• , .<J:-l'

• ',. >->":-;

"All My Sons is a play, about self-deception.!' - v *•*.Examine this view m the light of the roles played by any two of the following
• characters:: Joe Keller; Kate;. Chris;. Ann.
OR, •"•' "*••& sJ"> .
:

' " s#^->;.5iviiit*
-.,;,,•. ^cy j ^ ^ Glass'Menagerie-..
;• . < * : . ' - . ; .

\

•

'.•;.*-'•

;

^is4;s;>'.?;..'sUI V'^'fr--*-

•••'•••.

"In spite of her: foolishness, there is much to admire in A m a n d a Wingfield."

\

•

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

'

•

•

•

•

D o you agree with this comment on Mrs Wingfield ?

OR
(d) Summer of the Seventeenth Doll.
W h a t are the events in Summer of the Seventeenth Doll which lead to Roo's
proposal of marriage to Olive, and why does Olive reject him?

OR,
(e) The Removalists.
, " T o some extent,, all the characters, including Kenny himself, share the responsibility for Kenny's, death."
Would you support this view of The Removalists 1

_...,. OR,
(f) A Hard God.
"The characters in A Hard God seem more interested in talking about the
past than in facing up to the problems of the present."
H o w do you react to this view of the play?

.

OR,
(g) Go ask Alice.
In the Epilogue to Go Ask Alice, the question is asked, "What defeated
Alice?",
H o w would you answer this question ?

OR,
(h) The Lonely Seaandthe:Sky and Flying Nurse.
Both The Lonely Sea and the Sky and Flying Nurse are concerned with the
adventures of an unusual person.
Choose one of the two books and discuss aspects of it that bring out the unusual
qualities of thecentral
figure,
v

(i) My'FamilyandQther'Animals.
Which aspects of Gerald Durrell's boyhood on Corfu, as described in. My
'- Family and Other Animals, did you find most attractive? Why?"
K,b i±; i-K-^^U:. ii ,': >.v;.4-.v.,-; OR, -vj;

,:4:J^J.,,; ,?:,,,„•;

...«>;- - , ..:.... . ',.

(j) The Fatal Impact.
".
;

it was Cook's fate to bring disaster in his wake."

D r a w o n two of the three parts of'TheFatalImpact to show h o w Alan'
;!
Moorehead: develops, this idea.;' :J ?
• >" ">••.••'?••"

(k) Supertoy. -!-.-\ • •
A m o n g the matters which Sandra Hall discusses in Supertoy are:.
"'..>. the relation between radio and, T.V, programmes;.
the relation between the A.B.C. and commercial T.V.;
the competition between various T.V. programmes;
T.V.. personalities and power struggles within the various networks;
licence hearings and government control of T.V.
Which two of these aspects of her study did youfindmost interesting ? W h y ?
Your-answer must include specific reference to the text.
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Time allowed—TWO

hours

Answer all T H R E E questions

P A R T A —Reading Task : Answer Question I
P A R T B—Writing Task : Answer Question 2
P A R T C — Topic Areas : Answer Question 3

The three questions are of equal value, and you should allot approximately equal time
to each of them.
Hand up your answers in THREE bundles, clearly marked "Part A" or "Part B" or "Part C"
on the outside front covers.
If you need additional answer books, you may ask the examination supervisor for them.

Scribble booklets are not to be used for this paper. You may write planning notes etc. on
inside front covers or on the unruled pages of the answer book; but you must clearly
cancel any work which you do not wish the examiners to assess by ruling a line through
it.
Before v o u begin to write tak* t i " " *r> .-<•-,.j »u„ ...». ,.>
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Part A — Reading Task
Answer Question 1

Hand up your answer to Question I in ONE bundle clearly marked "Part A" on t
front outside cover.

1. You will find below two prose passages. Passage (i) is adapted fr
advertisement for a personal computer. Passage (ii) is the beginning of an article
about computers in a non-technical scientific magazine.

QUESTION

Read both passages carefully, together with the questions (a)-(f) which fol
them, before you begin to write your answers.
You should spend up to ten minutes reading-the passages and the questions,
planning your answers.
Passage (i).
A N N O U N C I N G A P R O U D ADDITION T O Y O U R FAMILY
The next addition to your family could be the bright little
newcomer in the growing family of Mandrake personal computers.
Name: Mandrake Junior. Weight: 5 kilograms.
Heritage: More than 30 years of computer experience.
5
"Junior" is a powerful tool for modern times. Yet it's simple
enough for a child to enjoy.
Bringing Home Baby
It's a big day when Mandrake Junior comes home. The surprises
begin the moment you open the carton.
10
The first surprise is the Mandrake "Freeboard" —a keyboard that
doesn't need a connecting cord. The Freeboard frees you to move
around and relax.
Then there's the Keyboard Adventure—an instructional exercise
for first-time users. It's built into the computer and explained step-by- 15
step in the Guide to Operations. It will help anyone begin learning as
soon as Mandrake Junior is hooked up to a T V set.
In systems equipped with a diskette drive, there's a program that
lets you explore computer fundamentals at your own pace, with
Mandrake Junior as your teacher.
20
And to get you off and running from the very first day, a sample
diskette with eleven useful mini-programs (ranging from a spreadsheet
for monthly expenses to a word game and a recipe file) is also included.
But there are still more surprises.
Family Computing Made Easy 25
Many Mandrake software programs written for other Mandrake
personal computers will run on the Mandrake Junior. And inexpensive
new ones written especially for the Mandrake Junior are being released.
An easy-to-use diskette word processing program, for example,
uses pictures as well as words to guide you along. A comprehensive 30
Mandrake budget program makes keeping track of money easier.
There's also a selection of educational programs for children at home
and at school.
And when the work isfinished(or perhaps before), the fun can
begin. Just slip in a game cartridge and stand back.
35
Growing Up with Junior
Add a printer. A diskette drive. An internal modem for telcommunications. Increase user memory from 64 KB to 128 KB. With
these and other add-it-yourself options, even the lowest-priced
Mandrake Junior can grow up real fast.
40
Mandrake Junior is a powerful tool for home, school, or further

3
Passage (ii).

THE INTIMATE MACHINE
It is summer. Robert, seven, is part of a play group at the beach. 45
Robert is playing w n h Merlin, a computer toy that plays noughts and
crosses. Robert's friend Sue has shown him h o w to "beat" Merlin. There
is a trick: Merlin follows an optimal strategy most of the time, and if
neither player makes a bad move, every game ends in a draw. But
Merlin is programmed to m a k e a slip every n o w and then. Children 50
discover a strategy that will allow them to win; but when they try it a
second time, it usually doesn't work. The machine gives the impression
that it is not so stupid that it will let its defences d o w n twice. Robert has
watched Sue perform the "winning trick," and n o w he wants to try it for
himself. H e plays his part perfectly, but this time round Merlin, too, 55
plays a perfect g a m e which leads to a draw. Robert accuses the toy of
cheating. Children are used to machines being predictable. But this is a
machine that surprise.
Robert throw- Merlin d o w n into the sand in anger and
frustration. "Cheat! I hope your brains break." Jackie and Greg, aged 60
six and eight, overhear him and sense that this may be a good m o m e n t
to reclaim Merlin for themselves. They salvage the n o w very sandy toy
and take it upon themselves to set Robert straight.
"Merlin doesn't k n o w if it cheats, Robert. It doesn't even know if
you're breaking it. It's not alive."
65
"Someone taught Merlin to play." adds Greg. "But it doesn't
k n o w whether it's winning or losing."
"He does k n o w if he loses," says Robert. "He makes different
kinds of noises."
"No, it doesn't. It's smart enough to make the right kinds of 70
noises," says Greg. "But it doesn't really know if it's winning or not.
That's h o w you can cheat it. It doesn't know if you're cheating it."
I found the conversation a striking one. Children stand on the
beach at the edge of the surf among their sandcastles and argue about
the physical and moral status of a machine on the basis of its 75
psychology. Does the machine k n o w what it is doing? Does it have
intentions, consciousness, feelings?

Questions
Read through all the following questions before you attempt to answer any of them
The number of marks allotted to each of the questions will indicate how long and hov
full your answers should be.
If you quote directly from the passages, it must be clear what point or points you;
quotation is intended to illustrate.
Marks
2 (a) How, and why, does the writer of Passage (i) try to make the Mandrake Junioi
seem human?
4 (b) Apart from the attempt to "humanise" the Mandrake Junior, what do you thim
are the three most important selling points in the advertisement (Passage (i)l'
Answer in your own words.
4 (c) What features do you find in Passage (i) which seem to you to be typical of th<
kind of English found in advertisements?
Y o u should briefly refer to choice of words and sentence types. Illustrate you
answer with clear examples.
2 (d) What do you think is the main point which the writer of Passage (ii) wishes ti
make? Answer in vour own words.

4

Part B —Writing Task

Answer Question 2

B E G I N A N E W A N S W E R B O O K and hand up your answer to Question 2 in O N E
bundle clearly marked "Part B" on the front outside c-wer.

QUESTION

2. Write an essay of about 300 words on the following topic:

Computers—who needs them?

You should take care to organise your thoughts, and to express them clearly in
careful English.

5

Part C — T o p i c Areas
According to which Elective you have studied, answer

EITHER,
Question 3 (a): Perspectives on Australia,

OR.
Question 3 (b): The Aboriginal Experience.
BEGIN A NEW ANSWER BOOK and hand up your answer to Question 3 in ONE
bundle clearly marked "Part C " on the front outside iv.ver.
QUESTION 3.

(a) Perspectives on Australia.
Here are quotations from each of the three books set for this Elective. You do
not have to make use of the quotations, but you m a y find them helpful.
(i) A Fortunate Life.
And that's the way it was. On Sundays, when we didn't work much, I would
often go into the bush and watch the birds and they were lovely. In some ways
they were like m e — t h e y had to fend for themselves as soon as the mother bird
thought that they were old enough. And there were always other birds and
animals trying to catch them to eat them. That's how the bird and animal life
goes, one cannot live without the other, from the largest bird right d o w n to the
smallest—the animals are the same.

(ii) The Winter Sparrows.
I kept searching the faces for a real expression. I could hardly believe it, but
not a single thing was different! The same old glaikit smiles and how are you
going. W h a t did they want from you, those people?

(iii) Tracks.
1 had always supposed that loneliness was my enemy... But now I
understood that 1 had always been a loner, and that this condition was a gift
rather than something to be feared.

Choose O N E of the books set for this Elective.

Give an account of the particular "perspectives on Australia" which it expresses, and
show h o w the experiences of the writer have led him or her to those perspectives.
In your discussion, you should include relevant observations drawn from books,
articles and other materials which you have discovered during the year.
(You are expected to do more than merely summarise the contents of the book you
choose.)

6
QUESTION 3.

(b) The Aboriginal Experience.
Here are quotations from each of the three books set for this Elective. You do
not have to m a k e use of the quotations, but you m a y find them helpful.
(i) Living Black.
"What is 'Aboriginally? Is it being tribal? Who is an aboriginal? What is the
aboriginal destiny?"
(ii) mid Cat Falling.
"I haven't got a country," I say. "I don't belong anywhere."
" Y o u can't lose it," he says. "You go away, but you keep it here." H e claps
his hands under his ribs. "Inside. Y o u dream that place and that song too."
(iii) The Other Side uf the Frontier.
There was no neat or decisive end to conflict between Aborigines and
settlers; neither armistice nor treaty; no medals, no speeches, no peace
conference.

Choose O N E of the books set for this Elective.
What has your reading of this book contributed to your understanding of "the
Aboriginal Experience"?
In your discussion, you should include relevant observations drawn from books,
articles and other materials which you have discovered during the year.
(You are expected to do more than merely summarise the contents of the book yoi
choose.)

D
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Part A — Poetry
Answer Question I
Hand up your answer to Part A in ONE bundle clearly marked "Part A" on the
outside front cover.
I. This year you will have studied two of the poems printed below.
Suppose that you have been asked for your advice on whether or imt to include these
two poems in a collection of poetry intended for young adult readers.
Decide whether or not each of the two poems which you have studied should be
included, and give your reasons.
(Give approximately equal attention to each of the poem-., and do not confine your
discussion to their subject matter.)

(a) Robert Frost.

THE ROAD NOT TAKEN
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood.
And sorry I could not travel both
A n d be one traveller, long 1 stood
And looked d o w n one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

5

Then took the other, as just as fair.
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that, the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,

10

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
O h , I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing h o w way leads on to way,
I doubled if I should ever come back.

15

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
T w o roads diverged in a wood, and I-I took the one less travelled by.
And that has m a d e all the difference.

20

(b) Douglas Stewart.

KOOKABURRAS
I see we have undervalued the kookaburras:
They think they are waking the world, and 1 think so, too.
They gobble the night in their throats like purple berries.
They plunge their beaks in the tide of darkness and dew
And fish up long rays of light: no wonder they howl
In such a triumph of trumpets, leaves fall from the trees,
Small birds fly backwards, snakes disappear in a hole.
A n d all day long they will rule the bush as they please,
Perched on high branches, cocking sharp eyes for the snake,
From treetop to treetop they watch the sun and follow it;
Far in the west they take it in that great beak
A n d bang it against a bluegum branch and swallow it;
Then nothing is left in the world but the kookaburras

5

10

4

(c) Judith Wright.
BROTHER AND SISTERS
THE ROAD turned out to be a cul-de-sac;
stopped like a lost intention at the gate
and never crossed the mountains to the coast.
But they stayed on. Years grew like grass and 1
across the half-erased and dubious track
until one day they knew the plans were lost,
the blue-print for the bridge was out of date,
and now their on.hards never would be planted
The saplings sprouted slyly; day by day
the bush moved on. step nearer, wondering w h
The polished pari •.< :r grew distrait and ha anted
where Millie, Lucy. John each night at te::
wound the gilt CIOCK that leaked the year away.
The pianola — oh. listen to the mocking-bird wavers on Sundays and has lost a note.
The wrinkled ewes snatch pansies through the t
and stare with shallow eyes into the garden
where Lucy shrivels waiting for a word,
and Millie's cameos loosen round her throat.
The bush comes near, the ranges grow immense
Feeding the lambs deserted in early spring
Lucy looked up and saw the stockman's eye
telling her she was cracked and old.
The •

groans in the night and settles more awry.
0 h o w they lie-awake. Their thoughts go flutter
from room to room like moths: 'Millie, are you
'Oh John, I have been dreaming." 'Lucy, d o you
- meet tentative as moths. Antennae stroke a \
'There is nothing to be afraid of. Nothing at all.

id) Ted Hughes
VIEW OF A PIG
The pig lay on a barrow dead.
It weighed, the\ .-.aid, as much as three men.
Us eyes closed, pink white eyelashes.
Its trottcis stuck straight out.
Such weight and thick pink bulk
Set in death seemed not just dead.
It wi=; less than lifeless, further off.
It v. us like a sack of wheat.
[ thumped it without feeling remorse.
O n e feels guilty insulting the dead.
Walking on graves. But this pig
Did not seem able to accuse.
It was too dead. Just so much
A poundage of lard and pork.
Us' last dignity had entirely gone.
It was not a figure of fun.

5

Too'ueadly factual. Its weight
Oppressed m e — h o w could it be moved?
A n d the trouble of cutting it up!
The gash in its throat was shocking, but not pathetic.
Once I ran at a fair in the noise 25
T o catch a greased piglet
That was faster and nimbler than a cat,
Us squeal was the rending of metal.
Pigs must have hot blood, they feel like ovens.
Their bite is worse than a horse's
They chop a half-moon clean out.
They eat cinders, dead cats.
Distinctions and admirations such
As this one was long finished with.
I stared at it a long time. They were going to scald it,
Scald it and scour it like a doorstep.

.uj

35

(e) Bruce Dawe,
LIFE-CYCLE
For Big Jim Fhelan
When children are born in Victoria
they are wrapped in the club-colours, laid in beribboncd cots.
having already begun a lifetime's barracking.
Cam, they cry. Cam . . . feebly at first
while parents playfully tussle with them
for possession of a rusk: Ah. he's a little Tiger! (And they are . . .)
Hoisted shoulder-high at their first League game
they are like innocent monsters w h o have been years swimming
towards the daylight's roaring empyrean
Until, now, hearts shrapnelled with rapture,
they break surface and are forever lost,
their minds rippling out like streamers
In the pure flood of sound, they are scarfed with light, a voice
like the voice of G o d booms from the stands
O o o h h you bludger and the covenant is sealed.

I

Hot pies and potato-crisps they will eat.
they will forswear the Demons, cling to the Saints
and behold their team going up the ladder into Heaven.
And the tides of life will be the tides of the home-team's fortunes
—the reckless proposal after the one-point win,
the wedding and honeymoon after the grand-final. . .
They will not grow old as those from more northern States grow old,
for them it will always be three-quarter-time
with the scores level and the wind advantage in the final term.
That passion persisting, like a race-memory, through the welter 25
of seasons,
enabling old-timers by boundary-fences to dream of resurgent lions
and centaur-figures from the past to replenish continually the present.
So that mythology may be perpetually renewed
and Chicken <?rr.-in--»..

20
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Part B—Fiction
Answer Question 2
BEGIN A NEW ANSWER BOOK and hand up your answer to Part B in ONE bi
clearly marked "Part B" on the outside front cover.
Question 2.
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" W e expect a novel to tell a good story, but a good story alone is not enough.
Choose TWO novels from the list given below Apart from the "story," what oil
features do you find in the two novels which make them worth reading?
Discuss these features, giving approximately equal attention to each of the nove
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre
Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby
K. S. Prichard, Coonardoo
Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath
W o u k , The Caine Mutiny
Stow, The Merry-Go-Round in the Sea
Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, Heat and Dust
t,
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Part C—Drama
BEGIN A N E W A N S W E R B O O K and hand up your answer to Part C in ON! ,
[bundle clearly marked "Part C" on the outside front cover.
Answer O N E of the Questions 3-9
EITHER.
|3. Macbeth.
Witches, ghosts, prophecies, and a forest on the move ...!!
Why, in Macbeth, should we take such things seriously?

OR.
|4. All My Sons.
If you have studied the play All My Sons, you will have thought about the issues i
raises.
What is your judgement of Joe Keller, and how did you arrive at it?

OR,
5. Under Milkwood.
"As things have been, so they go on."
Show by what means, in Under Milkwood. Thomas presents this view of life.

OR,
6. The Member of the Wedding.
What, in your opinion, are the main reasons for Frankie's unhappiness? Why is
she no longer unhappy at the end of the play?
OR.
1. The Removalists.
"The Removalists is an ugly play about ugly characters in an ugly situation."
What do you find that is "ugly" in The Removalists'] If the play is so "ugly," wh\
you think The Removalists has been so popular?

OR,
8. A Hard God.
"A Hard God is a series of loosely linked scenes and situations—some of them sad.
some uncomfortable, and some funny."
Do you agree? Or do you think the play has real unity?
State your view and support it.

OR.
9. The Dreamers.
"Like many other plays, The Dreamers is simply the story of a family and its
problems."
Can The Dreamers be described as simply as that? Why, or why not?

APPENDIX

9.:

P R E S C R I B E D T E X T S F O R S E N I O R E N G L I S H : 1965-1995

The following set of Prescribed texts and graphics has been constructed from dat

issued annually by different Boards of Studies between 1965 and 1995. This data,

variously as 'Prescribed Texts — English'; 'Prescribed Texts, Topics, Projects a
Works, etc. — English', and 'Subject Manuals — English', comprises the lists of
Prescribed texts to be studied over two years by Senior English HSC candidates.
Collectively it has been called 'Prescribed texts.'

There are three groups of graphics: one listing Novelists, one Dramatists and on

Poets. Each of these is divided into the three main strands of the Senior Englis
between 1965 and 1995: 3 Unit, 2 Unit and 2 Unit General, where:
2 Unit refers to : Second Level Senior English (1967 - 1976);
: 2 Unit (1977-1983);
: 2 Unit (1984 -1995) in 2/3 Unit (Related);
3 Unit refers to: First Level Senior English (offered in the HSC between 1967
and 1976);
: 3 Unit (offered between 1977 and 1983);
: 3 Unit (offered between 1984 and 1995) in the form 2/3
Unit (Related) with 3 Unit Additional, the extension;
2 Unit General refers to: Third Level (1967 -1976);
:2UnitA(1977-1983);
: 2 Unit (General) (1984 -1995).
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A P P E N D I X 10:

The Elements of Writing about a Literary Work:

Classification of Required Student Response — following matrix
devised by Alan C. Purves and Victoria Rippere, Elements of
Writing about a Literary Work: A Study of Responses to Literature,
Urbana, National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE Research
Report No. 9), 1968. Each category, subcategory , and element is
given a three-digit code number: the first indicates the category, the
second the subcategory, and the third the element. The following
has been reproduced from: Alan C. Purves, Literature Education
in Ten Countries: An Empirical Study. New York, A Halsted Press
Book, 1973, pp.322-325.

The Elements of Writing about a Literary Work

100 Engagement General
110 Reaction to Literature
111 Reaction to author
112 Assent
113 Moral taste
120 Reaction to Form
121 Re-creation of effect
122 W o r d associations
123 Retelling
130 Reaction to Content
131 Moral reaction
132 Conjecture
133 Identification
134 Relation of incidents to those in the writer's life

200 I'ercebtion General
201 Citation of stance
202 Objective perception
203 Reading Comprehension
204 Style unspecified
210 Language
211 Morphology and typography
212 Syntax
213 Sound a n d sound patterns
214 Diction
215 Etymology, lexicography, and dialect
220 Literary Devices
221 Rhetorical devices
222 Metaphor
223 Imagery
224 Allusion
225 Conventional symbols
226 Larger literary devices
227 Irony
228 Presentational elements
229 Perspective
230 Content
231 Subject matter
232 Action
233 Character identification and description
234 Character relationships
235 Setting
240 Relation ofTechnique to Content
250 Structure
251 Relation of pans to parts
252 Relation of pans to whole
253 Plot
254 Gestak
255 Allegorical structure

25(i Logic

260 Time
261
262
263
264
265
266
267"
268

Description of tone
Effect
Mood
Pace
Point of view
Illusion
Orientation
Image patterns

270 Literary Classification
271 Generic classification
272 Convention
273 Traditional classification
274 Interpretive tradition
275 Critical dictum
2H0 Contextual Classification
281 Author's canon
282 Textual criticism
283 Biographical
284 Intentional
285 Historical
286 Intellectual history
287 Sources

300 Interpretation General
301 Citation of stance
302 Interpretive context
303 Part as a key
310 Interpretation of Style
31 I Symbolic use of style
312 Inferred metaphors
313 Inferred allusion
314 Inferred irony
315 Derivation symbols
31fi Inferred lojric
320 Interpretation of Content
321 Inference about past or present
322 Character analysis
323 Inference about setting
324 Inference about author
330 Mimetic Interpretation
331 Psychological
332 Social
333 Political
334 Historical
335 Ethical
336 Aesthetic
340 Typological Interpretation
341 Psychological
342 Social
343 Political
344 Historical
345 Philosophical
346 Ethical
347 Aesthetic
348 Archetypal
350 Hortatory Interpretation
351 Psychological
352 Social
353 Political
354 Historical
355 Ethical
356 Philosophical
357 Aesthetic

400 Evaluation General
401 Citation of criteria
410 Affective Evaluation
420 Evaluation of Method
421 Formal
422 Rhetorical
423 Typological rhetoric
424 Generic
425 Traditional
426 Originality
427 Intentional
428 Multifariousness
430 Evaluation of Author's Vision
431 Mimetic plausibility
432 Imagination
433 Thematic importance
- 434 Sincerity
435 Symbolic appropriateness
436 Moral significance
437 Moral acceptability

500 Miscellaneous
501
502
503
504
505
506

Divergent response
Rhetorical filler
Reference to other writers
Comparison with other works
Digression
Undassifiable

APPENDIX

11.: The N S W Dept. of Education, for the Board of School Studies:

Higher School Certificate, 1986.
ENGLISH, 2/3 Unit, Poetry — Fiction — Drama.

PREPARED BY

THE NEW SOUTH WALES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
FOR THE

BOARD OF SENIOR SCHOOL STUDIES
HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION, 1986

ENGLISH
. 2/3 UNIT

POETRY—FICTION—DRAMA
Time allowed—Two hours
(Including reading lime)

DIRECTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
• Answer THREE questions according to the following pattern.
PART A—Poetry—Answer ONE of the Questions 1-8.
PART B—Fiction—Answer ONE of the Questions 9-18.
PART C—Drama—Answer ONE of the Questions 19-25.
• Each question attempted must be answered in a separate Writing Booklet.
• The three questions are of equal value, and you should allow about 40 minutes
answer each of them.

• Hand up your answers to the three parts in three separate bundles, clearly mar
either "Part A—Poetry," or "Part B—Fiction" or "Part C — D r a m a " on the front
outside covers.

• You may write planning notes, etc., on the inside covers or on the, unruled pa
Writing Booklet; but you must clearly cancel any work which you do not wish the
examiners to assess by ruling a line through it.

• Before you begin to write, take time to read this paper carefully and plan you

• If required, additional Writing Booklets may be obtained from the Examination
Supervisor upon request.
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Part A—Poetry
•-r

Answer O N E of the Questions S-8.

'MM

'':' M
Allow about 40 minutes for your answer to Part A.

Hand up your answer to Part A in ONE bundle clearly marked "Part A" on the£6
the front cover.
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EITHER
jaucer.
|Ypu will find below two passages from Chaucer.
¥.' •

'assage (a) is taken from the Wife of Bath's Prologue.
Jissage (b) is taken from the Wife of Bath's Tale.
- Jtt.s- -

ghoose one of these passages.
' in what ways the passage you choose is characteristic of the ideas, attitudes and
of either the Wife of Bath's Prologue or her Tale.
( D o NOT

tip.

translate the passages printed here.)

But, Lord Crist! w h a n that it remembreth m e
U p o n m y yowthe, and on m y jolitee,
It tikleth m e aboute m y n herte roote.
Unto this day it dooth m y n herte boote
That 1 have had m y world as in m y time.
But age, alias, that al wole envenime,
Hath m e biraft m y beautee and m y pith.
Lat go, farewel; the devel go therwith!
p . The flour is goon, ther is namoore to telle;
ft^vThe bren, as I best kan, n o w moste I selle;
\ But yet to be right mirie wol I fonde.
' N o w wol I tellen of m y fourthe housbonde.
fv I seye, I hadde in herte greet despit
|That he of any oother had delit.
| But he was quit, by G o d and by Seint Joce!
iI m a d e him of the same wode a croce;
Nat of m y body, in no foul manere,
But certeinly, I m a d e folk swich cheere
That in his owene grece I m a d e him frie
For angre, and for verray jalousie.
By God! in erthe I was his purgatorie,
[For which I hope his soule be in glorie.

[(a)

Heere m a y ye se wel h o w that genterie
nat annexed to possessioun,
ESith folk ne doon hir operacioun
Xlwey, as dooth the fyr, lo, in his kinde.
£or, G o d it woot, m e n m a y wel often finde
^.lordes sone do shame and vileynie;
'And he that wole han pris of his gentrie,
SJFor he was boren of a gentil hous,
. *nd hadde his eldres noble and vertuous,
|\pd net himselven do no gentil dedis,
$le folwen his gentil auncestre that deed is,
[fie nis nat gentil/be he due or erl;
Of vileyns sinful dedes m a k e a chcrl.
liy gentillesse nis but renomee
"thine auncestres, for hire heigh bountee,
ten is n strange thing to thy persone.

m

Jpr gentillesse eomgth fro G o d allone.
Tianne comlh oure verray gentillesse of grace;
ly/as no thing biquethe us with oure place.

4
OR
2. Blake.
"In Blake's poetry, the language is simple but the thought is not."
What do you think of this response to Blake's poetry? ,,,:•
Take the following two poems as the basis for your discussion, and also make
reference lo two other Blake poems set for study this year.
Holy Thursday
Twas on a Holy Thursday, their innocent faces clean,
The children walking two and two, in red and blue and green,
Grey-headed beadles walk'd before, with wands as white as snow,
Till into the high d o m e of Paul's they like Thames' waters flow.
O what a multitude they seem'd, these flowers of London town!
Seated in companies they sit with radiance all their own.
The h u m of multitudes was there, but multitudes of lambs,
Thousands of little boys and girls raising their innocent hands.
Now like a mighty wind they raise to Heaven the voice of song,
Or like harmonious thunderings the seats of Heaven among.
Beneath them sit the aged men, wise guardians of the poor;
Then cherish pity, lest you drive an angel from your door.
"-ij It'y. • {Songs of Ihnoce\
M.I Jl

A Little Boy Lost
•

• •

MIM.

'Nought loves another as itself, ;
Nor venerates another so,
N o r is it possible to Thought
A greater than itself to know: M ,
'And, Father, how can I love you M
Or any of m y brothers more?
••••: ••••
I love you like the little bird
That picks up crumbs around the door.'
The Priest sat by and heard the child,
In trembling zeal he seiz'd his hair:
H e led him by his little coat,
M
A n d all admir'd the priestly care; •
t

\

A n d standing on the altar high,
'Lo! what a fiend is here,'said he,
'One w h o sets reason up for judge
O f our most holy Mystery.'
The weeping child could not be heard,
The weeping parents wept in vain;
They stripp'd him to his little shirt,
A n d bound him in an iron chain;
And burn'd htm in a holy place,
Where m a n y had been burn'd before:
The weeping parents wept in vain.
Are such things done on Albion's shore?
03*53-EP270 {Songs of ExplrH
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|Within a day or so of composing To Autumn, Keats wrote these words in a letter:
|"How beautiful the season is now—How fine the air. A temperate sharpness about it
.. I never lik'd stubble fields so m u c h as n o w — A y e better than the chilly green of the
| spring. S o m e h o w a stubble plain looks w a r m ... this struck m e so much in m y
Isunday's walk that I composed upon it." (September 21st, 1819)

|In what ways does the poem To Autumn go beyond the observations recorded in the
fetter?
In your answer, you should discuss the thought, feelings, and poetic expression of To
iutumn.

To

Autumn

I
of mists and mellow fruitfulness,
Close bosom-friend of the maturing sun;
Conspiring with him h o w to load and bless
With fruit the vines that round the thatch-eves run;
T o bend with apples the moss'd cottage-trees,
A n d fill all fruit with ripeness to the core;
T o swell the gourd, and plump the hazel shells
With a sweet kernel; to set budding more,
A n d still more, later flowers for the bees,
Until they think w a r m days will never cease,
For S u m m e r has o'er-brimm'd their clammy cells.

SEASON

II
Who hath not seen thee oft amid thy store?
Sometimes whoever seeks abroad m a y find
Thee sitting careless on a granary floor,
Thy hair soft-lifted by the winnowing wind;
Or on a half-reap'd furrow sound asleep,
Drows'd with the fume of poppies, while thy hook
Spares the next swath and all its twined flowers:
A n d sometimes like a gleaner thou dost keep
Steady thy laden head across a brook;
O r by a cyder-press, with patient look,
T h o u watchest the last oozings hours by hours.
Ill
Where are the songs of Spring? Ay, where are they?
Think not of them, thou hast thy music too,—
While barred clouds bloom the soft-dying day,
A n d touch the stubble-plains with rosy hue;
Then in a wailful choir the small gnats m o u r n
A m o n g the river sallows, borne aloft
O r sinking as the light wind lives or dies;
A n d full-grown lambs loud bleat from hilly bourn;
Hedge-crickets sing; and n o w with treble soft
The red-breast whistles from a garden-croft;
A n d gathering swallows twitter in the skies.

:4's; "

iff' I
•16 •

OR

• * vaiv
j

!',•;'••• .

!$$$

4. B row
••Irifcabjf|p
V'V'Wf'' '„'ti^r
You will find below an extract from rowning's 77ie Bishop Ore
•..:i{(nu : i }u

W h a t insights into the character and values of the dying Bishop'are!
extract? B y what m e a n s are they presented?
,
':; M •v.fcvOjBH
Base your answer o n the extract printed here, but refer to the p o e m |

Did I say basalt for m y slab, sons? B l a c k — • M ••
%:»
T was ever antique-black I meant! H o w else
Shall ye contrast m y frieze to c o m e beneath?
T h e bas-relief in bronze ye promised m e ,
Those Pans and N y m p h s ye wot of, and perchance
S o m e tripod, thyrsus, with a vase or so,
- .; -...
!
T h e Saviour at his sermon o n the m o u n t , '-' :.
Saint Praxed in a glory, and one Pan
..•". M
R e a d y to twitch the N y m p h ' s last garment off*
A n d M o s e s with the tables . . . but 1 k n o w hi
'
Y e m a r k m e not! W h a t d o they whisper thee,'. , ''
Chiid of m y bowels, AnseSm? A h , ye hope , '.\
T o revel d o w n m y villas while I gasp
Bricked o'er with beggar's m o u l d y travertine ' • ' ,,.
W h i c h Gandolf from his tomb-top chuckles at!. .
N a y , boys, ye love m e — a l l of jasper, then! "' £ ?MlrTO
T is jasper ye stand pledged to, lest I grieve'' '•..
M y bath must needs be left behind, alas!
*fc'
]
O n e block, pure green as a pistachio-nut,
j
§\k
There's plenty jasper s o m e w h e r e in the world—-."'j* ;( ^rlVi
A n d have 1 not Saint Praxed's ear to pray •••'«0^}|$-1r,,0gv
Horses for ye, and b r o w n Greek manuscripts', j^fjij > gjs$T'
A n d mistresses with great smooth marbly IimbsTuj^oi

03453-EP270
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• ily" Dickinson.
* ";M"
'.Emily Dickinson's poems are disturbing and puzzling. They give us a new way of
oking at ourselves."

f
£Kat do you think of this response to Emily Dickinson's poetry?
Inyour answer, refer closely to the poem printed below, but refer also to two other
Dickinson poems set for study this year.

O n e need not be a chamber to be haunted,
O n e need not be a house.
The brain has corridors surpassing
Material place.
Far safer, of a midnight meeting
External ghost,
T h a n its interior confronting
That cooler host.
• i.

•..

Far safer, through an abbey gallop,
The stones a-chase,
T h a n unarmed one's a-self encounter
In lonesome place.
Ourself behind ourself concealed
Should startle most;
Assassin hid in our apartment
Be horror's least.
The body borrows a revolver;
H e bolts the door,
O'erlooking a superior spectre
O r more.

8
OR

6. Slessor.
Slessor's view was that "the whole structure of poetry . .. rests on
image."
..,,,,
How, in your view, does Slessor structure his thoughts and feelings in
Base your answer on the extract from Five Bells printed here, but refer
a whole.

Deep and dissolving verticals of light
Ferry the falls of moonshine down. Five bells
Coldly rung out in a machine's voice. Night and water
Pour to one rip of darkness, the Harbour floats
In air, the Cross hangs upside-down in water.
Why do I think of you, dead man, why thieve
These profitless lodgings from the flukes of thought
Anchored in Time? Y o u have gone from earth,
G o n e even from the meaning of a name;
Yet something's there, yet something forms its lips
A n d hits and cries against the ports of space,
Beating their sides to m a k e its fury heard.
' " •

i •

Are you shouting at m e , dead man, squeezing your face
In agonies of speech on speechless panes?
Cry louder, beat the windows, bawl your name!
But 1 hear nothing, nothing ... only bellsj
Five bells, the bumpkin calculus of Time.
Your echoes die, your voice is dowsed by Life,
There's not a mouth can fly the pygmy strait—
Nothing except the m e m o r y of some bones
Long shoved away, and sucked away, in m u d ;
A n d unimportant things you might have done,
Or once I thought you did; but you forgot,
A n d all have n o w forgotten—looks and words
A n d slops of beer; your coat with buttons off,
Your gaunt chin and pricked eye, and raging tales
O f Irish kings and English perfidy,
A n d dirtier perfidy of publicans
Groaning to G o d from Darlinghurst.

03453-EP270
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1
if .'/ii.,.

.

oetry, L a r k m takes up ordinary aspects of life and changes our perception of
dfo'tv
o w Larkin does this in the following poem, and in one other Larkin poem set
this year.
Ambulances
CJosed like confessionals, they thread
J^pud noon of cities, giving back
one of the glances they absorb.
ight glossy grey, arms on a plaque,
^hey come to rest at any kerb:
streets in time are visited.
en children strewn on steps or road,
r^vpmen coming from the shops
ast smells of different dinners, see
_|wild white face that overtops
e<J stretcher-blankets momently
jt is carried iii and stowed,
jld^sense the solving emptiness
at lies just under all w e do,
for a second get it whole,
pjpermanent and blank and true.
" e fastened doors recede. Poor soul,
ey .whisper at their o w n distress;
>prne away in deadened air
ay^go the sudden shut of loss
jjpd something nearly at an end,
Iwhiat cohered in it across
^years, the unique r a n d o m blend
^milies'and fashions, there
tbeginto loosen. Far
the exchange of love to lie
-gachable'inside a r o o m
traffic'parts'to let go by
gsxloser what is left to come,
'"dulls to distance all w e are.

10
OR

8. Heaney.
" O n the surface, Heaney's poems are very simple. This simplicitME^
deceptive; for the poems are usually most subtle and complex." '' V M * "
What do you think of this response to Heaney's poetry?. , , .. , 'JM
Base your discussion on the poem printed here, but make reference';t<!>|i
other Heaney p o e m set for study this year.

Tlie Forge
All I know is a door into the dark.
Outside, old axles and iron hoops rusting;
Inside, the hammered anvil's short-pitched ring,.
The unpredictable fantail of sparks
Or hiss when a new shoe toughens in water.
The anvil must be somewhere in the centre,
Horned as a unicorn, at one end square,
Set there immoveable: an altar
Where he expends himself in shape and music.
Sometimes, leather-aproned, hairs in his nose,
H e leans out on the jamb, recalls a clatter
Of hoofs where traffic is flashing in rows;
Then grunts and goes in, with a slam and flick .
T o beat real iron out, to work the bellows.

03453-EP270

BEGIN A N E W WRITING BOOKLET
Part B — Fiction

Answer ONE of the Questions 9-18
Allow about 40 minutes for your answer to Part B.
-up your answer to Part B in ONE bundle clearly marked "Part B" on the outside front
••>••' •;-•
cover.

EITHER

'at uses does Jane Austen make of the roie of Jane Fairfax in Emmal

M?i*n

k

OR

>enti{res of Huckleberry

Finn.

lonel Grangerford was a gentleman, you see. He was a gentleman all over; and so
his family."
'Hat ways is the Grangerford-Shepherdson episode relevant to the main concerns
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn?
r answer, you should refer to the text in some detail.

OR
fifiij't/lM J ; •.;; ••{(]- yip
ctationsf VsmtidiiX •'
'pr characters in Great Expectations are no more than amusing irrelevances."
^Jslv, ,V'M. p\\ •-.•••

e with this judgement?
ViJj'-V'

carefully, and base your answer on any three of the following:
ed Parent; Mrs Gargery; Wemmick; Herbert Pocket; Mr Pumblechook.
^i'ivru>ii. >•; gfjUi *'

gfM
?.%'S Ml '
irw

OR

d^fpfies.^;;--j the first sketch of the Joe Wilson stories, which happened to be Brighten 's
P1
'w, I had an idea of making Joe Wilson a strong character" (Henry

'fag; ^jjj|££'
'characterqo_yow find Joe Wilson to be?
swer on atleast two of Lawson's Joe Wilson stories set for study this

12

OR
13. Heart of Darkness.
There are various ideas about the "darkness" in Joseph Conrad's novel.
What is your understanding of this "darkness"? Where is its "heart"?
Support your answer by some detailed reference to Heart of Darkness.

OR
14. The Great Gatsby.
"If personality is an unbroken series of successful gestures, then there wassol
gorgeous about him, some heightened sensitivity to the promises of life ... tjfl
extraordinary gift for hope, a romantic readiness such as I have never founa
other person and which it is not likely I shall ever find again. N o — G a t s b y tif"
all right at the end."
Does your reading of the novel as a whole lead yoii to agree with Nick Car
.

Support your view with some close reference to The Great Gatsby.

t-

•''!?

OR
15. R a y m o n d Chandler and John Le Carre.
"The detective story and the spy story are two different but related kinds of t|
century novel."
In what ways do you find the detective novel and the spy novel similar to one]
In what ways do you find them different from one another?
>' v{|
In your answer, you must refer in some detail to Le Carry's The Spy Who*
From The Cold, and also to either Chandler's The Big Sleep, or to ChandJ
Lady In The Lake.
<-'.!§""
"1;.

OR
•.-• >%n
•

"

'• M.I .••.

••

->d4|
"1

16. The Jewel In Tlie Crown.
"Merrick is the novel's most shadowy and ambiguous main character; he;
most significant character."
;.Jf
What is your assessment of Merrick and his significance in Tlie Jewel In jhl

03453-EP270

&•'••

•

3ut Your Land Is Beautiful.
a1

istory of characters in conflict; a moving piece of political propaganda; but does it
Yk as a novePf

iatdo you think of Ah, Bui Your Land Is Beautiful!
OR.
ILirra By The River.

Ibelieve that I have found the river—the real river I disregarded on my first wal
id failed to find on my last..."
iat does Nora Porteous look for in Tirra Lirra By The Riverl
j[hat does she actually find?

BEGIN A N E W W R I T I N G B O O K L E T
Part C—Drama
Answer ONE of the Questions 19-25.
Allow about 40 minutes for your answer to Part C.

your answer to Part C in ONE bundle clearly marked "Part C" on the outside front
cover.

MM

EITHER

lenry IV, Part One.
?what ways do you think Prince Hal's relationships with the King, with Hotspur,
* .with Falstaff make clear the main concerns of King Henry IV, Pari One?

OR
pops To Conquer.
subtitle to Goldsmith's play » "The Mistakes of a Night.'

lit play any more than a elevef theatrical romp?

1270

14
OR
2 i. Heartbreak House.

. \\s\

In 1919 Shaw wrote in his Preface to the play, "Heartbreak House is'i
name of the play which follows this preface. It is cultured, leisured EUroj
war."
..,,-#
Do you think Shaw has made his material dramatic? If so, how?
Support your discussion by reference to the text of Shaw's play.
'IF

OR

;u.
v

m
22. Waiting For Godot.

,

Mi

•M

Waiting For Godot has become a "classic" of the modern theatre.-^
Can you suggest why? ;- n)
••'£

Support your answer by reference to the text of the play.

OR
23. Equus.
"The relationship between Alan and Dysart changes as the play devel
we know more about the psychiatrist than about the patient."
j,
D o you agree? Support your view by some detailed discussion of Eqa

OR

• %:i.rO.U:^SM
<''•

\ *

u

24. Who's Afraid of Virginia Woo If?
NICK: Children. Hunh? That right? Vicious children, with their oh-so-sa
scotching their way through life, etcetera, etcetera. Is that it?
• M M -tfVJ?
What are some of the "games" played in Who's Afraid of Virginia Wo

M-:
\UM
What '..!
dramatic
purposes do they have?
'm
vl

OR

. .Jl". *
ijf

25. The Chocolate Frog and The Old Familiar Juice.

I

"McNeil's two plays, The Chocolate Frog and The Old Familiar Jui
with rather limited nnd special circumstances."

1

W h » l i»ter«Bt enn these pinyn have?

if

owhmn

'.1 V

m

A P P E N D I X 12.: The Board of School Studies: Examination Report;
1986 HSC - ENGLISH , 2/3 Unit.
Section 2, RESPONSES TO LITERATURE:
Poetry — Fiction — Drama.

RESPONSES TO LITERATURE
POETRY

The Examiners found pleasing evidence of empathy with Poetry in candidates'
answers, and on the whole the level of literacy achieved in previous yearn wag
sustained. The better candidates, at Least, showed competent control of the
form of the literary essay.
Chaucer
The better candidates showed a pleasing enthusiasm for Chaucer and had often

developed strong personal responses? they were able to quote accurately and
effectively from sections of both the tojpmg, and the Xaia other than those
printed in the examination paper. Weaker candidates did not show that they

3.

id gcaaped the shifts in tone in the extracts, or the imagery, irony and
Sffiour. Weaker candidates, as oftan, tended to retell the story. Candidates
jttempting Chaucer questions should be reminded that 20th Century attitude* do
|ot necessarily apply to narratives written 600 years ago.

lake
je better responses made good use of the poems printed, and were able to make
|etailed analyses; these responses focused on the poems printed and referred
riefly to other Blake poems as the question required. Less good responses
gpded to fall back on crude antithesis (good - children/lambs; evil iults/tigers). Many candidates tended to use the words "simple" and
flmpllstic1' as if they were synonyms; the two words are not synonyms.
eats
jaker candidates thought that to discuss poetic expression means simply to
1st examples of 'poetical devices" from the poem printed in the examination
aper. Better candidates were able to use the letter to identify special
altties of thought and feeling in the Ode, and to make the proper
jjnnections with the poet's perceptions and feelings about transience and
ith.
rcvmlng
candidates seemed to think that it was enough simply to label
jjowning's technique as "dramatic monologue". Those who contented themselves
lth this talisman were unable to go farther and to bring out the humour, the
rony and the sensuality in the Bishop's character and set of values. Good
aswers, on the other hand, were able to demonstrate their appreciation of the
[chness of the Bishop's language, and Browning's clever juxtaposition of
ages. The best answers were those which fully explored the implication of
words "by what means" in the question,
jcklnson
iiber of candidates were unable to see, or reluctant to admit, any puzzling
Itures in the poem printed; they evaded close comment on the unity and
yelopment of the poem as a whole. Better candidates showed genuine interest
(Dickinson's shifts from concrete to abstract, saw various possibilities of
terpretation and meaning, and responded to the poem positively and well.

[let most candidates were able to identify and discuss key images in the
tract quoted, many found it difficult to relate those images to Slessor*s
lecturing of his thoughts in the poem as a whole. Weaker students were
afele to demonstrate detailed knowledge of the rest of the poem or resorted
|ftorytelling about Joe Lynch. But in general, candidates showed a good
preciation of the poetic qualities of "Five Bells".
Bin
„ of the best answers showed an enthusiasm for Larkin's ability to
lluence our perception of ordinary aspects of life. Weaker students were
ble to show "how" he is able to do this. Too few were able to recognise or
Bent on the central images and ideas of the poem, or to consider the
glopment from the particular to the general.

'• 4.
Heaney
The better candidates were able to move beyond the concrete images of the
forge to consider the implications of such things as "the dark", "the
unicorn'', or "the anvil in the centre", and they could appreciate the poet's
concern with the mystery of poetic, inspiration and the craft of writing.
Weaker candidates were unable to move from the particular to the general.

FICTION

The Examiners report strong evidence that almost all candidates had a detailed
knowledge of their texts, and there were outstanding responses which showed
subtle and sophisticated understanding and a praiseworthy ability to
communicate insights. General weaknesses, on the other hand, included the
following! a tendency to describe and narrate rather than analyse and think;
some use of inappropriate register in writing; some pointless repetition of
material used in over-elaborate introductions; and some use of quotation
without its being integrated into the structure of the answer as a whole.
Emma
Although it was obvious that candidates had thought a lot about Emma but
little about Jane Fairfax, the best answers saw Jane's "uses" as more than
being simply a foil to Emma. They commented on social criticism conveyed by
Jane's character and situation, and the best responses also compared Jane to
other characters (e.g. Mrs Elton), and the relationship with Frank Churchill
to Emma's relationship with Mr Knightly. The average answers concentrated on
the comparison between Jane and Emma and the part Jane plays in Emma's growth
to self-awareness. There was a tendency to make black-and-white comparisons
that underestimated the subtlety and irony of the novel. Most responses
showed a thorough knowledge of the changing relationship/attitude of Emma to
Jane Fairfax.
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Most candidates knew the episode and the main features of the Grangerford's
life-style. Many responses dealt in detail with aspects of social criticism
suggested by the episodet human cruelty and hypocrisy; false honour and pride;
and the false veneer of culture and manners. Better answers linked these
concerns with other aspects of "Southern civilization", with other incidents
in the novel, and with Huck's moral development. Weaker responses did not
clearly establish that the issues raised by the episode were main concerns.
Weaker responses also tended to fall into general storytelling that neglected
the focus of the question on the episode, or offered only four or five lines
on it in a general essay on Huck's moral development.
great Expectations
Most students disagreed with the statement (as they vere entitled to do), and
chose three characters to support their disagreement. "Amusing irrelevancy
was equated with unimportance and most failed to see that some characters

ceuld be "amusing" but not especially "relevant", for example, The Aged
Parent. The best answers analysed characters in terms of their importance In
several areast theme, plot, Pip's character development. These treated the
characters in detail and could also see some amusing aspects. Average answers
related "importance" to taking part in the action of the novel, or to
contributing to Pip's moral development. Themes were mentioned but not
developed or analysed, although their importance was implied.

5.
gjawson (Selected Stories)
bile there was an obvious enjoyment of the Lawson, some candidates gave an
^halysis of the short story genre or of Lawson's image of the outback, and so
Sid not come to terms with the issues raised by the question. The best
gnawers were able to see the shades of meaning in the idea of a "strong"
Jharacter. They appreciated the human frailty and sensitivity shown by Joe in
gome stories, and defined "strong" in terms other than resolute determination
'physical courage. Poorer responses, however, merely retold the stories.
d by telling what Joe did vaguely implied their understanding of his
jjsracter. A very few candidates wrote inaccurately of Joe Wilson as the hero
f "The Loaded Dog", or the absent husband in "The Drover's Wife"

1A.
Heart of Darkness
|ere were many fresh, varied and well-written responses to this question.
he best answers were perceptive and knowledgeable. They interpreted the
|arkness" on a sophisticated level, e.g. as a spiritual condition or a state
Jiat is potentially in all men and societies; and they related this to the
|heart". More commonly, however, candidates concentrated on the journey, and
Hefined "darkness" through examples of human behaviour or imagery which they
Rft the examiner to interpret. Very few candidates limited themselves to
liscussions of colonialism or geography. The chief weakness of poorer
responses was a tendency to indulge in sweeping statements and unexplained
(rotation. . (See the general comment at the head of this Report.)
jje Great Gatsby ,
)st candidates agreed with the statement, and better answers looked at more
an just Nick's final commentt they looked at the quotation as a whole and
plated it to the novel as a whole; they understood Gatsby's dream - its
ieaiistic nature, its flaws, its aspiration and its romanticism. A contrast
is often drawn between Gatsby and the other characters who were corrupted
ato "carelessness". Some better responses also looked at Nick and assessed
jjis validity as a commentator. The weaker responses saw Gatsby's actions in
live terms, and as obviously justified on the grounds of his love for Daisy
his "dream". Some weaker responses attempted to disagree with the
isessment of Gatsby, arguing that Gatsby was killed and therefore failed to
|n Daisy. Candidates may disagree with a quotation if they want to; but
aether they agree or disagree, they must be prepared to support their
Mition by good arguments based on the text.
ge Thriller (Chandler and Le Carre)
lidates seemed to enjoy these texts, Most could compare and contrast on
he level. The leading characters were well understood and their roles
Dpared and contrasted. Students showed an awareness of genre, and commented
^differences in the atmosphere, morality, style, and intention of the
?els.
5e Jewel in the Crown
ry few candidates attempted this question. Most concentrated on Merrick's
raonality but failed to interpret the words "shadowy" or "ambiguous". The
tier responses indicated an appreciation of Merrick's roles as
presentative of the British Empire in India.
The racial issues raised by
novel were also related to Merrick by most students, and this was used to
pport his claims to significance within the novel.

6.
Ah, But Your Land is Beautiful

Very few candidates attempted this question. Those who did found difficulty
in coming to grips with the concept of "a novel". The better responses showed
a good knowledge of the text, and made an appreciative selection of incidents
that created a sense of artistic unity or purpose.
Tirra Lirra by the River
This was a popular text and produced a variety of refreshing responses as
candidates evaluated Nora's life and her relationships. They tried to analyse
her search in terms of the spinning of her "memory globe", or her
"understanding of Camelot". "What she actually finds" was seen by the better
candidates as an understanding of or reconciliation with the past and the key
characters in her past. Poorer answers indicated that some candidates had
difficulty coming to terms with the style of the novel.

DRAMA

In general, candidates had a satisfactory knowledge of their texts and wer
adequately prepared for the examination. There were many well-structured and
relevant answers, and much evidence of personal response to the plays chosen.
The best answers showed an awareness of plays as dramas (that is, not, as it
were, novels in dialogue form or bundles of "ideas" — Nevertheless, a
distinction should be made between the work of the dramatist and that of the
director and/or actors; and not too much attention should be paid to such
theatrical details as grouping, lighting, costume, gesture etc.).

The Drama questions are printed last in the examination paper, and candida
are advised to make sure that they have enough time to complete whatever
question they answer last. Some of the weaker answers were not complete; and
these weaker answers tended to lose sight of the terms of the question in
their enumeration of plot or themes. Weaker candidates also tended to write
irrelevant "background material" into, their answers. Some specific comments
on the individual plays now follow.
King Henry the Fourth, Part One
Good candidates answered the question with strength and precision and
considered all its aspects. Weaker candidates did not deal with all the terms
of the question, and in particular did not deal adequately with Prince Hal's
relationship with the King.
She Stoops to Conquer

Some candidates who chose this question (they had other choices) apparentl
did not understand the meaning of the word "romp". Whether for this reason or
for others, weaker answers contained a good deal of material on
eighteenth-century comedy in general; all very well in its way, but such
material must be applied in examination answers, and its relevance to the
question set must be shown.

7.
gartbreak House
andidates had some difficulty in relating Shaw's announced intention in his
reface with his actual practice as a dramatist and successful man of the
geatre, and not many were able to use their knowledge of the text in
pporting their arguments. It is a peculiarity of Shaw as a dramatist that
Prefaces are often elaborate and interesting; but they must always be
Knight of in relation to the plays which they introduce.
aitlng for Godot
Mi question was in general well answered. The term "classic" was, however,
Bt usually defined clearly, and there was a distinct tendency to write at
ngth about "themes* and "characters" or general characteristics of
Jd-century theatre at the expense of relevant analysis of the dramatic text
self.
LUIS

ipdidates who answered on Equus knew the play well, and answered with
|thusiasm and often with perceptive and mature comments. There was good use
[apt quotation from the text. A good many answers, however, were not evenly
lanced, and tended to focus on the second part of the question at the
pense of the first. As remarked elsewhere in this Report, where a question
S!early asks for discussion of more than one point or aspect, such discussion
puld be provided by the candidate.
'a Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
tty candidates chose this question, and answered it thoroughly andthodically. Weaker answers tended simply to supply lists of the "games"
ayed in the course of the action, often in the form of paraphrase and
iry. A smallish number of good answers were able to bring out the
itic function of the "games".
^Chocolate Frog and The Old Familiar Juice
?re were not many answers on these two plays, and a number of them clearly
mplified two of the commonest faults in HSC English examinations. First,
^question required discussion of both short plays, but many candidates
(cussed only one in any detail (usually The Chocolate Frog). Secondly,
didates tended to concentrate on the obvious "themes" of the plays rather
" on the literary form - in this case, the dramatic form - in which these
-aes" are presented to the audience. Nevertheless, there were candidates
[avoided both these faults, and wrote well in terms of the question.

APPENDIX 13.: (i) RETENTION RATES IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS, 1925
- 1990, and (ii) YEAR 7 -12 APPARENT RETENTION RATES, 1971 -1995.
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Apparent Retenfipn Rates
Apparent retention rates to the post-compulsory years of
schooling, which had been increasing every year since
1981, decreased in 1994 and continued to do so in 1995.
Figure 1»1 below clearly shows the trend. T h e Year 7 to
12 retention rate decreased slightly, from 66.5 in 1994 to
65.2 in 1995. The decrease was due to a small drop in the
rate for girls, thefirstsince 1981, and a 2-point drop in
the rate for boys. Although the rate for girls has begun to
decline, the gap between the rates for boys and girls
continues to widen.
The Year 7 to 11 retention rate decreased by 3.4 percentage
points, from 79.1 in 1994 to 75.7 in 1995.
The Year 7 to 10 retention rate fell from 95.7 in 1994 lo
94.0 in 1995. This decrease, for the second consecutive
year, came after increases from 1975 to 1993. The rate
decreased for boys and girls.
Retention rates for girls from Year 7 to Years 10,11 and
12 continued to exceed those of boys in 1995, by 1.6
percentage points for Year 7 to 10, by 9.7 percentage
points for Year 7 to 11 and by 12.4 percentage points for
Year 7 to 12. See Table 18 in the" tables section.

"FIGURE 1«1 - Y E A R 7-12 A P P A R E N T R E T E N T I O N R A T E S , 1971-1 9 9 5
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